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STELLINGEN
1. Land use at the sub-regional level can be described by means of a set of spatial
objects. The object-oriented approach enables a structured description of land use
and land use change, which is lacking in most present approaches to land use inventory. (Thisthesis.)
2. The possibilities for discriminating between land cover types only on the basis of
spectral reflectance characteristics are limited. Major improvements to spectrally
separate land cover types are not to be expected by increasing the spectral and
spatial resolution of satellite imagery. The integration of remote sensing data with
other types of data, employing a process of reasoning for information extraction
whereby the proper use of rules of inference is of great importance, is more
promising in this respect.
3. The interpretation of (remotely sensed) data for the extraction of information on
terrain objects always refers to a particular context. The definition of context to
consist of: (a) a thematic context that is reflected in the classification system and
attribute structure of objects; (b) a spatial context that is reflected in the levels of
aggregation and the used scale levels; (c) the purpose of mapping and the aspect of
time, enables a meaningful description of the context and the structured use of
context information.
4. Reconnaissance soil surveys do not provide data with sufficient detail to be
relevant for evaluating land use with respect to the bio-physical land potentials at
farm - or field level. On the other hand, the information that is provided is too
specific for the evaluation of land use at sub-regional level. The goals and practice
of the reconnaissance soil survey should be reconsidered.
5. Scientific development in the field of land use inventory studies and rural surveys
is hampered by the lack of a central paradigm.
6. Land evaluation and farming system analysis (LEFSA) provide information on
land use, through land and land use inventory and diagnosis of problems associated
with land use. The function of information in the planning process and plan
execution has to be defined as yet. This function can only be determined through
analysis of the planning process.
7. With the technical capabilities of modern GIS systems for handling and
processing spatial data, the interpretation of results and judgement of their validity
has become a primary problem. The required expertise is generally lacking with the
operators of GIS systems and with planners who might base their decisions on the
information that is generated.

8. Zolang er 'oerrunderen' grazen in door onszelf gecreëerde natuur en transgene
stieren volkomen natuurlijk ogen zal een duurzaam milieu een illusie zijn.
TomLemaire (1970),Filosofievanhet landschap, Uitgeverij AMBO.
HansAchterhuis (1992), De illusie vangroen. Overmilieucrisisen de fixatie op
techniek, Uitgeverij deBalie.
9. Wetenschappelijk onderzoek is eigenlijk een poging van wetenschappers om die
situatie te scheppen waarin hun ideeën het duidelijkst bevestigd worden. Dit
subjectieve aspect wordt vaak ontkend door het suggereren van objectiviteit. Echter
juist de erkenning daarvan bevordert de objectiviteit.
llya Prirogine and Isabelle Stengers (1990), Orde uit Chaos. Uitgeverij Bert
Bakker.
10. Wetenschap is een strijd geworden om geld, faciliteiten en plaats voor publicaties in tijdschriften. De condities die daarvoor gelden werken eerder verstikkend op
de wetenschap dan dat deze bijdragen tot vernieuwende inzichten.
Henry H. Bauer (1992), Scientific literacy and the myth of the scientificmethod,
University of illinois press.
11. Onderzoekers die in de tropen gestationeerd zijn hebben de neiging harder te
werken en/of meer op vakantie te gaan. Beide zijn redenen om onderzoek in de
tropen te bevorderen.
12. Hoe groter de afstand van waaraf wij het aards oppervlak waarnemen des te
onbeduidender lijkt alles te worden wat zich op dat oppervlak afspeelt.
13. Computers lack a body to be intelligent.
HubertL. Dreyfus (1979), Whatcomputerscan't do. Thelimitsof artificial intelligence, Harper &Rowpublishers, NewYork.
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Abstract
This thesis describes an approach to land use inventory at the sub-regional scale in the
Guacimo-Rio Jiménez-Siquirres (GRS) area in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica. Therefore,
theconcept of "land usezones" is introduced. The land usezone (LUZ) plays acentral role
in the definition of an observational methodology as well for structuring dynamics in land
use. Land use is described in terms of the land use pattern (LUP). The LUP denotes the
farming systems and land utilization types (LUTs) occurring within a land use zone.
This thesis formulates a methodology for the inventory of land use and land use change
that is object-oriented and data-driven. "Object-oriented" means that land use is expressed
in terms of a collection of objects (land use zones) with specific geometric and thematic
characteristics. Aclassification systemisdeveloped sothateachclasscontainsland usezones
withacharacteristicthematicdescription, geometry, aggregation structureanddynamics.The
handling of such complex object information requires that emphasis is put on the definition
of a data model.
For inventory purposes satellite imagery and aerial photos are used. The use of these
materials involves pattern recognition. The "data-driven" approach in this case means that
theclasses todescribe land useare nota-priori but inductive, i.e. they result from theinventory process. The data-driven approach is a strategy to gain insight in the sub-regional land
useexpressed in theland usepatterns. Thecomplex land useinventory process is unravelled
into a number of sequentially ordered processing steps, described in the various chapters.
This thesis consists of three parts.
The first part of this thesis defines LUZs as a tool for the inventory of land useand land
usechange. From the comparison of aerial photos of 1948-1952 and 1984 we learn that the
LUZs, thatbelong totheagricultural area, havestableboundaries. Thisimpliesthattheland
use zone may serve as a reference area for monitoring land use change.
Dataon farm sizedistribution and farming system composition ofanumber ofzones were
obtained by means of a farm survey. The data show significant differences in the farming
system composition, on the basis of which wedefine the land usepatterns. That these clear
differences occur indicates that the LUZ serves as a spatial unit for the land use inventory
atthe sub-regional level. Thedifferences inLUP relate todifferences observed inland cover
composition and farm sizedistributions. Thisrelation indicatesthatinformation onLUPmay
beinferred from composite land cover and farm sizecharacteristics, sothat satellite imagery
and aerial photoscan beusedastools for land useinventory, if theproper rules for interpretation are applied.
The correspondence between LUP and composite land cover implies that change in LUP
may be inferred from change in land cover composition, under the condition that the
geometriccharacteristics donotchange. Changeinland cover composition of LUZsbetween
1986and 1990wasinvestigated using satelliteimagery. Clear trends inland usechangewere
observed, when the proper interpretation rules are applied. These trends were a decrease in
the area for the cultivation of maize and in pasture land, and an increase in the area for
banana and macadamia production and reforestation. Besides changes in area of crops, a
change in the condition of pastures and banana plantations could be indicated.
Thesecond partdescribes thepattern recognition process. Thisconcernsthe identification
and classification of the LUZs. First, the stratification of the GRS area into sub-regions is
described. The spatial pattern, which isdetermined by the size, form and arrangement of the
agricultural fields, is used as a key to the aerial photo interpretation and as a criterion to
identify the LUZs.

Once the LUZs are identified, their field size characteristics and the land cover composition aredetermined. Aprocedure isdescribed for theper pixelland cover classification. This
procedure will guide the image analyst in the complex task of defining a set of training
classeswithstatisticalproperties suitableforthemaximumlikelihoodclassification. Emphasis
is on the training phases. The procedure presented here makes useof supervised as well as
unsupervised approaches.
Special attention has been paid to the definition of LUZ classes. Statistical methods are
used toidentify and define thedifferent patterns as akey toclassification. Field sizecharacteristics of the LUZs were determined. One-way analysis of variance and multiple comparison were used to evaluated differences in mean field size. This resulted in the definition of
five classes for mean field size.
A hierarchical cluster analysis was performed to evaluate the difference in land cover
composition between the LUZs. To derive therelevant groups of corresponding LUZs from
the results (represented by adendrogram) a critical distanceis defined. The critical distance
denotes the minimum distance at which LUZs (or groups of LUZs) are considered significantly different with respect to their land cover composition. The critical distance reflects
accuracy of dataonland cover composition, which isdetermined by theaccuracy of theland
cover classification and thegeometric accuracy oftheland cover mapandtheLUZ map.The
resulting composite land cover classes provide information on land use of the LUZs.
Land useinformation isobtained by interpretation of theland cover composition andfield
size characteristics of the LUZs. This interpretation involves the transformation of data
classes into information categories by using mapping rules (also termed decision rules).
Mapping rules assign a conditional class label to an object, whereby the condition refers to
a particular context. The mapping involves complex decisions. Insight in the complex
decision structure is gained by putting the decision rules in hierarchical order. The result is
a decision tree for the classification of LUZs in terms of LUPs. The decision tree leads to
stepwise classification of LUZs. The decision tree provides a formalized description of the
decisions in the classification of the LUZs.
In Part Three the land use in the GRS area is evaluated with respect to bio-physical land
potentials. The LUZ map and the physiographic soil map were combined. The soil unit
boundaries and the land use zone boundaries corresponded to a high degree. But this does
not mean that land use is in agreement with the (bio-physical) land potentials. Results show
that 18 % of the GRS area is at risk of land degradation, while 51 %of the area is considered to have potential for more intensive use. Expertjudgement is used to determine the
suitability of the soil types for specific land utilization types (LUTs). However, the exact
position of the soil type or theLUT cannot bedetermined at a sub-regional scale, with units
being composite in nature. This introduces a fundamental uncertainty with respect to the
statements on land use suitability. The study, therefore, has an exploratory character. The
figures denote expectations.
In the last chapter the variation in banana yield within one plantation (representing a
particular LUZ) isinvestigated. Soilsurvey dataexplained 67 %of thevariation. Combining
Landsat-TM and soil data did not provide a better estimation of yields. The explained
variation remained 67 %.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS
Data class : Data source-specific class or cluster, defined from relationships in a particular data space. Also named 'attribute values class' when the object attribute refers to
a particular data source.
Faces (photo interpretation) : surfaces on the aerial photo, homogeneous in tone and
texture, recognisable through change in tone or texture or through linear features
delimiting the faces.
Farm system : Decision making unit comprising the farm household, cropping and
livestock systems, that transforms land, capital and labour into useful products that
can be consumed or sold (Fresco et ah, 1990).
Farming system : Class of similarly structured farm systems (Fresco et ah, 1990).
Farming Systems Analysis : Diagnosis and analyses of farm level variables, concerning
farming and land use, covering both ecological and socio-economic aspects (Fresco
etal, 1990).
Geographical Information System : A (computerized) system providing a structure for the
description of spatial data and tools for storing, retrieving, transforming and
displaying of geographical data, describing objects from the real world (Burrough,
1986).
Information categories : classes of information bearing a direct relevance in the user
situation. Inferences about the information classes are drawn from the collection of
data classes.
Land Cover : Vegetation and artificial constructions covering the land (Rhind & Hudson,
1980).
Land Evaluation : The process of assessment of land performance when used for specific
purposes, involving the execution and interpretation of surveys and studies of
landforms, soils, vegetation and climate and other aspects of land in order to identify
and make comparison of promising kinds of land use in terms applicable to the
objectives of the evaluation (FAO, 1976).
Land Use : Man's activities on the land, which are directly related to the land (Clawson
& Stewart, 1965).
Land Use Pattern (LUP): The LUP describes the land use of a land use zone. The LUP
denotes the land utilization type(s) and farming system(s) occurring within a LUZ.
Land Use Zone (LUZ): A geographical unit (or object) with a particular land use pattern
and a dynamic behaviour, expressed by change in the land use characteristics and by
change in the land use zone boundaries. The LUZ provides a geographical basis for
the description of land use and land use change at sub-regional level.
Land Utilization Type (LUT): Crop, crop combination or cropping system with a
specified technical and socio-economic setting (FAO, 1983). In this thesis the LUT
refers to land use at field level.
Land Evaluation and Farming Systems Analyses (LEFSA): A conceptual model for land
use planning, integrating the land evaluation and farming systems analyses
approaches.
Object class : Kind or type of object.
Spatial pattern : An arrangement of (spatial) components which has more meaning than a
simple aggregation of the components. Within the context of the present study the
components refer to agricultural fields.
Superclass : Generalization of object classes; many object classes can belong to one
superclass.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AP
APs
APTD
AZ
BB
CATIE
CLC
CLCC
FDS
FOR
FS
FSA
GIS
GRS
IDA
LC
LCC
LCCC
LE
LEFSA
LU
LUP
LUZ
LUT
MAG
PAS
PMU
SI
TM
USGS
WAU
WA
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Agricultural Penetration
Aerial Photos
Average Pairwise Transformed Divergence
Atlantic Zone
Bare soil and Built-up area (land cover class)
Centra Agronómico Tropical de Investigación y Ensenanza
Composite Land Cover
Composite Land Cover Class
Formal Data Structure
Forest (land cover class)
Field Size/ Farm Size
Farming Systems Analysis
Geographical Information System
Guacimo-RioJiménez-Siquirres
Institute de Desarollo Agrario
Land Capability Class
Land Cover Class
Land Cover Class Composition
Land Evaluation
Land Evaluation and Farming Systems Analyses
Land Use
Lans Use Pattern
Land Use Zone
Land Utilization Type
Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderia
Pasture (land cover class)
Physiographic Mapping Unit
Satellite Imagery
Thematic Mapper
United States Geological Survey
Wageningen Agricultural University
Wooded Area (land cover class)
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LAND EVALUATION AND FARMING SYSTEM ANALYSIS.
In 1986 the Wageningen Agricultural University (WAU) entered into a cooperative
research effort with theCentra AgronómicoTropical deInvestigación yEnsenanza (CATIE)
and the Minestério de Agricultura y Ganaderia (MAG). These institutions started aprogram
for regional development studies,natural resource inventoryand studiesofecological change
in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica. The ultimate aim of the research is to provide relevant
insights for agricultural planning purposes, directed to sustained land use and small farm
development. Theproject aimsat thedevelopment of a methodology for defining alternative
land use scenarios, based on the Land Evaluation and Farming Systems Analysis (LEFSA)
concept (Fresco et al., 1990).
Within the framework of the Atlantic Zone research program attention is devoted to the
application ofsatelliteremotesensingandgeographical information systems(GIS)forgeneral
purpose land cover and land use inventory and the monitoring of changes in this respect. It
serves to provide information needed for the LEFSA sequence, although the LEFSA
sequence was not yet defined in 1987, when thepresent study was initiated.
LEFSA isaconceptual model for land useplanning. Land useplanning refers toregional
agricultural planning. It is a form of intermediate-level planning of regions with a view to
bridging the gap between general macro-planning and specific project planning. It concerns
the identification of priority areas, which can be understood in both a geographical and a
thematic sense. Both land evaluation and farming systems analysis represent tools for land
use planning. The LEFSA integrates both methods, in order to profit from the advantages
of both approaches and toovercome the shortcomings intrinsic toeach one. Theinitiativeto
reconcile procedures had previsouly been taken by Young (1986).
Land evaluation hasa strong geographical orientation, through the mapping and description of the different types of land. It looks at potentials for the use of land, based on an
evaluation of the bio-physical resources, with respect to selected types of land utilization
(FAO, 1976). The shortcomings of many land evaluations are related to problems in
integratingagronomicand socio-economicinformation. Aconstraintofthemethodologyitself
is the lack of clear procedures for the selection of land use types (Fresco et al., 1990; also
remarked by Young, 1986).
Farming systems analysis focuses on determining present uses of land. In contrast, land
evaluation putstheemphasison future andpotential uses.Farming systemanalysis diagnoses
the present situation with regard to farming and land use, providing insight in possible and
necessary improvements. Farming system analysis lacks the geographical orientation of the
land evaluation approach. Its problems are largely related to the selection of the relevant
areas. Theland units serve toidentify theareaswhereagriculturalproblemsare subsequently
diagnosed. These units, however, might be less suitable to denote areas with homogeneous
land use characteristics. In such areas the farmers are part of similar agricultural systems,
operating under comparable agro-ecological as well as socio-economic conditions. The
integration of LEandFSA, asproposed in LEFSA, intendstopreserve thestrong geographic
character of the LE and to use the FSA for diagnosis and identification of relevant land
utilization types.
LEFSA recognizes the different emphasis on the hierarchical level at which both
approaches work. LEfocuses ontheregional level initsreconnaissance taskandon cropping
system level in itsdetailed analysis, whereas FSA concentrates on thefarm level. Therefore,
hierarchical levels are identified that areacceptable toboth methodologies. Starting from the
highest level, these are: the regional level, the sub-regional level, the farm system and the
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farm sub-system (which consists of the household system, the cropping system and the
livestock system).
These hierarchy levels are intended to be relevant for both the land evaluation and the
farming system analysis. By implication, both the land useand thephysiography or the soil
can be described as separate systems or models at the different hierarchy levels. In the
present investigation land use and soil have been treated as independent themes.
Both the crop system and farm system can be geographically and thematically defined as
individual entities.Thisislessclear for thedescription of land useat sub-regional and higher
levels. In thedocument mention ismade of thepossibility toemploy land useand vegetation
mapstowhich farm information from statistical sources or limited field workcanbe related.
Such maps may be based on information from remote sensing, whereby "care should be
taken that the different land use types and cropping and livestock systems can be identified
within the land use/cover units" (Fresco et al. 1990). It is commented that "this might
require changes in the way the land cover and land use classes are presently defined."
The latter quotation specifies the focus of the present study. The aim is to contribute to
the LEFSA sequence by elaborating the sub-regional level with respect to the land use. To
provide tools for theinventory of land useat the sub-regional scale, satellite remote sensing
data and aerial photography are employed. The traditional tools for FSA comprise observations in the field and farm survey.

SATELLITE IMAGERY ANDAERIAL PHOTOS FOR SUB-REGIONAL LANDUSE
INVENTORY
Since the launching of the first satellite for land observation in 1972 (ERTS1), remotely
sensed datahasbeen usedextensively for theinventory oflandcoverand land use. However,
there are some limitations to the use of satellite remotely sensed data. These were also
experienced with respect to the land cover and land use inventory in the Atlantic Zone of
Costa Rica. In brief:
- Remote sensing is best suited for the inventory of land cover, since this can be
directly sensed. Therelevance for land useinventory islimited. Alsoinageneral
purpose land cover classification, the classes are often hardly specific, further
complicating the inference of land use information.
- The results of the satellite-based land cover classification often show limited
reliability.
- Image interpretation is a rather unstructured, subjective activity. As a consequencethe results have a somewhat 'ad hoc' character. Theprocess is therefore
difficult todescribeand transfer and theresultsareuncertain. Alsotheprocedure
maybelessefficient; much timeisneeded toobtain results of acceptable quality.
Thegeneral-purposeclassification oflandcoverrequiresinsightintheoccurrence
of land cover types over a large area. It also requires insight in the possibilities
for therecognition of thesecover typesthrough remotesensing.With theincreasing need for timely data and given the changeable character of land cover and
land use, this is considered to be a major limitation.
Thepresent document addresses thesequestions, as well as theproblems associated with the
use of remote sensing (and GIS) for purposes being discussed.
For regional agricultural planning, information on the regional land use pattern is
required. The above-mentioned problems indicate a discrepancy between the methods and
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techniques available and the information required. This is related to a discrepancy in scale
level. A different general strategy for the inventory of land use is clearly needed. The
methods(and techniques) should beadapted totheinformation requirements.Remotesensing
serves as a possible data source. Integration with other data sources is needed to obtain the
required land use information.
An important aspect of the approach to land use inventory presented here is its objectoriented character. The object refers to a geographic entity*associated with a specific level
of aggregation. As such, scale dependencies can be accounted for. Also in land evaluation,
we seethat in recent years attention hasfocused, in recent years, on tailoring soil studies (or
the use of soil survey data) to specific requirements. These study designs take into account
the scale dependencies, as well as levels of detail and accuracy of the information required
(Bouma et al., 1986; Bouma, 1989).

GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND THEORY
Land useischangeable, especially in regions likethe Atlantic Zoneof CostaRica, where
the colonization history is relatively young.
The capability for regular updating and monitoring of land use change is therefore an
important requisite. With respect toregional agriculturalplanning it isimportant tovisualize
the effects of different land use scenarios and to be able to assess the effects of measures
taken. It implies the use of a geographical information system (GIS).
The monitoring of land usechange requires a systematic approach toland use inventory.
Structured, objective and quantitative methods and measures are needed to enable the
consistent execution of the inventory process and description of land use corresponding to
different points in time or to different regions. It entails the design of a data model for description of land useand aclearly defined process structure for theinventory of land use. The
system aspects are an important theme in the present research.
A geographical information system (GIS) provides a certain structure for the description
of spatial data and tools for storing, retrieving, transforming and displaying of geographical
data (Burrough, 1986). The geographical data describe objects from the real world.
The term GIS can be taken to denote a computer system with the technical capabilities and
functions just cited. Alternatively, the term may denote an application-oriented GIS,
providing a conceptual data model and prescribed (semi-automated) procedures for data
processing relevant to thefieldof application, The term may also refer toa GIS in which a
fully elaborated data model hasbeen implemented, containing dataon a specific area and for
a specific application and with standard (or fully automated)procedures. Inthis thesisweare
concerned with thedevelopment (or application) of a GIS for a specific application, namely
land use inventory.
Geographical information systems are widely used at present. Problems are encountered
with the exchange of data and with the linking of geo-information of different fields of
application. (These problems were also experienced in thepresent investigation, specifically
in linking the soil and physiographic data to the land cover and land use data.) A major
problem is that theobject definitions are always embedded in a particular context (i.e.field
ofapplication, scale,geographical region).Solutionshavebeensoughtindata standardization
(i.e standard definitions of terrain objects) but have, as yet, not been very successful. This
isobserved and commented upon in an article by Molenaar (1991c) entitled "Object hierarchies, why is data standardization so difficult?". An explanation of the difficulties in data
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standardization would require an investigation of the structural aspects of data and object
definition. That is, it presupposes the definition of theoretical information models for
geographical information systems. The formal data structure (FDS) developed by Molenaar
(1991a, 1991b) has been adopted as a principle for the structuring of the object description
in the present study.
The data model only constitutes part of an information system, when this is taken to
represent anarrangement ofcomponents(orsubsystems)thatprocessinputsintooutputs.The
information contained ina map(or GIS)cannot be seen independently from theprocess (and
methods) to derive the information from the input data.
Alsowithrespect todataprocessing, standardization of theprocedure (defining a uniform
process structure) is important to guarantee comparable and reproducible results. The
definition of such a structured procedure (or process structure) requires insight in the data
and information flow. In the information analyses the functional steps and the relation
between these steps in the information process are identified. On the other hand the data
structureand themethodsandtechniques fordataprocessing areinvestigated. Decision rules
determine the process logic (Essink and Romkema, 1989). In the context of the land use
inventory, the information process refers to the inference of land use information from
satellite imagery and aerial photos, applying knowledge on the regional context (see Figure
1 for the general structure).
Image interpretation (referring to both aerial photo and satellite imagery) is a rather
complex process. Image interpretation involves seeingand understanding. Thisrequiresboth
theidentification of imagepattern elements (i.e. tone,color, size, shape, etc.)and theanalysis and articulation of conceptual knowledge, based on diverse stereotype models and
heuristic rules employed by expert interpreters (Agrialas and Harlow, 1990).
As isoften thecase in aerial photo or satellite imageinterpretation, theobjects of interest
arenotdefined a-priori, such thattheinterpretation canbedirected totherecognition hereof.
Indeed, the interpretation serves to identify theobjects. In thecaseof the land useinventory
theobject as concept for modelling of land useeven had to be introduced. In that event, the
problem is todetermine therelevant object characteristics, which requires insight in therole
of theobjects in theland useanalysis (i.e. thecontext).Whenit isknown which information
the objects have to carry, the relevant object characteristics can be determined. From these
thecriteria for theobject definition andrecognition follow. Usingimagery for therecognition
of objects preseumes the translation of the object characteristics into image characteristics.
Thepattern recognition containscontext-dependent decision moments.Lack of insight in the
problematic sketched here makes image interpretation a very subjective activity.
With respect to remote sensing, systems for interpretation of satellite imagery have
received much attention in the literature. The systems are generally based on a per pixel
classification. In order to improveresults the modelsnot onlycontain algorithms for solving
mathematicalproblems, buttheyalsoincorporate knowledgeabout theobjects tobe mapped.
Making use of such knowledge represents the expert system approach. For an overview of
the knowledge-based (or model-based) models, see Agrialas andHarlow (1990)with respect
to remote sensing image interpretation, and Robinson and Frank (1987) as regards knowledge-based systems for GIS.Ageneral conceptual model that would apply toa GISfor land
use inventory is presented in Figure 1.
Two main tasks were set for thepresent investigation: first, the definition of (a structure
for) the land use inventory process; and second, the application of the land use inventory
process at sub-regional scale. A representative area of about 30 by 30 km was selected for
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theapplication andvalidation of theprocedure. Theareaisnamedafter thethreevillagesthat
define the area: Guacimo, Rio Jimenez and Siquirres (GRS area). The question is whether
land use can be quantified through a repeatable and transferable methodology.
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Figure 1 Generalstructureof a knowledge-based system.

LAND USE INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS IN THE ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA
RICA
For the regional inventory of land use in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, the land use
zoneisdefined asthecentral geographical unit (or spatial object). Theland usezoneconcept
assumes the existence of sub-regions with discriminating land use characteristics. The land
useisdescribed bytheland usepattern, denoting thefarming andcropping systems occurring
within a land usezoneand theprevailing socio-economic conditions. The units are intended
to serve as target areas, composed of farmers operating under similar conditions and experiencing more or less the sameproblems and opportunities. That is, it serves to diagnose
andanalyzetheagricultural system at sub-regional levelanditidentifies therelevant land use
typesfor theland evaluation tobeexecuted per unit identified. Assuchtheunitsareassumed
to provide a context for defining and evaluating land use scenarios.
The land use zone can be considered an aggregation of agricultural fields (as far as the
agricultural lands are concerned). The land use zone may consist of many farms, a single
farm, or a part of a farm when the corresponding area is large enough to be recognized at
the sub-regional level and when the agricultural activities of the farm or enterprise are
differentiated.
In Part 1the land use zones are described and their relevance for the inventory of land
useand land usechangeon a regional scale isassessed. Thediscussion Itconcerns thepragmaticsof the identified objects. Thefirstchapter givesa structure for thedescription of spatial objects. In the subsequent chapters, the thematic and behavioral aspect of theobjects are
investigated in relation to land use and land use change. All concern the GRS area. An
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important theme in this first part is the interpretation of the object's image characteristics
with respect to the land cover and land use characteristics.
In Part 2, the strategic and methodological aspects are addressed. The strategy consists
of the following parts:
- The stratification (or image segmentation) process, in which the land use zone
boundaries are determined. The geographical units are determined by means of
aerialphotointerpretation, whereby thespatialpatternisthemostimportantcriterion. A pattern (or structure) is attributed by an expert to an arrangement of
components, which has more meaning than a simple aggregation of thecomponents (Agrialas and Harlow, 1990). Concerning land use inventory, two related
typesof patterns aredistinguished, namely the spatialpattern (e.g. certain arrangement of fields) and the land use pattern (e.g. certain combination of land use
types), whereby the former is an expression of the latter. Aside from being a
mere aggregation of elementary objects, the land use zone isjustified as a geographical entity in itself, by its specific land use history and land ownership
pattern.
- The determination of the land use zone characteristics. The land use zones are
characterized byelementsderived from aerialphotosandlandcovercomposition.
To obtain information on land cover, useis made of satellite imagery. Analyses
of the object characteristics indicate the degree to which the land use zones can
be mutually discriminated. On this basis, the aerial photo interpretation is
evaluated and accepted or rejected.
- Theclassification of theland usezones.Thisconsists ofclassification of theland
usezones on thebasisof their imagecharacteristics. First theappropriate classes
are defined, taking accountof thediscriminating power of theobject characteristics. In second instance, these classes are to be translated to the relevant categories describing the land usepatterns of the land usezones.
The structuring of the inventory and classification process requires a clear distinction
between the object's image characteristics, which are important for object recognition and
characterization, and theobject's land usecharacteristics, which areinferred from theimage
characteristics. The inference is described as a separate activity.
To makean inventory of land use, adata-driven approach was selected. This meansthat the
classes are not defined a-priori but are generated by the procedure. This approach is the
strategicanswer tosituationsinwhichexactinformation requirementscannotbespecified and
in which there is limited availability of materials. This approach is also an answer to the
image interpretation dilemma described earlier.
In an introductory chapter to Part 2 the land use zone approach is described in general
terms. It isjustified as an object-oriented approach in terms of developments in the useof
satellite imagery and aerial photos for land cover and land use inventory.
Part 3 deals with land use evaluation, taking bio-physical land characteristics into consideration. When the present research was initiated, soil mapping of the Atlantic Zone was
already under way. A case study is presented which makes use of this soil data and of the
land use zone data for evaluating land use at the sub-regional scale. The evaluation serves
to identify priority areas with respect to possible over-exploitation of the natural resources
and with respect to possibilities for improved use of the natural resource.
In addition, a study ispresented concerning thevariation in banana yield as explained by
remote sensing and soil survey data. This study isincluded todemonstrate theuseof remote
sensing and soil information at a more detailed level.

ATLANTIC ZONE PROFILE
This condensed profile of the Atlantic Zone was compiled from Hall (1984), Silva (1982),
Waaijenberg (1990) and Wielemaker (1990). The information on land cover was obtained
from our own data sources.
Geomorphology and soils
The northern Atlantic Zone (AZ) is located in the north-east of Costa Rica. It constitutes
the transition of the central volcanic mountain range to the Caribbean Sea.
Three major landforms can be distinguished from the south-west to the north-east:
- The sloping areas of thecentral mountain range with lavaand lahar depositsof
andesitic composition. At higher elevations these deposits are covered with
volcanic ashes.
- Slightly inclined plains at the foot of the volcanoes with fine grained fluviolaharic deposits.
- Thecoastalplain with fine-textured topeaty depositsandinundated depressions.
Remnants of Tertiary and early Quaternary volcanism with deposits of basaltic
composition, strongly dissected and with deep weathered soils are also found.
The soils in the area belong predominantly to the Andosols and Inceptisols. Their fertility
status depends largely on the age of the deposits, which varies strongly for the first two of
these three landscapes. The younger deposits are covered with nutrient-rich and non-acid
soils, whereas theolder deposits are covered with nutrient-poor and acid soils. The younger
lava and lahar deposits on and near the volcanoes can be extremely stony. The soils of the
coastal plain are fertile but often suffer from impeded drainage. Very recent fluvial deposits
are shallow and sandy, limiting agricultural use.
Climate
The AZ has a humid tropical climate. The mean annual temperature is 26°. Daily temperatures vary little, and differences in day and night temperature are small (a maximum
difference of about 12°).
The mean yearly precipitation varies between 3000 and 6000 mm/yr, with mean monthly
precipitation generally between 300and 700mm. Themonthsof February, March and April
representarelatively dryperiod with mean monthlyprecipitation valuesbetween 100and300
mm.

Agricultural history and present use
Thecolonization of theAZbegan with theestablishmentof somecacaoplantationsaround
Matina in the 17*century. Before then, the AZ was populated by a few indigenous groups.
Plantation worker were recruited from these groups. Later negro slaves were imported to
work on the plantations.
The late colonization of the AZ might be explained by the adverse climatic conditions, the
presence of dense forest cover and other less favorable conditions in the Atlantic Zone. The
colonization proceeded very slowly in the beginning; by 1820, Matina had only 34 inhabitants.
The colonization process gained momentum with the construction of a harbor at Limon
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and the construction of the railway (1872-1890) for the benefit of the coffee export. The
coffee was produced around Cartago. First the line Limon-Guapiles was built; later, the
branch from Siquirres to Cartago was constructed. In this period, a start was made with the
cul-tivation of banana. The product wasalready exported before theend of thecentury. The
period is marked by the foundation of the United Fruit Company, which was to dominate
banana production in the area for four decades to come.
The beginning of the 20*century showed a strong increase in theproduction of banana,
accompanied by further extension of therailway infrastructure. Production came toa standstill in the 1930s as consequence of the Panama disease, which attacked the roots of the
plants, and of labor unrest. Cacao, maize and cassava became important crops after the
demise of the banana plantations. The initiative for the cultivation of cacao seems to have
come from thebanana companies. Thearea of itscultivation isoften associated with former
banana plantations. At the end of the 1950s, we see the return of banana cultivation, with
new varieties resistant to the Panama disease. Production increased steadily thereafter,
accompanied by improvements of the road infrastructure. This period isalso marked by the
immigration of many people from other parts of thecountry, seekingjobs at the plantations
or looking for other opportunities to make a living. Those with financial resources bought
farms; others occupied new lands still under forest at the fringe of the reclaimed areas.
The workers at theplantations were often employed on a temporary basis. When leaving
theplantations manytried to settlenearby as farmers. In the 1970s, thepressure on theland
increased and larger estates wereinvaded. Theseestates weregenerally not used for agricultural purposes. Conflicts were settled by the intervention of the Institute for Agrarian
Development (IDA), buying up the estates and distributing the land.
Attheendof the 1980sanewagrarian policy wasannounced, seeking toreduce subsidies
on basic grains and increase the cultivation of crops for export. The last years have shown
an increase in the cultivation of ornamental crops and flowers and food crops like
macadamia.Mostof thesecrops, however, are not feasible alternatives for the small farmer.
Land use in the region is thuscharacterized by strong and rapid change, which find expression above all in the rapid deforestation of the area. The location of land brought into use,
land claims and grants, and the settlements were all strongly related to the route of the
railway. It has resulted in a pattern of parcels and fields positioned in a direction perpendicular to the railway. This pattern can still clearly be recognized.
Table 1presents data on land cover of the AZ. This data was obtained on thebasis of a
1986satellite image (Landsat-TM). The largestpart of theAtlantic Zoneis still occupied by
forest. The forests are found in the coastal area and on the slopes of the volcanoes of the
central mountain range. The percentage presented in Table 1 somewhat overestimates the
forest cover, because theLandsat-TM sceneincludes aforested part of Nicaraguan territory.
Of the unforested area, most is covered by 'wooded area'. This includes tree crops like
cacao, citrus and macadamia (the latter two are not very important), homesteads, wooded
pastures and other wooded areas like riverbanks. Pastures occupy a large part of the area,
especially ifweconsider thatpartofthe 'wooded area' alsocorresponds tograssland andthat
the 'grass vegetation on inundated or poorly drained lands' often forms part of the pasture
land. Banana production is by far the most important economic activity in the region at
present, though it occupied (only)9.6 %of theunforested area in 1986. Livestock breeding
takes a second place.
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Table 1. Land coverdistribution in theAtlanticZone
The Atlantic Zone land cover distribution: Forested and deforested area:
Forest

46.4 %

Unforested
Total area of the scene

53.6%
569560 ha.

Land cover distribution within the deforested area:
Banana

9.6 %

Pasture land

24.7%

Unvegetated lands

13.6 %

Wooded area

27.3%

Secondary Vegetation

12.9 %

Grass vegetation of lands inundated or poorly drained

7.0 %

Other

4.9 %

Landcoverandlandusewasinventoried for thenorthern AtlanticZone.Thedevelopment
of the methodology and testing of the validity of the approach, of which the next chapters
giveaccount, wasdone in apart of the Atlantic Zoneconsidered representative for thearea
in total. The area has been called the Guacimo-RioJiménez-Siquirres (GRS) area, after the
three most important villages in the area. The location of the GRS area is shown in Figure
1.

Tortuguero

Limon

COSTARICA
Fig. 1Locationof the GRSstudyarea

PARTI

LAND USE ZONES TO DESCRIBE LAND USE AND
LAND USE CHANGE AT THE SUB-REGIONAL LEVEL

CHAPTER1
A DATA STRUCTURE FOR DESCRIBING TERRAIN OBJECTS
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INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of Part 1 of this thesis is to evaluate land-use zones as meaningful
entities for inventorying and mapping land useand land-usechange on a sub-regional scale.
Aninventory hasbeen madeofland-useintheGuacimo-RioJimenez-Siquirres area of Costa
Rica. The results are presented as a land-use map in Appendix D.
A land-use map is a model of the real world. This model is relevant only in the specific
context for which it has been designed. Of more general interest is the structure of the
model, which we expect to be applicable to land-use modeling in other regions as well.
Amodelis described interms of objects (orentities) and in terms of therelationsbetween
objects. In a geographic context, these objects represent terrain objects (or spatial objects).
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are used to store and analyze the data on terrain
objects (Burrough, 1986).
Attempts to link different GIS have been disappointing and efforts to tackle this problem
through standardization of object description have failed. Molenaar (1991c) attributes these
failures tothecontext-dependent natureof object definitions. Further attempts to solvethese
integration problems have led to the investigation of spatial data structures. The importance
of a data structure for describing terrain objects has been stressed by various authors
(Peuquet, 1984; Molenaar 1991a,b).
This first chapter presents a data structure to describe terrain objects. It provides a
framework for modeling terrain objectsand itexplainstheterms andconceptsthatthereader
will encounter in the subsequent chapters. The data structure presented here is based on the
Formal DataStructure (FDS)defined byMolenaar (1989a, 1991b)andMolenaar andJanssen
(1991). Only minor changes have been made.

AFORMAL STRUCTURE FOR DESCRIBING TERRAIN OBJECTS
Included in the descriptions of terrain objects are the following characteristics:
- Geometric structure;
- Thematic content;
- Dynamic behavior.
Also included in the descriptions are the relations between the objects. Besides the
topological relation, three other types of relation can be defined. These are:
- Classification hierarchies;
- Aggregation hierarchies;
- Associations between the objects.
The dynamic behavior of the objects refers to the changes in these characteristics over
time. Such changes require an updating of the objects' representations in a GIS.
Object-Oriented Terrain Description
There are three components in the basic structure for describing the terrain objects in a
GIS (Fig. 1.1). These are:

Data structurefor describing spatialobjects
- An object identifier;
- Geometric data;
- Thematic data.
Behavior can be added as a fourth
component, but we shall notbe commenting upon this further, as it isexpressed in
terms of the object's geometric or thematic characteristics.
Dependingon thecontext, anobject can
be described as an area object, as a line
object, or as a point object. (A town, for
example, can be represented either as an
area object or as a point object, depending, among other things, on the scale of
Fig. 1.1 Basic structurefor therepresentation
the map.) Objects are represented in one
of objects(afterMolenaar,1991a).
of two geometric structures. The current
systems of processing geographic information are either vector-based or raster-based. They
imply a vector-to-raster conversion, or vice versa, when the objects that are presented in
different geometric structures are to be combined or related.
The description of geometric structures is outside the scope of this disssertation. For a
description of a formal data structure for vector maps, see Molenaar (1989a and 1991a).
Theconcept of the Land-UseZone (LUZ)was developedto enable an inventoryof
land use in the Atlantic Zone (AZ)of CostaRica (CR). TheLUZ defines the central
geographicobject (orunit)for describingthat land use. TheLUZ is characterizedby
a certain land-use pattern and its boundaries (or geometric data) are determined
throughaerial-photointerpretation,aprocess in whichthe spatialpattern is themost
importantinterpretation key. A spatialpattern is an arrangementof superficieswitha
homogenouslandcover (e.g. fields).

Object Classes
Thematic data refer to theattributes of an object. Objects are related if they belong to the
sameobject class, which is defined as either a common attribute structure or corresponding
attribute values. All objects in an object class have a common attribute structure. In Figure
1.2, we see that one object class can contain many objects.
Take, for example, the object class "rivers". Relevant attributes of rivers include depth,
width, current velocity, flow rate, and maximum tonnage. All theobjects classified asrivers
have these attributes. Only the values differ. The possible attribute values come from the
attribute domain (Fig. 1.3). Similarly, wecould define an object class "roads", also with its
own attribute structure.
In principle, there is no difference between an object class that is defined through a
common attribute structure and one that is defined through corresponding attributevalues.
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Objectclass

Attributelist

Object

Attributevalues

Fig. 1.2 Class structure of objects (Molenaar, 1991a)

Fig. 1.3 The relationattributevalue-atribute
domain-attribute name (Molenaar, 1991a).

For example, we could classify rivers as either small or large, on the basis of their flow
rates. Atthislevel of generalization, thevaluedomain would specifies thetwopossibleclass
values. The former object class "rivers" becomes a superclass representing a higher levelof
generalization than the classes "small rivers" and "large rivers". This shows that we can
build classification hierarchies by evaluating the attribute values at different generalization
levels.
Object classes with partially corresponding attribute structures can be grouped into a
superclass. Each level of the classification hierarchy has its own attribute structure and its
own set of attributes whose values are evaluated. The object classes inherit the attribute
structure and the attribute values of their superclass. We can, for example, define a
superclass "waterways" that contains "rivers" and "canals" at the next level down. Canals
includeall water ways with no flow rate. Rivers, however, do havea flow rate, an attribute
that allows us to divide them into either "large rivers" or "small rivers". At this level, we
candeterminetheobject attributes (e.g.largeriversarecharacterized e.g. bytheir maximum
allowed tonnage, an attribute that might not be relevant for small rivers).
Super class

Super class attribute list, 1-2

!
Object class

i
Object

Super class attributel values
Attribute list

Super class attribute 2 values
Attribute values

Attribute value classes

Fig. 1.4 Classandsuperclass structureofobjects.
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Figure 1.4also shows the class hierarchical structure. At the highest level are the superclasses with their lists of superclass attributes. Some of these attributes are evaluated at the
next level down, theclass level, and someareevaluated atthelowest level, theobject level.
At each level, additional attributes are defined. It is possible to find out whether an object
belongs in an object class (or in a superclass) by verifying the presence or absence of
attributes and by evaluating attribute values. The classes are defined either by the user or
through the analysis of the distribution characteristics of the attribute values. The classes
represent clusters within the object space that isdefined by the attributes. These clusters are
called attribute value classes.

LUZs are usedfor the inventoryingand mappingof land use at sub-regionallevel.
Theyrepresentzoneswitha recognizable land-usepattern. Land-usepatterns reveala
farming systemor aparticular combination offarming systems (e.g. cattlefarming or
plantationcropping)in a specificsub-region. Theyrepresentthe objectclass level. In
the classification hierarchy, classes like "agriculturalareas" and "residentialand
industrial areas" are given at superclass level. The specific classificationstructure
dependson thepurpose of the land-use inventory.

Aggregation Hierarchies
In aggregation hierarchies, the inheritance lines lead upward. This is unlike classification
hierarchies, in which the inheritance linesof attribute structures lead downward, causing the
thematic description of terrain objects to become more detailed the farther we go down the
hierarchy.
Figure 1.5shows how composite objects can bebuiltupfrom elementary objects and how
these composite objects can be put together to build up still more complex objects. The
composite objects inherit theattribute values from their constituent parts. There is no direct
relation totheclassification hierarchy. In fact, for every typeof compositeobject, aseparate
classification structure can be defined (Fig. 1.6).

composite
object

attributevalues(2)
compositeattributevalues(1)

elemen ary

attributevalues(1)

UUJOOl

Fig. 1.5 Structurefor composite objects.
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For each level of theaggregation hierarchy, there should be rules for selecting the terrain
objects that are to be aggregated to a particular composite object. In a GIS, these rules will
be based partly on the topological relations between terrain objects (e.g. connectivity or
adjacency) and partly on the thematic relations (e.g. common class values).
Not all of the class values that can occur in a composite object will occur. Even so,
contrary to what Molenaar states (1991c), thisdoes not mean that composite objects cannot
have a fixed attribute structure. If elementary objects can be aggregated to form composite
objects, then their attributes can be aggregated also. For each elementary attribute, there is
a corresponding composite attribute, implying that for the fixed attribute structure for the
elementary object thereisacorrespondingfixedattribute structure for thecompositeobjects.
Thedistribution of theattributevalues (ortheattributevalueclasses) within the composite
objects can be described with a frequency distribution or with statistical data like mean and
standard deviation. The composite attribute values will depend on the specific composition
of the composite objects.

Classification hierarchylevels

A
Superclass2
(SC2)

Superclass1
(SC1)

Objectclass
(OC)

Elementaryobject •
Levelsofaggregation

Fig. 1.6 Relation betweenaggregation hierarchy andclassification hierarchy

A good example of a composite object is a town district, which can be considered an
aggregation of buildings. It can be classified as residential, administrative, or industrial,
depending on the function of the buildings, that is, depending on their object class (e.g.
houses, offices, shops, factories). But having said this, we should bear in mind that a
residential area need not consist exclusively of houses - shops and some offices might be
present as well. Nor, by the sametoken, doesan industrial area need tohaveonly factories.
The district can be described simply by for example the number of buildings in each object
class.

Data structurefor describing spatial objects

LUZs are compositeobjects. Theelementaryobjectsthatcombinetoform themare
fields (or, in more general terms, superficieswith a homogeneousland cover).Fields
are describedthroughtheirsize and landcover. Thecompositionof theLUZs is then
describedthroughmeanfieldsizeandland-covercomposition.(Thepercentagesofland
coverareobtainedbyoverlayingtheLUZwithaland-coverclassificationbasedonsatellite imagery.)
As theLÙZsdelineationisbasedon recognizablefieldpatterns, so itfollows thatthe
shape,size, andorientationofthefieldsaretheactualcriteriafor aggregation.Thespatialpatternitselfisanindependent(non-aggregated) characteristic ofthecomposite objects, relevantonly to thespecificaggregation level.

Object Associations
Besidesclassification hierarchies andaggregation hierarchies, whichareverywell defined,
thereisathird, lesswelldefined typeofrelation betweenterrain objects: Object associations.
The associations between terrain objects are determined by corresponding attribute values
(e.g. houses or buildingswith the sameowner, companies with an office in Amsterdam, and
so on). And, unlike the hierarchies, which are characterized by many-to-one relationships
(m:l), object associations represent many-to-many relationships (m:n).
Even though they are lessstrictly defined, associations between terrain objects canbevery
important for interpreting andevaluating certain phenomena. Object associations aregenerally found by mounting searchesbased onattributevaluesorbyanalyzing thejoint occurrences
of different kinds of objects.
Objectassociations basedonownership applytoLUZs. LUZswithacommon owner
aresometimesscatteredovertheregion.Often theyareadjacent,inwhichcasethey represent onefarm or one enterprisewith variouskinds of land use (forwhichtheyare
mappedasseparateLUZs). Informationonownershipcanberelevantbecause achange
of ownershipoften impliesa changein landuse.

OBJECT DYNAMICS
Now that we have a data structure for describing terrain objects, we can describe the
dynamic behavior of these objects as well. By dynamic behavior we usually mean:
- Changes in geometric structure;
- Changes in thematic content;
- Changes in aggregation structure.
A change in the geometric structure of an object can mean a change in its position, its
shape, or its size. A change in position implies a corresponding change in the topology,
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which will then have to be updated. For a discussion of updating geometric data and
maintaining consistency, see Molenaar (1991b).
Changes in the thematic content of an object concern:
- Changes in one or more attribute values;
- Changes in the attribute structure (e.g. an agricultural area that is converted to a
residential area).
Both kinds of change might cause the object to migrate to another object class.
Changes in the aggregation structure are illustrated in Figure 1.7. They can be:
- The fragmentation of an area into smaller objects;
- The dissolution of small elementary objects into a larger object;
- The changes in the arrangement of theelementary objects that make up an aggregated
object.
Changes in the definition of the aggregation hierarchies and in theclassification hierarchies
are not considered here because they do not concern the dynamic behavior of the objects.
They do, however, affect therelations between the objects.

Fig. 1.7 Changes inaggregationstructure,a -fragmentation of objects;b -dissolutionofthe elementaryobjects;c changeofarrangement.

To thesethree types of changewecan add afourth, onethat doesnot refer only to objects
that havealready been identified. This isthechangecaused bytheappearanceof new objects
and the disappearence of existing ones. Describing the appearance and disappearance of
objects isdifficult when theexisting objects are theonly frame of reference. In theory, these
changes can be described by changes in the aggregation structure of objects at a higher
aggregation level (e.g. fragmentation, dissolution). Imagine that a new elementary object
appears. Itsappearanceimpliesthefragmentation ofthecompositeobject towhich itbelongs.
Similarly, the disappearance of an elementary object can be described by dissolution at the
composite-object level. But what if the new object is a composite object? It would require
defining a higher aggregation level to descibe the associated change, which, in turn, would

Data structurefor describing spatialobjects
require redefining the aggregation hierarchies. And this might involve redefining the
aggregation structure of the existing objects.
We can describe these changes another way. For example, if a composite object at
aggregation level 1is split, the new objects, which also belong to aggregation level 1, will
be associated by their common origin. So, if new objects appear by splitting or merging,
only one level of aggregation is involved in the process. We refer to this type of change as
change in association structure (Fig. 1.8). If new objects appear by fragmentation or
dissolution, two levels of aggregation are involved.

Fig. 1.8 Changeof objectassociation structure.

Such changes occur when,for example, regionalstructures develop in aformerly
undifferentiatedforested area because of colonization. The emerging LUZs can be
describedbytheirownaggregation structure andclassstructure. Thechangesarethen
notassociatedwiththe changesinthecharacteristics ofaspecificLUZ, butratherwith
the replacementofoneLUZ by anotheror byseveraldifferentLUZs.
Comparable changesoccurwhen,for example,agricultureonaplantationischanged
ordiversified.Theplantation issplitinto variousareas, eachwithitsowntypeofland
use. This divisionimpliesthe definitionofnewLUZs, whichareassociatedbecauseof
their commonorigin.
On the otherhand, differentLUZs can be mergedtoform one area with aspecific
land-usepattern. Thisoccurswhen,for example,plots of land belongingtodifferent
ownersare mergedaspart of asettlement scheme.

LUZS IN THE ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA RICA.
LUZs are used to describe land use at sub-regional level. Their effectiveness for this
purpose isdetermined in part by thedegree towhich the terrain objects can be differentiated
(or classified) on the basis of their composition characteristics. These characteristics stem
from the distribution of the attribute values (or attribute value classes) of the elementary
objects. Put another way: Can clusters be identified in the data space? And, if so, do the
corresponding groups represent meaningful land-use categories? We shall be discussing
whether LUZs represent a meaningful aggregation level for the description of land use in
Chapter 3.
Land use is subject to change. Structural changes in land use, especially in the Atlantic
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Zoneof Costa Rica, can occur very rapidly, sometimeswithin onlya few years. This means
thata reliableprocedure for monitoring land-usechangeisneeded. IftheLUZs aretobethe
carriers ofland-useinformation, thenland-usechangemustbeexpressed throughtheobject's
dynamic behavior. But, before we can investigate the object dynamics, we shall have to
design adata model of sub-regional land usethat willdefine objects, their attribute structure
and their classification and aggregation structures.
Monitoring land-use change requires identifying the same objects at different points in
time, an exercise that could be quite frustrating if all the object characteristics tended to
change. Therefore, to monitor change, we must find a constant characteristic. The LUZ
characteristic most likely to remain constant is the location of the boundaries (the LUZ
geometric characteristic). Stationary geometric characteristics make it possible to evaluate
land-usechangeintheLUZsbyverifying changesintheirthematicattributesvaluesand their
aggregation structure.
In Chapter 2, we show that stationarity of the boundaries usually occurs only in certain
LUZ classes. In some of these classes (e.g. agricultural areas), we observe that changes in
landusecan bemodeled through theaggregation structure ortheclass structureoftheobject.
In other classes (e.g areas of colonization), change in land use is expressed primarily by
change in geometry. (Think of a forest front retreating in the face of agricultural encroachment.)Inareasofcolonization, therefore, weneedothermethodstodescribeland-usechange
than those used for agricultural areas.
In Chapter 4, we evaluate the changes that occur in the thematic attributes of LUZs in
relation to land-use change. The land cover composition being an important characteristice
in this respect. Because LUZs are composite objects, change in their thematic attributes
means change in their composition. Remote sensing is a good tool for monitoring object
dynamics (Molenaar and Janssen, 1991), and so land-cover data from satellite imagery was
used to evaluate the changes in the thematic characteristics of the LUZs.

CHAPTER 2
LAND USE ZONES THAT DEFINE PERMANENT SPATIAL UNITS
FOR MAPPING LAND USE
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INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter we saw that the geometry of a terrain object must be stationary if
the changes in that object's thematic characteristics and aggregation structure are to be
evaluated effectively. Thematic characteristics depend in part on the object's position, size,
and form, and they will be altered by any changes in these factors. If we wish to base an
inventory of changein land useon achangein thematiccharacteristics, we must excludethe
changes that have occurred because of a change in object geometry. For example, let us
assume that a Land-Use Zone (LUZ) has stationary boundaries. Under these conditions, a
change in land use within the LUZ will manifest itself principally through:
- A change in land cover, which at LUZ level means a change in land-cover
composition;
- A change in parcelling, which appears as a change in the LUZs aggregation
structure.
In thischapter, weshalllookatthechanges that can occur inthegeometry and, toalesser
extent, intheaggregation structureofanobject. Ofcourse, notallLUZs willhavestationary
boundaries. They will probably have changing geometric characteristics, especially where
forests and agricultural areas meet. (Think, for example, of a forest front retreating in the
face of agricultural penetration.) Indeed, in that specific context, a change in land use will
manifest itself as a change in LUZ geometry.
Forestsaregenerally delineated aslarge, undifferentiated areas, inwhich spatial structures
will develop in the wake of deforestation and because of differentiation in land use.
Differentiation refers tosplittingofLUZ (changeinassociation structure) or tochangeinthe
aggregation structure as a result of fragmentation. Splitting of existing LUZs implies the
definition of new LUZs, resulting in a different LUZ structure. It should not be confused
with change in the LUZ's geometry.
In agricultural areas, weexpect land-usechangetooccur within theexisting LUZ because
the spatial sub-regional structure is already crystallized. The object dynamics will then be
expressed as changein thethematicattributevalues (e.g.changes intheland-cover composition because of changes in the relative importance of crops) and in theaggregation structure
(fragmentation and dissolution). But, we also expect some change in LUZ structure due to
splitting and merging. (Think of consolidation of property.) In these cases, an inventory of
change in land use cannot be based on change in thematic attribute values.
Thus stationarity of LUZ boundaries is a prerequisite to monitoring land-use change by
observing change in thematic attribute values. Itwould be useful if wecould infer boundary
stationarity from boundary type instead of having toverify it for each individual LUZ. The
boundary typeisdenoted not only by thecontents of thepolygons on either side, but alsoby
theobject class itrepresents. Property boundaries generally show upas rectilinear stationary
features. Similarly, boundaries corresponding to large rivers and physical structures like
escarpments, can represent permanent LUZ limits. Unfortunately, these correlations cannot
always be defined.
Weshalldiscuss therelation between boundary typeand stationarity. Butour main interest
is in establishing whether LUZs represent stationary spatial structures. Hereafter, the terms
"stable" and "permanent" willbe synonymous with "stationary". The term "LUZ structure"
will mean the spatial constellation defined by the whole set of LUZs.

LUZs representingpermanent spatial units
PROCEDURE AND METHODS
The Procedure
The stability of the LUZ boundaries was examined by comparing two setsof aerial photo
(AP) interpretations: one dating from the years 1948-1952 and the other from 1984. The
comparison was done according to the steps listed below:
- Interpret the APs and delineate the LUZ;
- Digitize the AP interpretations;
- Perform numerical restitution and transform the geometric data;
- Classify the LUZ;
- Compare the LUZ maps and evaluate change.
The APs from 1948 and 1952 were black and white, with an approximate scale of
1:40,000.The 1984APswerecolour infrared photosand their scalewasapproximately 1:80
000. (AP interpretation is described in Chapter 2 of Part 2.)

Block Adjustment
The AP interpretations were digitized. The point positions are given in the camera
coordinate system. To compare the LUZs from both periods, we must transform these
interpretations into a common coordinate system. The method used here was numerical
restitution. Foreach AP,we mustdetermine thetransformation matrix. Thereference points
for calculating the transformation matrix were obtained by block adjustment using independent models (Albertz and Kreiling, 1989). This method entails making independent stereo
models and then linking them toeach other to form ablock, which is then referenced to the
terrain.
Tocalculate theterrain coordinates for each pointintheAP, weneed toknow that point's
elevation. Accordingly, to obtain this information for the 1984 AP interpretations, we made
a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) by digitizing the contour lines and interpolating between
them. To transform the 1948-1952 AP interpretations, however, we used an average
elevation of the area corresponding to each photo, as the topography of the area was fairly
flat. This minor difference in approach causes a slight deviation in the positioning of the
LUZs, especially in the higher areas.

Land-Use Classes
The 1948-1952 and the 1984 LUZs were classified. As there were no remotely-sensed
spectral data from 1948-1952, neither were there detailed land-cover data from this period,
so the classification of 1948-1952 LUZs was based completely on photo characteristics.
Consequently, only the major classes of land usecould be mapped. They are:
- Forests and areas of natural and semi-natural vegetation;
- Areas of agricultural penetration;
- Agricultural lands;
- Plantations;
- Settlement areas;
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- Wetlands;
- Bodies of water;
- Other.
Hereafter, these will be referred to as "LUZ classes"
Evaluating Change in LUZ Geometry
The 1948-1952 and the 1984APinterpretations wereoverlaid and compared. Thevarious
LUZ were identified and three categories of change were defined:
- Category 1, which contains 1948-1952 LUZs with noboundaries in common with
1984 LUZs;
- Category 2, which contains 1948-1952 LUZs with some boundaries in common
with 1984 LUZs;
- Category 3, whichcontains 1948-1952LUZsthatcorrespond either toa 1984LUZ
(1:1), or various adjacent 1948-1952 LUZs that, taken together, correspond to a
1984 LUZ (M:l).
To decide whether the LUZ boundaries corresponded, a maximum distance was defined.
This valuewasbased not only onthegeometric accuracy that isachieved with thegeometric
transformation of data, but also on the accuracy of delineating and digitizing of the LUZ
boundaries. For the 1948-1952and the 1984transformations, therewasadifference ofabout
30 m between the measured and the computed reference points. The margin of error for
delineating LUZ boundaries and digitizing thedatawasassumed tobeabout0.3 mm. Onthe
AP scale of 1:80 000, this corresponds to 24 m. The relative error, when we compare the
position of a point in one map to itsposition in the other, isobtained by adding the error in
the individual sources. It will range from 100 to 150 m, which corresponds to 2 and 3mm
onthescaleof 1:50000that was used for thecomparison of theLUZ boundary information.
So the lines on both mapscan be regarded as corresponding boundaries if they do not differ
by more than 2 to 3 mm. Applying these rules gives a first impression of the stationarity of
the LUZ boundaries.
Quite often, the boundaries of the 1948-1952 LUZs do not correspond with those of the
1984LUZs. Thesedifferences donotnecessarily meanachangeinLUZgeometry, however.
The scale of the 1948-1952 APs is different from that of the 1984 APs, making it difficult
tojudgewhether difference in thedelineation of theLUZs isowing toactual changein LUZ
geometry, to splitting and merging, or to the difference in the level of aggregation. This
judgement is further complicated by thelarge time spanbetween thetwoperiods of observation. Itmakesitdifficult relating the 1984LUZtothe 1948-1952 LUZ (determining whether
the 1984 and the 1948-1952 LUZ are in fact the same). To deal with this problem, we
identified three situations in which difference in the delineation of the LUZs is not taken to
indicate a change in LUZ geometry. These are:
- If the LUZs of 1948-1952 correspond toapart of the 1984 LUZ. (Change isthen
considered the result either of change in aggregation structure, i.e. dissolution, or
theresult of change in association structure, i.e that the 1984 LUZ corresponds to
another aggregation level).
- If a 1948-1952 LUZ corresponds to several 1984 LUZs. (Change is then considered theresult either of change inaggregation structure, i.e. fragmentation, or,
more likely, the result of change in association structure, i.e. forming of new
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- Ifthe shape, size, and topology of the 1948-1952LUZs and the 1984LUZs agree,
but the differences in the position of their boundaries exceed the threshold value.
(Change is then considered the result of misinterpretation of the AP.)
But even with these guidelines, it can be difficult to decide if there has been change in
LUZ geometry. There is some freedom in the interpretation of change in LUZ geometry. If
we count only the 1948-1952 LUZs that are clearly intersected by the 1984 LUZs as
evidence that the LUZ structure has changed, then the rate of geometric change will be
relatively low. If we count all boundary changes greater than the specified threshold value,
then the rate of geometric change will be relatively high. We can make a more or less
conservative estimation of the area of LUZs with non-stationary boundaries.
Asidefrom investigating thepossiblecausesfor thedifference inLUZ delineation between
both periods in order to make statements on LUZ boundary stability, also the relation
between change in LUZ geometry and LUZ class should be investigated. For each category
of change the distribution of the LUZ classes is determined. Taking account of the LUZ
classes as well as the different causes for change in LUZ delineation, conclusions on the
stability of the LUZ boundaries are drawn.
Alsoinvestigated istherelationbetween boundary stability andtypeoftheLUZboundary.
This was doneby inventorying theboundary types and shapes per LUZ. The inventory was
conducted at LUZ level, instead of looking to each boundary individually, because of the
many uncertainties in establishing change in the position of the boundaries (due to the
uncertainty in identifying a 1984 LUZ boundary as being the same as the 1948-1952 LUZ
boundary). Thus, for the LUZs in each category of change, the class value of the adjacent
LUZs was inventoried. The LUZs were categorized as having either at least one adjacent
LUZ belonging to agricultural land for or not neighbouring to the agricultural land. The
shape of the boundaries of each LUZ was inventoried and categorized as follows:
- I Only irregular boundaries;
- F Atleastpartof theLUZboundaries correspond torivers,escarpmentsorother
terrain features;
- S Straight linear boundaries for at least apart of the total LUZ boundary, being
interpreted as property limits.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Incidence of All LUZs in the Change Categories
Table 2.1 shows the incidence of LUZs in each of the three categories of change. The
figures express area percentages. The total area is the sum of the areas of all the LUZs of
1948-1952, minus theareas ofextended forest. Investigating changein LUZ geometry isnot
relevant for these forest areas, because no LUZs exist.
We see that not more than 40 per cent of the total area the LUZ structure in 1948-1952
corresponds totheLUZ structure in 1984.It indicates that wecannot assume stationarity of
LUZ boundaries in general. The data are obtained by looking to difference in LUZ
delineation without taking account of thevarious causes for thedifference in delineation. As
we shall read in the Methods section, these data alone do not express stationarity of the
LUZs geometric characteristics.
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Table 2.1. IncidenceofLUZs in the three change categories (expressedin %of the
totalarea)
15.0%

Category 1 : No correspondence

45.7%

Category 2 : Partial correspondence

39.3%

Category 3 : Correspondence

Incidence of LUZ Classes in the Change Categories
The incidence of the various LUZ classes in each of the three change categories was
inventoried. The results are shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 IncidenceofLUZ classesin the threechangecategories (in%)
(LUZs of 1948-1952)

Change category
1 (change)

Change category 2
(some change)

Change category 3
(no change)

Class 1
Natural and semi-natural vegetation

47.6%

35.4%

32.9%

Class 2
Area of agricultural penetration

35.7%

26.2%

17.6%

Classes 3 and 4
Agricultural land and plantations

16.7%

38.4%

49.4%

The majority of the 1948-1952 LUZs in category 1(change) belong to classes 1and 2,
confirming theassumption that LUZspertaining totheseclasses maynotbeassumed tohave
stationary boundaries. Nevertheless, thereisstillastrikingly high incidence (32.9%)of class
1 LUZs in category 3 (no change). And, to a lesser extent, this is true for class 2 LUZs
(17.6 %). This indicates that also in the forest areas and areas of agricultural penetration
stationary structures occur, despite change in land use. The stationary structures can be
attributed inparttoformer bananaplantations.Theplantationswereabandonedbetween 1920
and 1940, after which a dense secondary vegetation established.
The majority of LUZs in category 3 belong to class 3 (agricultural land) and class 4
(plantations), which, for the sake of convenience, havebeen grouped together here.

Changes in LUZ Geometry
To draw conclusions on stationarity of the LUZ boundaries from differences in the
delineation of LUZsas obtainedby APinterpretation, thevarious explanatory factors should
be taken into account. As mentioned in the Methods section, the difference cannot be
attributed exactly to one of these factors, leaving some room for interpretation. This is
reflected in the minimum and maximum figures denoting area with change in the LUZ
geometry. (Thiscan beLUZs with changein all or inpartof itsboundaries.) Maximum and
minimum areas of change are given in Table 2.3. The percentage of maximum change in
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LUZ geometry wasobtained by accepting all questionable casesasrepresenting change. The
percentage of minimum changewas obtained byaccepting all questionablecasesas evidence
of stationary boundaries. Thearea of maximumchange was4033hectares, thatof minimum
changewas 1618hectares. Thepercentages of change were obtained by dividing thearea of
change by the total area.
Stationarity of the LUZs boundaries may not be assumed for LUZs belonging to thearea
of agricultural penetration and forest areas, but it often occurs. Because of this reason,
calculations are made for both, including as well as excluding these areas. This is reflected
in the two ways used to calculate the total area.
The first was toadd together thearea of all LUZs except for those with extended forest and
those corresponding to isolated spots of areas of agricultural penetration (or areas of secondary vegetation) within the forest area. The total area calculated in this way includes the
majority of the areas of agricultural penetration. The corresponding percentage of the area
of changewill underestimate theactual thearea of change. Although manyof theLUZs that
were areas of agricultural penetration in 1948-1952 did not correspond to the 1984 LUZs,
only a limited number was taken to actually represent change in LUZ geometry, because of
reasons given in the Methods section. However, these LUZs are accounted for in the total
area. The total area was 35 955.6 hectares.
The second way of calculating the total area excluded theareas of agricultural penetration
and the forest areas, except for those LUZs with stationary boundaries and those for which
change inLUZ boundaries wasconcluded. Thetotalarea amounted to 18613hectares when
departing from the maximum area of change of 4033 hectares (because a larger part of the
area of agricultural penetration was taken to represent LUZs with stationary boundaries,
which were, therefore, included in the calculation of the total area). A total area of 16 181
hectaresresulted whendeparting from 1618hectaresastotalareaofchange.Thepercentages
in this second way of calculation probably overestimate the actual percentage of the area of
change. The figures are presented in Table2.3.
Thefiguresindicatethat notmorethanabout20percent of theareaexhibits non-stationary
geometric characteristics. In other words, a cautious estimation gives an 80 % of the area
representing a stationary LUZ structure. This confirms the assumption that once a LUZ
structure has established it represents a stationary spatial structure.

Table 2.3 ThetotalareaofchangeinLUZstructure,calculatedbydifferentmethods (in%)
Maximum area of change
(4033 Ha.)
I. Total area excluding extended forest areas
(35956 Ha.)

11.2%

Minimum area of change
(1618 Ha.)
4.5%

21.7%
10.0%
II. Total area excluding area of AP and forest
area (18613 and 16181 Ha. respectively)1
Total area depends on whether maximum or minimum area of change is taken. For explanation see text.

Incidence of LUZ Boundary Types in LUZ Change Categories
Boundary stationarity is often related to boundary type. For each LUZ in each of the
category of change, the classes of the adjacent LUZs were investigated. The results of the
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investigation were categorized according to whether only LUZ classes 1and 2 were neighbours, or to whether there was at least one LUZ of class 3or 4 as a neighbour. The LUZs
were then grouped according to their LUZ class and category of change (Table 2.4).
Table 2.4 IncidenceofLUZs borderedby at leastoneLUZ belongingto agricultural land
orplantationper categoryof changeandLUZ class (in %).
Change category 1
(change)

Change category 2
(some change)

Change category 3
(no change)

Class 1
Natural and semi-natural vegetation

30%
(N=20)

39%
(N=15)

67%
(N=7)

Class 2
Area of agricultural penetration

13%
(N=23)

35%
(N=17)

75%
(N=25)

Classes 3 and 4
Agricultural land and plantations

57%
(N=9)

92%
(N=8)

87%
(N=15)

Wecan see that, of theclass 1 LUZs incategory 1(change), 30per cent haveat least one
class 3or class 4LUZ as a neighbour. (Putanother way: 70per cent of the LUZ belonging
toforest land and showing non-stationary LUZboundaries, isbordered eitherby more forest
land or by areas of agricultural penetration.) In category 3 (stationary boundaries), 67 per
cent of the class 1LUZs are bordered by at least one LUZ pertaining to agricultural land.
Wecan see similar increases if wecompare the change categories for class 2 LUZs and for
class 3orclass4LUZs. Thisstrongly suggeststhat thestationarity of theboundary isrelated
to the type of the boundary. This relation is especially interesting for class 1 and class 2
LUZs. If proven, it could provide criteria for predicting stationarity of LUZ boundaries,
which would be helpful for those situations in which stationarity of LUZ boundaries cannot
be verified by long-term measurements.
Boundaries are also characterized by their shape, namely irregular (typeI), straight (type
S), or curved, as when corresponding to a river (type F). S-type boundaries generally
represent property limits. Their occurrence in each of the different change categories was
investigated. The results are presented in Table 2.5.

Table2.5 Incidence ofLUZ withI-type, F-typeorS-typeboundaries typesinthethree
changecategories (in %).
Change category 1
(N=35)

Change category 2
(N=40)

Change category 3
(N=32)

Only type I boundaries

60%

18%

3%

Type F boundaries occur

40%

70%

(No data)

Type Sboundaries occur

6%

43%

72%

Type I boundaries are not expected to occur in LUZs with, at least partially, stable
boundaries. If weassumethat type Sboundaries are stableboundaries, then a partial change
inLUZ boundaries implies theoccurrence of typeSboundaries. Thedata inTable2.5 seem
indeed to suggest that S-typeboundaries tend to be stationary. The percentage of stationary
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LUZs having S-type boundaries is higher than for LUZs having partly stationary or nonstationary boundaries. However, S-typeboundaries are not a requisite for stationary boundaries, nor does it assure stationarity of the LUZ boundaries.
The reverse trend is visible for type I boundaries. Thepercentage of LUZ having only type
Iboundaries clearly decreases from changecategory 1 (change)to3(stationarity). Stationary
LUZs seldom have only type Iboundaries. Type F boundaries areobserved for LUZs inall
categories of change.

ILLUSTRATING CHANGE IN LUZ STRUCTURE
Sample Area 1
Figure2.1illustrates stationary LUZ boundaries intheGRS studyarea. Weseethat many
of the structures observed in 1984 were already established in 1948. Look, for example, at
LUZs 58, 59, 61, 142, 62, 63, 66, 140, 60, 64, 65, 155, 67, 68, 143 and 139. Their
boundaries in 1984 (continuous lines) correspond either partly or completely to the boundariesobserved in 1948(broken lines).Mostof thestationary boundaries arerectilinear lines
corresponding toproperty boundaries. LUZs 59 and 69 show stationary boundaries that are
formed by rivers.
Most of the LUZs are located alongside the railway, perpendicular to the tracks. The
colonization of the Atlantic Zone started at theend of the last century with the construction
of therailway, and in 1948the train was still theprimary meansof transport. Theclaimson
large parts of the land in this area (more than 500 ha) and the colonization pattern are
strongly related to rail infrastructure. The structure of 1948 was still evident in 1984and in
1990, the last year for which a Landsat-TM was obtained (not shown).
But we do see a few changes in LUZ delineations. In 1948, LUZs 63, 66, and 140were
defined asonearea, corresponding probably toarubber plantation. In 1984threeLUZs were
identified, as consequence of differentiation in land use (splitting) In 1990, it shows as one
area again, this time as a macadamia nut plantation. Through this process of splitting and
merging the association between the LUZ becomes clear. This is a good example of how
information on the LUZ structures of 1948-1952 can improve the 1984 AP interpretation.
The correspondence to a single enterprise or management unit could be deducted from the
very regular form the three LUZs together represent. The boundaries between the LUZs,
therefore, are to be regarded as temporary limits.
Let us now look at LUZs 64 and 65. The straight outer boundaries, clearly recognisable
in 1948, indicate that both LUZs are one farm, and so the boundary between them should
havebeen markedasonlytemporary. TwoLUZsweredefined becauseofdifference incover
characteristics. Two separate LUZs were still defined for the 1984 situation, based on small
differences in theland cover and the lay-out of the fields, which were related to differences
in terrain characteristics. The land cover and land usein both units did not differ any more
in 1990.
Still another example of association between LUZ is the case of LUZs 155and 67. Both
belong to the same enterprise. The property boundaries are recognisable in the 1984 AP
because of the marked and straight boundaries. The area is currently being used to grow
ornamental crops. The differentiation of two LUZs in 1984 was based on the difference in
land cover, which had already changed by 1986.The property limits are also recognisable
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Land use zone delineations corresponding to 1948-1952and 1984,
LUZboundary,correspondingtothe1984situation
LUZboundary,correspondingtotheperiod1948-1952
Railway

Figure2.1. StationaryLUZstructure inagriculturalareas (for explanation ofshadesymbols
see Fig 2.2).
in the 1948 photo, while the LUZ structure within this area differs considerably. Some of
the LUZ boundaries were not considered permanent features because they represented a
transition from forest to (partly) cultivated land. Thechangein LUZ structure could then be
attributed tothedifferent scale of the 1948photos or, indeed, toaprocess of dissolution and
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subsequent fragmentation. Whatever theexplanation, the important thing isthat thechanges
wereconfined totheareadefined bythestraightouterboundaries oftheLUZsvisibleinboth
the 1948and the 1984aerial photos. Almostthesamestory canbetold aboutLUZs 68, 139,
and 143.
Let us look at LUZ 60. This area consists of many small farms instead of a large enterprise, and itsboundaries haveproved tobe fairly stableover theyears. Except for onepart,
which wasunderforest cover in 1948,nochangeshaveoccurred. LUZ 60probably belonged
to a banana plantation at the beginning of this century. Later it was abandoned and theland
distributed to small farmers. Thecompaniesprovided the farmers with cacao, and thecacao
fields, though often neglected, are still very characteristic of the zone.
The LUZs farthest from the railway were classified as forest or as areas of agricultural
penetration in 1948.Theseareaswere notdifferentiated further, and theirboundaries are not
assumed tobepermanent features. Thearea corresponding toLUZ 99 shows some differentiation in 1948, but this was temporary. It later became a settlement scheme, implying that
a redistribution of the land had occurred under the auspices of the Institute for Agrarian
Development (IDA).Generally, theIDAbuyslarger farms for distribution among small farmers, a practise that preserves the LUZ structure.
Sample Area 2
Samplearea 2ispresented herebecause itdiffers from theearlier examplearea in thatthe
larger part was still covered by forest or overgrown by dense secondary vegetation in 1952
(Fig.2.2). But even in the non-agricultural LUZs, we can see clear rectilinear features,
probably traces of the property boundaries of former plantations.
Let uslookatLUZs 30and 28.Their straightbroken linesrepresent stable spatial features
where they correspond to thecontinuous lines of the 1984 APinterpretation, suggesting one
largeproperty. And indeed, LUZs 30, 28, and 29 still belong to the sameowner today. The
broken lines within the area spanned by LUZs 28 and 30 represent only small changes in
photo texture, which are not significant as they relate to slight changes in the density of the
same vegetation.
We see a resemblance between the interpretations of 1952and 1984 in the delineation of
LUZ 22. This LUZ was classified as one banana plantation in 1984. But in 1952, only the
north-east part could be clearly identified. It was distinguished from the south-west part by
the difference in land use, the boundary between the two parts being defined by river. The
historical data would suggest that the land of LUZ 22 is divided among different owners.
And indeed, the two different parts are theproperty of two different owners, although both
parts are banana plantations. This is another instance where information on earlier LUZ
structure would have helped to interpret the 1984 APs correctly.
The other LUZs are bounded by irregular linear features that represent a transition from
forested to non-forested areas. They do not represent permanent features, and the spatial
structure of 1952 and 1984 consequently does not correspond.

CONCLUSIONS
The dynamic behaviour of LUZ as regards to their geometry differs from one LUZ class
to the next.
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Figure 2.2. Stationarystructuresin non-agricultural areas.
1. The spatial structure of the LUZs representing agricultural areas is stationary. This
stationarity occurs despite the short history of and the rapid changes in land use in the
region. This means that change in land use can be evaluated by investigating change in the
thematic content and the aggregation structure of the LUZs.
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2. Thegeometriestructure ofLUZsrepresenting areas ofagricultural penetration and forests
may not expected to be stationary. Indeed, change in spatial structure can be considered
characteristic of these areas. Even so, stationary and partly stationary structures can still be
identified.
3. There is a relation between the type and the stationarity of LUZ boundaries. LUZ
boundaries are defined here by their shape and by the LUZ class of the LUZs on its either
side. Straight boundaries corresponding toproperty limitsare generally stationary. Irregular
boundaries tend tobenon-stationary. Boundaries denoting a transition from one agricultural
area to another and from an agricultural area to an area of agricultural penetration tend to
bemorestable.Boundariesdenotingatransitionbetweenareasofagriculturalpenetrationand
between those areas and forest tend to be less stable. Boundary type could be a useful tool
in monitoring change in areas of agricultural penetration and of forest, indicating which
boundaries might be assumed stationary.
4. Information ontheformer LUZ structure canhelptodetermine thecurrent LUZ structure
from aerial photos,especially when boundary typeisbeing considered. Association between
LUZs can be determined by comparing LUZ structures from different periods.
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DEFINING LAND USE PATTERNS
IN RELATION TO LAND COVER COMPOSITION
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1. INTRODUCTION
LUZs are delineated on the basis of spatial patterns, as observed on aerial photos. The
pattern elements refer to agricultural fields. The aerial photo interpretation is described in
Chapter 2, Part 2. Subsequently field size distribution (Chapter 4, Part 2) and land cover
composition (Chapter 5, Part 2) of the LUZ is determined; classes are defined that express
the correspondence or difference in these LUZ characteristics; and the LUZs are assigned
class labels. From the classification result we want to infer information on land use. It
requires the interpretation of the land cover composition and field size in term of land use
characteristics. Itisthe subject of this chapter. With respect totheland useclassification the
question is the following:
- First, do theLUZs provide arelevant geographical basis for the description of land
use at sub-regional level? Can theLUZs bediscriminated on thebasis of their land
use characteristics?
- Second, if the first question is answered confirmatively, can we relate land use
characteristics to the land cover composition and field size characteristics of the
LUZs, sothatwecan mapland useon thebasis of land cover andfieldsizecharacteristics.
The term data classes will be reserved to denote the field size classes and the composite
landcover classes (CLCCs). That is, todenoteclasses that refer totheimagery derived LUZ
characteristics. The term information categories refers to theclasses describing the land use
of the LUZs (i.e. LUPs). The translation of data classes to information categories will be
referred toas mapping.Therules for translation (orinterpretation) arenamed mappingrules.
The translation of field size classes into farm size classes is the subject of Chapter 4 of
Part 2. In this chapter we are concerned with the interpretation of CLCCs in terms of land
use patterns. The objective is to define rules for this interpretation. The definition of the
appropriate mapping rules requires insight in the land use or agricultural activities in the
region and insight in the object imagecharacteristics. Therelation between (composite) land
cover class and land use (pattern) is ambiguous. The correct interpretation will depend on
the context. The context, in fact, limits the range of the mapping of the data classes to the
information categories. That is, thecontext defines a subset of the information categories to
which thedata classes canbe mapped. Tousecontext information we mustbeabletodenote
the context and to specify the associated domain.
Land userefers tothefunctionality oftheland, c.q. thepurpose for which theland isused
and theway in which it isused. Thisismuch inagreement with Clawsonand Stewart (1965)
who define land useas man's activities on land which are directly related to the land. Land
cover refers to what is found on the land surface. See Burley (Rhind and Hudson, 1980),
who defines land cover as 'vegetation and artificial construction covering the land surface'.
For thedescription of land usedifferent concepts havebeen developed. The FAO (1984)
defines the land utilization type (LUT), which "refers to a crop, crop combination or
cropping system with a specified technical and socio-economic setting". The definition can
beapplied atdifferent levels of detail. "A singlecropcanberegarded as aLUT", butitcan
also be appropriate to regard "farming system or cropping system as the definition of land
utilization type". As such, the definition does not take into account the specific aggregation
level. The classification and aggregation hierarchies are not very well defined in land
evaluation (LE).Multipleandcompound LUTsaredefined, however, notinrelation tolevels
of aggregation.
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In this thesis the following conventions and definitions are adopted:
1.TheLUT isused todescribe land useatfieldlevel. Itdescribes thecropping system
with a specified technical and socio-economic setting.
2. At farm level different activities can be combined. The farm system describes the
combination of activities (referring to production of crops or livestock) at farm
level, with associated management characteristics. Farming system is used to indicate the classes of similar farm systems (Fresco and Westphal, 1988).
3. At sub-regional level the land usepattern (LUP) is used to describe the association
of LUTs or farming systems. When the LUZ corresponds only to a part of a farm
or enterprise, theLUP willrefer toonesingleLUT. Sometimes, theLUPwill refer
to only one farming system.
For example, theLUP of aLUZ that corresponds toa singleplantation will be described
byoneLUT, namely as 'large scalebananaproduction withanadvanced management level'.
For LUZs that comprise many farms theoccurrence of onlyoneLUT or onefarming system
is very unlikely. Instead, various farming systems will often occur. However, the combination of farming systems will not bearbitrary. The LUZ approach assumes the existence
of specific land use patterns. This assumption is verified in this chapter.

2. PROCEDURES AND METHODS
The definition of LUPs requires information on land use characteristics of LUZs. This
information was obtained through a farm survey. The survey was carried out especially to
the LUZs that comprise many farms, because these are the most difficult to characterize in
terms of LUP. The procedure was as follows:
- Interviews, carried out in the study area;
- Definition of farming systems and classification of the farms visited;
- Evaluation of the distribution of farming systems for selected LUZs and definition
of land usepatterns.
The farms were not selected fully at random, in so far that no list was made of all farmers
in thearea from which a random selection could havebeen taken. Such a list could only be
obtained at the expense of extreme efforts and costs. Therefore, farms were selected at
locations spread across the zones. Generally a few neighbouring farmers were interviewed.
Cross checks were doneby asking neighbours about their surrounding farms orby inquiring
at the pulperias (local stores where groceries and drinks are sold) about the farms in the
neighbourhood.

Definition of farming systems
For the purpose of this study a rather general classification of the farm systems was
carried out (see Fresco and Westphal, 1988, on classification of farm systems).
The following criteria were used :
- The main farm activity, being the cultivation of crops, animal husbandry or a
combination of both. It will be referred to as farm proposition. The proportion of
the farm area dedicated to the different activities is considered. Mixed farming is
concluded onlywhen morethan 10 % of thefarm area isdedicated toeach activity.
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- Management level, determined by the use or possession of machinery (especially
tractors and accessories for field preparation), investment in buildings and the use
of hired labour.
- Other criteria like off-farm income enjoyed by the owner or family members and
whether the owner lives on the farm.
For the description of the farming systems see the appendix.
The low variation in management levels, as reported by Rhind and Hudson (1980) for
many tropical countries, also applies to the agriculture in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica.
Either large commercial (often international) enterprises are encountered, with a high level
of management (useof advanced techniques, highlevel of investment in machinery andbuildings and much use of hired labour, e.g. thebanana plantations) or farms with 'traditional'
agricultural practices are found. The latter implies that labour is provided by family members, with sometimes the hiring of temporal workers for specific activities; The preparation
of the fields and other activities are mostly done manually with the use of simple tools
(sometimes atractor is hired for ploughing of the fields); Littleinvestment in machinery and
buildings, but with common use of herbicides, pesticides and fertilizers.
Intermediateformsarepracticallyabsent. OnlyafewLUTswithintermediate management
level are found. The most important is the cultivation of ornamental crops: sprinkler
irrigation is commonly found; nets are applied to protect the plants against sun irradiance;
also, the land is used rather intensively, requiring high labour inputs.
The scale of production is an additional criteria adopted to differentiate between farms
with a corresponding LUTs, but with varying levels of input. It allows to differentiate
between the larger and smaller cattle farms that do not differ principally in management
level. Alsodistinction could be madee.g. between farms with only a few hectares and with
upto tensof hectares dedicated totheproduction of maize, with similar cultivation practices
(e.g. inputs per hectare may not differ).

Definition of LUPs and rules for mapping
For each LUZ the composition in terms of farming systems can be assessed. Defining
LUPsinvolvesthedefinition of specific classesof farming systemcomposition. Therequisite
for the LUPs is that these can be linked to CLCC and the field size class, because wewant
to use these data classes for the mapping of LUPs. But also that the classes are distinct.
Therefore, the distribution of farming systems is listed for each combination of CLCC and
field size class. The data are aggregated for LUZs with corresponding CLCC or farm size
class. On thebasis of these data differences between theLUZs is investigated and the LUPs
are defined.
As stated in the introduction, the relation between the land cover class composition and
LUP is notunambiguous. Thespecification of themapping rules for theinterpretation of the
(composite) cover classes requires insight in the land use characteristics in the region and
how these come to expression in the satellite imagery and the aerial photos. Insight in the
regional land use characteristics is obtained by means of the earlier mentioned farm survey
and by consulting the relevant literature. The literature (Waaijenberg, 1990; Wielemaker,
1990; Ofioro, 1990) describes the land use in different regions in the Atlantic Zone. The
description is based on a survey carried out in 1987.
Especially of interest is the possible relation between farm size and LUT, because we
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disposeof information on farm sizeatLUZ level (Chapter4, Part2). Theinformation might
serve to support the interpretation of the composite land cover. The relation between farm
size and land use is investigated by analyzing farm data. However, the LUZs represent
aggregated units. Whether difference in land use in relation to difference in farm size is
expressed also in difference in LUP in relation to farm size class must be verified.
Mappingofland covercomposition involvestheinterpretation of theindividualland cover
classes (LCCs) interms of land use.Theper pixelclassification of land cover resulted in the
identification of general LCCs, like 'wooded area' and 'secondary vegetation'. The interpretation of thegeneral cover classes intermsof specific coverclassesorLUTs(e.g. 'cacao'
or 'grassland with fruit trees') is dependent on the context. The LUZ may provide the
relevant context. The context can be denoted by the general LUZ class (or general LUP)
which can be derived from general characteristics, like the presence of agricultural fields.
See Chapter 6, Part 2 for the hierarchical structure of the LUZ classification.

3. RULES FOR MAPPING LAND COVER CLASS TO ACTUAL LAND COVER
TYPE.
For the land cover classification 17land cover classes were defined. The description of
the land cover classification can be found in Chapter 3, Part 2. The interpretation of these
classes is not always uniform. The term cover type is used to denote specific land cover
categories that can be distinguished in the field, but that can not be recognised spectrally,
which is the case for the land cover classes. For the following three important land cover
classes the interpretation is discussed:
- Bare Soil and Built-up area (BB)
- Wooded Area (WA)
- Pasture and grasslands (Pas)
Bare Soil
Maize fields are recognised as 'bare soil', given the recording date of satellite image
(february 6th) and the period for field preparation for the cultivation of maize (between
december and march). However, 'bare soil' may also correspond to other crops. Beans are
sown inthe sameperiod, but mostly onvery smallplotsbecause theproduceisgenerally for
home consumption only. Because of their size theplots will, in general, not be recognized.
Rootand tubercrops, suchasYucca(Manihotesculenta),arecultivated throughout theyear.
Thus, 'bare soil' might in cases also correspond to these crops. Decision as to which crop
'bare soil' will correspond depends on the context.
Maize is generally found on small and medium sized farms. When larger enterprises are
concerned bare soil should be interpreted differently, e.g corresponding to root and tuber
crops (Yucca, Chamol [Colocasia esculentavar. antiquorum]and Tiquisque [Xanthosoma
sagittifolium]) or for the planting of ornamental crops (among others Cana India [Dracaena
massangeana], Marginataspp., Helioconiaspp. and Philodendron spp.), or toclearings for
otherpurposes. Plantingsof ornamental crops and seedlings, whereby netsare used for their
protection against the sun irradiance are classified as bare soil as well.
This means that when the spatial pattern indicates the presence of smaller farms, bare soil
areas are assumed to correspond to maize plots. When larger commercial farms are con-
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cerned no direct conclusion on cultivated crop can be drawn.

Wooded Area
'Wooded area' (WA) may correspond to avariety of land cover types and/or crops. Any
densely wooded area, like river banks, orchards, tree plantations, cacao plots or homestead
gardens, are classified as such. In many cases distinction between these cover types can be
made on grounds of spatial characteristics. When a larger homogeneous area is concerned
(> 100ha.) generally a macadamia (Macadamia integrifllio) plantation is found. In general
fruit orchards do not extend to such sizes in the Atlantic Zone. An other possibility in this
case mightbereforestation or treeplantation (mostly oflaurel [Cordia alliodora] orEucalipto [Eucalyptusspp.]), but generally these show less homogeneous characteristics. When
'wooded area' is found in smaller units it can correspond to:
- Cacao plots (Theobroma cacao);
- Orchards of different fruit trees (e.g orange [Citrus spp.] or guanabana[Annona
muricata]);
- Pastures with fruit trees or;
- Homesteads inwhich alargevariety oftreescanbefound (coco [Coconutnucifera],
citrus [Citrusspp.], Guavo [Inga spp.], Guayabo [Psidium guajavd],to name some
common species).
The units are too small to be mapped separately or to be recognised as one of the specific
cover types mentioned before.
'Wooded area' can also correspond to river banks and waste lands with high densities of
trees. They have a deviant spatial pattern through which they can be recognised. In the
colonization areas larger parts, often poorly drained, are found with high density of trees.
Theseareareas that havebeen deforested, but wherevaluable trees havebeenpreserved. Or
they maycorrespond toareas with adense woody secondary vegetation. Onother areaswith
unfavourable terrain conditions (steep slopes, shallow soils, rock outcrop, etc.) a woody
cover is often encountered.
When a LUZ consists only of 'wooded area', the correct interpretation can generally be
given on the basis of the spatial pattern characteristics, terrain features or other. In case the
LUZ has a composite character the data on the cover composition provides information for
correct interpretation of the cover class. For example:
- If a high percentage of forest in combination with secondary grassland (indicating
area of agricultural penetration) is observed, the WA will correspond to stands of
trees (preserved while cutting the forest) and secondary woody vegetation.
- If the field pattern indicates small farms, and a high percentage of WA (more than
40 %, seeChapter 6, Part 2) is observed in combination with smallpercentages for
grassland andbare soil, then theWA will partly correspond tocacao stands. Ahigh
threshold value for WA percentage is required to decide on cacao, because a part
of the area classified as WA will be explained by wooded river banks, homesteads
and other.

Pasture and grasslands
Two classes of grasslands were defined for the land cover classification. One class
corresponds to cultivated pasture with a homogeneous grass cover, characterized by little
variation in height of thegrass vegetation and nooronly limited presence of shrubs ortrees.
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The pasture types are 'ratana' pasture (Ischaemum ciliare), mixed pasture of 'ratana' and
'natural' (Axonopuscompressus), 'estrella' pasture (Cynodonnlemfluensis) or pasture with
brachiaria species (eg. Brachiariaruziensis).Thespecific cover typescan notbe recognised
spectrally but rules for the interpretation of this cover class can be given taking account of
the farm size (see section 5 hereafter).
The other class of grasslands corresponds tonon-cultivated or neglected grasslands. It is
characterized bymostly astrongvariation inheightof thegrassvegetation and thegrasslands
are often - but not necessarily - heavily invaded by shrubs. This class can refer to spontaneousvegetation found inand around lagoonsorinpoorly drained depressions, or theycan
be theconsequence of negligence and poor maintenance of thepasture. Species encountered
are 'Alernan'{Echinochloapolystachya), 'Guinea' (Panicummaximum),Paspalum virgatum,
'King-grass' {Pennisetumpurpureum) and 'Cola de Venado' (Andropogonbicornis)among
other species.
The (semi-)natural grasslands which correspond to the lagoons and other in periods
inundated areas, are recognised by their spatial pattern. This can be the absence of faces
(absence of a field pattern and no or little variation in vegetative cover) or the gradual
transitions when variation in vegetative cover is present. The poorly drained bottom lands
correspond to 'cut off valleys'. Theyarerelated toa specific landscape in which thebottomlands are clearly recognised by the lobbed spatial pattern. In the other cases the 'noncultivated grassland' indicates neglected grasslands and it provides, as such, information on
management.

4. GENERALLANDUSEPATTERNASSOCIATEDWITHTHECOMPOSITELAND
COVER CLASS
The translation of the cover class to a specific land useis mostly rather straight forward
in cases where the LUZ consists of only one cover class. Examples are the LUZs corresponding toplantations.When banana isthedominant LCC thezonecorresponds toabanana
plantation. In all casesthisimplies theproduction of bananaon alarge scalewith application
of advanced techniques and high investments. Plantations with the larger parts classified as
'wooded area' refer to Macadamiaplantations. Also in these cases there is little differences
in management. Such cases are not further discussed.
In Table 3.1 the number and percentage of farms are listed according to their main
activity for each of the following general CLCCs:
1. With cultivated pasture as dominant and wooded area as sub-dominant LCC.
2. With a combination of wooded area, bare soil and pasture.
3. With wooded area as dominant LCC.
4. With the cover composition dominated by forest (area of agricultural penetration).
Thedata presented in this tableas well as in thetables that follow hereafter are all originate
from the farm survey.
The area with a land cover dominated by grassland indeed shows a clear dominance of
farms only dedicated to livestock production. In areas where different cover classes occur,
without clear dominance of either of these, weobserve also the highest frequency of mixed
farms (with pasture for grazing and crops), although farms solely dedicated to animal
husbandry or to crop production are also observed.
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Table 3.1 Distributionoffarming systemper majorCLCC.
Farming system
General
CLCC'

N4

Crop
production

Livestock

Mixed
farming

1. Grass

38

1 (3%)

33 (87%)

4 (10%)

2. Mixed

56

10 (19%)

19 (35%)

25 (45%)

3. WA

9

5' (56%)

1 (11%)

3 (33%)

4. AP

11

1 (9%)

1 (9%)

0

2

Wood/
Livestock5

Wood/Mixed

7 (64%)

2 (18%)

') These are the general CLCCs as described in the forgoing text. The numbers correspond to the
numbers indicated in the text.
) The definition of farming systems is based on the main farm activities, being crop production,
livestock production, wood extraction or a combination hereof. For a description of the classes
see the appendix.
') At four of the five farms visited the crop concerned was cacao. It will be mapped as 'WA'.
*) Number of observations. This is the number of farms visited.
5
) Corresponding to farms with often a considerable part of the farm area under forest cover.
Logging is often an important activity. Livestock can not be considered the main activity or the
main source of income.
2

The third general CLCC is distinguished from the previous classes by the high WA
percentage (more than 40 %of the area is classified as WA). The large share of WA in the
CLCC isunlikelyexplained onlyby thepresence ofwooded river banks, trees scattered over
the pastures and some orchards. The high percentage implies a large portion of the area
dedicated tothecultivation of treecrops.Thisindeedproved tobethecase. Ninefarms were
visited. Of these 5 farms were classified as dedicated to the production of only tree crops
(cacao, coffee and fruit trees), 3farmers mentioned treecrops andpastures andonefarm had
only cattle. Thus, the high percentages of 'wooded area', under the condition that a field
pattern is clearly observed, indeed indicates the importance of tree crops (especially cacao)
in the land use pattern.
The results show a clear difference in percentage of farming systems occurring for the
general CLCCs. It indicates the existence of different LUPs and that these LUPs may be
related to the CLCC.
The area of agricultural penetration (AP) defines a completely different context for the
interpretation of the land cover classes and composition of the units. The fourth class
represents theseareas. Activities are lessdirected to thecommercial useof theland for crop
or livestock production. Agriculture and cattle breeding seem to be of little importance
(Waaijenberg, in: Wielemaker, 1990). Waaijenberg mentions deforestation and land speculation as important activities. Generally few crops are found, and the produce is for home
consumption. The limited availability of labour and bad transport conditions make theagricultural activitylittleprofitable. The fact thatowners dooften notliveonthefarms indicates
the importance of land speculation in the areas. An other phenomena which is illustrative
for the deviating situation is the presence of 'precarismo' (squatters).
The data on the 11farms visited show that a high percentage of forest cover for thearea
in total, coincides with high percentages of forest cover for theindividual farms. Nine farms
had a part of the farm area covered with forest, varying form 9 to 69 percent. Often a
considerable area was covered with tacotales (secondary woody vegetation). Generally the
forest, upon deforestation, is converted to grassland. The land often does not allow for
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another type of land use, given thephysical (often very wet conditions) and socio-economic
conditions. 10 of the 11 farms had grassland. The land use of 7 farms was classified as a
combination of forest and pasture. Three farmers mentioned the cultivation of crops like
maize, rice, yucca or plantain for home consumption and were classified accordingly.

5. LAND USE PATTERNS ASSOCIATED WITH GRASSLAND AREAS
Farm size based rules for the interpretation of land cover.
In the forgoing section the correlation between the major CLCC and general land use
pattern is discussed. More specific statements concerning the LUP can be given, when the
composite land cover is considered in relation with field size. Field size is related to farm
size and farm size is related toland use and management level. Waaijenberg (1990) reports
that in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica the proportion of the farm area for crop production
tends to increase with decreasing size of the farm. Nevertheless, livestock production often
remains part of the farm activity irrespective of the size of the farm. But, on small scale it
is less a commercial activity and of less importance for income generation. The herd
produces milk and calves for home consumption and for the market. The calves are sold
when in need for money. It serves asa banking account (Waaijenberg, 1990). This seem to
be confirmed by the data presented in Table 3.2. Farms that are dedicated to the breeding,
development and fattening of cattle are, in general, larger than farms that are (partly)
dedicated to milk production. The smaller farms use the milk for home consumption.
No indication is obtained on differences in animal load in relation to farm proposition or to
farm size (see Table 3.2). For the conversion of different categories of animals to livestock
units (corresponding to 450 k.) data from Costa Rica were used (CATIE, 1986).
Table 3.2 Farmproposition and average farm size regarding farms dedicated to
livestockproduction.
Proposition

Average farm size

Animal load

Number of observations

124 Ha.

1.20 AU/HA.

23

II. Development and fattening

256 Ha.

1.13 AU/Ha.

7

III. Fattening

200 Ha.

1.11AU/Ha.

1

rV. Milk production for home
consumption and feeding

22 Ha.

1.22 AU/Ha.

26

V. Milk production for sale
and feeding

47Ha.

0.85 AU/Ha.

6

308 Ha.

1.63 AU/Ha.

7

I.

Cattle breeding

VI. Breeding, development and
fattening

Smaller farms tend to devote less attention to the improvement of grasslands. Generally
'ratana' and 'natural', that are considered species of lower quality, are found at the smaller
farms. Theaverage farm sizeof farms having 'estrella' islarger (Table3.3). The difference
is significant at a level of 0.1. The difference in farm size between farms having estrella
pastures or other improved pastures is not significant (significance level is 0.488). Also,
pastures with fruit trees in itarelessoften found with increasing farm size, whileatthesame
time the presence of timber tends to increase (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.3 Averagefarm size in relationto grasslandtype.
Composition of the pasture

Average Farm
Size

Number of observations

49 Ha.

58

Estrella or Estrella/Ratana

167Ha.

22

Other improved pasture

367 Ha.

Ratana/Natural

9

The larger farms tend to be focused to one or a few specific activities. Activities are
generally directed to breeding or fattening of the cattle. Often improved grass species
(Estrella, Guinea and Brachiaria species) are encountered. Fruit trees are not found in the
pastures, whereas trees for timberaregenerally present (seeTable3.2, 3.3 and3.4). Estrella
can be found on smaller farms and ratana/natural pastures are also encountered on larger
farms, but a trend as discussed is clearly present.
Table 3.4 Presenceoffruit treesortimberin relationtofarm size.
Farm size class

No. of farms
with pasture

No. of farms
with fruit trees

No. of farms
with timber

1.

0 - 2 9 Ha.

51

33 (65%)

30(59%)

2.

10- 60 Ha.

51

33 (65%)

41 ( 80%)

3. 3 0 - 260 Ha.

44

21 (48%)

41 ( 87%)

4. 85 - 1000 Ha.

24

5(21%)

19 ( 79%)

7

0(0%)

7 (100%)

5.

> 400 Ha.

LUPs associated with LUZs with predominance of grassland cover.
This section presents data on the distribution of farms in relation to the CLCC in combination with farm sizeclass.Whereas in theformer section trendsarepresented onthebasis
of data of the individual farms, in this section trends are analyzed at LUZ level. Table 3.5
present the distribution of farming systems for combinations of CLCC and farm size class,
only with respect to areas with pasture as dominant land cover. The data indicate:
- First, a clear dominance of farms dedicated to livestock production for all LUZs
with dominance of grassland cover. Dominance of cattle farms for areas with
dominance of grassland cover was concluded before. Important, in this context, is
that the dominance shows for all combinations of CLCC and farm size class
involved.
- Secondly, differences in land use pattern exist between LUZs. They seem to be
related to the farm size class.
The following observations are made with respect to the area of study:
1. High percentages for cultivated pasture ( > 40 %)and lowpercentages for Wooded
Area ( < 30 %; class "A" in Table 3.5) only occur in LUZs with large to very large
farms (farm size class 4 or 5). This is conform findings presented in the forgoing
section. The farms are only dedicated tolivestock production. Largeherds are keptand
the pastures often consist of improved grass species. The presence of WA, that may
reach up to 30 %, do not have a specific meaning. Generally 20 to 30 %of the area
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isclassified asWA, corresponding towoodedrivercourses, treesalongroadsand other
densely wooded spotsnotdirectly relevantwith regard totheinterpretation oflanduse.
2. LUZs with very small farms (class 1)andpredominant grassland cover donot occur.
This seems to confirm findings of Waaijenberg who states that proportion of the farm
areadedicated tocropproduction increaseswithdecreasing farm size. Very small farms
dedicatedexclusively tolivestockormilkproductionarerare. Consequently, LUZswith
very small farms and clear dominanceofpasture inthecover composition isnot found.
3. Areas with small and medium sized farms (class 2 and 3) tend to have a reduced
percentage of cultivated pasture (<35 %) and an increased percentage of WA (25%
<WA< 45%),indicated by CLCC "B". Thisphenomenon isrelated totheoccurrence
of farms that are not dedicated exclusively to animal production and with the common
occurrence of fruit trees and timber trees in the pastures.
Further interpretation of the CLCC in terms of land usedepends on average farm size.
LUZs with CLCC "B" and small farms are associated with presence or orchards and
pastures with trees1. The occurrence of medium sized farms seems to indicate less
importanceof milkproduction for homeconsumption andausemorespecific dedicated
to stock breeding. The higher farm size class relates to a lower percentage of farms
with fruit trees and difference in farm proposition2. For LUZs withlarger farms in this
category, the land use is characterized by grazing and the increased importance of
timberproduction (reforestation). Thelowerpercentage for cultivated grassland for this
category indicates the presence of pastures of poor quality3.
4. Theother CLCCspertaining tothegeneral class of area withdominance of grassland
show non-cultivated pasture as dominant grassland type (CLCC "WAPAS3"), or have
a part of the area classified as forest ("WAFORPAS1"). Large farms dedicated to
livestockproduction occur, with sometimesafew hectaresdedicated toarablecropping.
Thelarger percentage of non cultivated pasture, incase of theWAPAS3, iscaused by

Small farms. IntwoLUZswith CLCC "B" andFSclass "2"thirteen farmswerevisited. Ofthe 13farms
10were dedicated to livestock production and 3 had both crops (maize, beansand plantain) and cattle (table 3.6).
The increased percentage for WA is the reflection of the common presence of trees disperse over the farm area or
thepresenceof orchards. Of the 10farmers havingpasture, 7mentioned thepresence of fruit trees (limon, naranja,
aguacate[avocado],cocoand guavo)and 8mentioned havingtimber(LaurelandCedro)disperseoverthefarm area.
Medium sized farms. 10 farmers distributed over 4 LUZs were interviewed; 7 farms were located in
one LUZ. Of these 7 farms 6 were dedicated to livestock production and one to the production of perennial crops
(orchard of fruit trees) with a small part of the farm for maize production. Of the six farms with cattle, 5 had
livestock production as the main activity, with in some cases small parts dedicated to the production of cacao orof
maize and yucca and one farmer was dedicated toboth production of maizeand to livestock production for market
sale.The dataof thethree farms located intheother LUZsconfirmed thepattern. All the 10interviewed mentioned
timber disperse over the area a minority mentioned alsothepresenceof fruit trees (table 3.7). For the group intotal
wesee a decrease, from 69 to32per cent, in farms which mention thepresence of fruit treesand an increase, from
67 to 89 %, of the farms which mention the presence of timber wood.
Larger farms. Data onsix farms wereobtained. Allwere dedicated tolivestockproduction with in some
casesvery small proportionsof the farm areadedicated totheproduction of maize,plantain or cacao.The relatively
high percentage for WA inthis classin this case isexplained by thepresenceof trees for timber wood in the fields.
Inonecase 10hectareswasreforested (withSurâ[Terminalia chiriquensis], EucaliptoandCedro).Threeother farms
mention a few hectares under forest cover and sometimes a considerable percentage of tacotal. A further decrease
in presence offruit trees isobserved. Four oftheinterviewed mentionthepresenceofconsiderable partsofthe farm
area with 'para aleman', a grass species which is only found on poorly drained soils.
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Table 3.5. Farming systemdistributionin relationto CLCCfor the area withpasture
as dominantlanduse.
CLCC'

N3

4,5

10

5

B. WAPAS1,
PASWA2,
MPASWABB

2

4

13

Livestock

1,2

10 ( 77%)

3(23%)

3

C. WAPAS3.

4,5

3

1

C. WAFORPAS1.

4,5

2

2

MWAPASSV,
MFORWAPAS

4,5

2

1

8 ( 80%)

1 (10%)

3

6 (100%)

0

2

1

0

2

0

1

0

o

6

© o

10

8

o

4

Management
category

0

ff

3
4,5

Mixed
farming

5 (100%)

o

PAS1,
PASBB1.

A.

Crop
production

o

No. of
LUZs 5

o

Farm
size2

) The entries in this column denote CLCCs. The names denote the most important cover classes in the
composition, inorder of importance.PAS stands for pasture;WA for wooded area;BBfor bare soil or builtup area; For is forest. The prefix M stands for 'mixed', indicating the absence of a dominant cover class.
CLCCs with similar cover composition are grouped. These groups have the following characteristics:
A. Cultivated pasture > 40 % and Wooded Area < 30 %;
B. Cult, pasture < 35 % , WA between 25 and 45 %, Non cultivated pasture < 25 % and BB < 20 %.;
C. With non-cultivated pasture as dominant grassland type or with part of the area classified as forest.
*) Farm size class (see Table 3.4).
') Number of observations for each LUZ category.
4
) Refers to tree crops.
5
) Denotes the number of LUZs with the combination of CLCC and farm size class as denoted.

very poorly drained often drowned valleys in a hilly landscape.
Another land cover composition results when partof theareaisclassified asforest. The
two farms in the corresponding LUZs for which data were obtained, indeed mention a
considerable part (30 and 50 hectares) under forest cover or as reforested area. The
occurrence of remnant parts of forest canpossibly beexplained bypoor soil and terrain
conditions, (see Part 3 of this thesis).
5. The last category (Table 3.5) indicates LUZs with forest and secondary vegetation
as important land cover classes, aside from grassland. These LUZs represent theareas
of agricultural penetration. Thepresence of secondary vegetation suggest that themuch
of the areas are not used - or only very extensively - for grazing. This can indeed be
ascertained when visiting the recently deforested areas.
In table 3.6 the number of farms according to the farm proposition and presence of trees
in pastures islisted for combinations of CLCC and farm sizeclass. Only farms with pasture
and livestockare considered, but the farms maybelong toLUZs withadominantland cover
class other than grassland. Table 3.6 intends to show that the correlation between farm
proposition and farm size, as shows from the individual farm data, is also reflected in the
LUPof the LUZs, although these represent aggregated units.Totalsare presented for LUZs
withcorresponding farm sizeclass.Thetotalsindicateadecrease inpercentage of farms that
produce milk, a decrease in percentage of farms mentioning fruit trees and an increase in
percentage of farms mentioning timber, with an increase in farm size class of the LUZs.
Important is that the patterns are more or less consistent for the LUZs with the same farm
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size class, irrespective of the CLCC. The size of the populations however is too small to
confirm this statistically.
Table 3.6. Farmpropositionandpresence of treesdisperseoverthefarm area,
in relationtofarm size class, regardingallfarms withpasture andlivestock.
Composite
Land
Cover Class4

Farm
Size
Class

Number of farms according to farm
proposition'
N5

rv

Number of farms
mentioning trees in the
pastures2

V

i/n/m/vi

N5

FRUIT

TIMBER

MBBWAPAS1

1,2

11

4

1

6

15

8

10

WAPAS1
MWAPASBB

1,2

5

3

0

2

11

8

8

BBWA1
MBBWAPAS2

2

9

7

1

1

9

8

4

8

4

2

2

7

2

5

MWAFORBB
WAPAS1
MPASWABB

2

5

2

0

3

10

7

8

WA2

1,2

3

0

0

3

4

3

3

41

20
(49%)

4
(10%)

17
(41%)

49'

34
(69%)

33
(67%)

TOTALS
MPASBBWA

3

3

1

0

2

4

2

3

MBBWAPAS

2,3

4

0

1

3

5

2

4

WAPAS1
MPASWABB

2,3

6

0

2

4

10

2

10

13

1
(8%)

3
(23%)

9
(69%)

19

6
(32%)

17
(89%)

TOTALS
PAS1

4,5

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

PASWA2

4,5

6

0

0

6

6

2

6

WAPAS3

4,5

2

0

0

2

2

0

2

9

0

0

TOTALS

9
9
2
9
(100%)
(22%) (100%)
1
Theproposition ofactivities regarding livestockwereonly determined for those farms for which dataonthe
composition of the herd was obtained. For the explanation of the roman numbers see table3.3.
2
The numbers only refer to farms which reported grasslands aspart of the farm area.
3
Totals exclude farms being part of the area of agricultural penetration.
4
The CLCCs is given to indicate that results remain the same in spite of changing cover composition. For
the explanation the names see the notes for table 3.5.
5
'N' indicatesthenumberofobservations.Thatis, thenumberoffarms withpastureandlivestock, pertaining
to the LUZs with a combination of CLCC and farm size as listed, and for which data on farm proposition
respectively presence of trees was obtained.

We see furthermore that small and medium sized farms with livestock are often part of
land use zones with a land cover partly consisting of bare soil (indicated by BBin the name
of the CLCC). That is, small farms with livestock are often part of LUZs where beside
grazing also other use of the land is made, whereas the larger farms with livestock tend to
be part of land use zones indicating a land use only for grazing.
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In summary of chapter 5, it can be stated that the CLCC in combination with farm size
class relates to the land use pattern. This is illustrated for example by high percentages of
cultivated grasslands (CLCC "PAS1" and "PASBB1") alwayscorresponding tothepresence
of largecattlefarms. Theinterpretation of theland cover class 'wooded area' dependson the
farm size class of the LUZ. Larger farms tend to possess more timber wood and less fruit
trees in the pastures. Activities like reforestation are more feasible for larger farms. These
tendencies are reflected in the LUPs of the LUZs.
Deviant land cover classcomposition (e.g.including secondary vegetation) sometimes seems
toberelated lesstoland usecharacteristics thantosoilandterrain characteristics. Inthecase
of the agricultural frontier area they do relate to deviant land use patterns.

6. LANDUSE PATTERNS ASSOCIATED WITH ALAND COVER COMBINATION
OF WOODED AREA, BARE SOIL AND PASTURE.
General considerations for mapping LUZs with a mixed land cover.
To interpret CLCCs that are a combination of wooded area (WA), bare soil (BB) and
pasture (Pas), the farm size class should be taken into account. Smaller farms tend combine
crop production and animal husbandry, whereas the larger farms tend to focus on one or a
few specific activities. The scale and purpose of theactivities differ as well. For the smaller
farms, the cultivation of arable crops is generally the most important activity in economic
terms. On the basis of this relation between land use and farm size, one would expect the
presence of mixed farms for LUZs that have small farms, rather than thepresence of farms
belonging tovariousfarming systems.Thelarger farms (withhundredsofhectares) can often
be mapped individually. Therefore, LUZs corresponding to larger farms with a LCC
combination of WA, BBand PASare notexpected. Theseexpectations areconfirmed by the
result of the classification (seetable 3.7). LUZs related tolarger farms (farm size class 4 or
5) and showing a combination of bare soil, wooded area and pasture do not exist! Only for
LUZs with small and medium sized farms such cover combinations are found.
TheLUZs can further bedifferentiated on thebasisof specific CLCC and farm sizeclass.
Especially the percentage of the area classified as bare soil is of importance. CLCC "A"
indicates a land cover composed of limited percentages of 'bare soil' (< 20% of thearea).
CLCC "B" represents areas with 25 to 45 percent 'bare soil'. This latter group can be
differentiated further on thebasis of the farm size class. In Table 3.7 data for the individual
LUZs and group totals are given, in order to see whether the patterns are consistent for
LUZs with the same farm size class and corresponding CLCC.

Bare Soil representing less then 20 % of the area: CLCC "A".
Onegroupof LUZsbelonging toCLCC "A"isnotpresented inthetable.Itrepresents LUZs
withanaveragefieldsizeoflessthan 2.4 ha. (class 1).Theseareasareoften associated with
small villages and their surroundings. Three of the 5 concerning LUZs corresponded to
villages known as Rio Jimenez, Los Angeles and Humo. The other two LUZs also had a
residential function. The agricultural activity In these LUZs is directed to crop production
for home consumption in small fields or garden lots. For one LUZ data was obtained. It
indicated thepresence ofvarious properties of 1 hectare. Theowners were mostly employed
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at thebananaplantation. Generally cropsaregrown insmallquantities (maize,yucca, beans,
plantain) and generally tree crops are found (some fruit trees and cacao).
Table 3.7 Land usepatterns associated withacompositelandcoverofwooded
area, baresoil andpasture.
CLCC4

Farm
Size
Class

A. WAPAS1
MWAPASBB
WAPASBB
1.

94
99
23

TOTAL

B. BBWA1
MBBWAPAS1
MBBWAPAS2
2.

1,2
1,2
1,2

LUZ
ID.'

1
1
1

g
93
106

TOTAL

N2

Crop
production

7
4
2

0
l3
1

13

2
(15%)

3
5
3

1'
0
0

11

1
(9%)

Livestock

Mixed
Farms

Management
class

1
0
0

6
3
1

3
3
3

1
(9%)

10
(77%)

1
1
1

1
4
2

3
(27%)

7
(64%)

3
3,4
3

B. MBBWAPAS1
3. 5

2
2

10
17

13
6

3'
3

8
0

2
3

2,3
2,3

B. MPASBBWA
MBBWAPAS

3
2,3

18,39
36

3
8

0
1

2
5

1
2

2,3
2,3

7
1
3
(64%)
(9%)
(27%)
'. Identification of the LUZ for which the presented data is obtained.
2
. Number of farms visited.
3
. Crop production in this case refers to orchard or plantation (fruit tree, coffee or cacao or production of
ornamental plants).
4
. CLCCs with comparable cover composition are grouped: CLCC "A" represents the following cover
composition: 'WA' between 25and 45%;Cultivated pasturebetween 10and 30%;Noncultivated pasture
between 10and 20 %and BB less than 20 %. CLCC "B" represents: 'BB' between 25 and 45 %;WA
between 20and 35 %; Cult. Pas. between 10and 25 %and non cult. pas. less than 20 %. The numbers
indicate combinations of CLCC ('A' or 'B') with farm size class.
5
. No totalsare generated because of thedeviating land use pattern for LUZ
10.
4.

TOTAL

11

The majority of the farms of the LUZs with farm size classes 1and 2, were dedicated to
mixed farming (Table 3.7). Although pastures are mostly found, livestock production is not
themainactivity4. Therelatively low 'bare soil' percentage of thisLUZ class with farm size
class 1and 2, should notbeexplained asthe result of lessarea being devoted toannual crop
production. Butrather as the consequence of less area of the total area for crop production
being devoted tothecultivation of maize. This isillustrated inTable3.8. This table presents
data on thearea of maize cultivation as percentage of the farm area and of the total area for
crop production of the farm. The lower section of the table lists data for LUZs with small
Of the 13 farmers interviewed 10had arable crops, tree crops and grassland. One farmer was dedicated
tolivestock production only;Onewas dedicated toarablecroppingonly; One farmer wasdedicated primarily tothe
production of cacao and coffee (farming system '4C', see appendix). The farmers involved in arable cropping
mentioned thecultivation ofcassava, chamol or nampi incombination with maize mostly insmaller quantities.Only
one farmer reported to cultivate maize only.
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proportions of 'bare soil' in the cover composition. The area of maize cultivation varies
between 17 to 73 percent of the total area destined for arable crop production. This is in
contrast to the 90 to 100per cent of the total arable crop area for the production of maize
reported for LUZswithahigherproportion of theirareaclassified asBB(upper twosections
of the table).

Table 3.8 Averageplot size,percentagesof totalarablecrop areaandpercentageof
totalfarm areaof the areafor cultivation ofmaize and/or rice in relationtoCLCC.
LUZ
No.

Farm
Size
Class

CLCC

N1

Maize (and/or Rice) area
Average Plot Size

Avg. Percentageof
farm area

Percentage of
total crop area

93

1

MBBWAPAS1

4

2.3 Ha.

31 %

90 %

106

1

BBWA1

2

1.5 Ha.

23 %

100 %

10

2

MBBWAPAS1

6

2.8 Ha.

15 %

93 %

17

2

MBBWAPAS1

2

3.0 Ha.

48 %

100 %

36

2/3

MBBWAPAS2

5

10.8 Ha.

21 %

100 %

39

3

MPASBBWA

3

10.7Ha.

11 %

100 %

94

1/2

WAPAS1

4

1.8 Ha.

20 %

44 %

99

1

MWAPASBB

3

0.7 Ha.

5%

17 %

23

1/2

WAPASBB

2

8.2 Ha.

39 %

73 %

89

2

WAPAS1

6

2.0 Ha.

9%

45 %

111

2

8%

50 %

PASWA2
1
2.5 Ha.
1
The number of farms for which data on acreage of arable crops were available.

Bare soil covering between 25 and 45 % of the LUZ: CLCC"B".
For the definition of LUPscorresponding to this CLCC further differentiation according
to farm size class is required. For LUZs with very small farms the LUP is similar to the
forgoing: generally mixed farms are found, with cattlebreeding not representing a commercial activity; the relative importance of maize is reflected in the higher percentage of the
LUZs classified as bare soil5.
For the LUZ with small farms one expects mixed farming as the dominant farming system.
This is not true for LUZ number 10. Predominant farms dedicated to livestock production
were found. This might be the result of a possible error in the aerial photo interpretation.
The LUP of LUZ number 17 is agreement with the expected pattern. Mixed farms were
found with maize as far most important annual crop. The interviews do indicate a higher
degree of specialization in land use. Thisis reflected for example in the occurrence of farms

Very small farms. Of the 11farms 7weremixed farms; threewerededicated tolivestock productiononly
and one was dedicated to theproduction of ornamental crops. 7of the 11interviewed reported arable crops.When
producingfor homeconsumption mostly maizeand yuccawere found. When for market selling, maizewasthe most
important crop. 9of the 11farms had pasture land with sometimes a very limited amount of cattle (incases zeroor
one). 8of them reported fruit trees, sometimes also timber trees, scattered within thepastures.
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dedicated to the production of ornamental crops6. For LUZs with even larger farms (the
medium sized farms) alowerpercentage for 'bare soil' isobserved. Less farms are classified
as mixed farms, as consequence of a decreasing proportion of the farm area dedicated to
arablecropping. However, the total area dedicated for annualcrops is not less. Respectively
4,3,8,14 and 6 hectares dedicated to the production of basic grains (maize predominantly,
onereported rice) werereported by farmers whohad theby far largest partof thefarm area
covered with grassland. In those cases where crop production was the main activity large
areas were reported for the cultivation of maize. This is reflected in the high values for
average size of the maize plots (10.8 Ha. respectively 10.7 Ha., Table 3.8). The presence
of fruit trees decreases. Activities are found, that are only feasible for larger farms, such as
reforestation, attributing to a somewhat increased percentage of WA7.

7. SUMMARIZING RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
1. Theland usezoneproves tobeauseful geographical entity for thedescription of land use
at sub-regional scale. In many cases the corresponding land use pattern refers to only one
land utilization typeor farming system. Thisisthecase, for example, for bananaplantations.
However, land use zones composed of many farms and exhibiting a combination of land
cover classes acomposite land cover demonstrate also alimited number of farming systems.
Generally a dominant farming system is observed.
On average, the dominant farming system represents 72 percent of the farms of a LUZ.
This figure is based on a total of 109observations divided over 14LUZs. The lowest value
observed was 64%. Therefore, the dominant farming system is in many cases sufficient to
characterize the LUP. It is concluded that the LUZ represents a relevant aggregation level
for the inventory of land use and that theland usepattern isa useful concept todescribe the
land use at sub-regional scale.
2. Thecomposite land cover classin combination with thefarm sizeclass relates rather well
to the observed land usepattern. Only in one of the 14LUZs investigated did the LUP not
correspond to the pattern that one would be expected on thebasis of CLCC in combination

Small farms. Of LUZ no. 10only 3 of the 14interviewed could be classified as mixed farms. 8 were
classified ascattle farms. Observingthattheareasclassified asbare soil corresponded totwo larger, regular shaped
areas, it might indicate the presence of a larger commercial farm which was erroneously included inthe unit under
consideration. However, theassumption thatwith increasingfarm sizetheactivitiesare morecommercially oriented
and directed to specific activities is confirmed. When cattle farming is concerned this is reflected in the decreasing
number of farms which report fruit trees in the pasture lands. Only 7 of the 12 farms with pasture reported the
presence offruit trees. However, orchardsareobserved moreoften. One farm had anorchard offruit trees,onehad
a cacao plot and one farm produced ornamental crops.
Of the six farms visited in LUZ no. 17one farm was purely dedicated to the cultivation of maize and two farm
produced flowers and ornamental crops. The tendency tocommercialization of theproduction is further confirmed
by farmers which report a few hectares with orchards in stead of fruit trees disperse of the farm area.
Medium sized farms. Of the 11farms 3 were classified as mixed farms, 7ascattle farms and 1farm as
dedicated toarable cropping.Only 4 ofthe 9 farmers with grassland (for one farm nodataonpresence oftreeswas
obtained) reported fruit trees. Presence of trees disperse in the fields for wood production is frequently reported (7
farmers). Two farmers mentioned reforestation. One farmer reported 300 trees of cedro amargo, in another case
1500eucalyptus and teak trees were planted and an additional 120 laurel trees and cedro amargo were found.
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with the farm size class. This means that in 93%of the cases (referring to LUZs) the LUP
is in agreement with the CLCC and FS class. Itindicates that the CLCC and farm size class
serve to map LUPs.
The error of 7 % might partly be explained by misinterpretation of the aerial photos or
mightbeduetochanges in land usebetween timeat which thephotos were taken (1984)and
the time of recording of the satellite data (1986).
The results are based on the 14 LUZs most complex in terms of land cover class composition and land use pattern. The classification of most other LUZs is less complex. For
example, all banana plantations were recognized and mapped correctly by the LUZs. The
same score was obtained for the forest areas and other areas of natural and semi-natural
vegetation.
The viability of the LUZ approach was tested for the GRS area. The questions whether
the LUZs express clearly distinct land use patterns and whether these land usepatterns can
bemapped onthebasis ofland cover and field sizeinventory areanswered affirmatively. De
idea behind the land use zone approach for mapping of land use is, that the mapping rules
are defined on the basis of data obtained for a representative part of the area tobe mapped,
and that these rules are subsequently applied to map the total area. The validity of the
mapping rules (relating CLCC in combination with field size class to land use pattern),
should still be tested on an independent data set.
The rules for mapping, investigated in this chapter, are valid only for the region concerned. The mapping rules should beadapted for application toother regions, in Costa Rica
or elsewhere.

CHAPTER 4
DETECTING CHANGE IN LAND USE THROUGH CHANGE IN THE
LAND-COVER COMPOSITION OF LUZS

INTRODUCTION
In chapter 2 we saw that LUZs represent permanent spatial structures if they represent
agricultural land. In this chapter we discuss whether changes in LUZ aggregation structure
(field composition) and thematic content (land-cover composition) provide information on
land-use change. We shall focus on change in land-cover composition, because changes in
aggregation structure generally involve changes in land cover.
Changesin cropor vegetativecover canbestbeobserved with satelliteimagery (Molenaar
and Janssen, 1991). Accordingly, we used Landsat-TM imagery of 1986and 1990 to determine the land-cover composition of LUZs. The results apply to the Guacimo-RioJiménezSiquirres study area, anarea of about 30x30kilometres, representative of thenorthern part
of the Atlantic Zone (AZ) of Costa Rica. These results were not evaluated statistically
because there were no systematically obtained data available for either of the periods
corresponding to the Landsat images. Field observations were made from 1988 to 1990.
Information onland useobtained in thisperiod were usedtoevaluatetheresults. In addition,
we present secondary evidence of land-use change to evaluate results.
The recent history of land use in the AZ has been characterized by intensiveness and
radical change. This is manifest in the colonization of new areas and an associated high
deforestation rate. But also changes in existing agricultural areas occur, caused by change
in socio-economic conditions and initiated by agrarian policies. For example, a new policy
wasannounced afew years ago. Called "agriculture ofchange", itentailed areduction in the
subsidies for basic grains (maizeand rice) and the stimulation of alternative crops for export
(Waaijenberg, 1990). Other important factors for change are the fluctuations in market and
export prices. For example, meat prices dropped (with serious repercussions for the local
economy, as much of the AZisused for meat production) and cassavaprices increased. The
search for new cash crops has led to the introduction of palm heart (pejibaye), macadamia
nuts, and ornamental trees, to name a few.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Jensen (1983) mentions two methods of using remote sensing to detect change: image
differencing and post-classification comparison. Image differencing uses the difference in
radiance values to detect change in images from different dates. The disadvantages of this
method are:
- Thedifficulty in locating thethreshold between radiancechangeand nochange;
- Theoccurrence of radiance changeas a result of other phenomena than change
in land cover. The method is not specific.
Variations of the image-differencing method use least-square transformation or principal
components to reduce adverse affects from differences in atmospheric conditions or sun
angles (Fung and LeDrew, 1987). Post-classification comparison is hampered by the often
high classification errors (Jensen, 1983). Both methods imply a per pixel comparison of the
scenes. As a consequence, spatial misregistration is an additional cause of errors in change
detection.
Apartial solution totheseproblemsistoreducethenumberof changecategories. Thiscan
be done by looking at change within a restricted area (see Vogelmann, 1988, who uses
image-differencing to detect change in forests, or Christensen et al., 1988, who use postclassification to detect change in wetland). It can also be done by generalizing the change
categories. At the highest level of generalization, we register only whether change has
occurred or not; the nature of change is not specified.
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Todetect changein theAZ, weused thepost-classification method. Itdoesnotrequireus
to evaluate differences in atmospheric condition for the two scenes. Any change we detect
is immediately expressed in terms of the LCCs. We can counteract the effect of high
classification errors and improve classification performance by generalizing the LCCs and
incorporating the context information from the LUZs. And we can counteract the effect of
spatial misregistration by using data aggregation, i.e. using spatial units (LUZs) whose sizes
are large in comparison to the registration error.
We used two Landsat-TM images: one from 6 February 1986 and the other from 9
February 1990. We followed the steps listed below to detect change:
- Classify the land cover;
- Generalize theland-coverclasses toalevel where theyarecommon toboth scenes;
- Aggregate from pixel level to LUZ level;
- Interpret changes in composite land cover in terms of changes in land use.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The steps are explained in the following
paragraphs.
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landcover classification
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landcover classes

landcover classification
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landcover classes
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superclasses
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Fig.4.1 Inventory and classification
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Independent Classification of Both TM Images and the Need for Generalized Cover
Classes
A land-cover classification of both TM images was obtained. The 1990 classification
defined theLCCs differently from the 1986classification. This difference wascaused partly
by the changes in land cover that had occurred in the intervening period, requiring the
definition of new classes. But the main reason was that it was possible to gather field data
for theclassification of the 1990 image, while this was notpossible for the 1986land cover
classification. This made it possible to relate spectral characteristics moreprecisely to landcover characteristics, allowing for a more specific definition of the 1990LCCs. Comparison
of thetwoperiods required ustodefine common land-cover classes. Wedid thisbyadopting
a higher generalization level in the classification system for both images, at which superclasses are defined common to both systems of classification. It implied recoding of the
picture elements of both classifications.
For example, various spectral classes in the 1990 classification were defined as different
typesof woodyvegetation, allcorresponding toplantation crops, which allowed usto define
a "woody plantation" superclass. And as this superclass could also be defined for the 1986
classification, though theclasses (atthelowerlevelof generalization) had acontent different
from the 1990 classes. We could compare both images at the superclass level. The same
principle of generalization was applied to other LCCs. Although the classes defining the
lowest hierarchy level wereoften notthe same, it ispossibletodefine common superclasses.

Aggregating From Pixel Level to LUZ Level
The two scenes were compared not on a per pixel basis, but per LUZ. There were two
reasons for this:
- Thepositional accuracy of pixelsistoolow. Misregistration introducesan artificial
change in class values when classifications from two periods are compared. The
relative error decreases as the aggregation level increases;
- The pixel level is too detailed for an inventory of land-use change at sub-regional
level. Information on land cover change on sub-field level is not relevant when
change in area of crop cultivation is required.
So pixel information is aggregated to information about the land-cover composition of the
LUZs and then LUZs are compared with respect to their land-cover composition.
LUZs correspond either to apart of a farm with specific land use, or to a whole farm, or
to an area with various farms but with corresponding land use. In general, we can say that:
- Specific changes will be restricted to the area defined by the LUZ;
- Changes will occur over the total area of the LUZ.
LUZ boundaries are therefore considered to provide the relevant geographical basis for
evaluating land-use change.
Interpreting Change in Land-Cover Composition
Toinfer information onchangeinland-useatsub-regional scalefrom changein land-cover
requires us:
- To interpret the land cover classes (LCCs) in terms of land use;
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- Tointerpret thechange in thecomposition of LCCs interms of changein landusepattern (LUP).
LCCs usually represent general types of cover like "bare soil" or "wooded area", which
have tobe translated into land-use classes. Thetranslation depends on thecontext, which is
provided by the LUZ. For example, "wooded area" can be interpreted as cacao when it is
found within a LUZ belonging to theclass of agricultural area, with small farms, and when
a largepart of theLUZ isclassified as wooded area. (Apercentage of 10to20percent, and
even 30 percent of "wooded area" can often be explained by the presence of wooded river
banks, homesteads, and other wooded areas. Higher percentages are needed to denote the
presence of tree crops.)
"Bare soil" can indicate various specific cover types or uses, such as maize-growing area,
forest clearings or residential area. The interpretation depends on the form and size of the
'bare soil' area and on the land cover class of the neighbouring areas.
It isimportant torealize that changes inland-cover composition often takeplacegradually
and that, within a LUZ, the stages of change will often vary. Different LCCs can occur
simultaneously as a consequence of the sameprocess of change. For example, the planting
of a macadamiaplantation isdonein phases. Itwill take some years before thenut trees are
fully established and producing. In the meantime, the areas corresponding to the different
agesof thetreeswillbemapped asawiderangeof LCCs,varying from degraded grasslands
and secondary vegetation to woody plantation. But all the changes observed within this
specific context are part of the sameprocess. Therefore, changes in land cover in a specific
location cannot be considered independently from changes in the neighbouring areas (information on the context is required for the proper interpretation). Because land use is related
to farm size, also land-usechange will be related to farm size. For example, because of the
large investment required, macadamia cultivation is feasible only on large farms or plantations. Therefore, a strong increase in "wooded area" indicates an increase in macadamia
cultivation only if the farm-size class indicates large farms.
Thus, theLUZs provideacontext notonly for interpreting LCCs, butalsofor interpreting
a change in land cover. This is because we can define only a limited number of possible
changes for each LUZ, dependent on the farm-size class and the existing typeof land utilization.
We conclude that there has been a change in land cover or land use only if there is a
marked difference in the land-cover compositions between the 1986 and the 1990 images.
Changes in the percentage of the LCCs are interpreted taking the 1986 LUZ classification
into account.

Marked Differences in Land-Cover Composition
The aggregation of pixels into LUZs, implies the aggregation of the per pixel land-cover
class to LUZ land-cover percentage. At LUZ level, the LCCs with their percentages of
occurrence, together determining the composite land cover (CLC). A threshold value is
required to indicate change or no change in the land cover percentage, when LUZs from
different periods are compared. Weconclude that there has been a change in the land-cover
composition of a LUZ when the difference in percentage of any LCC exceeds 15per cent.
A difference of less than 15 percent is not considered significant. Of this 15percent error
margin, 10percent is explained by inaccuracy of the land cover classification (see Chapter
5, Part 2, for explanation on how this value is obtained), and 5 percent is explained by
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geometric inaccuracies.
Theland cover composition isdetermined by overlaying theLUZ mapwith respectively the
1986 and 1990 land cover classification. Difference in land cover composition might occur
as consequence of difference in the geometry between both land cover classifications. This
5 percent is an average value. The difference in land cover percentage as consequence of
geometric inaccuracy can vary from 0 to 12per cent, depending on the sizeof theLUZ and
the land cover percentage. Smaller units and higher LCC percentages mean higher possible
errors in establishing change in land cover percentage. The maximum error was calculated
assuming a maximum relative geometric error of 60 metres (2 pixels), considering the
minimum size of one square kilometer for the LUZ, and departing from a land cover
percentage of 40. (Theareas of themajor LCCs such asbare soil, wooded area, and pasture
often cover 40percent of a LUZ.) A threshold value of 15per cent seems acceptable, considering that slight changes in theLCC percentage would not really alter its proportionality
within a LUZ. Also, 15 per cent corresponds to the width of many composite land cover
classes, i.e. therangeinpercentage of the LCCs defining acompositeLand cover class. See
Chapter 5, Part 2for explanation of thereliability indetermining landcover compositionand
for the definition of the composite land cover classes.

LANDUSECHANGEINTHEGUACIMO-RIOJIMENEZ SIQUIRRES AREA FROM
1986 TO 1990.
Applying a threshold value of 15 per cent results in 96 of 136 LUZs showing a marked
difference in their land-cover composition. Of the original 157 LUZs, 21 were excluded,
either because they were either too small or because clouds covered a too large part of the
LUZ, preventing the determination of the land cover composition.
Onthebasisof thechanges intheland covercharacteristics thefollowing dominantprocesses
of change in land use in the GRS area are identified:
- Decrease in the area for the cultivation of maize;
- Decrease in and degradation of the grassland area;
- Increase in plantation area (banana, macadamia, other);
- Deforestation;

Decrease in the Area for Cultivation of Maize
Change in the area for maize-growing is concluded from change in the area classified as
bare soil. At time of scene recording (February 6, 1986 and February 9, 1990) fields are
being prepared for the sowingof maizeor maizehadbeen sowed shortly before. Therefore,
maize areas show as bare soil. However, this interpretation is only valid in the context of
LUZs withvery smalltosmall farms and witha mixed land cover withbare soilasdominant
land cover class.For otherareas, changes inthepercentageofbare soil shouldbe interpreted
differently.
The LUZs with very small farms and a mixed land cover (indicated as class 31 in Figure
4.2) did not show a reduction in the areas of bare soil. Parts of these LUZs are residential,
so some of the area classified as bare soil may correspond tobuildings, houses, and roads.
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LUZ'swithsmalltomediumsizedfarmsandmixedlandcover.
Markedchangesinthe 'BareSoil'areafrom1986to1990.
wgj Areawithsmallfarmsandmixedlandcover, markeddecrease inthepercentageof'bare
" * 8 S0||', interpretedasstrongdecreaseInareaofmaizecultivationfrom1986to1990.
Areaswithveryhighpercentageof'baresoil'in1986andstrongdecreasein'baresoil'
areain1990.'Baresoil'in1986isaresultofclearing(e.g.deforestation).Currentland
usevaries.
LUZwithmediumsizedfarms,mixedlandcoverdominatedby"woodedarea'and'bare
soil'.Strongdecreaseof'baresoil'.The'baresoil'1986correspondedonlypartlytoarea
ofmaizecultivation.Partlyitcorrespondedtoareasbeingclearedforotherpurposes.
I

| Noevidenceofland-usechange.

Fig. 4.2LUZ's showingadecreaseintheareaofmaizecultivation between1986and1990.
Noevidence was found of a reduction of the maize-growing area in theseLUZs. Thisisnot
surprising if weconsider that most of the maizegrown is for homeconsumption, and soless
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sensitive to pricefluctuations.
The LUZs with small farms and a mixed land cover (classes 32, 33and 52) all showed a
marked decrease in theamountof bare soil, which wasinterpreted tomean adecrease of the
maize-growing area (Fig.4.2).Intheseareas rootandtubercrops (cassava, chamol [Colocasia esculenta var. antiquorum]and other), palm heart (Bactrisgasipaes), and ornamental
crops, to namea few, havegained in importance. This isexpressed primarily as an increase
in the area classified as plantation.
Therewerenodataavailable ontheactualdecrease inthearea dedicated totheproduction
of maize for the GRS study area or for the specific LUZs, nor were there data availableon
maize production. Nevertheless, the conclusion that the maize area has decreased considerably issupported bythesharp dropinmaizeprices from 1986onwards (Table4.1).The
price of yellow maize in December 1989 was 40 per cent lower than the 1985 price. The
price of white maize, which is mostgrown in theAZ, wasin declineuntil 1988,after which
it recovered somewhat. But even with this increase, the price in May 1990 was still 28per
cent lower than the September 1985price.

Table 4.1. Maizepricesper metrictonfrom 1985to 1990 (inU.S.$)
Date
Sept. '85
Dec. '86
Dec. '87
Dec. '88
Dec. '89

Yellow Maize
Price
$ 270.90
234.30
201.00
173.00
163.60

Date
Sept. '85
Dec. '86
Dec. '87
Dec. '88
Sept. '89
May '90

White Maize
Price
$ 270.90
234.30
201.00
173.00
189.39
195.43

Source: Department of Economic Studies, CNP. Prices are based on the official exchange rate set by the
National Bank of Costa Rica.

Three LUZs with small tovery small mixed farms (classvalue 34, Fig. 4.2) did not show
a significant reduction in the bare soil percentage. All three, however, had smaller percentagesof bare soil in 1986. Annual crops are cultivated in theseareas, but maize is relatively
unimportant. For a description of this class I refer to the preceding chapter.
Decrease in and Degradation of Grassland Areas.
The changes in land use with respect to area used for grazing are mapped in Figure4.3.
To evaluatechanges with respect totheareas used for grazing onehastotakeaccount of the
farm size class. For some LUZs the data on the cover composition suggested a complete
change in land use (LUZs shaded with a checkered pattern in Figure 4.3). These LUZs
corresponded to single farms. Grasslands had madeway for uses such asbanana plantation,
plantations of palm heart, ornamental crops, reforestation, and cassava (the new land useis
indicated in Figure 4.4). These changes were confirmed by field observations. The area of
change they represented, however, was but a small percentage of the total.
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Land-usechangeintheGuacimo-RioJiménez-Siquirresarea:1986-1990.
ChangeinareasofLivestockProduction.
KSS] LUZ'swithaverystrongdecreaseincultivatedgrassland.Theareaswereusedforgrazing
ßääa | n1986. In1990thelandwasusedforotherpurposes(e.g.bananaplantation,
reforestation).
Y777ÄLUZ'swithamarkeddecreaseincultivatedgrassland.Partsofthearea,formerlyusedfor
^ ^ grazing,nowusedforotherpurposes(e.g.perennialcrops).
DecreaseIncultivatedgrasslands,butwithanIncreaseinuncultivatedgrasslandsor
secundaryvegetation.Grasslanddegradationoccurringbecauseoflowstockingratesor
negligence.
I^rc
^>N

DecreaseInuncultivatedgrasslands,butwithanincreaseinthecultivatedgrasslands.
Upgradingofthegrasslandsbecauseofimprovedmanagement.

•

LUZ'swithnomarkedchangesinlandcovercomposition.NoevidenceofchangeInland
use.

irrrn LUZ'sforwhichnodataareavailable becauseofcloudcover.

Fig. 4.3LUZ's showingadecreaseinthegrasslandareaorgrasslanddegradation between
1986and1990.
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It is worth noting that many LUZs showed a decrease in the percentage of (cultivated)
grasslands and an increase in theproportion of grasslands classified as secondary grasslands
(grasslands invaded by herb- and scrub vegetation, as result of poor grazing and management). These changes could not be verified because of lacking field data for 1986. For a
number of LUZs thedecrease inarea ofgrasslands isconfirmed byobservations in the field.
The decrease was in one case due to expansion of a neighbouring banana plantation. In
another cases, grasslands were converted to area for the cultivation of cassava and to area
planted with achiote (tree crop producing dye). The changes in grassland area seem tobear
out the story of sharply decreased livestock production that is told by the figures in Table
4.2. Table 4.2 presents figures on the national production of cattle. The decline in the
production is assumed to have occurred also in the AZ. The data on land cover change
suggest that the decrease in production is reflected partly in the decrease of the area for
grazing and partly in thedegradation of thegrasslands asresult of moreextensive useof the
land. Only in one case, there was a clear improvement in the state of the grasslands.
Verification in the field revealed that this area corresponded to a farm whose management
had changed around 1986. In none of the LUZs was there an increase in the area of grasslands.

Table 4.2. Totalnumberof cattleproducedfor the domesticmarketandfor export.
Year
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Total domestic consumption
355.594
331.858
283.814
270.689
300.562'

Total export
206.544
156.698
137.268
117.561
112.487

The increase inthe number ofcattle for domestic consumption is primarily the result of an increase in the
number of calves born. Source: Departemente) de Estudios Económicos, Consejo Nacional de Producción,
Departamento Pecuârio.

Increase in Plantation area
Itis fairly easy to seewhere new bananaplantations havebeen established and where old
plantations have been removed. One LUZ was classified as a new banana plantation even
though the greater part of it was "bare soil". This plantation had been established only a
short time before the date of the 1990 image, and so large parts of it were either covered
with recently-planted material or had no cover at all. We could also see where existing
banana plantations had been extended or improved (Class 8, Fig. 4.4). This was the casein
twoLUZs. OneLUZ corresponds tothefincaSanta Maria. Themarkedly higher percentage
of the area classified as banana for this finca agrees with theplantation's improved productivity: from 1494 boxes/ha/year for 1986, which is far below the average yields, to 1935
boxes/ha/year in 1988 (Source: ASBANA, Costa Rica). The changes were the result of
improved management.
New plantations, other than banana plantations, are also fairly easy to detect, if they
occupy large areas. Figure 4.4. shows an increase particularly in the macadamia plantations

594825,259774

565547,227699

Land-usechangefrom 1986to 1990.Largecommercialenterprisesother
thancattleranchesandplantations.
K$m
^ ^
|WOTJ
&W

1. Markeddecreasein'baresoil'andincasesgrassland.Markedincrease in tree
cropplantation'and'secondaryvegetation'.Present useismacadamia plantation.
2. Markeddecrease in'bare soil'andincrease in'plantationcrops'(notvery pronounced).'Baresoil' in1986correspondstoclearing;Formerlanduseunknown;
current landusefor (semi-)perennialcrops.
g*™ 3. Markeddecrease ingrasslandcover andincreasein'woody plantation'.Former
K-Sa pasture landnowbeing usedforreforestation.
£7773 4.Decrease inpasture,increase in'plantation','banana'or'secondaryvegetation'.
WM
Landuse haschangedtothe cultivationof perennialcrops (macadamia,palm heart)
orrootandtuber crops (cassava,chamol).
Y^mp. 5. Medium sizedfarms.Decrease in'woodedarea',increase in'plantationcrops'.
V//A Landuse haschangetothecultivationof palmheart.
FZ/771 6. Decrease inforestcover, increase in'plantationcrops'and'banana'.Area partly
V4ZA convertedtoplantation (bananaorother).
^ ^
7. Newbananaplantation,establishedbetween 1986and 1990.
V777J 8. Bananaplantationswithanincrease inthebananacover, indicating increased
£ ^ J densityofthevegetative coverorextensionofthe plantedarea.
t$$$sj 9. Former bananaplantation. Nolongerinexistence in 1990.
|
1 10. Noevidenceof changeinlanduse.

Fig. 4.4 Increaseof banana-andmacadamiaplantations and areaofreforestation.
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(first and fourth class of change). Also change as consequence of reforestation is evident
(third class). The superclasses, used to compare the LUZ land cover composition, do not
provide information on the specific plantation crop (e.g. cassava, palm heart, macadamia
nuts, and ornamental crops, eucalyptus, etc.).More detailed information wasobtained from
the 1990classification, butalsothe 1990LCCs donotindicatea specific crop. Nevertheless,
with some additional information (e.g. plantation size and elevation, terrain and soil), we
were able to draw some conclusions on land-use change (Figure 4.4). In areas with small
to medium sized farms, detecting an increase in the area of specific crops is possible only
through more detailed study of the LUZ concerned, or through direct observations in the
field.

Deforestation
In many cases, the percentage of forest area had decreased considerably, but this was
often compensated by an increase in the percentage of secondary vegetation and woody
plantation. Different training samples havebeen used todetermine the spectral signatures of
forest cover, secondary vegetation and woody plantation for the classification of the two
different periods. Thecontent oftheland cover classesofbothclassifications will, therefore,
not be the same and will probably overlap. Accordingly, a reduction in forest cover, if so
compensated by secondary vegetation or woody plantation, was not considered evidenceof
change in land cover or in land use. A reduction in forest cover was accepted only if the
difference, after subtracting theincreasein secondary forest andwoodyplantation, was more
than 10percent. LUZs with nodifference after subtraction were classified as areas with no
evidencefor deforestation. Dataonthemost interesting area (thecolonizationarea) could not
be obtained because of a too high cloud cover.
Afew LUZs corresponding toisolated spotof (remnant) forest areashadbeen completely
deforested and banana plantations were established on these sites. Some LUZs, partly with
forest area and partly agricultural area, showed a decrease in forest cover. Others snowed
no such decrease.

CONCLUSIONS
Land use change can be detected adequately by determining change in land-cover class
composition of theLUZs.Evaluating changeinLCC composition willin manycases provide
betterresults thandetecting changeinlandusethanevaluating landcover onaperpixelbasis
only. This is illustrated, for example, by the detection of the new macadamia plantations,
which show a range in land cover classes due to the difference in age of the trees in the
different parts of theplantation. Without thecontextprovided by theLUZ thecontent of the
change is difficult to establish.
Areaswithchangeinland use,known fromfieldobservation, allappeared asareasofchange
using theprocedure described. In someLUZs, we observed a partial change in land cover.
These cases require more detailed study todetermine whereexactly the changehasoccurred
and what the corresponding change in land use is. The same satellite imagery can be used
for these studies at a more detailed level.

PART II.

USING REMOTE SENSING AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN
ANOBJECTORIENTED APPROACH TOTHEINVENTORY OF
LAND COVER AND LANDUSE.

1. INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER
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1. INTRODUCTION
Part One of this dissertation describes the land useand land usechange in terms of land
use zones and their characteristics. This second part devotes attention to methodological
aspects. Consecutive chapters reflect the information theoretical analyses of the inventory
process. Thesechapters specify themethodsapplied in theland cover and land use inventory
in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica.
Our aim is todevelop tools for the inventory and description of land use at sub-regional
scale. Asidefrom the farm survey few tools arecurrently available for the inventory of land
use.Aerial photo's and, more recently satellite imagery have been used for the inventory of
land cover in particular.
From thebeginning of thiscentury, aerial photoshavebeen used for theinventory ofland
cover, land use and agricultural geography (Schneider, 1974; Bomberger and Dill, 1960).
However, since theadvent of theearth observation satellite for natural resource studies (the
launching of theERTS satellitein 1972),theuseof satellitedatahasbecome moreimportant
and is now widely applied.
Both techniques have advantages and drawbacks. These are related to their spectral and
spatial resolution. The low spectral resolution of the aerial photos limits their use for the
discrimination of land cover. More discriminative power is obtained with the second
generation Landsat satellites, for instance. This is due to the higher spectral resolution
(measurements in seven spectral bands). However, the Landsat imagery shows a relatively
low spatial resolution (30 by 30 meters).
On the other hand, the high spatial resolution of the aerial photographs makes them
especially suitable for the discrimination of spatial features, such as texture and structure.
There is an additional advantage to the use of satellite imagery: the data is presented in
digital form. This allows a more quantitativeapproach and formal description of data structures and processes. Yet, the improved scanning techniques also make digital processing of
aerial photographs possible.

2. APPROACHES IN THE USE OF SATELLITE IMAGERY FOR LAND COVER
AND LAND USE INVENTORY
Satellite imagery has been widely applied for the mapping of land cover and land use.
Different techniques are available for the classification of the spectral data (Ahmad, 1986).
Nevertheless, the generally level of accuracy does not meet the requirements. Accuracies
range between 40 and 90 percent (Ioka, 1986). Overall performance generally lies in the
range of 70 to75 percent (Kenk, 1988;Janssen, 1990).In chapter Three and the Appendix,
we consider ways to improve the classification performance. These possibilities include
improved procedures, especially stepwiserefinement of thetraining statistics and incorporatingprocedures for checkingof results. Orthey mayrequirechangeofclassification strategy,
which involves applying spectral indices for the characterization of cover types.
Othertechniquestoimproveclassification performance useancillary data(seeHutchinson,
1982; Kenk et al., 1988). These techniques entail:
- The use of ancillary data prior to the classification. This may be done through
stratification or segmentation of the image (Hutchinson, 1982; Cross and Mason,
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1985);
- The modification of the classifier by using a priori probabilities. These are based
either on the estimated composition of the known object classes or on the known
association between object classes and ancillary data (Swain, 1978; Strahler, 1980;
Hutchinson, 1982).Forexample,Janssen (1990)usesinformation onpastlandcover
toclassify current landcover. Gongand Howarth (1990)add structural information
to the feature space upon which the classification is executed;
- Post-classification approaches (or sorting) useancillary dataafter the multi-spectral
classification toimprove theresults.Theuseofamajority filter isasimpleexample
(Gurney, 1983). Digital elevation and forest cover have alsobeen used as ancillary
data (Kenk, 1988). And elevation, slope and aspect (Wilkinson and Mégier, 1990)
havebeen used as criteria inadecision model for better classification performance.
Figure 1.1 displays the flow charts, corresponding to the three approaches mentioned
above. Of those strategies in particular the latter has proven to be successful. All three
approaches are pixel-based classifications.
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Fig. 1.1 Schematicrepresentation of the classification approaches.

3. OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH
More recently the object-oriented approach to land cover and land use classification has
attracted more attention. This has been stimulated by developments in the field of GIS and
expert systems. Janssen et al. (1990) and Janssen and Van Amsterdam (1991) correct
misclassifications by providing a spatial context. This is the geometry of the object, being
defined as an area in which only one land cover type isexpected (i.e. agricultural fields, in
their case).
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Thecorresponding flowchart for thisobject classification approach isgiven in Figure 1.2
(Janssen and Van Amsterdam, 1991). In these cases, the per pixel classification is used to
obtain information on theobjects concerned. Such an approach, for example, has been used
in obtaining statistical information on land cover and land use per region or strata. See
Bunschoten (1989) for theapplication of remote sensing at the Central Bureau for Statistics,
seeHusson (1989)for a related project concerning theagricultural statistics for theEuropean
Community. Refer to Hall-Könyves (1990) for crop area estimation in harvest regions or,
for example, theuseof satelliteimagery toobtain statistical data oncropcondition percropreporting districts(ManoreandBrown, 1990).Inmostof thesecases, information onthedistricts or region is obtained from topographic maps.
Theland cover and land useinventory of theAtlanticZoneof CostaRicaadoptsan object
oriented approach. This choice was based on the consideration that the pixel level did not
correspond to the level of detail of the required land use information. Therefore, spatial
objects were defined at sub-regional scale: the land usezones. The land usezones approach
also incorporates aspects of the three classification approaches.
The goals for the object definition were twofold:
The object should provide a context (spatial as well as thematic) for the interpretation
of land cover and land use. This could include scene stratification for thereduction of
the variation in land cover. In this manner cover types that cannot be distinguished
spectrally canbeseparated (Hutchinson, 1982).Ortheobjects should provide ancillary
data (as for example on spatial characteristics) for the classification of land cover and
land use. (See Ton et al., 1991,who uses spatial knowledge for the segmentation of
Landsat images.)
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The objects themselves should be entities meaningful to the presentation of land use
information.

4. DATA ACQUISITION AND OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
Three phases can be distinguished in the information process:
1. Definition phase: definition and description of the terrain objects and their characteristics;
2. Data acquisition phase: how to obtain data on object characteristics;
3. Dataprocessing andinformation extractionphase:theclassification ofterrain objects
and mapping.
Thevarious aspects of this process will bebriefly introduced in the following sections, The
descriptions will refer to theland use inventory as carried out in the Atlantic zoneof Costa
Rica.

4.1. Object definition and identification
The first step in the information process is the definition of the relevant object types.
Sometimestheobject typesareclearly defined and individualobjects caneasilybe identified.
In other situations, only the context might be clearly defined, with the object types only
conceptually defined. The definition and identification of the objects then forms an integral
part of the information process. Soil or land use inventory might serve as an example of a
situation in which theobjects arenotclearly defined in advance. In thatevent, the identification of theobjects isan explicit task in theinventory process. The spatialobjects then might
be identified through the interpretation of aerial photos (e.g. delineation of soil mapping
units). In CostaRica, aerial photointerpretation served todelineate (i.e.identify) Land Use
Zones. These are the objects of concern for the mapping of land use at sub-regional scale.
Satelliteimagery was used for therecognition and mapping of land cover (by means of land
cover classification).
Object recognition requires the image characteristics of the objects tobe known. Byway
of those characteristics the object can be recognized in the image (satellite or aerial photo).
The sequence is as follows:
1. Definition of the objects;
2. Determination of the image characteristics of objects;
3. Recognition of the objects.
Objects are defined in terms of their characteristics and the object relationships. Objects
are characterized by (Molenaar, 1991a, 1991b):
- Geometrical structure;
- Thematic content;
- Dynamic behavior.
Relationships between objects aredefined, apart from thetopological relationships, through:
- Classification hierarchies;
- Aggregation hierarchies;
- Associations between objects.
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The data structure for the description of terrain objects ispresented in Chapter One, Part
One. The remaining chapters of Part Onedeal with the description of the Land Use Zones.
The subject of this second part is thedescription of the information process. The nextphase
intheinformation processconcernsthedataacquisition todeterminetheobject characteristics
and object relationships.
4.2. Data acquisition for object characterization
The second phase refers to data acquisition. It defines which characteristics can be
measured and how this is done.
Toobtaindataonobject characteristics, different sourcesaregenerally available. Datamight
be obtained through direct measurements in the field, by the useof aerial photos or satellite
imagery or from different sources of textual and tabular data.
The use of aerial photos or satellite imagery may serve two purposes:
1. Identification and recognition of objects, which was the subject of the former
section, and;
2. Data extraction for the inventory of the objects' characteristics.
The second objective requires the object to be identified in the image. Then the image
characteristics of the objects can be defined through data extraction. The sequence is:
1. Identification of objects in the image;
2. Data extraction;
3. Description of object (image) characteristics.
In both processes, knowledge is required on how object characteristics are expressed in
the imagery used. In the first process (object recognition) knowledge is necessary to determine the relevant imagecharacteristics for recognition. In the second process it is needed to
infer the relevant information from the measured image characteristics.
Anexample istheland cover classification. The spectral characteristics ofa land cover class
canbedetermined. On that basis, theland cover class can berecognized and mapped. In the
other situation an object isidentified in the image. Byanalysis of the spectral characteristics
conclusions may be drawn regarding its land cover characteristics.
Landsat-TM provides land cover data, while traditional aerial photo interpretation techniques arebetter suited toprovide information on land useactivities (Lindgren, 1985).Land
use, which indicates the functionality of the land and how it is used, cannot be deduced
directly from land cover data. (See also Bunschoten (1989), concerning the use of remote
sensing as a tool to obtain data agricultural statistics).
Land use expresses itself in land cover as well as in the spatial structure, as determined
by the size, shape and orientation of the fields. Therefore, the inventory included both land
cover and spatial characteristics. In the present study, satellite imagery data (Landsat-TM)
wereused for theinventory ofland cover. Fortheinventory of spatialelementsaerial photos
were used.
The data extraction process, as described above, often involves data aggregation. The
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Land Use Zones define the object boundaries mentioned in Figure 1.2. All the picture
elements belonging to the object are then used to describe the object.
The land use zones represent composite objects, being composed of many pixels. The land
cover characteristics of thesezonesaredescribed interms of compositeland cover. Thedata
is obtained by aggregation of thepixels and their corresponding land cover class.
aggregation
pixel+land coverclass
> land use zone-(-composite land cover

If the land use zones exhibit a characteristic composition of land cover, then they define
a context for the per pixel land cover classification. Accordingly only specific land cover
classes are expected within the context defined by the land use zone.
LUZ+characteristic composition

context
> per pixel land cover classification

This introduces a feedback mechanism for theclassification of land cover. This feed back
mechanism is used in the present study to improve results. It explains the dual purpose of
defining land usezones (Section 3of thischapter). The land usezones serve asacontext for
the land cover classification. They also comprise an entity for mapping of land use at the
sub-regional scale.
The useof satelliteimagery and aerial photos provides specific characteristics of theland
use zones (e.g. land cover composition and field size). These characteristics might be used
todeduce information on land use. However, they donotprovide data for thedescription of
the land use itself. To obtain information on the existing types of land utilization and land
usepatterns, additionaldata sourcesarerequired. In thecaseof CostaRicafarm surveysand
literature sources were used.

4.3 Data analysis and processing
Data analysis and processing refers to the classification of objects. The classification
entails:
- Class definition; and
- Assignment of a class label by means of a decision (or classification) rule.
With respect to the class definition, it is useful to distinguish between data classes and
information categories. They havea different function. Furthermore therules for class label
assignment are specific for both types of classes. Two phases are distinguished in the
classification process:
1. Data analysis, data class definition and assignment of a data class label to
objects of concern; and
2. Definition ofinformation categoriesandmappingofdataclassesto information
categories.
Data classes refer to the attribute values of objects, for which they are also termed
attribute value classes (see Figure 1.3). The classification can be expressed mathematically
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as:

'x e S'
The spatial object ('x') belongs to ( ' € ', is assigned) class 'S'. This formula is taken from
Klir and Folger (1988), who use it for the modeling of uncertainty.
The object description ('x') is discussed in a previous section. Class definition corresponds
toa process of defining clusters of observations inan n-dimensionalfeature space, whereby
'n' refers tothenumber of features considered relevant totheclassification. Spectral classes
might serve as an example of data classes.

UDjeci ciass

AiiriDuie nsi

,

Object
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i

1
•
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Fig. 1.3 Classstructureof objectsandattributes.

As regards classification, two approaches exist: supervised and unsupervised. In the
supervised approach, thedataclasses are defined on thebasis of the statistics of a population
specified by the user. In the unsupervised approach the user specifies homogeneity criteria
and a cluster algorithm to define the clusters representing data classes.
The advantage of the first approach is that it ensures that the data classes represent
relevant information. Though with a possible trade-off in classification accuracy. The
advantageof theunsupervised approach isthatitensures certain minimum accuracy requirements for the assignment of data class labels. The discriminative power of the features used
in the classification process can be accounted for in the specification of parameters which
control the cluster procedure. This is doneby specifying minimum requirements for sizeof
the classes and distance between groups (i.e. data classes). The minimum required size and
distance are determined on thebasis of thereliability of theinput data (i.e. thevalues of the
relevant object 'x' attributes). The relevance of classes in terms of their informational value
is determined afterwards.
In the case of composite objects, the object characteristics can be described in statistical
terms (e.g. mean, standard deviation) because one object refers to many observations. This
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facilitates a statistical evaluation of the differences between the objects and the use of
probabilistic criteria in the definition of the data classes (see Lee et ah, 1987).
The terms 'supervised' and 'unsupervised' approach are used in the field of remote
sensing.Heretheunsupervised approach willbereferred toasthedata-driven approach. This
approach was adopted for the classification of the land use zones.
The classification rules specify the criteria and methods for class label assignment (for
example the 'maximum likelihood classification rule'). Data classes, often referring to the
specific techniques and methods applied, do not have informational value. (This is already
discussed above.)Itrequiresthetranslationof thedataclassestoinformation categories. This
process will be referred to as the mapping of data classes onto information categories. The
term 'mapping' is used in a mathematical sense, referring to the function of assigning a
unique element of a set 'B' to an element of a set 'A', represented as (Lipschutz, 1968):

/:A-> B
In thecontext of thepresent study, set 'A' refers tothe setof dataclasses and set 'B' refers
tothesetof information categories. Aronoff (1984)used theterm 'labelling' for thisprocess.
Theinformation categories havedirectrelevancewithrespecttotheoutputof information.
They represent classes with theappropriate level of aggregation and generalization and with
an information content directly relevant for mapping. Aland cover class mightillustrate the
concept of an information category. (The reader is referred to Lee et al. (1987) for further
discussion on data classes and information categories.)
The decision rules for mapping often take the shape of conditional assignment of class
labels to objects. It is especially in this mapping procedure that context-dependent information is used.

6. LAND USE CLASSIFICATION IN THE ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA RICA
Thenextchaptersareintroduced bya shortsummary oftheprocedure used.Thecomplete
process of land use inventory and mapping in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica is illustrated
in figure 1.4. It is in fact a further elaboration of the flowchart for object classification
presented in Figure 1.2.
6.1 Photo interpretation for the delineation of land use zones.
The first steps involve the definition of the object boundaries. This is done by means of
aerial photo interpretation. The intendion is not to provide information on the thematic
content of the objects, as that is considered a separate phase in the inventory process.
Given the sub-regional level of theland useinventory, photo features should be selected that
reflect the composite nature of the objects to be defined. The spatial pattern, which refers
to the arrangement of image elements, is such a feature. The spatial pattern served as the
main key for the interpretation of theaerial photo's.Thephotointerpretation for delineation
of land use zones is the subject of Chapter 2.
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6.2 Land cover classification

The land cover composition is one of the land usezone characteristics. Its determination
requires the inventory and mapping of land cover, for which satellite imagery are used.
Given theinformation theoretical context of this research, attention is devoted to procedural
and strategic aspects rather than technical ones. Standard procedures (where possible quantitative) are needed to implement the inventory process in a system environment. The land
cover data obtained pertains toa specific point in time. However, both land cover and land
use change in the course of time. Also in this respect uniform procedures are important. It
ensures consistent classification of scenes recorded on different dates. In this manner the
results will be comparable.
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Fig. 1.4 Theland use classificationprocedure.
Chapter 3 treats the land cover classification. Attention is devoted especially to the
definition of theland cover classesand theirassociated spectral classes. Aprocedure isgiven
which ensures thesetof spectral classes tobeexhaustive, spectral separableand to represent
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Appendix A investigates an alternative strategy to the land cover classification. It makes
useof spectral indicesto spectral characterize thelandcover classes. The indicesarerelated
to measurable land cover characteristics and provide, as such, better insight in the spectral
complexity of the scene.
AppendixBreviewsthea-priori selectionof theappropriate spectral feature combination.
The purposes of this combination is to obtain colour composites with high informational
value as an aid the selection of sites for ground survey.
6.3 Data analysis and definition of (composite) data classes
The land use zones are characterized by land cover composition and by characteristics
derived from aerial photo (like the size of fields, referred to as faces in the interpretation
process). The data is obtained through the overlay procedure depicted in Figure 1.5.
Subsequentlyattributevalueclassesaredefined, takingaccountofthedistributionofattribute
valuesper composite object. Theattributevalues refer totheelementary objects. In defining
the classes for classification of the LUZ's, homogeneity requirements need to be fulfilled,
as in the definition of the spectral classes for theper pixel classification.
land use zones
(polygons)

land cover classif
Craster)

luz# land cover
faces
tl% t2% ,tx% s f b
b
etc

-- -- --

pattern

-- ----

Fig. 1.5Integrationoftheaerialphotoandsatelliteimageryderivedproducts to obtaindata on the LUZ.
Chapter four describes thisprocess for the situation in which theobservations concern a
continuous variable, namely field size. Data classes (field size classes) are defined, on the
basis of the results of variance analysis and these are subsequently mapped to farm size
classes by way of correlation.
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Chapter 5 refers to a situation where the observations concern a variable with a nominal
value, i.e. the land cover class. For each land use zone, adistribution of land cover classes
is obtained. In thiscase, clustering techniques were used to define the data classes, i.e. the
compositelandcoverclasses.Twofactorsinfluence theuncertainty orpossibleerror indetermining the land cover composition. These are the accuracy with which a pixel is assigned
a land cover class label (thematicaccuracy) and theaccuracy with which apixel is assigned
toa specific land usezone(geometric accuracy). Both areevaluated and accounted for in the
definition of the composite land cover classes.
Once the data classes are defined, the land use zones are attributed a data class label on
the basis of its attribute value.
6.4 Classification system and assignment of class labels to land use zones
The classification of the land use zones represents a multi-source classification problem.
This hasbeen subject of many studies on theintegration of remote sensing and GIS (Foody,
1988;Goodenough, 1987;Leeetal. 1987;Srinivasan andRichards, 1990;Wu etal., 1988).
Chapter 6 describes the classification rules used to assign a land use class label to each
zone. Thisclassification involves mappingoftheobjectswith theirassociated attributevalues
and dataclass values totheinformation categories. Theinformation categories describe land
use in terms of land use patterns.
The information categories are hierarchically ordered in classes and superclasses. This
generates a classification system similar to, for example, theUSGSland cover and land use
classification system (Anderson, 1976) or the CORINE land cover classification system
(CORINE, 1989). The hierarchical ordering of categories is governed by a decision tree,
representing a hierarchy of the classification rules. The decision tree evaluates attributes at
different levels. The rules take the shape of the conditional assignment of class labels to
objects. These rules are context dependent.
Examplesof decision trees can be found in many taxonomie systems. For instance, in the
'soil taxonomy' classification system, specific soil attributes are evaluated at each level in
theclassification hierarchy. This may range from occurrence of diagnostic horizonsat order
level to specific physical and chemical soil properties in soil series (USDA, 1975).
In remote sensing many authors have recognized the power of hierarchical classifiers or
decision tree classifiers (see Swain and Hauska, 1977; Ton et al., 1991). Especially in the
classification of multi-source remote sensing and geographical data, the decision tree
classifier is very efficient (Srinivasan and Richards, 1990; Wilkinson and Mégier, 1990).

CHAPTER2
AERIAL PHOTO INTERPRETATION FOR THE DELINEATION OF
LANDUSEZONES
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1. INTRODUCTION
With respect to the land useinventory in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, the interpretation of aerial photos (color infrared, scale 1:80000, 1984)aimsat thedelineation of land use
zones. The landusezone(LUZ) isdefined asageographicarea thatexhibitsacharacteristic
land use pattern (LUP). The LUP may comprise a range of agricultural uses and management.Theideaofregionalization of landusebased onaerialphotocharacteristics isnotnew.
Examplescan be found inthedisciplines of land useand agricultural geography. Kelly used
aerial photographs to delineate 'utilization strata' and to select sampling areas as part of an
annual agricultural survey programme (see Nunnally, 1974; Thaman, 1974). Another
example is given by Murphy etal. (seeMyers, 1983). They define 'agrophysical units' as
geographic areashavingdefinable andcomparableagronomicandphysicalparameters which
reflect a range in agricultural use and management.
Astratification makingexplicit useof thephotocharacteristics ispresented byMacPhail (see
Peplies, 1976). He defines 'photomorphic units' as a complex of a variety of tones. These
are the result of vegetation, crop type, soil moisture condition, field pattern, and settlement
morphology. The photomorphic units are determined on textual and tonal properties.
Asmentioned intheintroductory chapter, theinterpretation processisdifficult to structure
and formalize, because it integrates various objectives. A solution is sought in the identification of thedifferent tasks and their speparateexecution. In thenext section, theprocess
ofphotointerpretation processisdescribed ingeneral terms, subsequentlytheimplementation
of the aerial photo interpretation for the delineation of land use zones is explained.

2. THE INTERPRETATION PROCEDURE
Aerial photointerpretation aimsat therecognition of spatially defined objects (in thiscase
LUZs). Ideally the process should consist of the following steps:
- Object definition, whereby the objects are defined which are tobe recognized;
- Definition of the object characteristics;
- Determination of the image characteristics of the objects and specification of
interpretation keys;
- Object recognition or interpretation.
These steps are schematically represented in Figure 2.1A. These are typical for the
satellite imagery-based land cover classification, discussed in the next chapter. The land
cover types are defined on thebasis offieldchecks. Their associated spectral characteristics
are determined. These are an expression of general characteristics such as the presence of
green vegetation, bare soil, or water bodies. At thesametime, they express specific characteristicsofvegetation cover types, includingbiomass, height andgeometry of thevegetation.
Theland cover typesare recognized upon theper pixel classification of the satellite image.Theaerial photo interpretation isa related process in which the order of steps is normally
different. The process is executed in the order shown in Figure 2.IB. The 'objects' are
mostly not known in the beginning. Instead a standard set of interpretation keys are used,
depending on thepurpose oftheinterpretation. From themanyimagefeatures (tone,texture,
etc.) the interpreter has the task to distill mutually discernable spatial 'objects'. This presumes knowledge on the possible occurrence of object classes given a certain context.
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Fig 2.1 Thephoto interpreationprocess.
Italsorequires knowledge ontheimagerepresentation ofthepossible 'objects'. Someknowledge of the region, often obtained through field trips, is required to tell which image
features are to be given special attention.
Photo interpretation is an informal process. The knowledge referred to above, is often
informally incorporated. Thedelineation oftheinterpretation unitisaninteractiveassociative
process in which object definition and recognition are intertwined. It is an iterative process
of disaggregation in which a dynamic adaption of the classification system takes place. The
following dangers are involved:
1. Object definition may be confused with object classification.
2. The use of specific information may be overlooked.
3. Confusion of aggregation levels, since the photo scale corresponds to
another level of aggregation than the individual observation in the field.
For example, in aerial photo interpretation for soil inventory, first the interpretation is
carried out and then data is gathered in the field. At that point ideas are formed about the
possible soil classes. The photo interpretation is subsequently adapted to the findings in the
field.Asaconsequence of thephotointerpretation sequence, attention isfocused on thefinal
step. That generally consists of classification of the objects based on the results of thefield
survey. Sincethe 'objects' are not yet defined, a mingling of theobject definition and object
classification istheresult. That is, 'objects' are often defined in termsof their classification.
Theobject definition andclassification processarenotrecognized asindependentprocesses.
This is confirmed by the observation that the interpretation process itself is not usually
described. Therefore, the relation between the image characteristics and the objects are not
made explicit. Also some confusion exists with respect to terminology. In soil survey the
mapping unit isoften referred toas a class, as it occurs in thelegend of the map. Yet it can
also refer to the single spatial unit on the map (i.e. the object with its specific characteris-
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tics).

The present study takes a different approach. Aerial photo interpretation is described as
an independent process. We indicate which image characteristics are used to delineate the
units and their relation to the objects identified. In this manner, we are obliged to take
account of the scale dependencies, as well as how object identification depends on the type
of material used. The description of the interpretation process serves three purposes:
- Itallowsfor anevaluation oftheinterpretation resultsand describesthe methodology
for future interpretations;
- It identifies specific information present in the aerial photos that can be used for
further processing and classification of the data;
- Itdescribestheregionalcontext, sincetheobject definition, theobject characteristics,
as well as their imagecharacteristics (theinterpretation keys) are context dependent.
The interdependence of thematic and geometric aspects of objects makes it difficult to
structure the process of interpretation and classification. With respect to the land use
inventory in the Atlantic Zoneof CostaRica, thisproblem was tackled by treating thephoto
interpretation and classification as distinct processes. In other words, the spatial units are
defined throughphotointerpretation. Thematiccharacterization andclassification of theunits
is done afterwards using other techniques. The outcome is then used to evaluate the results
of aerial photo interpretation.

3. LAND USE ZONES AND THEIR PHOTO CHARACTERISTICS
The uses of theland depend upon land ownership (Lindgren, 1985). Parcels would therefore represent useful spatial entities for the description of land use. Yet, this cadastral
information was not available for the area under study. However, for larger farms (a few
hundred hectaresor more), theproperty boundaries can often bedetected by their rectilinear
form. Thus, someinformation onland ownershipisprovided. Withrespecttotherecognition
of smaller farms it is assumed that these are spatialy grouped, allowing us to delineate
regions with farms of a certain size. This is very clear in the case of settlement schemes,
which exhibiting a uniform farm size distribution.
Agricultural fields have been used effectively as objects for the classification of land use
on thebasisof spectral information (Janssen and VanAmsterdam, 1991). However, itwould
providetoo much detail for theland usemappingof theAtlantic Zoneon sub-regional scale.
Furthermore, fields could often not be discerned on the photos, due to quality and scale of
theaerial photos (1:80,000).This does notpreclude the useoffieldtypeinformation for the
interpretation of aerial photos (e.g. in the sense of field pattern).
Afieldpattern is associated with the typeof land utilization. For instance, the cultivation
of ornamental crops corresponds to small fields, often arranged in a regular pattern. A
grassland areaisvisualized assurfaces corresponding in toneand texture, delimited by clear
linear features that are dark in tone.Thelineaments represent living fences as boundaries of
thefields.Therefore, the spatial pattern, as determined by the spatial arrangement of farms,
fieldsand crops within fields, reflects theland ownership pattern aswell asland utilization.
Photo archeology recognizes spatial pattern as an important characteristic and key to the
interpretation of aerial photos. Examples are known of ancient patterns of land division that
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have been preserved for centuries (like the Roman and Japanese patterns that could still be
recognized; seeSchneider, 1974).Otherexamplesareknownwhere spatialpatternsareanalyzed, however mostly in relation to terrain features. Schneider (1974) describes field
patterns ('flurvormen') in relation to mountainous areas.
Spatial characteristics also reflects the history of land use. For instance, the limits of a
former banana plantations are often still visible. Also former settlement schemes are still
recognized by their spatial pattern. Areas with a shorter history in agricultural use may be
recognized by theabsence of living fences.
Historical datacanbehighly relevant in studying current land useand evaluatingdevelopment options. Vrana (1989) states thattheinability toaccess historical statesof land usemay
restrict analysis to a snapshot view. He favors the use of historical data as an explicit
component of land information systems.
Thesingle-date satellitescenerepresents a snapshotview. Theinterpretation of aerial photos
onthebasisof spatialpattern mightprovide relevantgeographical unitsfor incorporating historical information (see Chapter 2 and 4 of Part 1).

4. PHOTO INTERPRETATION KEYS
4.1 Spatial patterns
Aspatialpattern can bedefined asa function ofphotopattern elements. Apattern element
canbedefined as surface artefacts thatarehomogeneous in toneand texturehavingacertain
sizeand shape. They appear as 'faces' on theaerial photograph. They are delimited by line
features that may correspond to elements like fences, roads or tracks or they may be
recognised through change in tone or texture, corresponding to change in land cover.
The pattern elements represent too small an area to serve as a basis for mapping. Given
thesub-regional scaleof theaerialphotos (1:80,000)theunitsof interpretation will represent
aggregated areas for which the(spatial)patternprovidesthepre-eminentkey for theinterpretation.
The spatial pattern observed on the aerial photos is considered to correspond to the
arrangement of terrain objects, such as agricultural fields. In the manual of photographic
interpretation (A.S.P., 1960),pattern is defined as the spatial arrangement of farms, fields,
and crops within the fields. The pattern defined as a function of terrain objects only partly
corresponds with the pattern defined as a function of photo objects.
In Costa Rica, large tracts of uncultivated and partly cultivated land exist (agricultural
frontier areas). Patterns can also be described for these areas. The pattern elements in the
latter case consist of forested and deforested (mostly grassland) areas, which appear as
patches within the forest area (see Fig. 2.2) or elongated areas (corridors along rivers and
streams). The rivers provided access to virgin lands. In the deforested patches of land, no
field boundaries could be detected, nor do the limits of the areas correspond to property
boundaries. Innatural vegetated areaspatternscanalsobedistinguished (asdefined by spatial
photo elements that are homogeneous in tone and texture). However, in this case the
boundaries are often curved and represent gradual transitions, reflecting vegetation patterns
determined by the soil and terrain conditions.
Patterns indicate man-made landscapes, when sharply defined, mostly straight linear features areencountered. Non-linear features andgradual boundaries indicateareaswith natural
vegetation. Within the man-made landscape, a distinction between farms, fields, or crops
within fields canoften notbemade.Thisisbecausetheboundariesoftheseobject typeshave
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a similar appearance on the aerial photo. However, when larger areas are delimited by long
rectilinear features, they are interpreted as property boundaries.
4.2 The land use zone boundaries
Another important criterion does not concern the content of the zone but refers to the
boundary of the land use zone. Property limits tend to be straight lines that often do not
correspond toterrain features. Thelargerproperties areeasilyrecognized bytheselinear features; theyoften extend overhundreds of meters, sometimeseven kilometers. In thesecases,
theboundaries of thezonearedetermined bythesestraight lineseven though within thearea
sometimes large differences in tone and pattern exist.
Property boundaries generally represent stationary features (seeChapter 2of Part 1).The
structure indicated on the old cadastral mapsat thebeginning of colonization of the Atlantic
Zone early in this century is still reflected in the present spatial pattern, as observed on the
aerial photographs.
The recognition of different patterns within a unit of landownership will results in the
delineation of a number of LUZs, that are then associated by common ownership. It is
important to register this type of association; shifts in land use are often related to change
in ownership. Information on this type of object association can often not be derived from
a single aerial photo. Analysis of historical material (aerial photos) in particular may reveal
the association of land use zones and farm properties. The situation is similar to that of the
parcels in multipleuse, asdescribed by Vrana (1989)inreference tourban use. Heuseshistorical information to indicate change with respect to urban use of the parcels. Also,land
usezoneboundaries often correspond tophysical barriers, such as rivers, escarpments, etc.
They represent stable features. On the other hand, some boundaries correspond to changes
in cover (e.g. from forest to grassland) along a curved line but not to any physical change.
Such boundaries tend to be less stable in character. The type of boundary is therefore an
important key to interpretation.
Our investigation revealed that the aerial photos perform poorly in regard to the recognition of vegetation types and crops. Only major cover types like forest, plantation crops and
grass- and arable cropland could be recognized with some accuracy. Therefore, wedid not
attempt to identify vegetation and crop type by means of aerial photo interpretation. Land
cover wasdetermined later, byinterpreting satelliteimagery. Anexception wasmadefor the
identification of forest cover, because thepresence of forest cover isan important characteristic of particular spatial patterns and herewith for the delineation and definition of LUZs.
Summarizing, thecriteria for theinterpretation ofaerialphotostodelineateLUZsland use
zones are presented:
Concerning the land use zones:
- Type of boundary of the unit;
- Presence of faces;
- Pattern
- Infrastructural characteristics with respect totheaccessibility of theLUZs.
Concerning thefaces, thefollowing criteriawere considered:
- Boundary type of the faces and level of discernment;
- Form of the faces;
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- Tone and texture;
- Presence of trees;
- Size of the faces.
Thephotocharacteristics are listed for each land usezone, in order toprovide criteria for
its classification. See Chapter Six for the relevant features.
5. SPATIAL PATTERNS IN THE ATLANTIC ZONEOF COSTA RICA.
A set of characteristic patterns for a region can useually be
defined and subsequently used for the identification of a LUZ. To describe all patterns
occurring in the Atlantic Zone would not be very useful. However, some characteristic
patterns are presented for illustration.
Thecolonization patternis characterized bythepresence of forest and deforested areas. In
this case large patches of deforested land being spread within forest area.
Fig. 2.2.A colonizationpattern;

The deforested patches appear to be more or less randomly distributed. No larger rivers
are present that could havedetermined the settlementpattern. Thedeforested patches canbe
considered the elementary objects. Grassland is found within the deforested area. Nofield
pattern can be recognized within the deforested patches on the aerial photos. Incaseafield
pattern can bediscerned, it should be described and theentire unit should then be described
in terms of an association. It is therefore important to denote whether the pattern elements
are interpreted as agricultural fields or as other artefacts. Thepresence of agricultural fields
is one the important criteria for the classification of the LUZs.
Another example is the banana plantation pattern. Abanana plantation is characterized
by a very regular layout of the production sectors. The sectors themselves are normally
difficult torecognize, but thedrainage canalsand roadsgiveaclear indication ofthepattern.
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Faces can not be recognised. Nevertheless, the layout of the drainage system and roads
suggest thepresence of larger units inaregular arrangement. Thevariation in toneand texture within and between the sectors is very small, indicating a uniform land cover. The
example of Figure 2.3. represents a land use zone of which the boundaries largely correspond with river courses (i.e. the curved boundaries of the plantation).
Plantation
boundary

Figure 2.3 Bananaplantation.

A third example is found in the state-controlled settlement pattern. All settlements
schemes show a uniform distribution of the size of the faces, corresponding to agricultural
fields (see Figure 2.4). The fields show a clear orientation and arrangement. Sometimes an
extremely regular layout of the parcels is found. In these cases, a very systematic layout of
the infrastructure is common. This depends on the topography, among other things.

Figure 2.4A settlementpattern

Aerialphotointerpretation
Thearea depicted in Figure 2.4 originally belonged toabanana. This may berecognized by
the road pattern. The roads, parallel and at a fixed distance from each other, traverse the
area. The river running through the area (broken line) disturbs the regular layout of the
fields. Faces corresponding toagricultural fields are easily recognized. Theboundary of the
faces corresponds to living fences and and to change in cover (i.e. evident changes in tone
and texture). The variation in tone and texture also indicates presence of various types of
land utilization.
A relatively young agricultural pattern is characteristic for areas developed in the last 20
years. The more recently colonized areas are often characterized by the absence of living
fences ('cercas vivas'), which hamper the recognition of the separatefieldsor parcels. Land
use can be very uniform, which implies that parcels cannot be distinguished by changes in
tone or texture. On the photo this results in somelinear features that are clearly present but
donotjoin toform faces. For manylinefeatures itisuncertain whethertheyactual represent
boundaries (thebroken lines). Many irregularly shaped features arepresent (areas delimited
by drainage and rivers). Obviously, the degree of distinction of the faces is an important
criterion.

Figure 2.5 Pattern of more recently
colonized area used predominantly for
grazing.

Some small forested areas are present. Densely wooded areas are also found as are areas
with scattered trees. Trees scattered over thefields reveals something aboutthe management
and intensity of grazing. Grasslands with many trees dispersed over the area are often found
in the more recently opened upareas. Thetrees indicate that thearea is notbeing grazed or,
if so, only very extensively. Trees often represent future revenues, for which they are
preserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thischapterdescribesastructured approach tolandcoverinventory usingremotely sensed
data. The focus is on the definition of die training statistics, which form the basis for good
classification results. Theprocedureprovidesanefficient waytoobtainadequatetraining statistics for classification of land cover. Only land cover is concerned, since this can be
directly sensed by the sensor. Land cover includes both (semi-)natural vegetation and agriculturalcrops.Functionalaspectsof thelandareonlyaddressed inthischapterinasfar these
pertain to mapping the cover of the land. By adequate training statistics, we mean a set of
classes fulfilling the requirements formulated by Swain and Davis (1978):
- The list of classes must be exhaustive;
- The classes must have informational value;
- The classes must be spectrally separable.
Theliterature devotes much attentiontospecific techniques and methodsfor classification.
Comparatively little attention has been given to the selection and definition of the training
statistics (Chuvieco and Congalton, 1988)as well as totheoutput phase. Both are important
aspects of the classification process.
Inadequacy and inefficiency of traditional approaches, have been pointed out in the
literature. The criticism of Buchheim and Lillesand (1989), for instance, refers to both
locating and delineating supervised training fields with statistical properties appropriate for
maximum likelihood classification. They attribute the inefficiency and inadequacy to the
spectralcomplexity ofsecond-generation multispectraldata.Thereasoningbehindthemerger
anddeletion decisionconcerning thespectral classesis saidtoinvolve moreart than science.
Thisneed notbeaproblem whentheclassification product stands aloneand when theanalyst
is adept at the art. But the fact that results are dependent on the personal decisions of the
analystcanbeaproblem. This isthecasewhencomparableclassifications aretobeexecuted
for other regions or for different points in time.
The definition of a set of classes fulfilling the requirements mentioned above is a process
in which object definition (definition of theland cover classes), spectral characterization and
the recognition of the object are interwoven. The task requires insight in the complex field
situation and in the spectral characteristics of the scene (as well as in factors explaining the
spectral response). In case of Costa Rica the effort to meet these requirements is further
hampered by:
- The heterogeneity of the land cover in the Atlantic Zone and thegradual transitions between the cover types;
- The discrepancy between scheduled and actual recording date of the scene (due
to the high cloud cover);
- Rapid changes in land cover in the area.
A structure is need to steer the inventory process. At the same time it should document the
activities and decision making process.

2.GENERALCHARACTERISTICSOFTHEAREA
The inventory of land cover was carried out in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, a humid
tropical region in Central America. Part of the area is used for agricultural production,
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varying from banana plantations and extensive grazing to subsistence farming. The areas of
subsistence farming are strongly fragmented. Consequently, a large part of the pixel
population will havea mixed spectral signature (mixed pixels) as result of boundary effects.
Much of thearea iscovered by forest, which includeslarge swampsand peatbogs. Deforestation and colonization of new areas are dominant processes. The agricultural sector is
characterized by pronounced changes in the relative shares of the different crops.
Thetopography israther flat except for someoldvolcanicremnantsinthecoastalplainand
the central volcanic mountain range, part of which falls within the Landsat-TM scene. The
areatobemappedcovered thecompleteLandsat-TM scene(path/row: 15/53).Therecording
date is February 6, 1986. Field work was carried out two and three years later in 1988and
1989.

3. PHASES IN THE CLASSIFICATION PROCESS
Theprocedure presented isbased onthe supervised classification approach. Itcontainsthe
sequential steps illustrated in the flow chart below (Fig. 3.1). The steps form part of the
three phases of the digital classification process which are distinguished in the literature:
training; classification; and output and evaluation. Part of the sequence is iterated several
times until the set of training classes fulfils specified requirements. The steps are the
following:
1. Theselection ofafeature combination for acolorcompositeassumed tohaveahigh
information content (the feature combination that provides best discrimination
between the cover classes). Also a principal component transform is carried out.
These products are taken to the field to select locations for observation.
2. Fieldwork is carried out in one or a few areas considered representative for the
region asawhole. Inthefield,thevegetation characteristics and terrain features are
registered (see Cihlar et ah, 1987; Pouget and Mulders, 1988; these sources describe land cover and land surfaces for correlation with remote sensing data).
Preliminary land cover classes are defined.
3. Definition of preliminary training statistics through selection of training fields. The
trainingfieldsare selected inagreement with thespectral and spatialresolution of the
imagery. Thatis, theonlyclassesallowed havealimitedrangein spectral valuesand
correspond to areas that are homogeneous in terrain and cover characteristics. For
example, areas with the sameland cover but varying slopeand aspect (which causes
deviating spectral signatures) are assigned as separate training fields. Training fields
are selected for a number of sites with corresponding land cover. This is done in
order to characterize the spectral dispersion and to prevent incorrect spectral
definition of the land cover types due to possible change in land cover. (This might
have occurred because the satellite data acquisition date and the dates of field data
gathering do not correspond).
In the second pass an unsupervised training approach is adopted. The homogeneity
criteria ruling the clustering process are selected such that the size of the resulting
spectral clusters corresponds to the smaller spectral classes as defined previously.
4. In the first cycle, the training statistics are tested using conventional methods: visual
analysis of the feature spaceplots and calculation of errors of omission and commis
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Fig. 3.1.Flowdiagramillustrating thesubsequentstepsin
the classificationprocess
sion from the contingency matrix (see Richards, 1986). Classes with errors of less
than 10percent are accepted; others are evaluated for spectral overlap.
The spectral classes that together best represent the spectral domain of the total set
of overlapping spectral classes are selected. This requires redefinition of land cover
classes if the rejected spectral classes rejected pertain to land cover types not yet
represented by the remaining spectral classes.
In the second pass of the cycle, the supervised training classes are evaluated for
overlap with the training statistics obtained from the unsupervised approach.
A first classification is carried out with the maximum likelihood classifier (MLC).
The MLC enables the specification of a threshold value based on likelihood values.
The MLC uses the likelihood that a pixel belongs to one of the spectral classes as
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criterion for theassignment of thepixels.Thethreshold value, specified by theuser,
determines theconfidence region. Pixelswith spectral valuesthatlocatethemoutside
the region of confidence are left unclassified. Aconfidence level of 0.9 is taken.
6. Theclassification result isfirst checked againstthepercentage of unclassified pixels.
The fieldwork, a repetition of step 2, is then directed to those areas corresponding
to the unclassified pixels. Also the preliminary classification result is tested in the
field. The final pass of the cycle only involves testing of the classification.
7. The spectral classes are mapped to the land cover classes. In defining the final land
cover classes care should be taken that they do incorporate the land cover types
associated with theearlier rejected spectral classes. If thecontent of thefinalcover
classes does notcover allrelevant land cover types theland cover classes have tobe
redefined. When spectral clusters form partof thefinaltraining statistics, thecorresponding cover class is determined in the field.
The information categories for final mapping are defined, taking into account the
information requirements and the reliability of the field data (i.e. the reliability of
cover class assessment). The information categories represent the appropriate level
of generalization.
8. Finally the image is referenced in the output phase, if not before. Color coding and
smoothing of the image is carried out before producing the land cover map. Finally
the map's accuracy is assessed.

4. METHODS APPLIED
4.1 A priori feature selection for color composites.
Ranking methodsaresometimesused for apriori selection of thespectral feature combinations (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1987;Mulders et al, 1991). These rank the combinations by
thetotal variance of thecombinations and the correlation between the features. The methods
consider thevariance and correlation independentof each other. Therefore these methodsdo
not provide an exact measure of the information contained in the feature combination.
This study uses a measure based on the variance of difference. In this case the variance
of difference expresses the variance of the difference between two spectral features. The
measure then sums the variance of difference of all the possible pairs of features that occur
withinthesetoffeatures defining thefeaturecombination.Themeasuresubsequentlydévides
the sumby thenumberof possible feature pairs. Thevarianceof difference measureisgiven
by:

£ 53 IVAR(i) +VAR{j) -2COV(i,j)
Q.5N(N-1)

whereby i=1...Nandj = i + 1 . ..Nandj>i, Nisnumberofspectralfeatures inthefeature combination.
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Apriori feature selection aimstoprovidethe feature combination with highest information
content in terms of independent variance. This does not mean that the feature combination
will alsohavehighest informational value. Thatisbecausethefactors explaining the spectral
variation might not be relevant to the mapping task. Information content, being defined as
theprobability ofcorrect classification, canbeestimated bytheaveragepairwise transformed
divergence (APTD, Singh, 1984; Swain and Davis, 1987). The use of the variance of
difference measure as a means to accomplish feature selection is evaluated in Appendix B.

4.2 Spectral clusters to test supervised training statistics
In land cover inventory, classification strategies havebeen grouped in twocategories: the
supervised andtheunsupervised classification approach (seeAhmad, 1986,for anoverview).
Inthe supervised approach, thespectral classes aredefined on thebased of thetraining fields
selected by the user. Statistics of theclasses are determined afterwards. The spectral classes
statistically characterize the information categories. The unsupervised approach defines
spectral clustersbased oncriteria for spectral homogeneity. Thepixelpopulation from which
the clusters are derived is obtained by taking a (semi-)random sample from the spectral
scene. The clustering identifies spectrally homogeneous groups in the image.
Therearetworeasons toevaluatethesupervised training statisticsagainstthe unsupervised
outcomes:
- First, to test whether the supervised classes cover the total spectral range (i.e
whether the list of classes is exhaustive) and to correct for possible overestimation
of contrast between spectral classes as a consequence of spatial (auto-)correlation
effects (Campbell, 1981);
- Secondly, to critically review the size and spectral homogeneity of the spectral
classes.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The spectral clustering is executed per image
segment corresponding to the major cover categories (e.g. 'forest', 'grasslands', 'built-up
area and bare soil') to accommodate the evaluation of the spectral classes. This gives some
indication of the cover type to which the spectral clusters correspond. The segments are
obtained through masking of the image. These masks are derived from the preliminary
classification result. The parameters for the clustering were the number of pixels sampled;
radius from population means, outside which new spectral classes are defined; minimum
allowed distance between population means; and maximum allowed number of spectral
classes. These are chosen such that the dispersion of the spectral data of the clusters corresponds to the dispersion of the values of the supervised classes.
Testing of the supervised training classes isdone by submitting the total setof supervised
spectral classes and the spectral clusters to a hierarchical cluster analysis. Squared
euclidian distance between means is used as the criterion for grouping.
Theresultof thehierarchical clustering indicatesclasspairsorgroupsofclasses with small
differences in class means. The spectral divergence between classes is further evaluated by
means of visual analysis of the feature space plots. (The feature space plots visualize the
spectral overlap between the spectral classes in a two-feature space.) The classes that
together best cover the total range in spectral values and show least spectral overlap are
selected. Theclasses are thusevaluated on thebasis of thedistancebetween class meansand
size of the spectral classes.
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Fig 3.2 Flow diagram illustrating the procedurefor the
integration andevaluationofthesupervisedandunsupervised training statistics.
Chuvieco and Congalton (1988) also combine the training statistics generated by both the
supervised and unsupervised approaches. These statistics are subsequently subjected to a
hierarchical cluster analysis. Their focus however is slightly different. They use the
groupings to interpret the meaning of the unsupervised classes and to improve the spectral
definition of the information categories. They base the merger decisions on the findings of
thehierarchical cluster analyses. Nomergingofclassesisproposed bythepresentprocedure,
since this might easily lead to reduced classification accuracies.

4.3 Mapping of spectral classes to land cover classes
For classification output, the spectral classes need to be mapped to the information
categories (thefinalcover classes). Theprocessofexpressing theclassesofone classification
system interms of classesof a second system hasalsobeen called 'labeling' (Aronoff, 1984,
whospeaksof theassignmentof 'resource classes' to 'imageclasses'). Theprocess isshown
schematically in Figure 3.3.
The correspondence between the spectral classes and the cover classes is examined. For
mapping, the final cover classes are defined. These should reflect the appropriate level of
generalization, giving expression to the internal variability of groups with similar spectral
characteristics, as well as describing thedifference between groups. Asidefrom the purpose
of mapping, the appropriate level of generalization is determined by the accuracy and
reliability of the measured land cover charactersitics.
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Fig. 3.3.Mappingofthespectralclasses tothecovertypes
and informational categories.
In the supervised approach, the correspondence of the spectral classes to the cover type
isknown. Thisrelation isobviousbecause thespectral classes areobtained through sampling
of the image for sites of known cover class. However, the date of field data recording and
the image data recording often do not correspond. For that reason, uncertainty might exist
concerning the cover characteristics at the time of recording. The uncertainty should be
accounted for in the definition of the final cover classes. Reliability of the mapping results
is increased by applying moregeneral cover classes. These are obtained through a grouping
ofclassesonthebasisofcorresponding characteristics (which includesthedefinition ofwider
class boundaries).
The spectral classes, when defined in agreement with the spectral and spatial resolution of
the imagery, will often provide information on land cover that is too detailed for general
purpose land cover mapping. Also in this respect the definition of more general land cover
classes is called for.
The mapping is done by simple recoding of picture elements. That is, the class label for
the initial cover class is replaced by the corresponding information category label). Only
many-to-one relationships between the spectral classes and the final land cover classes are
allowed.
Grouping of classes by mapping is preferred to merging of spectral classes. Merging of
the spectral classes, when it is based on the logical grouping of the land cover classes, can
easily create spectral classes with a large spread of spectral values. This will lead to a
considerably lowerprecision of theclassification. Ontheotherhand, grouping ofthespectral
classes on the basis of the outcome of the hierarchical cluster analysis can easily result in
heterogeneous information categories. The advantage of the proposed approach is that the
original spectral classesareretained. Moreover, final outputcanbeadapted througha simple
recoding procedure to fulfil other information requirements (i.e. modification of the
classification system).
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5. RESULTS
5.1 Feature selection
On thebasis of the 'variance of difference' measure, a combination of Landsat-TM bands
3-4-5 is selected for making thecolor composite. Thecombination was supposed to possess
the highest information content. However, in our case it did not represent the most relevant
combination for mapping of land cover in the area. Afterwards we evaluated the
informational valueof band combinations by comparing their 'averagepairwise transformed
divergence' (APTD, Swain etal., 1971).Thisevaluation revealed thattheband combination
2-4-5 provided the highest discriminative power between the land cover classes. However,
the 3-4-5 band combination is shown to represent the next-best solution. In the Table 3.1,
the 'variance of difference' and the APTD values are listed for nine feature combinations.
Higher values indicategreater information content, respectively more discriminative power.
(The APTD reaches a limit at 2000, representing complete separation of spectral classes.)
See further Appendix 2 for a description of the variance of difference measure for a priori
feature selection.
5.2 Preliminary classification results
For the first (i.e. preliminary) maximum likelihood classification, the application of a
threshold value (confidence level of 0.90) resulted in an estimated 21 percent unclassified
area intheimage.However, thepercentage varied for thedifferent regions. This isprobably
due to the geographical distribution of problematic cases (e.g. areas with a fragmented and
diverse land cover versus areas with uniform land cover, such asextensivegrassland areas).
Table 3.1 Valuesfor the varianceof differencemeasure and averagepairwise
transformeddivergencefor eightfeature combinations.
Feature combination

Var. ofDiff.

APTD

3-4-5

493.7

1949

1-4-5

485.5

1936

2-4-5

476.6

1955

4-5-7

475.5

1920

3^-7

403.0

1939

1-4-7

389.8

1922

2-A-7

375.1

1948

2-3-4

351.9

1922

3-5-7

163.0

1885

In many cases unclassified pixels were those with a mixed spectral signature. They
corresponded toroads, rivers andriverbeds,residential areasincombination with homestead
gardens, etc. In general the unclassified areas were small in extent. In some cases larger
areas were left unclassified, representing cover classes not yet included in thetraining statistics. Examples include a plantation of plantain and one of a specific banana variety ('gran
nain'). The classes were added to the set of cover classes.
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5.3 The final set of training statistics
The first cycle yielded a set of 66 supervised classes. With the unsupervised method, 30
spectral clusters were added to the set of training classes, making a total of 96 classes. The
hierarchical cluster analyses and the evaluation of the spectral classes (by means of the
feature space plots) for redundant spectral information reduced the final set to 52 training
classes. (See further Huising and Mulders, 1992.) The 52 classes were evaluated for errors
of commission and errors of omission (through classification of the pixels corresponding to
the training samples; see Richards, 1986). The results are presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2Accuracy and reliabilityof the trainingclasses.
Name of
signature

Accuracy1

Grasslands
PasOl
93%
97%
Pas03
Pas04
96%
Pas05
100%
Pasl2
91%
Pas06
81%
Pas21
100%
Pas07
99%
Pas24
95%
Pasl8
98%
Pasl9
98%
Pas20
100%
Pas22
100%
Pas23
100%
Secondary veeetation
Sec02
93%
96%
Sec06
ArbOl
97%
SecOl
92%
Sec05
89%
Sec07
89%
Sec09
88%
Residential area and bare soil
BuaOl
100%
BsoOl
97%
Bso02
98%
Ped
100%
LagOl
100%
Rio
100%
NubOl
100%
SomOl
98%
1 Accuracy is defined as 100%
2. Reliability is defined as 100%

Reliability2

95%
98%
89%
93%
94%
76%
96%
97%
99%
99%
100%
70%
97%
98%
93%
93%
95%
79%
93%
94%
91%
100%
100%
98%
100%
89%
100%
100%
100%
minus the error of omission,
minus the error of commission.

Name of
signature
Forest
ForOl
For04/2
For04/28
For02/28
For03/28
For03/29
For03
Swv02
Perennial croDs
Ban02
Ban03
Ban04
Ban05
PlaOl
OrnOl
Orn02
Orn03
BamOl
Bam02
PejOl
PalOl
Pal02
PipOl
Pip02

Accuracy

Reliability

93%
88%
92%
100%
100%
99%
94%
99%

100%
91%
92%
100%
100%
98%
45%
100%

93%
99%
98%
95%
94%
97%
97%
100%
92%
86%
100%
93%
100%
100%
94%

985
98%
90%
90%
100%
99%
94%
100%
97%
70%
92%
100%
100%
100%
94%

The classification of grasslands gives some idea of the number of classes that might be
involved in classification process. Initially, more then 40 training samples were taken, of
which 19 were selected for the preliminary classification. In the second cycle, additional
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training samples brought the total to 24 classes, of which 14classes remained after testing.
Largedistancesbetween meansfor thespectral classesand thespectral clusterswere found
only for those belonging to 'bare soil and built-up area'. These distances were due to
differences in size of the spectral classes and clusters; the two spectral classes (BsoOl and
Bso02) covered the same spectral range as the set of 4 spectral clusters.
Theexamination ofcorresponding landcoverdidnotresultinmeaningful categories. Forthis
reason the original bare soil classes were selected for the final training statistics.
5.4 Definition of the information categories and mapping of the spectral classes
Hierarchical cluster analysis generally resulted in the grouping of related land cover
classes. This allowed for merging of the spectral classes. However, in some cases, groups
of highly divergent land cover classes resulted. For example, bamboo was grouped with
oneclass of secondary vegetation. Somegrassland classes weregrouped with certain classes
of secondary vegetation. And some perennial crops were also grouped with secondary
vegetation. For a description of the hierarchical cluster result, see Huising and Mulders,
1992.
Viceversa, merging of the spectral classes of corresponding theland cover classes would
havereduced theaccuracy of theclassification. Forexample, considèrethefour information
categories defined for the 1:100000 scale land cover map: 'Grassland 1', Grassland2',
'Grassland3' and 'Secondary vegetation'. In thiscase, by merging thespectral classes corresponding to the same information category two of the original secondary vegetation classes
(corresponding to 'Seel' and 'Sec9') would havebeen classified as 'Grassland3'. Thegrassland cover type 'Pas6' (pertaining to 'Grassland2': neglected pastures) would be classified
as 'Secondary Vegetation'; Pasl2 (also corresponding to 'Grassland2') would be classified
as 'Grassland3' (wooded grasslands).
Given these negative consequences, no merger of spectral classes took place. Instead,
general cover classes were defined and the spectral classes were mapped onto these general
cover classes.
Twoyears lapsed between acquisition of theremote sensingdata and thecollection offield
data. Consequently uncertainty about cover characteristics predominantly concerned grasslands, secondary vegetation andagricultural crops.Thegrassland covertypes(listedinTable
3.2) weregrouped according tograss species showingcorresponding general plant characteristics. These cover types were also grouped according to management characteristics such
aspresence of weeds and shrubs in thepastures. The latter criterion, however, mightnot be
considered a permanent characteristic. The general plant characteristics refer to general
geometric characteristics of thegrass species: general height of the plants; size and form of
the leaves and stems; and whether the grasses grow in tussocks.
'Ratana' (Ischaemum ciliare)and 'Natural' (Axonopus compressus) pastures were grouped
at thefirstlevelof generali-zation. 'Estrella' (Cynodon nlemfluensis) wasretained as a separate group. Together these groups represent the information category 'Grassland 1'. This
corresponds to pastures with short to medium-high vegetation with smooth vegetation surfaces.
'Guinea' (Panicummaximum), 'Kinggrass' (Pennisetumpurpureum),andpasturesdominated
by 'Cola de Venado' (Andropogon bicornis)are some examples of coarse grasses reaching
uptothree meters;Theseweregrouped to 'Grassland 2'. Cover typespertaining tothisclass
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might represent different uses. Guinea pasture is an improved pasture, whereas the other
grassland typesinthisgroupoften refer toneglectedgrasslandscharacterized bythepresence
ofweeds, herbs,and small shrubs.Pastures containingtrees wereclassified aswoodedgrasslands (Grassland 3).
Two general classes of secondary vegetation were defined:
1. The 'tacotales', representing very densecovers of shrub vegetation often containing
'platanillo' (Musa spp.). The shrubs vary from 1.50 toabout 4 meters in height and
with a rather smooth vegetation surface.
2. Themorewoody (somewhatolder) secondaryvegetation types.Thesecontain shrubs
and trees and have a less regular vegetation surface.
Thedefinition of only two general classes, whilelarge differences in vegetation characteristics might exist, reflects the uncertainty about the 'true' vegetation characteristics at timeof
scene recording.
With respect to the banana plantations a wide variation in spectral values was found.
Deviating spectral characteristics might be due to different plant characteristics of the
varieties used (height of the plants, size of the leaves). Deviation might also be due to
different management characteristics. Thesecould includegeneral condition oftheplantsand
plant density. Also, whether the fruits are transported over road or by cable to the packing
station influences spectral response. (In the first case roads traverse theplantation, whilein
the second case the banana plants form a closed canopy.) Defining various categories of
banana plantations would require further investigation of the correlation between spectral
characteristics and cover characteristics. Therefore, only oneclass of banana plantation was
defined. Adistinction was madebetween plantations of plantain and thebanana plantations.
The situation was more or less the same more or less the same for coconut plantations,
palm heart plantations (stands of young pejivalle trees, Bactrisgasipaës). That is, the two
spectral classes corresponding tococonutplantation (PipOl and Pip02) seemed to correspond
to difference in tree density and height of the trees. Because the differentiation was not
considered relevant to mapping, the consistency of this relationship was not examined
further.
For the major cover class 'bare soil and built-up area', spectral clusters resulted after
testing the training statistics. The associated land cover was investigated by means of
classifying a test area and evaluating the results. The classification yielded fragmented bare
soil areas. Furthermore, the fringes of the bare soil areas were classified as clouds. It was
concluded that the spectral clusters had a spectral range that was too narrow to adequately
represent the spectral variation associated with bare soil cover types. The original classes
were selected for classification. Onegeneral class of bare soil and built-uparea was defined
for final classification. The list of final classes for the land cover map ispresented in Table
3.3.

5.5 Final classification results
The final classification was checked in the field. Atotal of 240 observations were made,
both along transects at regular intervals and at a number of randomly selected sites (though
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Table 3.3 Land coverclassesfor 1:100,000scalemapping.
0 Background
1 Forest
2 Peat and swamp forest vegetation
3 Secondary forest
4 Wooded area
5 Secondary vegetation
6 Grassland
7 Natural and degraded grassland
vegetation
8 Plantain

9 Banana
10 Bamboo
11 Ornamental crop
12 Woodyplantationcrops:coconut,
pejivalle, palmito, and other.
13 Bare soil and built-up area
14 River courses and rocks
15 River
16 Lagoons and shadow of clouds
17 Clouds

mostly referring to the agricultural areas). The items only registered were correspondence
or non-correspondence of theclassification result with theactualcover class.The percentage
of correspondence varied from 64percent for ornamental crops to 94 percent for the forest
cover class. These percentages are listed in Table 3.4.
Testing was done only for a small sample. We felt that tests conducted three years after
scene recording would not provide a very reliable indication of classification accuracy. In
fact thegrassland classes, which donotrepresent very stationary cover characteristics, show
a low level of accuracy. At 95percent confidence level, the minimum level of accuracy for
the grassland classes is 10 to 11 percent lower than the values listed in Table 3.4. These
figuresapply to a sample size of about 50.
Thelow score of 64percent for ornamental plants ispartly explained by thewidevariety
of plants that exhibit clear differences in geometric characteristics. And in part it is also
explained by the size of the plots; the small size prevents the determination of the spectral
characteristics. The spectral classes gaveapoor picture of the spectral range associated with
ornamental crops. Two of the three training fields for ornamental crops referred to Cafia
India (Dracaenamassangeana), since these are found on larger plots.

Table 3.4 Percentageof correctclassification of a numberof landcoverclasses.
Banana
Bamboo
Ornamental crop
Forest
Secondary vegetation
Wooded area
Pasture land
Secondary grasslands

80%
82%
64%
94%
89%
84%
70%
72%

Calculated inarealpercentages, 87percent oftheimagewascorrectly classified. Thishigh
percentage is partly caused by the high degree of accuracy for the classification of forest
(94%) and the high percentage of the area covered by forest (38%).
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A more detailed classification was tested for the grasslands. On the next-lower level of
generalization, seven grassland classes were defined. Testing at 41 locations resulted in 18
cases of corresponding land cover classes (44%). In cases of erroneous classification the
actual and classified value generally corresponded to related land cover classes (possibly as
result of the object migrating to a related cover class). The tests indicated that the three
grassland land cover classes represented the appropriate level of generalization.

6. DISCUSSION
6.1 The use of spectral clusters
The present procedure is based on the supervised classification approach. The use of
spectral clusters is intended only for testing of the set of supervised training classes. The
spectral clusters are not used for classification purposes because they may not discriminate
between the relevant land cover classes. There are two reasons:
- The pixels for determining the spectral clusters do not generally represent homogeneous land cover because pixels are selected at random.
- Spectral clusters are defined according to homogeneity criteria. Therefore they do
not reflect the characteristic spectral variability of land cover classes.
If testing reveals shortcomings in the training statistics, then additional supervised classes
should be defined as replacements for the unsupervised spectral clusters.
6.2 Land cover and land use
The present procedure refers to land cover mapping only. Conventionally land cover and
land use are mapped in associa-tion. However, land cover can be directly observed, as it
refers to "the vegetation and artificial constructions covering the land surface" (Burley,
1961). In contrast land use can not be observed directly, as it denotes "man's activities on
land which are directly related to the land" (Clawson and Stewart, 1965). Lillesand and
Kiefer (1987) pose that ideally land cover and land use should be separated, but that from
a practical standpoint it is most effective to mix the two systems. The common association
of land cover and land usereflects theinterdependent natureof activity and form, as well as
the conceptually fuzzy distinction between them. Rhind and Hudson (1980) state that this
interdependence is sometimesacritical assumption inland usesurveys. Thisassumption was
also made with regard to the land cover and land use survey in the Atlantic Zone of Costa
Rica.
The application of land use criteria in defining the classes tends to result in overlapping
spectral classes. On the other hand, the definition of cover classes on the basis of characteristics less relevant for the spectral response might cause spectral confusion.
The study in Costa Rica yielded many examples of diviating land usewith corresponding
land cover (and thus spectral) characteristics, and vice versa:
- The natural grasslands in and near lagoons have spectral characteristics similar to
those of the grass vegetation in bottomlands. The latter are used for grazing in the
drier periods, whereas the former are not used.
- Amacadamiaplantation (atreecrop)parts of which arealso used for thecultivation
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of maizeby the labourers, differs spectrally from other macadamiaplantations that
haveagrass vegetation as under-story. Thesealsodiffer from plantations where the
grass has been cut, shortly before recording the scene. There is no substantial
difference in land use, while the spectral characteristics differ strongly.
- Cacao plantations (especially the older ones) are difficult to distinguish from other
densely wooded areas, likewoodedgrasslands, woodedriverbanks, some reforested
areas or secondary woody vegetation.
- Secondary shrub vegetation cannot be distinguished from a young planting, for
instance of achiote (a tree crop used in producing dye).
The classes to be applied to remote sensor data should therefore refer to land cover characteristics. Land usecan beinferred from land cover by considering additional characteristics,
such as field pattern. Thre land use classification is considered separately from land cover
classification.
Theclassification procedure would beimproved ifthedefinition of cover classesand their
spectral expression could bebased on known relationships between cover characteristics and
spectral response. Such relationships are investigated in the appendix A.

6.3 Classification and aggregation hierarchies
Classification systems are often used in the classification of land cover using satellite
imagery. The classification system described a hierarchical structure of materials. They
enhance the understanding of a complex field situation. Problems may arise due to the
improper definition ofclassification and aggregation hierarchies. This mayhappen especially
with the second generation satellite imagery,
The USGS land use/land cover classification system (Anderson, 1976) is one example of
such a classification system. Another is the CORINE classification system, designed to
classify land coverandland useinEurope (CORINE, 1989).Bothclassification systemstreat
land cover and land use in association.
Thevarious levelsof theUSGSclassification system aredesigned toaccommodate remote
sensor dataof varying resolution. Only thefirstand second levelof theclassification system
are defined. These levels are principally used on a nationwide or statewide basis. Levels
three and four, which provide information on a regional level, are intended to be designed
by the local user. i
Aside from representing different levels of aggregation, the hierarchy levels represent
grouping of classes according to logical or functional criteria (e.g. classes 'Cropland and
pasture' and 'Orchards, groves, vineyards, nurseries and ornamental horticultural areas').
The confusion between aggregation and generalization makes it very difficult to define the
appropriate setof classes. This maybeelucidated byconsidering someexamplesfrom Costa
Rica. The classes, recognized using remotely sensed data, correspond to different levels of
generalization. Alsoareas classified as homogeneous refer todifferent levelsof aggregation.
For example, banana plantations can be easily recognized and mapped because they cover
large areas. Even specific varieties of banana crops (Gran nain, Valéry, Cavendish) can be
recognized. On the other hand a crop like 'Palmito' (young palm trees [Bactris gasipaes]
harvested for palm heart), cannot be recognized as a specific crop. Palmito is generally
grown in smaller units and it is liable to spectral confusion with other cover types. It can
only be recognized as the general class of dense shrub vegetation.
The sameapplies tocacao {Jheobroma cacao), which can only berecognized as thegeneral
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class of 'wooded area'. The category of wooded area includes land cover classes like
'wooded river banks', 'densely wooded pastures', 'citrus plantations' and 'macadamia
plantations'. With respect to ornamental crops, larger fields of Cana India (Dracaena
massangeana) can be mapped. Other ornamental crops likeMarginata sp., generally grown
on smaller plots, cannot be recognized.
Becauseof theseconsiderations, noaprioridefined setofclasseswasused for theAtlantic
Zoneland cover classification. Rather theprocedure departs from theideathat it should first
be investigated which classes can be discerned, given the resolution of the material
employed. In a later phase (the mapping phase) final land cover classes and classification
hierarchy levelsaredefined. Dataaggregation isaprobleminitself andistreated elsewhere.

6.4 Improvements of the classification procedure
Automated procedures could be employed for the feature extraction to further reduce the
impact of the human factor (seeBuchheim and Lillesand, 1989). However, problems would
still be associated with the specification of the relevant parameter values ruling the feature
extraction process. Also, the selection of seed pixels would stillbea matterof concern. Further investigation should reveal the usefulness of such automated procedures.
In thepresent procedure, thedistancebetween spectral classes and clusters isevaluated by
measuring thedistancebetween means (and also byvisual interpretation of the feature space
plots). Other distance measures could be used, such as the mahalanobisdistance. Moreover,
quantitative criteria could be specified for merging or deleting of training classes. One
shortcoming of these measures is that they evaluate distances between two populations,
whereas the setof classes should be to evaluated for spectral overlap. Visual analysis of the
feature space plots is an efficient way to do this.
However, on thebasis of theanalysis of thefeature spaceplots, alternative sets of classes
could be defined. Measures like the average pairwise transformed divergence could then be
used as quantitative criteria in selecting the best out of alternative sets.
For themapping (or labeling)of spectral classes an optimized labeling algorithm hasbeen
designed by Aronoff (1984). The algorithm finds the label assignment which minimizes the
loss function due to misclassification. Especially when costs due to misclassification can be
specified, optimization of the labeling might be very valuable. These costs can often not be
determined in a general purpose land cover mapping.
In the supervised approach, the spectral class are directly linked to the cover classes
through the sampling procedure. The actual per pixel label assignment will generally be
optimal one. More relevant is the question whether the appropriate cover classes havebeen
defined. The content of the classes might change, especially during the evaluation of the
training statistics, ifclasses aredeleted, if- in exceptional cases -merging of classesoccurs,
or ifnewclassesareadded. Then itcould beuseful toevaluatetheland cover class definition
on the basis of classification result. Thefinalphase in the classification process would then
not only consist of the evaluation of classification accuracy. But at the same time it would
bedirected tothedefinition of thefinalland cover classesat theappropriate levelof generalization. A loss function, as provided by Aronoff, could then be used to evaluate alternative
sets of land cover classes.

CHAPTER 4
DEFINITION OF FARM SIZE CLASSES FOR SUB-REGIONAL
LAND USE ANALYSIS AND MAPPING
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1. INTRODUCTION
Farm size is an important socio-economic variable, as well as an important criterion
for the characterization and classification of farms, because choice of crop and farm
management are strongly related to farm size. Data on farm size can often be obtained
per administrative unit. This will generally be statistical data on farm size distribution and
will not provide very specific information.
The aim of stratification is to define units with more homogeneous features. Since farm
size is an important socio-economic parameter for land use analysis and mapping, the
land use zones are assumed to represent units with less internal variability on farm size.
Furthermore, there should be clear differences in farm size characteristics between these
zones.
With respect to the Atlantic Zone, information on the size and location of farms is not
readily available. Data can be obtained directly through farm survey or through aerial
photographs, for instance. The latter approach would be more efficient as it requires only
limited fieldwork. Under certain conditions, fields size is expected to be related to farm
size. Thus, field size could be used in inventory of farm size. The validity of this
indicator is verified in this chapter.
A different but related question concerns the class definition. Land use is inventoried
by means of the delineation and classification of LUZs. It implies that field size and farm
size distribution, among other characteristics, is investigated for the LUZs. The question
is whether LUZs can be discriminated on the basis of their field size and farm size
characteristics. If so, the field size and farm size classes should be defined such that they
reflect the degree of distinction which can be reached with the material available. In other
words the classes should represent the appropriate level of generalization.
At the same time, the investigation of the distinction between the LUZs serves the
evaluation of the result of the photo interpretation result. If no differences are found in
farm size between the LUZs, then obviously the LUZs do not represent relevant spatial
units. The procedure is depicted in figure 4.1. If the data does not permit the required
distinction between objects, the result of the photo interpretation result is rejected.

2. DATA ACQUISITION: SIZE OF FACES, FIELD SIZE, AND FARM SIZE
In agricultural areas, LUZs can generally be considered an aggregation of agricultural
fields. In the natural vegetated areas, no field pattern is observed. Nor are fields often
recognized in the agricultural frontier area. Therefore, these latter areas should be ignored
when field size is investigated in relation to farm size. It is assumed that the size of
agricultural fields is correlated with farm size. Since we want to use aerial photos to
obtain information on field size, we exclude all those units where the faces were not
considered to represent agricultural fields (see chapter two).
The size of fields will be related to farm size only for certain land uses. This is
especially likely in areas dedicated to grazing. There, size of the fields will be related to
the size of the herds and thus to size of the farm. Such a relationship is also likely with
respect to arable cropping and other uses. Small farmers who depend on family for labour
will cultivate maize on smaller plots if. Larger farms, with possibility of employing
machinery or hired labour, will tend to have larger plots.

FieldSizeand FarmSizeClasses
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Fig 4.1 Testing of the
boundary definition.
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This assumption does not hold for intensive crops, like ornamental plants. These crops
are grown on comparatively small plots, eventhough the farms might be large. Another
example is the cultivation of bananas. The plantations are organized in production sectors.
The size of these sectors does not give an indication of the size of the plantation. The
number of sections or the number of stations for washing and packing of the fruits might
be a more meaningful indicator of size.
Therefore, we should select only the LUZs with mixed land cover (arable cropping and
grazing) or areas predominantly used for grazing. These LUZs are sampled with respect
to field size. Data on field size is obtained through a grid point count, whereby a grid
point corresponds to a certain area size (in hectares). Statistical data is recorded per land
use zone. The data includes minimum value, maximum value, mean, median and standard
deviation.
Information on farm size distribution was obtained through farm interviews (see
Chapter Three of Part One). The interviews were carried out in the same LUZs for which
data on field size was obtained. Also with respect to farm size, the minimum, maximum,
mean, and median values were recorded per land use zone, in hectares as well as in farm
size class. In this procedure, farm size classes were only used for the purpose of scaling
the farm size data. The variance or standard deviation in farm size will increase with
increasing mean farm size. (For a land use zone with large farms the difference between
the size of the individual farms will be high also, in absolute terms.) To correct for this
effect the farm size data is scaled according to the two schemes shown in Table 4.1. Two
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different schemes were applied to account for possible effect of the scaling pattern itself.
Table 4.1 . Scaling offarm size data.
Scheme I:
0 - 5 ha.
5 - 10ha.
10- 20 ha.
2 0 - 50 ha.
50 -100 ha.
100 -200 ha.
> 200 ha.

Class:
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Scheme II:
0 - 5 ha.
5 - 15ha.
14- 45 ha.
45 -135 ha.
135 -440 ha.
> 440 ha.

Based on the collected, we attempted to answer the following questions:
1. Does the data on size of faces, as obtained from the aerial photo, allow for discrimination between the LUZs?
2. Are field size and farm size related?
3. Can from the distribution of fields size conclusions be drawn on the distribution
of farm size within the LUZs.

3. METHODS
The class definition for field size, with respect to the LUZ involves defining clusters in
a one-dimensional feature space. For each LÜZ many observations are made. Differences
between the LUZs are evaluated by the one-way analysis of variance. The comparison of
all possible pairs of group means is called the multiple comparison (Scheffé, 1959). It
produces a matrix in which all the significantly different group means are indicated.
Those LUZs with a small number of field size observations were excluded from the
analyses. These zones were generally small in size. On the basis of this matrix homogeneous subsets are defined. These consist of groups (i.e. LUZs) with means that do not differ
significantly. The minimum and maximum values of these subsets can be used to
represent the class boundaries.
Before the LUZs are subjected to analysis of variance, the results of the photo
interpretation are checked by evaluating the distribution characteristics. LUZs with a wide
spread in data values, bi-modal distribution, or skewed distribution patterns (as indicated
by a large difference between median and mean values for size of faces) where traced on
the aerial photo. If indeed an interpretation error was found, the boundaries of the land
use zone were redefined.
The relation between field size and farm size was analyzed by means of regression
analysis, though at land use zone level. This implies that the regression analysis concerns
object characteristics like mean or median fields size and farm size. It does not concern
the individual measurements of field size and size of farms. It is investigated which of the
statistics expressions of field size distribution (mean, median and other), best indicates
farm size.
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3. RESULTS
The highest correlation was found between theland usezone mean field size andmean
farm size class (with referring to the first classification scheme for scaling of the farm
size, Table 4.1). AnR-square of 0.87 (N=37) wasobtained using non-linear regression
(see Figure 4.2).
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Fig 4.2 Meanfarm size class asfunction ofthe mean size offaces oftheland
use zones.
The linear regression produced an R-square of 0.81. Thepoints on thegraph represent
LUZs. Thelower correlation for thelinear regression is simply explained by mean farm
size class reaching an artificial determined maximum of seven, while the mean sizeof
faces is notdelimited. (The highest class represents a range in farm size from 200toa
few thousand hectares). Byleaving outthefour LUZs with highest mean size ofthe faces
we obtained almost thesame correlation coefficient (R-square = 0.86at N=33) for the
linear regression. The useof the median values yielded lower results for both size of the
faces andfarm size.
The one-way analysis of variance indicated a significant difference between theLUZs
with respect to their mean size of faces. The matrix below (Table 4.2) indicates the
results of the multiple range test. Theasterisk denotes pairs of LUZs with significant
difference in mean size of faces. Ontheaxes theLUZs areindicated bytheir identifier.
Also listed is their mean value for the size of faces. This result was obtained with
Duncan's multiple range test applying a significance level of 0.10. Comparable results
were obtained with the application of the Least significant difference (LSD) range test
(see SPSS, 1983) and ana of0.05.
On thebasis of these results, wecandefine homogeneous subsets ofLUZs that do not
differ significantly asregards their group means. The matrix should beread asfollows:
LUZ no. 14(first column, thenumber should beread vertically), with a mean field
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size of 1.12 hectare does not differ significantly from LUZ no. 17 (row) with a
mean value of 4.25. Together with all the LUZs that have a value in between, they
define a homogeneous subset. In the same way, a subset of LUZs with no statistical
difference in mean field size can be defined for each column (i.e. each land use
zone).
Many of these subsets will show strong overlap. They can be identified through the
matrix. For example, the subsets corresponding to the first seven columns show a very
strong overlap in their group members. All subsets contain the same LUZs with means
equal to or less than 3.81, referring to LUZ no. 10. These subsets can be merged to
define one homogeneous set whereby LUZ no. 10represents the highest mean value.
Table 4.2 Significantlydifferent land use zones with respect to the mean size of the
faces, as determinedby theDuncan's multiple rangetest.

LUZ I d e n t i f i e r . '
1
3946 4 3 9 8 2 7 1 8 1
4 350 5 3 4 0 3 6 0 9 7

14 8 2 7 95
408 6593
Mean
1.12
1.14
1.20
1.26
1.28
1.36
1.64
1.66
1.86
1.92
2.32
2.40
2.56
2.77
2.84
3.20
3.30
3.81

LUZ I d .

30 58360
60 649 51

9 15 2 3 3
13 8 40 8

* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******

*
*
******
******

14
40
88
26
75
99
53
34
93
45
60
145
33
94
80
23
76
10

4.00
4.25
4.98
5.02
5.46

89
17
36
100
56

6.04
7.08
7.36
8.90
9.92
10.40

84
39
65

12.11
12.16
13.76
14.00

58
124
30
138

17.60
23.04

113
72

1
91
13

* * **
* ** * *
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******
*******

** *
*
** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *
* ** *

* ** *
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********

*denotespairsofgroupssignificantlydifferent atthe0.100 level/'Numbershouldbereadvertically

The next columns that represents strongly overlapping subsets are the columns of LUZ
no. 34 through LUZ no. 60. These are also merged to define a homogeneous set with a
minimum mean value of 1.6 hectares (corresponding to LUZ column no. 34) and a
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maximum mean value between 4.25 hectares corresponding to LUZ row no. 17 and 4.98
ha. corresponding to LUZ row no. 36. The asterisks indicate that LUZ 36 is significantly
different from LUZs 34, 93 and 60, because of which it is not part of the homogeneous
set.
The next sets of strongly overlapping subsets can be defined in the same way. These
sets are indicated by vertical and horizontal lines. The vertical lines denoting the start of a
new set of overlapping subsets. The first LUZ in the new set determines the lower
boundary. The horizontal lines denote the upper limits of the sets. The corresponding
mean field size of the first and the last LUZ of the homogeneous set denote the minimum
respectively the maximum boundaries of the classes for the mean size of faces. The
classes are listed in Table 4.3a. However, the classes still show too great an overlap in
value. The second class, therefore, was discarded, and the fourth and fifth class were
merged, resulting in classes as listed in Table 4.3b.

Table 4.3 Classboundariesfor the meansize of thefaces. A shows the total numberof
homogeneoussubsets;B gives the reduced set withlessoverlapbetweentheclasses.
A.
1.0- 3.8 ha.
1.6- 4.6 ha.
2.4- 5.5 ha.
4.9- 8.0ha.
6.0- 11.0 ha.
9.9 - 17.6 ha.
> 14.0 ha.

B.
1.0 - 3.8 ha
2.4 - 5.5ha
4.9- 11.0ha
9.9- 17.6 ha
> 14.0 ha

The above mentioned classes of mean size of the faces can be translated into classes of
mean size of farms. This can be done by using the regression equation for the correlation
between size of face and farm size. However, the classes are intended to describe the
range of farm size occurring within a specific land use zone and not the mean value.
Therefore, the deviation from the mean is taken into account in translating upper and
lower limits of the field size classes to farm size classes boundaries. This will generate
the classes as listed in Table 4.4. For the translation of field size to farm size use was
made of the linear regression equation obtained for the reduced set of 33 observations.

Table 4.4. Farmsizeclasses.
Class 1.
Class 2.
Class 3.
Class 4.
Class 5.

0 - 29 ha
10- 60 ha
30- 260 ha
85 - 1000ha
> 400 ha

This class definition represents a set of farm size classes, appropriate to classification
of LUZs. 'Appropriate' means that the size of the classes reflects the internal variability
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of the LUZs in terms of fields size (and farm size) and that it effectively describes the
difference between LUZs. The definition of more specific classes would not be very
useful. That is because the internal variability of the LUZ as regards to field size does not
justify such detailed description of farm size. Definition of more general classes would
not make use of the full discriminating potential of field size data. More general classes
would therefore imply a loss of information. The result reflects the quality of the aerial
photo interpretation (the LUZ map). Different class boundaries would result from a
different aerial photo interpretation.
Since our objective is to develop the aerial photo interpretation as a tool for land use
inventory, the emphasis is on the aerial photo characteristics (field size, in this case). The
width of resulting farm size classes fully depends on field size characteristics of the
LUZs: difference in mean field size between LUZs; mean standard deviation of field size
of the LUZs. Also, the number of observations of fields size per LUZ will influence the
outcome of the multiple range test and herewith the width of the classes. In defining the
farm size classes the only farm data used is the LUZ mean farm size. Distribution of
farm sizes within the LUZs has not been explicitly taken into account in defining the farm
size classes. The relevant question then of course is to which degree the individual farms
within a LUZ correspond in size to the farm size classes predicted on basis of the field
size data. To answer this question, the original farm size data corresponding to the
individual farms spread over nine LUZs were compared with the farm size class determined on the basis of the field size data. It proved that for 83 percent of the farms
(N=78) farm size was within the boundaries indicated by the farm size class. The
percentage per land use zone varied between 60 and 100 percent.
The relation between field size and farm size is determined on the basis of data for the
relevant LUZs in a study area of 30 by 30 kilometers. The area is considered representative for the total northern part of the Atlantic Zone. Application of the approach to
mapping of farm size to other parts of the Atlantic Zone requires the investigation of the
validity of the relationship established between mean field size and mean farm size for
those parts. This could not be verified because of lack of data at this time. For regions in
which different land use characteristics and other socio-economic conditions prevail, the
relationship at issue should be established independently.
In this chapter it is demonstrated that:
1. A clear difference in field characteristics exists between the LUZs.
2. The LUZs exhibit clear differences in farm size composition (see Chapter
Three, Part One);
3. Farm size can be mapped on the basis of mean field size, given the relationship between mean field size and mean farm size.

4. DISCUSSION
The class boundaries for farm size classes that are used in socio-economic (regional)
analysis are seldom subject to discussion. Choice of class boundaries is either based on
convention or is made rather arbitrarily. For example, in the socio-economic analysis of
the Rio Jimenez area in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, the following farm size classes
are used without further reference (Waaijenberg, 1990):
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< 4 ha.
4 - 20 ha.
2 0 - 50 ha.
50 - 200 ha.
> 200 ha.
In a related study concerning a different area, two different classification systems are
used. No further clarification is provided on the class boundaries used (Wielemaker,
1990):
< 20 ha.
20 - 50 ha.
50 - 200 ha.
> 200 ha.

< 30 ha.
30- 60 ha.
60 - 120 ha.
120 - 250 ha.
> 250 ha.

In these studies the farm size classes are defined a-priori. These studies investigate
the forms of land use, agronomic or socio-economic characteristics associated with the
given farm size classes. Areas or regions are characterized and compared with respect to
their distribution pattern for farm size, among other variables. The areas which are
compared are sometimes defined using different criteria (as was the case in the mentioned
examples).
The land use zone approach is founded on a different concept, namely that of
homogeneous LUZs. The focus is on the definition of units or regions relevant to the
mapping of land use, instead of having to resort to more or less arbitrarily defined
regions. The classes are chosen to express characteristic difference between the units of
interest, as well as the variation within the units. It is a data-driven approach, which
reflects the type, scale, and quality of the material used in defining the appropriate units
and classes. Since the farm size classes are not a-priori defined but result from the
procedure, the relevance of the classes for the characterization of farms and land use
should be investigated afterwards. This aspect is evaluated in Chapter Three, Part One.

CHAPTER 5
DEFINING COMPOSITE LAND COVER CLASSES, TAKING
ACCOUNT OF GEOMETRIC ACCURACY AND ACCURACY OF
THE LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION

DeterminationoftheLUZcompositelandcoverclass
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boundary/

aerial
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1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter, like Chapter 4, deals with the problem of class definition concerning
aggregated objects. Aside from the field size distribution, land use zones (LUZs) are
characterized bytheir land cover composition. Alsoin thiscase theissueiswhether theland
cover composition allows us to discriminate between the land use zones.
On theonehand, theanalysis of the separability of theLUZs serves toevaluate thephoto
interpretation, since the objective of the photo interpretation is the identification of LUZs
with distinct characteristics. On the other hand, the analysis serves to define the attribute
value classes that should adequately reflect the discriminative power of the composite land
cover attribute.
Theproblem athand isdifferent from theonetreated intheprevious chapter. Hereweare
concerned with theclassification of a multi-dimensional discrete variable. This task requires
different analytical techniques. Nonetheless, the principle remains the same, namely,
clustering in an n-dimensional space.
An important aspect of the class definition is the error and uncertainty of the input data
in relation to the class definition. With respect to the mean field size, the classes were
defined such a way that they reflected the internal variability of the land use zones, while
maintaining thepower todiscriminate between the zones (seeChapter 4). As such reflecting
the appropriate classes for describing the variation in field size.
Wewanttodefine alsoappropriate classesfor theclassification ofland cover composition
of theLUZs. With respect totheaccuracy of theinputdata for thisclassification two factors
are of importance:
1. The assignment of the pixels to the regions. Hutchinson (1982) acknowledges the
problem of discrete transitions in stratified maps. This problem emerges in the
context of combining Landsat and ancillary data. The object thematic content is
dependent on that geometry of the object. The accuracy with which the geometrical
characteristics are determined will influence the reliability of the thematic attribute
data and thus the class definition.
2. The assignment of the pixels to the classes. The cover classes are the result of an
earlier classification process. Thus they have a certain associated reliability. This
influences the reliability of the aggregated object classification.
Therefore, the main questions addressed in this chapter are:
1. What is the degree of inaccuracy of the thematic attribute valuespertaining to the
LUZs? What are the causes of inaccuracy?
2. How can theinaccuracy beaccounted for in the definition of theappropriate setof
composite land cover classes?

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data on land cover composition of the land use zones is obtained by overlaying the land
cover classification with the LUZ map. Theland cover classification isdescribed in Chapter
3; the delineation of the LUZs is described in Chapter 2.

Composite land cover classes
2.1 Geometric transformation
Before theland usezonedefinition and theland cover classification resultcanbeoverlaid,
they havetobe referenced tothe samecoordinate system. Both the satellite imagery and the
aerial photo interpretation were transformed tothe local coordinate system (Lambert projection).
With regard to the registration of the satellite imagery, an upper limit for the RMS (Root
of Mean Squares) isnormallydefined for thetransformation result. Thisisgenerally set from
1.0 to 1.5 pixel. In the case of Landsat-TM this corresponds to between 30 and about 50
meters. Errors are caused by deviations in the identification and location of control points.
Errors also depends on the degree of the transformation polynomial (see Buiten, 1988).
For the Guacimo-Rio Jiménez-Siquirres (GRS) study area in the Atlantic Zone of Costa
Rica, a single photo numerical restitution was carried out. The application of this method
requires information on theelevation for every point. ADigitalElevation Model (DEM)was
constructed by first digitizing the contour lines from the topographic sheets. This was
followed byrasterization and interpolation toobtainelevation dataper rastercell. Transformation parameters were determined on the basis of carefully selected reference points. The
procedure is schematized in Figure5.1.

contourlines
(mx,my,z

Fig. 5.1 Singlebundle resectionandmonoplotting operation.
The procedure was carried out with a program developed at the Agricultural University
Wageningen. It operates on a personal computer under MS-DOS with peripherals (a
digitizing tablet and a plotter). See Molenaar and Stuiver (1987) for a description of the
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monoplotting procedure.
2.2 Overlay and data aggregation
The GRS study area in Costa Rica consisted of 158 LUZs. This map was overlaid with
the land cover classification. For every LUZ, the percentage of each of the 16 land cover
classeswasobtained (illustrated inTable5.1). Theland cover classification of theGRSarea,
with the LUZs overlaid, is presented in the appendix.
Thepercentages had tobe corrected for theeffect of cloud cover and for the unclassified
area (result of incomplete matching of the coverage boundaries). The area of the LUZ not
classified or corresponding to clouds was distributed over the other cover classes, in
accordance to the portion each cover class occupies in the LUZ.

Table 5.1 Thematrixof landcoverclasspercentages
Land cover class percentages
LCC 1

LUZ Identifier
1

X|,i

LCC 2

—

—

—

LCC 16
X, |j

X12

—
._
158

^158,1

^158,2

-

-

"

^158,16

2.3 Class definition through cluster analysis and by defining a threshold value for the
cluster solution
Thediscrimination between the LUZs by land cover composition isanalyzed by meansof
a hierarchical cluster analysis. And on the basis of the cluster solution, the composite land
cover classes are defined.
The hierarchical cluster analysis evaluates, in a hierarchical order, the distances between
cases or groups of cases. Cases or groups thereof are linked in order of increasing distance.
Two linked cases represent a group. The group, with its associated group values, will be
compared to other cases or groups to form new groups, etc. At the end of the clustering
procedure, one group is left. That group incorporates all the original cases.
For each distance, a corresponding cluster solution can be found. The distance at which
toaccept the cluster solution isthe minimal distanceat which twogroups can be considered
different. This minimum is determined by the accuracy with which the distance between
groups can be calculated. Once the threshold value is determined and the cluster solution
accepted, the minimum and maximum values of the resulting clusters are used todefine the
class boundaries.
Weselected average linkingbetween groups ascluster methods, using thecityblock as the
measure of distance. The city block measures the 'walking distance'. It means that the
distance between LUZs is determined by the sum of the difference in percentage for each
cover class.
The minimal required distance between LUZs is determined by the accuracy with which
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theland cover percentages canbecalculated. Oncethisthreshold valueisdefined, thecluster
solution will serve as a basis for theclass definition. The LUZ with the minimum value in
the cluster will thus define the lower boundary of the composite land cover class. The land
usezonewith the maximumvaluewill then define theupper boundary of thecompositeland
cover class. (For each of the 16land cover classes, the minimum and maximum values are
determined per composite land cover class.)
The land cover composition of a LUZ is determined by the pixels pertaining to it.
Accordingly, the reliability of the cover class percentage is related to the certainty with
which a pixel's membership in the LUZs can be determined. It is also related to the
reliability of the land cover class label that is assignment to a individual pixel.
The reliability of the assignment of apixel toa LUZ depends on the geometric accuracy.
And this, in turn, depends on the precision of the transformation process, as well as the
precision withwhich reference pointcanbeidentified andlocated. Theaccuracy isexpressed
interms ofdiscrepancies between measured andcalculated points.Maximum errorsareused
as a basis for determining the threshold value. This is done to assure that the final classes
will capture the variation in the composition of land cover class as consequence of the
geometric inaccuracy.
The reliability of the LUZ land cover class percentage is depends on the accuracy of the
land cover classification. Thelisted land cover percentages arein fact estimatesof theactual
land cover percentage. For each estimation of aland cover percentage a confidence interval
can be calculated, taking into account the reliability of the per pixel assignment of that
specific land cover label. The confidence interval can be calculated on the basis of the
probability of class 'A' occurring r times, given s occurrences of pixels classified as 'A'.
This probability is based on two terms, namely:
1 The probability of class 'A' occurring, given that the pixel is classified as 'A'
[P(A | A)],and;
2 Theprobability ofoccurrenceofclass 'A', given thatthepixelisnotclassified as 'A'
[P(A | notA)].
The formula is as given below:

w = é [<f*Wa-PxT')*(!" ^ t a r ' a-/>2)(n-sMr-°)]
where:
n =
r =
s =
pi =

total population (number of pixels of a LUZ)
number of occurrences of 'A'
number of occurrences of pixels classified as 'A'
P(A|A) is the conditional probability of A given A, with A being the event of class A
(classified as A)
p2 = P(A|-iA) is the conditionalprobability ofoccurrenceAgiven ~~>A (not A), with """Abeing
the event of not class A (not classified asA).
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Accuracy of the geometric and thematic object attributes
Geometric accuracy
With respect to geometrical accuracy, the orientation of the satellite imagery relative to
the LUZ map must be coordinated, since these are overlaid. The possible relative error is
ascertained by adding the registration error of the satelliteimagery to thepossible deviation
ingeometry of theland usezone map.Theformer was setto 1.5 pixel (given asa parameter
in the transformation process), corresponding to 50 meter in the field.
As regards the geometric accuracy of the land use zone boundaries, the following sources
of error have been identified (see also Buiten, 1988):
- The accuracy of the LUZ delineation. The line thickness gives an indication of the
accuracy with which a line (boundary) can be drawn on the aerial photo. It is taken
tobe 0.3 millimeter, which corresponds to about 25 meters in the terrain, considering the 1:80,000 scale of the aerial photos.
- The accuracy of the subsequent digitization is taken to be 0.2 millimeter (when
done accurately), corresponding to 16 meters in reality. (This is slightly more than
the 0.15 millimeter mentioned by Buiten (1988) for the digitalization accuracy; that,
however, concerns the digitizing of control points.)
- Theaccuracy of thetransformation itself. In thecaseof CostaRicaa deviation of 40
meters was accepted for the results of the numerical restitution.
A discrepancy of 40 meters between measured and calculated reference points was
accepted. This margin takesthe quality of thetopographic sheets into account. Their quality
affects both the accuracy of the DEM and the precision with which the coordinates of the
reference points could be determined. An accuracy of about 80 meters is obtained for the
geometric precision of the LUZ boundary, by adding the errors from the different sources.
This implies that when we compare the land cover classification and the LUZ map, the
maximum relative error.is 130 meters (80 plus 50 meters). This figure corresponds to a
maximum deviation of 4 to 5 pixels, which was indeed observed in some places. The
expected standard error is70meters (obtainedbyVEffj2, whereby sigmadenotesthestandard
deviation in meters associated with factor /).
Land coverclassification accuracy
The accuracy of the land cover classification was estimated by doing field checks. This
methods was preferred toassessing the probability of class membership as derived from the
conditional probability for the spectral values, given acertain spectral class. Thesecan often
be requested as additional output of the classification, depending on the type of classifier
applied (Wu et al., 1988;Kenk et al., 1988;Wilkinson and Mégier, 1990). The probability
that a pixel 'x' belongs to a certain spectral class does not need to correspond to the
probability that 'x' correctly identifies actual land cover. Actual land cover was recorded
along three transects in the field and for a number of randomly selected sites. The observations were compared with the classification values. Table 5.2 presents the results.
The figures lie within the 50 to 90 percent range generally reported for classification
accuracy. Janssen et al. (1990) mentions 72 and 76 percent classification accuracy obtained
in twoagricultural areas in theNetherlands. Kenk (1988) mentions accuracies of 70percent
or more in terms of identifying the correct class. The classification performance was better
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thantheclassification accuracy mentionedbyIoka(1986);theperformance ranged form 46.8
percent to76.8percent, depending onthelevelofgeneralization. Thepercentages wereused
as a measure of the probability of correct classification.
Table 5.2 Percentagesof correctclassificationfor a numberof landcoverclasses.
Banana
Bamboo
Ornamental crop
Forest
Secondary vegetation
Wooded Area
Pasture land
Secondary grasslands

80%
82%
64%
94%
89%
84%
70%
72%

Reliabilityof theLUZ landcoverpercentage
The LUZ land cover percentage is determined through aggregation of pixels (elements).
The reliability of this percentage depends on the reliability of the elementary observations
(the per pixel land cover class). The error in relative positioning introduces error in the
composition of the land use zone. Pixels and their associated land cover class are included
in LUZs to which they do not belong. The error it introduces will be referred to as
'pollution'. The grade of 'pollution' of a unit will depend on the size and form of the unit.
Apossible error of 130 meters in relative position would result in a pollution of 25 % for
a land use zone corresponding toa square kilometer. Therefore, a square kilometre was set
as the minimum required size for the land use zone, in order to restrict the maximum
pollution to25percent. Increase in sizeof theLUZ reduces thepercentage ofpollution. The
more irregular the shape, the higher the percentage of pollution.
The formula presented in the methods section is used to estimate the effect of the land
cover classification accuracy on the assessment of the land cover class percentage. The
confidence interval hasbeen calculated for a number of fictitious cases, to obtain an indication of its general size.
In view of the classification accuracies (presented in Table 5.2) and the results of the
contingency analysis (see Chapter 3), we took 0.8 as the average probability of correct
classification (the probability that class 'A' indeed occurs if the pixel is classified as 'A').
And we took 0.02 as the probability of the occurrence of cover class 'A', if the pixel is
classified as other than 'A'.
Given a total population of 100 pixels, of which 30 have been classified as 'A', the
probability for each number of occurrences ofclass 'A' (r)can becalculated. (For example,
the probability of class 'A' occurring 20 times is 0.016.) Based on these results, the
confidence region is determined. In this case a level of significance of 0.95 would would
correspond toa confidence region where 22 (occurrences) is the lower boundary and 30 the
upper boundary, corresponding to a range of 8percent.
The same situation, but with 70 percent of the units classified as 'A', would result in a
confidence region of 12 percent. It indicates that the confidence region will generally vary
between a 8 and 12 percent for the major land cover classes. The general accuracy of the
land cover class percentage was taken to be 10percent.
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3.2 Athreshold as criterion for accepting the appropriate cluster solution
Theseeffects ofinaccuracy adduptoacriticaldistanceinland covercomposition between
LUZs of about 45 percent (using the city block distance measure). (Because the LCC composition isgiven in percent thedistancebetween LUZs isalso expressed inpercent.) Ofthis
critical distance, 25percent corresponds tothe maximumallowedpollution asaconsequence
of geometric imprecision and 20 percent corresponds to the maximum distance as consequence of the inaccuracy of the land cover classification. A distance of 20 percent is
ascribed to the land cover classification inaccuracy because an error of 10 percent in the
percentage of one LCC implies an additional error of 10 percent in the remainder of the
LCC's of theLUZ. (Together thecover classpercentages ofaLUZ addupto 100percent.)
This means that for a distance less than 45, the LUZs may not be assumed to represent
different characteristics with respect to their land cover composition. Differences less than
45 are related to noise. They are an effect of geometrical inaccuracy and limited reliability
of theland cover classification. Thiscorresponds nicely tothedistance found between LUZs
representing the same object class. For example, a maximum distance of 47 percent was
found, considering all possible pairs of LUZs corresponding to banana plantations. The
critical distance of 45, therefore, resulted in the grouping of all the banana plantations with
corresponding characteristics. Two banana plantations showed clearly deviating percentages
for the area that was classified as banana. These discrepancies corresponded to deviant
characteristics in the field (with respect to plant variety, management and production level;
see Chapter 3 and 4 of Part 1). They were not included in the resulting cluster of banana
plantations (seeTable 5.3, the composite land cover classes BAN1 and BAN2).
A threshold value of 45 resulted in 41 clusters, on which basis 41 composite land cover
classes were defined. The resulting clusters denoted clear differences in land cover composition. Notonly did the clusters reflect obvious differences inland cover composition, for
example between banana plantations and other land use patterns, but also smaller, but
significant, differences were indicated. For instance, between the banana plantations and
between LUZs with mixed land cover (compare WAFORP2, WAFORPB, FORWAPAS,
FORWA1, etc. in Table 5.3).
The relevance of the composite land cover classes with respect to the land use inventory
is evaluated in Chapter 3of Part 1. Table 5.3 shows the 20 cluster solution. It is to beconsidered ageneralization of the41cluster solution (for example, allLUZs with a forest cover
of morethan 50percent weregrouped). It serves toillustrate thedistinction obtained in land
cover composition between the LUZs.
The data in Table 5.3 indicate that the percentages of five cover classes were generally
sufficient to distinguish between most of the composite cover classes. These correspond to
the following cover classes:
Banana (BAN);
Forest (FOR);
Wooded area (WA);
Grassland (PAS);
Bare soil and built-up area (BB).
In somecases thepercentage of othercover classes was used todefine a compositecover
class. This was done, for example, in the case of bamboo plantations and some composite
classes in which secondary vegetation occupied a considerable part of the area.
Often only onecriterion was sufficient todefine thecomposite cover class. For example, the
percentageoftheLUZclassified asbananaallowed ustodistinguish betweenboth thebanana
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cover classes and the other composite cover classes and between the two composite banana
cover classes. To differentiate between the composite forest cover classes, only the percentage of the forest cover and the percentage of wooded area was required.

Table 5.3 Percentages of the land cover classesfor the composite land coverclasses
correspondingto the 20 clustersolution.
Class name4

BAN 1
BAN 2
WA
WAFORP2
WAFORPB
WAPAS
PASWA
PAS1
PAS2
BBWAPAS
BBWA
BB1
BB2
BBFOR
PASBB
BAM
FORWAPAS
FORWA1
FORWA2
FOR

Forest

Wooded
area1

Pasture

Grassland2

Bare soil
& BA'

Banana Bamboo

> 60
45-60
< 20
15-35
15-35

> 40
30-50
20-45
30-50
20-40

< 30
20-35
(WA+SV) > 30

< 20
10-20
10-20
10-20
25-35
> 60
40-60
15-30

10- 30

10-20
10 -20
8-20

20-45
20-35
40-60
> 60
> 30
15-30

> 15
> 35

> 15
20-35
30-50
35-50
> 50

15-20
20-40
< 20

10-25

Wooded area (WA) denotes an area with ahigh density of trees,whether they aretree crops, treeplantations or
wooded vegetation along river courses, for example.
Grassland here represents neglected pastures, invaded with shrubs and grass vegetation up to 3.50 meters in
height, or the grass vegetation encountered in inundated areas, bottom lands or otherwise poorly drained areas.
BA denotes Built-up area. Bare soil and built-up area is defined as one cover class.
Names are abbreviations; BAN stands for banana, WA for wooded area, PAS or P for pasture, BB for baresoil
and built-up area, BAM for bamboo, FOR for forest and SV for secondary vegetation.

4. DISCUSSION
Theclassification oftheLUZswithrespecttotheland covercompositioncanbedescribed
mathematically by 'x G S' (KlirandFolger, 1988;Molenaar, 1991). 'X' in thiscasecorresponds totheland usezoneand itsassociated value for thecomposite land cover. The subset
'S' corresponds to the composite land cover class. For the classes 'S' we can define the
following requirements, analogous to those defined by Swain and Davis (1978) for classification systems (see also Chapter 3, Part 2):
- The list of classes must be exhaustive.
- The classes must be distinctive.
- The classes must contain informational value.
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The second requirement signifies that the members of the same class should form
homogeneous subsets, while membersof different classes should form heterogeneous groups
with respect to the relevant properties. A too narrow definition of classes in comparison to
thevariation of theattribute values will result ina low reliability of the classification result.
Atoo broad definition of the classes will result in loss of information upon classification.
The method presented in this chapter aims to fulfill the first two requirements. It is a
quantitative approach to understanding the variation in land cover composition and thedistinctionsbetween LUZs madeon thatbasis. Inourcasetheclassification concerns composite
objects characterized by a multi-dimensional feature.
The method represents adata-driven approach totheclassification of land cover and land
use. (The steps are illustrated in figure 5.2). This means that the classes are not a-priori
defined. Instead, they depend on the accuracy with which the object characteristics can be
determined (the 'x' in theexpression above). That, in turn, depends on the methods applied
and the quality of the data sources used to describe the objects. Errors in topography and
classification can be evaluated or estimated. Their effect on the determination of the cover
percentages can be assessed and accounted for in the definition of the composite cover
classes. As such, acertain degree of accuracy and reliability of the classification is assured.
The composite cover classes represent the appropriate level of generalization.
Thedata-driven approach also means that theobjects are described and classified in terms
of characteristics of the material used (e.g. size of faces and composite land cover). Afinal
step is needed in which semantic content is ascribed to the classes defined (Fig. 5.2). This
is called the mapping of the data classes (e.g. composite land cover classes) to the information categories (e.g. land use pattern). This phase in the inventory process refers to the
mapping of the model entities tothereal world. Itisthe subject of Chapter 3, Part 1. In this
finalphase, the relevance of the distinction between the LUZs is evaluated. The translation
of the data classes is an additional source of error and should be evaluated independently.
The classification process is thus divided in twoparts:
1. The first part concerns the definition of the data classes and the classification of the
LUZs in terms of these classes. This is the more quantitativepart, in which sources of
errorcan be assessed quantitatively and accounted for.
2. The second part concerns the definition of the relevant information categories and the
mapping of the data classes to these information categories. It involves contextdependent reasoning, which is often difficult to express in formal and quantitative
terms.
Adifferent approach tohandling error and uncertainty isassociated with each part. Much
hasbeenwritten onthereliability ofinformation (e.g.Richards, 1986,withrespect toremote
sensing) and many authors have dealt with the problem of error in spatial databases)
(Openshaw, 1989;Chrisman, 1989;Heuvelink etal., 1989).Muchofthisworkconcerns the
description of error and uncertainty (purity measure and other, Marsman and De Gruijter,
1986; Bregt et al, 1987).
This chapter deals not as much with the description of error and uncertainty. Rather it
adresses the question of how theerror and uncertainty pertaining to thebasic data affect the
composite object characteristics and henceforth the classification of the aggregated objects.
Errors are associated with all steps in the classification process (e.g. registration and
classification, aggregation, see Fig. 5.2).
The aggregated natureof the object allows for a probabilistic approach in handling error
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Fig. 5.2 Scheme of the Land Use Zone Classification process.

and uncertainty (both this chapter and Chapter 4 are examples). This is because each object
can be regarded as a subset of thetotal setof picture elements (the totalpixelpopulation) or
ofotherelementary objects(agricultural fields).Whentheerroranduncertainty aredescribed
by a probabilistic model, quantitative (statistical) criteria can be defined for the class
definition. There isalwaysatrade-off between accuracy and relevance. Thisis demonstrated
by Ioka (1986), who shows the monotonous increase of classification accuracy with
decreasing number of classes (corresponding to levels of generalization). The method
presented in this chapter aims to provide a solution with respect to the selection of the
appropriate level of generalization, as far as the data classes are concerned.
As a tool for handling uncertainty, evidence reasoning (seeLee, 1987; Srinivasan, 1990;
Kenk, 1988 for application hereof in the field of remote sensing) suffers from subjectivity
(Middelkoopetal., 1989).Aprobabilisticapproach isthereforepreferred wheneverpossible.
Theapplication ofevidence reasoning isconsidered moreappropriate withrespect tothislast
phase of the classification process. At this point context-dependent reasoning is applied for
the mapping of the data classes to the information categories.
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The data-driven approach will provide the appropriate land use information, given the
scaleand qualityof thematerial used. Theland useinformation willbeappropriate assuming
thatland coverandspatialcharacteristics reflect relevantdifferences inland useandprovided
that adequate methods for information extraction are applied. The adoption of a data-driven
approach mightbe suitable if materials are not widely available and when exact information
requirements are not known. The data-driven approach then assures reliable information on
land cover and land use. Further use of this information will then depend on the level of
generalization it represents. The data-driven approach is the strategic answer to the classification problem of land cover and land use in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica.

5. CONCLUSIONS
1. Hierarchical cluster analyses provides a quantitative method for the definition of distinct
classes todescribe characteristic compositions of objects, that consist of elements with each
a specific nominal value (e.g. class value). It fulfills the requirement that the set of classes
must be exhaustive,
2. The appropriate level of generalization of class definition, can be ascertained by taking
several factors into account. One of these is the geometric accuracy of the material used to
extract data for the description of the objects. Maximum alowed error in determining the
object characteristics asconsequenceofgeometricinaccuracy istranslated intominimum size
required for the objects. The other is the quality of the input data used to characterize the
objects (accuracy of theper pixelland cover classification). Thesefactors arepertinent tothe
definition of a threshold value to indicate distinction or no distinction between objects.

CHAPTER 6
A DECISION TREE FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE
ZONES, REPRESENTING COMPLEX SPATIAL OBJECTS
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1. INTRODUCTION
The land use zones (LUZs), corresponding to evident spatial patterns, are assumed to
represent relevant geographic units as carriers of land use information. The LUZ displays
anumberofcharacteristics (attributes).Thesearedescribed inthepreviouschapters. Chapter
4 and 5 gvie the class definition for two important characteristics. The resulting classes
reflect the degree of discrimination between LUZs, that can be obtained on the basis of the
single object attribute. This might correspond to a multi-dimensional feature, such as
composite land cover. In this chapter, many object characteristics are considered for the
classification of the LUZs. The LUZ classification is a multi-source classification problem
(e.g. the LUZ map, aerial photo characteristics and land cover data derived from satellite
imagery).
Asidefrom its multi-sourceaspects, theclassification hastoconsider the semantic content
ofitsgeographicunitsanditsclasses. Thedataclassesalonedonotprovidetherequired land
use information. Accordingly, the data classes have to be mapped to the information
categories that doprovide relevant land use information. This involves the interpretation of
the data with respect to land use. And that interpretation is context-dependent. An example
of this mapping procedure was presented in Chapter 4. It refers to the interpretation of size
of faces (through field size) relative to farm size. This relation is specific for theregion and
only valid under certain conditions (for specific LUZs).
Two aspects of the classification of the LUZs should be noted:
1. This isa complex classification problem, involving many object characteristics (multi-source or multi-feature).
2. Itinvolvescontext-dependentdecisions,asmappinginvolvestheinterpretation
of the object characteristics for land use information.
The multi-source classification problem is the subject of many studies concerning the
integration of remotesensingandgeographic information systems.With respect tothemultisource analytical procedure, Lee et al. (1987) mention, the need for a method by which
inferences about information classes can be drawn from the collection of data classes.
Wilkinson and Mégier (1988) propose contextual rules, which might refer to likelihood of
higher level entities ina taxonomy, rather thanjust thelowest level classes. For a discussion
of the application of spectral and spatial rules in a hierarchical classification approach see
Ton et al. (1991). Hierarchical classifiers or decision tree classifiers have long been
recognised as a powerful classification tools (Swain and Hauska, 1977).
This chapter reviews the possibilities for application of a hierarchical decision model. In
that modeltheattributesareevaluated atdifferent levelsof theclassification hierarchy. There
are two main questions: how to structure such acomplex classification problem, and how to
structure the use of context- dependent knowledge. The structure has to enable the transfer
of the keys for the interpretation of the data (classes). The use of contextual evidence
requires the specification of the context in spatial and thematic terms. And the associated
rules must be specified as well. Thecontext should be understood in the sense of a semantic
context determined by way of obj-ect relations. However, given the geographic natureof the
objects, a spatial dimension is associated with the contextual infofttiation.
Mostofthe studiesmentioned concern theperpixelclassification. Theyemploy contextual
evidence to improve reliability of the class label assignment. The LUZ classification refers
to another level of aggregation. Yet, context information is equally relevant to the classifi-
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cation of the LUZ. The regional context, e.g. whether the LUZ belongs to the agricultural
areaortothearea ofagricultural penetration, determines theinterpretation of theland cover
class (LCC) composition of the LUZ relative to the LUZ land use characteristics.

2. CONTEXT INFORMATION
With respect to the LUZ classification, the useof geographic context information isused
to improve the interpretation of object features in order to obtain reliable land use information. Thecontext rules encodefacts relating land usetoacertain geographic context. The
geographic contextitself refers toanareawithcertain thematiccharacteristics. Inthepresent
case, these provide information on the occurrence of land utilization types or farming
systems. The geographic and thematic characteristics of the context need to be specified.
Then the context can be identified and the context rules can be triggered.
Let us define a set A, representing the data classes and attribute values, and a set B,
representing theinformation categories. Then themapping ofdataclassesto the information
categories can be written as the mapping from A into B. This is written as:

f.A->B
In this expression A iscalled the domain of the mapping and B the co-domain. The context
can be seen as specifying a subset of B or limiting the range ofƒ. This means that the
contextual knowledge can be described in terms of spatial objects with geometric and
thematic characteristics and the associated image of/.
LUZs represent a relevant context with respect to the mapping of the size of faces classes
to the farm size classes, as well to the interpretation of the spectral classes in terms of
specific land cover classes and to interpretation of the composite land cover classes relative
totheland usepatterns (LUPs).Landcover composition mayprovideimportantevidence for
theinterpretation of thesizeof faces. For instance, landcover information mightindicatethe
cultivation of ornamental crops; consequently, no relation between field size and farm size
would be expected. On the other hand, the information on field size may provide evidence
for theoccurrence ofa specific land cover type.For example, cacao ispredominantly grown
on small and medium-sized farms. The field size, as an indicator of farm size, might
provide evidence for the mappingof thecover class 'wooded area' tothe specific land cover
type 'cacao'. Also land use information might be inferred from the percentage of land the
LCC occupies. For example, very high percentages for 'wooded area' indicate the presence
of tree crops (cacao, macadamiaor other), if the LUZ belongs to theagricultural region. In
contrast smaller proportions of theLUZs occupied by 'wooded area' are generally attributed
to wooded river bank, homesteads, wooded pastures and other.
Two problems emerge in using context information:
- One concerns the definition of the context rules itself. This is treated in Chapter 3
of Part 1.
- The other concerns the design of the system that triggers the rules. This is the
subject of current chapter.
Field size may aid in the interpretation of LCC and, vice versa, land cover might aid in
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the interpretation of field size.Therefore, it isimportant todefine rules for the classification
at the different levels in the classification hierarchy (defining backward loops which allow
for a stepwise refinement of the classification). Doing so will prevent circular reasoning.

3. THE TREE CLASSIFIER
The production rules (or decision rules) for the label assignment have the following
structure:
IF {condition}THEN{conclusion} fi
Such rules have been widely applied in the field of remote sensing (Desachy, 1990; Wu et
al, 1988). Janssen (1990), for instance, assigns agricultural field objects a land cover label
on the basis of a majority rule. He reports a substantial increase in classification accuracy.
In theLUZclassification, therulesareofamorecomplex nature. Asetofconditions have
to be fulfilled before a class label is assigned. The conditions may refer to characteristics
associated with the land cover classification. Otherwise, they refer to the data obtained by
aerial photointerpretation and sampling oftheaerial photographs. Theseconditionsconcern:
- land cover class percentages;
- type of LUZ boundary;
- pattern of faces;
- size of the faces;
- type of boundary of the faces;
- presence of trees dispersed over the area.
Several rules are applied when assigning a class label. The application of the rules is
hierarchically structured, corresponding to the classification hierarchies (taxonomielevels).
Wilkinson and Mégier (1988) describe the use of production rules in a hierarchical classification system. The procedure proposed in this chapter is a step-wise specialization of the
object class. Theclassvalueataspecific hierarchical level (thesuperclass) defines thecontext
for the classification step on the next lower level. It allows for the application of context
specific (object classdependent)production rules.Thedifferent typesofobjectshave specific
attribute structures and therefore require different production rules for their classification.
Forinstance, for thefurther sub-divisionofbananaplantationotherdecision rulesapply (they
only consider the percentage of banana cover) than for the further subdivision of forested
area (for which the subdominant LCC is considered). The class structure of objects can be
schematically represented as in Figure 6.1 (Molenaar, 1989). The classification procedure
is illustrated in figure 6.2.

SUPER CLASS

f
CLASS

CLASS ATTRIBUTE LIST
CLASS ATTRIBUTE VALUES
ATTRIBUTE LIST

t
OBJECT

ATTRIBUTE VALUES LIST

Fig. 6.1 Classstructureofobjects.
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Fig. 6.2 Structure of the classificationtree as related to
class hierarchies.
4. ADECISION TREE FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF LUZS: EXAMPLES.
This section introduces the decision tree as applied to the classification of LUZs. At the
highest level, a distinction is made between LUZs corresponding to water bodies, artificial
constructions, and theremaining LUZs. Information onwater bodies,townsandvillagescan
be obtained from maps. In this case, it is derived from the aerial photo.
Decision rule Al:
IF
('presenceoffaces' equals 'no') OR ('changes' equals 'gradual')OR
('LUZ boundary' notequals 'rectilinear')
THEN
('LUZ label 1'equals 'NaturalandSemi-naturalvegetation').

Water bodies and cities or villages areeasily recognized on theaerial photos scale at a scale
of 1:80,000.For theremaining LUZs, a distinction is madebetween areas with natural and
semi-natural vegetation and the (partly) cultivated areas. The decision is based on spatial
characteristics. These concern: the homogeneity of the LUZ, the presence of faces and, if
present, the type of transition and type of LUZ boundary. (See decision rule Al.)
4.1. Natural andsemi-natural vegetation
Figure 6.3 depicts the decision tree for the classification of the LUZs with natural and
semi-natural vegetation. The decision at the highest level (Al) hasjust been discussed. At
thenextlevel(A2and A3)thedominantLCCisthecriterion for classlabelassignment. This
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attribute distinguishes between the forested areas and the natural grass vegetation in and
around thelagoons in thenorth of theAtlantic Zone.Thepredominant LCC was determined
on the basis of the land cover percentages. This was calculated with the ILWIS software1.

^LUZ(non-waterbodies;nonartificial)
A1
Natural/Semi-naturalvegetation

• Naturalgrassland
area

Forestarea

„Forest

For/Su

For/SV For/WA

Fig. 6.3 Decision treefor the classificationof naturalandseminatural vegetation.
The natural grassland area can be distinguished from other grassland area exhibiting the
same vegetation type and structure and showing similar spectral response. This is possible
because ofthedifferent context asdefined bythespatialcharacteristics. Thesecond decision
rule is given on the next page.
Pas2 is the name for the LCC characterized by grass vegetation up to 3 meters in height,
often with presence of shrubs or herbs. The other natural and semi-natural vegetation areas
all show forest as thedominant LCC. Subdivision isdoneaccording tothepercentage of the
area classified as forest.
1. With more than 75percent forest (thethreshold valuebeing based on the results of
the hierarchical cluster analysis, see Chapter 5), the larger forested areas in the
coastal plain and on the slopesand footslopes of thevolcanosaredifferentiated and
labelled as 'lowland and submontane humid tropical forest'.
1

Integrated Land andWatershed Management Information System, developed at the
International Institute for Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences (ITC), Enschede, The
Netherlands.
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Decision rule A2:
Giventheclassification of theLUZ atthefirstlevelof classification as 'naturalandsemi-naturalvegetation'thefollowing decision rule(Ä2) applies
IF
('dominantLCC'equals 'Pas2')
THEN
('LUZlabel2' equals 'areawithnaturalgrass-land
vegetationwithor withoutopen water').

2. Areas where 50 to 75 percent of the land cover is classified as forest were further
differentiated. The subdivision was based on the value for the sub-dominant LCC
(see decision rule A8).
A. Theentire entire coastal area was mapped as 'lowland tropical humid forest
incorporating peat and swamp area'. That decision was based on 'swamp
vegetation' asthe sub-dominantcover class. Thisisinagreement with themany
swampy parts and peat areas actually present.
B. When 'wooded area' represents the sub-dominant cover class, the smaller
forested areas within the agricultural regions are identified. The 'wooded area'
percentage mightbe (partly) explained bytheboundary effects. Thatis, itcould
be a result of mixed pixels at the forest limit, classified as 'wooded area'.
'Wooded area' in this case should not be construed as a different vegetation
structure; rather it is related to the size of the forested areas.
3. The area with parts classified as secondary vegetation corresponds to forest area of
which parts have been cleared in the past and on which secondary regrowth has
occurred. It refers to only one LUZ.
IFtheLUZ belongsto an areawithnaturalandsemi-naturalvegetation and
IF the dominantland coverequals 'forest' and IF50 to 75 %of the area is
classifiedas forest, THEN:
DecisionruleA8:
IF
('sub-dominant LCC' equals 'woodedarea')
THEN
('LUZ label 4' equals 'remnantforest area, disturbedand
partly cut forest')

4.2 Plantations
Within the (partly) cultivated areas, four categories are differentiated:
1. Wastelands, identified by theabsence of faces and thepresence of wooded area (WA)
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and forest (For) in conjunction with secondary vegetation (SV) or secondary (abandoned) grassland (Pas2);
2. Partly cultivated lands corresponding toareas of agricultural penetration, exhibiting
acharacteristic pattern ofdeforested patches.Forestcovers morethan thirtypercent
of the area;
3. Plantations, showing a homogeneous cover of the LUZ, with medium to coarse
texture (referring to photo characteristics);
4. Area in agricultural use, where certain conditions, such as the presence of faces,
should be fulfilled.
The structure of the decision tree is given in Figure 6.4.

(partly)cultivatedareas

Area
without
agricult.
use

• Areaof
agricultural
penetration

iPlantation

> Areawith
agricultural
use

PUWA

PL1

PL/BAN1

• PL/BAN2

Fig. 6.4 Decisiontreefor the classifcationofplantations.
The plantations are subsequently differentiated according to their dominant land cover.
This can have the value of:
1. Wooded Area. In the land cover classification, no distinction could be made
between thedifferent useand cover typesthat involved a high density of trees.
However, within thecontext of 'plantations', thecover class 'wooded area' can
only correspond tocover typeslikeMacadamia (Macadamia integrifolia),citrus
or cacao. Yet, of the latter two, no larger plantations were encountered in the
area under consideration.
2. Bamboo, corresponding to a few large groves that exist in the zone;
3. Banana, referring to the many banana plantations present in the zone.
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Based on theresult of thehierarchical cluster analysis (Chapter 5), two classes of banana
plantations were defined. One class correspondings to more than 60 percent of the LUZ
being classified asbanana. Theother class corresponds tobetween 40and 60percent of the
area classified as banana. Two plantations belonged to the latter class. Many pixels within
both plantations were classified as secondary vegetation.
Both plantations showed rather deviant characteristics as regards the production of
bananas. One of the plantations (the finca Santa Maria) had the lowest production in boxes
per hectare per year in thenorthern Atlantic Zonein 1986 (corresponding tothe year of the
satellite image on which the land cover classification was based). Its production amounted
to 1494 boxes/ha./year compared to an average production in the zone of 2122
boxes/ha./year2. A detailed study was carried out in this plantation to explain variation in
yieldsby spectral reflectance dataandsoildata (Veldkampetal., 1990).Theotherplantation
(one of the three plantations belonging to the 'Hacienda Bremen', also showed a rather low
production (1769 boxes/ha./year). Furthermore it was traversed by roads, to transport the
fruits. At the other plantations, the fruit is transported by cable, allowing a much more
efficient useof thearea. Also, Hacienda Bremen wasoneof the few plantations at that time
to cultivate a dwarf variety of banana (gran nain), used. In case of Hacienda Bremen the
combination of these characteristics explains the low percentage of the plantation area
classified as banana. The examples illustrate that a low percentage of the plantation area
being classified as 'banana' can be an expression of different phenomena. This should be
taken into account in interpreting the data classes. It illustrates also the need for separate
classifications phases: one for the assignment of data class labels and one for the mapping
of the data classes to the information categories.

IFthe LUZ belongs to the 'cultivatedarea', and IFthe area is classified as
'plantation', and IF the dominant cover class equals 'Banana', THEN the
following decisionruleapplies:
Decision rule PL1.2:
IF
('%ban'largerthan '60')
THEN
('LUZ label4' equals 'PL/BAN1')
ELSE
IF
('%ban' between '40and 60')
THEN
('LUZ label4' equals 'PL/BAN2')
ELSE
('error')

The two composite land cover classes for banana plantations are defined on the basis of
results of the hierarchical cluster analysis. The classes prove toprovide relevant distinction
between the banana plantations. However, this distinction does not refer to the actual
percentage of the plantation in use for the cultivation of banana (between 40 to 60 percent
and respectively morethan 60percent). Thelowpercentages of thearea classified asbanana

Source: ASociación BAnanera NAcional (ASBANA) of Costa Rica.
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mightbe seen as the result of poor management (as in the case of Santa Maria) or deviating
varieties (as is the case for Hacienda Bremen).
4.3 Classification of agricultural areas
Figure 6.5 presents part of the decision tree for the classification of agricultural areas.

iAreawith agricultural use

Smallfarms &.
settlements

> Mixedland • Colonizacover
tion area

Medium size • Largefarms &
farms
commercial ent

> Pred.grass- ß Wooded
area
land area
SF4.1
• SF/WA1

Fig. 6.5Decision treefor theclassification ofLUZs inagricultural
areas, with only the branch of smallfarms and settlementsfully
described.
The first distinction between the LUZs isbased on the size of the faces. This allows for the
distinction on mean farm size between LUZs. The rule 'SF' therefore is formulated as
follows:
Decision ruleSF:
IF ('mean size offaces' lessthan '3.9')
THEN
('LUZlabelx' equals 'smallfarms')
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SeeChapter 4, for thedetermination of thecorrect threshold value. Instead of using the size
of the fields as thecriterion also theclass values can be used when LUZs havealready been
classified for their mean size for faces. The rule is expressed as follows:
IF ('Class size effaces' equals 'I')
THEN
('LUZ labelx' equals 'smallfarms').

The resulting classes are further subdivided, according to conditions concerning the land
cover composition:
1. Small farm area with a mixed land cover (i.e. presence of the cover classes bare
soil, grassland and wooded area). It indicates areas with an agricultural use involving well arable cropping (predominantly maize), animal husbandry and perennial
crops. A variety of crops is generally found.
2. Areas with presence of forest (15 to 30percent of theLUZ should beclassified as
such) indicate the colonization areas. In somecases the areas correspond to recent
state- controlled settlement schemes.
3. Area with grassland as dominant LCC, although considerable parts are classified
as 'wooded area' and toalesser extentas 'bare soil'. Animalhusbandry isthemost
important agricultural activity. This land use pattern is not very common among
LUZs where small farms are found.
4. A few LUZs show very high percentages for 'wooded area', due to which they
form a separate subclass. Ahigh concentration of small cacao plantations is found
in all these areas.
See Chapter 3 of Part 1for a more detailed description of the land use categories. The
definition of the fourth class clearly illustrates how context information can be used for the
interpretation of a rather general cover class. 'Wooded area' can correspond toa number of
cover types or land utilization types like macadamia, citrus and cacao. Furthermore, tree
plantations (for instance, Laurel (Cordiaalliodora))are likely to be classified as 'wooded
area'. Also wooded areas along streams and rivers are classified as such. Other densely
woodedcover typeslikewooded grasslandsandhomestead gardensareidentified as 'wooded
area'. Therefore, in most agricultural areas the percentage of 'wooded area' can vary
considerably. It sometimes covers 45 per cent of the area.
The cluster analysis revealed a few LUZs with very high percentages for 'wooded area'.
The 'wooded area' class isinterpreted as 'macadamia' when theLUZsrepresent aplantation
and as 'cacao fields' when the LUZ corresponds to small farms. It does not exclude the
occurrence of other cover typesrelated to 'wooded area'. These, however, explain only part
(25 to 35 percent) of the total area classified as 'wooded area'. Indeed, all three LUZs, that
have small farms and more than 40 %classified as 'wooded area' showed high percentages
of cacao plantations. Moreover, all the existing areas in which land use was characterized
by thepresence of cacao were identified by theprocedure. Thecondition for deciding on the
presenceof cacao isthat theareaspertain totheolderagricultural regions, becausethecacao
plantations are often found as a remanant of former agricultural activities.
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Within thecontext of small farms and adifferentiated land use, the 'bare soiland built-up
area' is interpreted as corresponding to the area for the cultivation of maize. This interpretation is based on the date of scene recording of the scene and the period of field
preparation. The area used for the cultivation of maize occupies only part of the LUZs.
Therefore, very highpercentages of 'baresoilandbuilt-uparea' arenotreached. Wherehigh
percentagesarefound, thecoverclassshouldbeinterpreted differently. For instance, itcould
beidentifeid asrecently (incomparison tothedateof scenerecording) deforested area, when
forest occupies part of the LUZ. Or the area may be cleared for the planting of banana,
which can sometimes be inferred from the spatial pattern. In all these case the high percentage 'bare soil' denotes change in land use.

5. DISCUSSION.
Thischapter presents aconceptual model ofadecision tree for theclassification of LUZs.
The decision tree is described for a number of cases. This approach makes use of quantitatively verifiable criteria for the class assignment. A computer program has been written
toperform an automated classification. Itimproves the flexibility. New insights the regional
land use can be easily incorporation and other requirements for thepresentation of the data
(categorization) can be easily fulfilled. It allows also for checking the consistency of the
decision rules.
Theappendix presents theLUZ classification mapand theassociated classification system
for the Guacimo-Rio Jeménez-Siquirres study area is given. The reader will recognize that
structure of the classification system as corresponds to the structure of the decision tree
depicted here.
An important objective of the design of a decision tree for classification purposes, is to
provide a structure for the transfer of the interpretation keysand the context rules. It forces
the interpreter to specify the link between observed object characteristics (such as field size
and land cover percentages) to real phenomena in the field.
At this stageonly the satelliteimage-derived LUZ characteristics and aerial photocharacteristicsareconsidered inthedecision model. Atalaterdateit mightbeuseful to incorporate
information concerning neighboring LUZs as additional contextual information or ancillary
data (for example, soil data) in thedecision model as additional evidence.
Alsoin future work theaspects of error and uncertainty with respect tothe mapping process
deserves attention, especially because of the context dependent nature of the decision
involved. In Chapter 3 of Part 1the classification of the agricultural area is further commented upon. This represents the most complex area for the classification of LUZ. Alsoin
that chapter the method we employ is validated to the extent that the actual land usecorresponding to the categories defined is investigated.

PART III
LAND USE EVALUATION

CHAPTER 1
EVALUATING LAND USE AT SUBREGIONAL LEVEL IN THE
ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA RICA, CONSIDERING BIOPHYSICAL
LAND POTENTIALS.

E.J. Huising and W.G. Wielemaker
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1. INTRODUCTION
Inadequate land usecausing land degradation and empoverishment of rural populations is
becoming a worldwide concern and stresses the importance of a land usepolicy which leads
toviable and sustainable land use scenarios. The new land usecode, adopted by thecostarican government, is an example of such a policy. Credits will be granted to farmers only if
their land falls within the correct land class (The Tico Times, 1991). The code is intended
to develop a more sustainable use of land resources.
Procedures for the definition and selection of sustainable land use alternatives require an
analysisofactualland useinrelationtolandcharacteristics inorder toidentify problem areas
and to formulate viablealternatives. Thepresent study in the Atlantic Zoneof Costa Ricais
an example of such a land useanalysis. Soilsand land usewere mapped independently at a
scale of 1:100.000 (reconnaissance). GIS techniques were used to process and combine the
information. Such an analysis would fail if information on either land use or soils were
lacking, which is often thecase.
The purpose of the evaluation was to investigate to which degree agricultural use corresponds with land capability, indicating areas where land use has a degrading effect on land
qualities (over-use) and also areas with opportunities for more intensive use of the land
(under-use). In the evaluation only biophysical aspects are considered.
When evaluating land use with respect toland capabilities it is important that the level of
aggregation of both the soil information and the land use information corresponds. E.g.,
evaluating yield at field level is not realistic when soil data are obtained from a reconnaissance soil map. Due to the variability of the terrain such a small scale mappresents the
information on soil types in an aggregated or associated form so that the map does not
provide a decisive answer as to the particular soil type of the field concerned.
Which statements can be made on land use with respect to soil and land suitability
depends, of course, on the accuracy and the detail of information provided by both the soil
and land usemap. Thetypeof statementsisstrongly related tothelevelofaggregation (scale
level, see also the levels of detail defined by Bouma, 1989). Aggregation level and its
implication for the statements on land use, are therefore also a topic of discussion in this
paper.

2. TERRAIN UNITS, LAND USE PATTERNS AND LAND CAPABILITY CLASSES
Soil information of the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica
In the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica a reconnaissance soil survey hasbeen carried out ata
scale of 1:100000(Wielemaker and Oosterom, 1992).For the storage and retrieval of maps
and associated data, the SIESTA soil information system was designed (Oosterom et al.,
1992).
Thedatastructure
The 162mappingunitsarephysiographic innatureandarereferred tohereafter asPhysiographic Mapping Units (PMU). The mapping units generally have a composite character,
because within one mapping unit up to five terrain units (TUs) may occur, corresponding to
thephysiographic elements of thePMU. ThePMU composition table gives the PMU-identifier, the TU identifiers and estimated area percentages of the terrain units for each PMU.
The terrain unit table lists for all the terrain units identified, the terrain properties and the
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soil type. Properties refer to major and minor physiography, lithology, parent material,
slope, stoninessand soil type.Thesoiltypesandassociated dataarestored ina separate table
(SU). The data structure is illustrated below.
Table 1.1. The data base structure of the soils data base
PMU-ID

TU-ID

TUl-ID

Physiogr.

TUl %

TU5-ID

Soil

TU5%

Land Capability class

SU-ID

Depth

pH

For every terrain unit an associated land capability class is defined. The land capability
classes serve to group the terrain units in a limited number of classes on the basis of the
terrain unit characteristics (a data reduction process). The land capability classes are also
stored in a separate table.
Land capability classes
In order to reduce the amount of data, nutrient status, depth and drainage and slope and
stoniness were used to group soils in land capability classes, as listed below. The land
capability classes denote general agricultural potential. It decreases from class 1(LCI) to
class 5 (LC5) as follows:
Class
1
2

Potential for agriculture
Deep, fertile soils, suitable for all land use types of the zone;
Moderately fertile soils, moderately suitable for nutrient demanding
crops;
Nutrient poor soils, only suitable for acid tolerant and little nutrient
requiring crops;
Shallow or sandy soils, with severely restricted use;
Steep (5.1),poorly drained (5.2) or soils with extreme stoniness (5.3),
soils not suitable for agriculture use.

The first three classes are subdivided according to:
1. Soils with no further limitations;
2. Soils with impeded drainage (requiring artificial drainage);
3. Soils on slopes from 0 - 8 %and stony;
4. Soils on slopes from 8 - 30 96.
Class four is subdivided in soilsless than 30cm (4.1) and less than 10cm deep (4.2). Class
5 is subdivided as indicated in the description.
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The study was conducted for the GRS area. From southwest to northeast three landscape
types can be distinguished:
(1) Sloping areas on the Turrialba volcano with lava and lahar deposits of andesitic
composition.Higherupthevolcano,volcanicashmantlesthosedeposits.Near thecoast
and in the Tortuguero national park, the Tortuguero hills occur, remnants of Tertiary
to early Quaternary volcanism.
(2)Gently sloping plainsat thefoot of thevolcano whererivers and lahar flows deposited
fine grained material from the same volcano.
(3) Very gently sloping to flat areas near the coast with fine textured to peaty deposits
especially further away from rivers whereareasbecomeswampy. Sandydepositsoccur
alongside rivers.

LC5.-(16.1%)
LC1.1+LC1.3(22.4%)
LC4.-(1.0%)

LC3.4 (14.6%)

LC3.1+LC3.2 (2.5%)
LC2.4 (4.5%)
LC2.1+LC2.3(13.3%)

LC1.2(22.4%)

LC1.4(3.3%)

Fig. 1.1 Area percentages of land per suitability class for the study area.
The distribution of the land capability classes is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Fertile soils
(class 1)dominate with an area percentage of 48,but half of it suffers of impeded drainage
(class 1.2), particularly in the lower part of landscape 2in transition tolandscape 3near the
coast. Fertility status as reflected by classes 1 to 3, is directly linked to the age of the
deposits which varies greatly particularly in landscapes 1and 2. Theyounger deposits there
are covered with nutrient-rich and non-acid soils, but older deposits are covered with
nutrient-poor and acid soils (Wielemaker and Oosterom, 1992). The last ones occupy in
landscape 2 the sloping remnants of older lahar deposits. Thecombination with strong slope
(class 5.1) makes them unsuitable for agricultural purposes, because erosion is too great a
riskjust as on the steeper parts of theTurrialba Volcano inlandscape 1and the Tortuguero
volcanonear thecoast. Younger lavaandlahar depositsonor near theTurrialba volcanocan
be extremely stony which makes agriculture impractical (class 5.3); further away from the
volcano some soils on very recent deposits are so shallow and sandy (class 4) that agricultural production is marginal due to droughtiness and lack of foothold for theplants.
The swamps and peat areas of landscape 3 near the coast should be protected because the
peat and clay soils have no bearing capacity and would degrade on reclamation (class 5.2).
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Land use information.
For the mapping of land useatreconnaissance level, Land UseZones (LUZ) are defined.
Theland usezones represent geographical units,which areclassified on thebasis ofcharacteristics like form and shape of fields and land cover composition. Table 1.2 presents a
generalized version of the classification system.

Table 1.2. The Atlantic Zone land use classification system.
1. NATURAL VEGETATION
1.Forestland (FOREST)
Lowland and premontain humid tropical forest.
2. Natural grassland vegetation.
2. AREA OF AGRICULTURAL PENETRATION
(AP/GRASS)
1.Smallfarms; forest coveringmorethan 30 % of
the area.
2. Mediumsized and largefarms; forest covers
more then 50 %of the area.
3. AGRICULTURAL LAND (AL)
1. Smallfarms
1. Mixed land cover
1. Homesteads.
2. Annual crops (predominantly maize) in
combinationwith perennialcropsandgrassland. (AL/MIXED1)
3.Perennial crops (fruit) and livestock, less
annual crops. (AL/MIXED2)
2. Mixed land cover and forest (AP/MKED)
Perennial crops and cattle breeding, some
arable cropping.
3. Predominant grassland area (AL/GRASS)
Grazing in combination with tree crops.
4. 'Wooded area' as dominant land cover
tyjei(AL/SFOV)
Cacao, in cases with livestock production
and cropping for home consumption.
5. With 'Bare Soil' as dominant cover
type^AL/SFOV)
Annual and perennial crops (maize, beans,
cacao, etc.) or recently deforested area.

2. Medium sizedfarms
1. Mixed land cover(AL/MIXED3^
Livestock production and arable cropping
(maize) in casesperennial crops and timber
production.
2. Predominant grassland cover. (AL/GRASS)
Cattle breeding, in cases perennial and
annual cropping.
3. Largefarms
1. Grassland cover(AL/GRASS)
Cattle breeding, different types of pastures
occurring (improved, degraded)
2. With 'Bare soil' cover.
1. Arable crop production.
2. Ornamental crop production.
3. With forest cover.
4. PLANTATIONS (PL)
1. Bananaplantations(PL/BAN)
2. Macadamiaplantation.
3. Treeplantation/Reforestation
4.Bamboo.
5. Other.
5. TOWNS AND VILLAGES
6. WETLAND
1. Withforest cover, peat and swamp areas, with
high concentration of yolillo and other palm vegetation.
2.Mixedcover; Wooded area,cultivated grassland
andbaresoil. Areasfor partsoftheyear inundated
and very poorly drained areas with yolillo and
grass vegetation.
7. OTHER, WASTELAND. (WL)
1. Forestandwoodedarea.
2. Mixedlandcover composition.
Wooded area, non-cultivated and/or secondary
vegetation, in cases some cultivated grassland
or bare soil.

The 'area ofAgricultural Penetration'(AP)represents areas,partly forested andcharacterized by aprocess of agricultural expansion: The colonization areas. The colonization of the
Atlantic Zone started at the end of the last century but gained momentum especially in the
last three decades (Waaijenberg, 1990; Hall, 1984).
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With regard to agricultural land (category 3), land use is described by the Land Use
Pattern. Theland usepattern reflects characteristics of theoccurring farming system(s), such
as farm size, most important crops, presence of livestock and other. It is in fact a specific
combination of land utilization types, occurring within a particular land use zone (the land
utilization types themselves refer to a lower level of aggregation). Considering the mapping
scale of 1:100.000, individual farms (except for the larger ones), let alone fields, cannot be
mapped. The fact that land use zones are represented by specific land use patterns is
explained bytheoccurrence offarms ofaspecific sizeclassand bytheiragricultural history.
For evaluation of land use at reconnaissance level we refer to the land use pattern. The
recognition ofdifferent aggregationlevelsimpliesthedefinition ofahierarchy inagricultural
systems (Frescoetal., 1990)asisalsoreflected inthedatastructure, presented inTable 1.3.

Table 1.3. Thestructureof the land usedata.
LUZ identifier

LUZ identifier

Farm-Id

Land cover composition

Average field size

Land Use Pattern

Farm identifier

Farm size

Capital items

Labour

Farming system
1

Crop type

Farm Id

Area

Inputs

Cropping system

n
Husbandry type

Farm_Id

Herd composition

Livestock system

Figure 1.2 shows that the areas corresponding to the land use categories are not equally
distributed over the study area. Agricultural land (AL), excluding theplantations, occupies
slightly more than 50percent of the area, equally spread between areas dedicated purely to
livestock production (AL/GRASS) and areas in which we find a combination of arable
cropping, tree cropping and pastures for grazing (AL/MIXED). Banana plantations occupy
only a small part of the area, but banana production is most important in economic terms.
Theland usezonemapalsoprovidesinformation onthedistribution of farm size,butonly
for theagricultural areas (Fig. 1.3), becausefor thearea of agriculturalpenetration (AP)and
the forest area no indication of the size of the properties could be obtained. In nineteen
percent of the area very small farms occur, corresponding mostly to (former) settlement
schemes or areas distributed by thegovernment. The farm size in this class ranges from 10
to 15 hectares with a maximum of 29 hectares. The category small farms comprises farms
up to 60 hectares. The large farms are generally a few hundred hectares in size and sometimes up to a few thousand hectares. Noteworthy is the high percentage of the area corresponding to large farms. It indicates the skewed property distribution pattern.
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OTHER(9.2%)
WASTELANDS(2.3%)
BANANAPLANTATION(6.8%)

FOREST(10.1%)

AP/GRASS(18.0%)

AP/MIXED(5.5%)
AL/GRASS (26.8%)

AL/MIXED(244%)

Fig. 1.2 Area percentage of land per land use category for the
study area.

VERYSMALL(19.1%)

LARGE (41.9%)

SMALL(25.3%)

MEDIUMSIZE(13.7%)

Fig. 1.3 Are precentage of farm size classes of the agricultural
area.

3. METHODS FOR COMPARING LAND AND LAND USE
Combining soil and land use information
Overlayingthe soil and land usemap
The overlaying (in ARC-INFO) of the land use zone map and the soil map resulted in
nearly 1000mappingunitswitheachaspecificLUP-PMUcombination,despitethe specification of a rather high tolerance value of 100 meters for the union of line elements. (Fig. 1.4
shows the result of the overlay for a part of the area.) The large number seems therefore,
to a large extent, due to the mapping procedures: on the soil map the river valleys are
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mapped todemonstrate thedrainage pattern, whileon theland use mapthe river valleys are
drawn as lines, because their surface is small and the information considered irrelevant.

hM/Wi

PMUBoundary

^WWd

•IXXXXXI
6

KM

LUZBoundary

Fig. 1.4 Part of the land use zone-physiographic map unit overlay.
Upon automatic union, many small units result with arather unreliablelisting of thecontent.
Through editing of the LUP-PMU map (correcting for the slivers) the number of polygons
could be reduced to 566, corresponding to 314 unique combinations of LUP and PMU.
Remarkable are then the many cases in which LUZ and PMU boundaries coincide, despite
the difference in mapping procedure. Arrows in Figure 1.4 show where boundaries correspond. A calculated estimate indicates that an average of 63 per cent of the land use zones
contourscorresponds toboundaries ofphysiographic mappingunits.Thisshowsthattheland
and soil characteristics are important in explaining the geographical distribution of the land
cover and land use patterns.
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Matrixcalculations
The LUP-PMU map data can be organized in a m *p matrix A^ with m = 43 rows
representing the LUP's and p = 62 columns representing the 62 PMU's, with the elements
indicating the area in hectares. For every PMU the land capability class distribution can be
calculated, given itscomposition of TUsand associated land capability class.Thesedatacan
also be ordered in ap *n matrix Bij; with p = 62 corresponding to the number of PMU's
and n = 17 corresponding to the 17 Land Capability Classes (LCs). The elements of the
matrix denote the fraction of MPU i with land capability class j .
Multiplying both matrices Aand Byields am *n matrix Cwith information on thearea
ofLCifor LUPy. Thedata structure asimplemented intheSIESTA soilinformation system
did notallow for retrieval of therequired information through adata basequeries operation.
A programme was therefore written in ARC-INFO programming language to obtain the
necessary information.
The latter matrix 'C' was used for further calculations with respect to the evaluation of
the land use. Based on the matrix C not only the distribution of LUP or associated characteristicsper suitabilityclasscanbedetermined, butalsothedistribution oftheland capability
class per specific land use pattern.

Matching land use requirements with land capabilities
Soilsuitability rating
Aland suitability class in the FAO (1976) land evaluation procedure, reflects the degree
to which land can satisfy the requirements of a particular land utilization type. In this case
study the requirements of a number of land utililization types were compared with land
qualitiesas reflected by theland capability classes. Therating isbased on expertjudgement.
Results are presented in Table 1.4, where Class 1means very suitable, Class 2 suitableand
Class 3 not suitable for the particular LUT considered.
The selected Land Utilization Types considered are relevant for the area; for evaluation of
their suitability only soil and terrain characteristics were taken intoaccount. Climatewasnot
considered although the high annual rainfall of 3000-5000 mm, plays a role in depressing
yieldsofcertain cropsthroughahighdeseaseincidence, occurrenceofpestsandstorageloss.
Also economic criteria were left out of consideration.
Evaluatingactual versus potential use
To judge whether land is used in accordance with its potential, actual land use per
capability class is compared with its potential use (Table 1.4). Two conditions are specified
namely (1) over-use and (2) under-use of the land.
Over-use is defined as land where the requirements of a particular land utilization type
exceeds theparticular land quality of a land unit, as such presenting a risk of degrading that
particular land typeand itsvegetative cover because requirements of thatparticular land use
type can not be met by the land qualities of the land type. In the suitability rating it is
indicated as not suitable.
To illustrate what is meant by risk for degradation of the vegetative cover, the improved
grasslands on poor soils might serve as an example. In the suitability rating, distinction is
madebetween improved pasturesand 'natural'grasslands.Thefirstconsistofimproved grass
species like Estrella (Cynodonnlemfuensis),Tanner (Brachiaria sp.) and Guinea (Panicum
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Table 1.4. Suitabilityratingof the landfor specificland utilization types.
Suitability classes (SC)

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

4.1

4.2

5.1

5.2

Maize non mechanized
fertilizer appl.

1

2d

1

3e

2n

3dn

2n

3e

3n

3nd

3n

3ne

3no

3no

3

3

Maize, mechanized
fertilizer appl.

1

2d

21

3me

2n

3dn

21

3e

3n

3n

3n

3n

3o

3o

3

3

Ornamental crop

1

2d

1

2e

2d

1

2e

3n

3dn

3nl

3ne

3o

3o

3

3

Root and tuber crops

1

2d

1

2e

2d

1

2e

1

2d

1

2e

2o

3o

3

3

Palm heart

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

Cacao

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2n

2n

2n

2n

3o

3o

3

3

Banana plantation

1

2d

1

3me

2nd

2n

3m

3n

3n

3n

3n

3o

3o

3

3

Macadamia plantation

1

2d

1

1

2d

1

1

2n

3dn

2n

2n

3o

3o

3

3

Improved pasture

1

2d

1

1

2pd

IP

IP

3p

3pd

3p

3P

2o

3o

3

3

'Natural grasslands'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

IP

2pd

IP

!P

2o

3o

3

3

Pasture with fruit
trees

1

2d

1

1

2d

1

1

2n

2dn

2n

2n

2o

3o

3

3

Timber plantation

1

2d

1

1

2d

1

1

1

2d

1

1

2o

3o

3

3

Natural forest

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2o

3o

1

r

2n

lp

1 * Limitation for mecha
nical tillag e of t he land
o « Limitation ragarding depth of Boil, limited rooting.
d = Limitation regarding drainage of the soil.
p = Soil compaction and limited recuperative power of the soil,
degradation of the grassland,
e = Erosion risk, limitation for mechanized tillage of the land,
n - Limitation with regard to the nutreient status of the soil, pH.
m = Limitation with regard to tillage and other cultivation practices.
")Suitable for peat and swamp vegetation; unsuitable for natural forest.

maximum). Especially on the less fertile soils they are easily suppressed by species more
adapted to thesepoorer circumstances. Therefore, the improved grasslands do not represent
a suitable use on these soils.
Under-use isdefined as land offering possibilities for more intensive or morerequiring use,
because requirements of present land useare morethan satisfied by theland qualities of this
particular land type.
Todecide whether land is over- or under-used, a ranking order was established which reads
as follows:
- Annual crops, banana plantations and some ornamental crops are considered most
requiring as regards soil fertility and to represent the most intensive use of the soil;
- Perennial crops like palmheart, some ornamental crops, cacao and coffee are judged
second in requirements with respect to soil and management;
- Grassland isconsidered third, although there need not be much difference with perennial
crops. Improved grassland which requires fertile soils, is demanding as regards Pasture
management.
- Reforestation and tree plantations are considered fourth with respect to the level of land
use intensity;
- Forest, swamp vegetation and waste lands are least requiring.
When indicating possibilities for more requiring use, socio-economic conditions were also
taken intoaccount; for examplein thecase of areas with small farms bananaproduction was
not considered a viable option.
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Evaluatingland use at sub-regional scale
The evaluation procedure, as presented above, refers to land utilization types in relation
to soil and terrain conditions. At sub-regional level, land use is described in terms of land
usepatterns, usually referring toacombination of land utilization types. Therefore, toapply
the above described procedure for the evaluation of land use patterns, the following procedure is followed:
- The most demanding land utilization type is used to assess whether the land use pattern
represents an over-use of the land.
- Toevaluatepossibilities for moreintensive usetheleastdemanding land utilization typeof
the land use pattern at issue is considered.
E.g. in caseof an LUP consisting of maizein combination with grassland, maizeisused for
theevaluation of apossibleover-useandgrassland for theevaluation ofapossibleunder-use.
Based on the above mentioned considerations, the soil suitability matrix is translated in
two matrices D, and D2; the first indicating LUP-LC combinations with over-use, and the
secondindicatingcombinationswithunder-use.Theelementsofthematrixcanonlyhavetwo
values (1 or 0). The two matrices represent expert knowledge.
Data on under- or over-used areas (in hectares), are obtained by multiplying the matrix C
with the matrix D, or D2 respectively.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Over-used areas
TheLand Use Zones with over-use cover an area of 13977Ha, corresponding to 17.5%
of the total area. Figure 1.5 shows the distribution of land use patterns for the over-used
areas. Of those areas 37 %is explained by the area of Agricultural Penetration (AP), both
with grazing (AP/GRASS) and with a combination of grassland and perennial crops
(AP/MIXED) as most important use.
The area of AP/GRASS is found in the coastal plain as well as on the slopes of the
Turrialba volcano. However, a large proportion of the latter area in the south western part
of the study area (Fig. 1.6) has slopes of over 30 %which makes the soils very vulnerable
to erosion and degradation under any type of agricultural use.
The area of AP/GRASS indicated as over-used, represents 25 % of the total area of
AP/GRASS. In the coastal plain theareas of AP/GRASS cover somepeat and swamp areas
(appr. 400 Ha.), which also represent over-use. Further agricultural penetration would
involve the colonization of peat and swamp areas.
The31percent of theareaof AP/MIXEDalsorepresents ariskofdegradation; suchareas
are found in thecentral part of the studyarea (Fig. 1.6) where perennial crops aregrown on
acid and poor soils (LC3.4) on the sloping remnants of old lahar deposits. Itcorresponds to
15 %of the total over-used area.
In the agricultural areas with a combination of LUT's (AL/MIXED2 and AL/MIXED3)
over-use is due to the growth of maize, which is a very requiring crop, on soils with low
fertility (Class 3), on sloping land (LC2.4 and 3.4), on very shallow (Class 4) and very
poorly drained soils (Class 5). It accounts for 19 %of the total over-used area. Evaluation
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is, however, difficult, given the composite nature of the units. Figure 1.6 shows therefore
only the most evident cases.

FOREST(».2%)
OTHER(20.4%)

AP/QRASS(22.9%)

AU/GRASS(14.3%)

AL/MIXED2(7.5%)

APJMIXED (14.5%)

A17MIXED3(11.3%)

TOTALNON-SUSTAINABLE: 13977HA.; TOTALAREA:79775HA.

Fig. 1.5 Area percentages of land with non sustainable use.
An important percentage of thearea with over-use is duetograssland used for grazing in
areas with slopes of over 30 %. These are areas to be protected because of a great risk of
erosion. Thepresented figures show thatthearea whereactualland usepresentsa severeand
acute danger for land degradation, is relatively small. It occurs in areas of agricultural
penetration (AP)on the middleslopesof thevolcano,posingasevererisk oferosion butalso
in the recently colonized land on old lahar deposits in thecentral part of the area and in the
area of AP containing swamp and peat areas. Those areas are not suitable for any type of
agriculture and should be protected.
Under-used areas
A large part of the study area is indicated as having potential for more intensive use of
the land (under-use). In total 40673 hectares, or 51 %of the total area, is labelled as such.
The percentage distribution of the Land Use Patterns (LUPs) in the under-used area is
presented in Figure 1.7. The following categories are concenred:
Grassland. This occupies 50 %of the under-used area of which 24 % (AP/GRASS) is on
fertile soilswith drainage problems (LCI.2) and 26 %(AL/GRASS) on fertile soils without
drainage problems. They are found in the northeastern and northern part of the study area
(Fig. 1.8).
Mixed land cover (Al/Mixedl). This LUPconsists of small farms with crops such asmaize,
root and tubers, perennials and grassland used for cattle breeding and grazing (usually with
various kinds of fruit trees). Soils belong to the best of the area. Under-use is especially
obvious on the grasslands in these areas.
Cacao (AL/SFOV). Cacao with a low level of management predominates. The plantations
are often neglected. Soilscould be used more profitably for crops such as roots and tubers.
In summary the under-used areas consist for the major part of fertile land used for
grazing; they usually have a young land use history or experience active colonization.
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Areasofwhichthelandpropertiesallowforamoreintensiveuseoftheland
thanthat isrepresented bytheactuallanduse.
Areaswithforestcover
Areasofagriculturalpenetration,withdeforestedpartsusedforgrazing
Agricultural land,usedpredominantlyforgrazing purposes
Agriculturallandusedforperennialcrops(Cacao)andgrazing
Agriculturalland;landusedirectedtoarablecropping (maize)and
livestock production
Fig. 1.6Areas ofwhich theland properties allow foramoreintensive useoftheland (only
those areas referring tothe listed land use patterns).
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Fig. 1.7 Distribution of the land usecategories for the areas indicated as having potential for more intensive use of the land.
Evaluating land use per land use zone
Whiletheformer sectionevaluated present land useandpossiblealternatives for thewhole
area, this section focusses on land use zones with one particular land use type. Compare
individual land usezones when they represent the sameland utilization type, with respect to
land capability allows for the evaluation of yield levels in relation toland capability characteristics. In this case an evaluation is provided by four land use zones representing banana
plantations. The analysis supplies information on one or more attributes of the land use
category one is interested in, in this case management of the plantation and yield level in
relation to land capability class.
Figure 1.9 shows that the proportions of capability classes, LC1.1 and LCI.2, can differ
considerably. This is, however, not reflected in the yields (given in boxes/ha/year, corresponding to the year 1986). The yield levels of 'Rio Frio' and 'St. Clara' are comparable,
while the first has the highest percentage of first class soil and the second the lowest of the
four. 'St. Maria' has the lowest yield level. It indicates that the St. Maria farm possesses
potential for higher yields, given the present socio-economic conditions, because its soil
suitability issimilar tothatoftheotherplantations.I.e. managerial factors explain thepoorer
peformance. In 1986the plantation wasput under new management and by 1988 yields had
increased from 1494to 1935boxes/ha/year(source:ASBANA, DirecciónEstudiosEconómicos, 1990). A detailed study of this plantation with respect to yield in relation to soil type
was published by Veldkamp et al. (1990).

Land capability class and farm size distribution
Although economic data arecrucial in theevaluation of land use for sustained use, itwas
not possible to use them because they were lacking for the region.
However, there are some parameters, provided by the land use map which can be used to
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Areaswithlandusethat represents riskofdegradationofthelandorofthe
vegetative cover.
Fig. 1.8 Areas representing land use with higher demands than can be met by the land
properties.
analyze land use in socio-economic terms. One of those is farm size (Fig. 1.3). Farm size
distribution in relation to land useand land capability classes, provides information on how
economic opportunities in the area are divided. Fertile soils in the area offer a wide range
of land use alternatives for virtually any type of farmer. The less fertile soils are, however,
more restricted as regards viable land use alternatives, while the more profitable ones like
Macadamia require large investments without any profit in the first years of growth. This
implies that economically attractive land usealternatives on less fertile soilsare only within
reach of larger and/or economically strong farmers.
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PARTITIONING OF FOUR BANANA PLANTATIONS AS REGARDS THE LAND CAPABILITY

III
<3

^
LCI.2

LC1.1

LC3-6

LANDCAPABILITYCLASS
I /I
RbFrio-2254boxea/ruL/year
V/ À St Maria-1494boxaaftiajyaar

l \ I Impark»-2802boxaa/ha/yaar
k\ \ l StClara-2358boxaa/hajyaar

Fig. 1.9 Suitability class distribution of four bananaplantations with their
yields (Boxes/Ha./Year).
A comparison of data from Figure 1.10 and 1.3 shows that the area percentage of large
farms is bigger on first class soils (Fig. 1.10) than when considering all capability classes
(Fig. 1.3). For small farms the reverse is true. It illustrates how opportunities are divided
for both farm size classes.

VERYSMALL(14.1%)

URSE(4S.9)

SMALL(28.1%)

MEDIUMSIZE(13.9%)

Fig. 1.10 Area percentage of farm size class on fertile soils
(suitability class 1.-).

Evaluatingland useatsub-regional level
Banana isan exampleof a land usetypealmostexclusively found on first class land (Fig.
1.11). All land for banana production isartificially drained so that impeded drainage (class
1.2) doesnotpresent a limitation. Thestrong expansion of thearea underbanana cultivation
in the recent years is observed in areas indicated in this study as having potential for more
intensive use. These areas are characterized by the presence of larger farms dedicated to
cattle breeding and first class soils, however suffering from impeded drainage. Improving
the drainage conditions is not a viable option for the existing cattle farms. It is one factor
which explains the penetration of the banana plantation in this area. The other factor is
related tothelarger sizeof thefarms encountered in thearea, which makeitpossible for the
banana plantations to acquire larger tracks of land. It illustrates how the evaluation of land
use considering biophysical as well as socio-economic factors might be used to predict and
evaluate land use change.

OTHER(4.7%)
LC3.4 (3.S%)
LC2.4(1.2%)

LC1.2(32.0%)
LC1.1+LC1.3 (58.7%)

Fig. 1.11 Distribution of the suitability classes for the total of
banana plantations.
Evaluating sources of error and uncertainty
As explained in the introduction, maps were used in which information is aggregated.
Overlaying of such information leads to complications as regards the accuracy and validity
of data. Itis important to discuss thisbecause such data mightbeused in aGISfor land use
planning with consequences for farmers in the area.
The following sources of error and uncertainty upon overlaying might occur:
(1) Inaccuracy due to matching and reduction of the PMU-LUZ combinations. This procedure helped to minimize the number of combinations. It concerns here a relatively small
area so that we may neglect this source of inaccuracy.
(2) Uncertainty as consequence of working on different levels of aggregation.
Over useand underuserefers toland utilization typesincombination with terrain units.The
determination of the corresponding areas of over- and under-use refers to combinations of
land use zones and physiographic mapping units; both composite entities either in terms of
LUTs or TU's. This has certain consequences:
A) In case of a composite LUZ, over- or under-use is decided on the basis of either
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the most exigent or least demanding LUT, constituting only a part of the LUZ of
concern. The results, as such, over estimate the area of over- or under-use.
B) The PMU are described in terms of percentages of theconstituting terrain units.In
calculating thearea of overuseor under use, thesepercentages areaccounted for. The
percentages mightbevery accurate for thePMUassuch. Thisneed notbetruefor that
part of the PMU intersecting with a specific LUZ (illustrated by Fig. 1.12, where A
D Brepresents theintersection of PMU Aand LUZ B), since there is no information
on the location of the TU within the PMU.

Fig. 1.12 Intersecting Physiographic Mapping Unit and Land Use Zone.
This implies that the figures denoting the percentages of the different TU's represent
probabilités or predicted values in case of the intersection. It introduces uncertainty
with regard to the statements on the area of non-appropriate use.
The following might illustrate this. Suppose a mapping unit of the physiographic soil
map consists of 50 % swamp soils and of 50 %well drained soils. After overlaying
the land use map, 50 %of the mapping unit is covered by commercial forest and 50
% bygrassvegetation. Overlaying thenautomaticallycreatesPMU-LUZunitsinwhich
both land use types would grow for 50 %on well drained and for 50 % on swamp
soils. In reality it could also bethat forest would grow exclusively on the well drained
soils and the grass vegetation in the swamps.
This type of uncertainty can not be eliminated and will always exist when aggregated
information is combined. The percentages, and corresponding hectares, indicating over- or
under-use of the soil, should then be read as areas corresponding toLUP-PMU units, which
possibly represent inadequate use. Thedegreeoferror oruncertainty dependsonthenumber
of components of the PMU or LUZ and on thedegree towhich theLand Uze Zones and the
Physiographic Mapping Units correspond. This allows for excluding units with a strong
compositecharacter inorder toexcludelessreliable results.For thearea ofover-and underuse, as presented in figure 1.6 and 1.8, this was indeed done.
Given the63 % of theland usezoneboundaries corresponding toPMUboundaries andgiven
the in general rather homogeneous character of the mapping units (by majority the PMU
consist of one or two Terrain Units), the results are thought to give a reliable indication of
the area of over-use and under-use in the area of concern.
The presented procedure serves to identify possible problem areas, indicating their relative
importance. Itdraws attentiontoareas wherethemagnitudeoftheproblem should bestudied
in more detail.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
- Nearly twenty per cent of thearea is classed as over-used. These areas are predominantly
found on poor soilsin thecolonization areas and inareas colonized during the last 10years.
The agricultural frontier reached apoint where its further extension will mean a severe risk
of degradation for the land, because the surrounding forest areas are not suitable for more
intensive use. The colonization area has reached a limit, beyond which no appropriate
agricultural use is possible.
- The land usein thearea is notas much characterized by over-use asby not using theland
and soils toits full potential (under-use). In 51 %of the area moreintensive useof theland
ispossible, predominantly because fertile soilsare nowused for grazing which is considered
under-use.
- A comparison of farm size distribution with land capability classes shows that the area
percentage of large farms or plantations is bigger on first class land as compared to other
land capability classes. For small farms the reverse is true.
-Theaggregation levelof thedifferent sourceshastobecomparabletoallow for meaningfull
comparison. Inthisregional study, PhysiographicMapping Unitsweretherefor copared with
Land Use Patterns within Land Use Zones.
When aggregated information from two sources isoverlain as in this study on land and land
use (i.e. when the units are composite in nature) the information serves to indicate areas
where more detailed studies are likely tobe relevant when comparing soilsor Terrain Units
with Land Utilization Types.

CHAPTER 2
VARIATION OF MEASURED BANANA YIELDS IN A COSTA RICAN
PLANTATION AS EXPLAINED BY SOIL SURVEY AND THEMATIC
MAPPER DATA

E. Veldkamp, E.J. Huising, A. Stein and J. Bouma
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Abstract. Variation in yield was studied on an 370 ha banana plantation in Costa Rica. Yield for 42,
6-12 ha large sections, were expressed in terms of: number of bunches/ha, weight/bunch, gross
production/ha. Yield variation was explained by readily accessible soil and thematic mapper (TM)
information, using three models. First, a TM image was used. A number of band combinations
(vegetation indices) and Near Infrared Band (TM4) were tested tocharacterizeeach section. The TM4
bandandthe "Greenness" bandcombinationappearedtobethebestestimatorwith 46%ofthevariation
explained. Second, yield variation was explained on thebasis of a detailed soil map thatwas analyzed
for each section. Of the variance in gross production, 67% could be explained by production per soil
unit. Grossproduction of theunits varied from 504to 896kg/ha/week. Inthethird model, theTMand
soil data were combined. The explained part of the variation in a combined model remained 67% or
was even lower. The study indicates that the soil map of this area was a good estimator for banana
yields interms of gross production. Since theproduction figures were only availableper section, i.e.,
for relatively large rectangular areas, the averaged TM image for a section did not provide extra
information. Site specific, stratified sampling per soil map unit is proposed to improve results of the
type of models used in this study.

INTRODUCTION
Bananas are a major cash crop in Costa Rica. The banana crop is grown on large plantationswith uniform management. Nevertheless, largevariationsinyield existwithinvarious
parts of the plantations. Difference in soil conditions are considered tobethe main cause of
these variations.
Soil surveys havebeen used torelate yields to soil conditions. Variation in soil units may
differ from that in others. Soil map delineations can therefore, be relevant when preparing
predictive maps(Steinetal., 1988).Sincedelineated areason soilmapsmayhaveaninternal
variability up to40% (e.g. Marsman and de Gruijter, 1986), thefirstobjective of this study
was to test the feasibility of relating actual banana yields with soil map units. The soil map
used in this study, was prepared in a traditional way, using borings and interpreting physiographic features.
Yieldscannotonlybemeasured, theycanalsobeestimated byusing remotesensingdata.
Considerable experience hasbeen gained by using spectral data for theestimation of canopy
biomass and leaf area index (LAI) of grain crops and rangelands (e.g, Tucker, 1979;
Williamson, 1988;Plummer, 1988).Estimating green canopy biomass, using spectral information, hadbeen most successful for wheatandothergrains (e.g. Gardner etal., 1985).The
periodic mapping of green canopy biomass hasbeen used asa basis for forecasting yieldsof
grains crops, as yields of these crops are a function of the development curve of the green
canopy. Thesecondobjective of this studywas therefore theestimation of yields inabanana
plantation, using TM images. As the banana crop differs considerably from a grain crop, a
different approach was required.
Most studies relating spectral information toplant parameters of various kinds haveused
fieldspectrometry and very specific information such as LAIand biomass (e.g., Richardson
etal., 1983;Tucker, 1977, 1979).In this study onlyinformation wasused that canbeeasily
obtained for any banana plantation (i.e. actual yields and spectral information from TM
images). For managementpurposes, mostplantations keeprecords of theyieldsper section.
Thethirdobjective of this study was totest whether acombination of remote sensing and
soil survey data would improve the regression models of each of these variables separately.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Thestudyarea
The study was carried out on the plantation "Santa Maria" which covers 370 ha and is
located in the Guacimo district of the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica. The climate is tropical
and humid with a mean annual temperature of about 27°C (isohyperthermic) and an average
precipitation of about 3300 mm (perudic) (Soil Survey Staff, 1975).
The Atlantic Zone consists of a broad alluvial plain. The deposited sediments originate
from theCentral Cordillera, a mountainrangemainlyconsistingofvolcanicrocks.Thestudy
area is atthe footslopes of theTurrialba volcano. The sediments in the study area havebeen
deposited by the river Jimenez.

Thesoils
During the soil survey five different soil units were distinguished (Fig. 2.1), which are
briefly described below, classifications are according toICOMAND (1988)and SoilSurvey
Staff (1975).
Milanosoil. Classification: AndicHumitropept. This soil, located atthehighest positions
of the study area, isconsidered tobedeveloped in theremnants of Pleistocene fluvio-laharic
deposits. The Milano soil is a deep, moderately well to well drained soil with dark reddishbrown colours and slightly andic properties. Structure is moderately strong to strong crumb
and sub-angular blocky. The Milano soil is very porous and the texture class is very fine.
SantaMaria soil. Classification: Aquic Tropudalf. This soil is situated on the younger
river terrace than theterrace remnantsonwhich theMilano soiloccurs. TheSantaMaria soil
is a deep, moderately well drained soil with dark-brown to brown colours and no andic
properties. Structure is moderate to strongly developed angular blocky. Texture class isfine
to very fine.
La Lucha soil. Classification: Aquic Hapludand. This soil has been developed in recent
alluvial material. The La Lucha soil is moderately deep and moderately to poorly drained,
with clearly expressed andic properties. The colour is brown togreyish brown. Structure is
weak angular blocky and the porosity is high. Texture is sandy loam to loam.
Dos Novillossoil. Classification: Melanie Udivitrand. This soil is situated on the recent
natural levees of the Rio Jimenez. The Dos Novillos soil is deep and well drained with
clearly expressed andicproperties. Thecolourisdarkbrowntobrown. Thestructure isweak
sub-angular blocky and theporosity is high. The soil has a loamy texture with a sandy subsoil.
Bosquesoil. Classification: FluventicTropaquept. This soilissituated inthebackswamps
of theRioJimenez. The Bosque soil isa deep, poorly drained soil with noandicproperties.
The colour is yellowish grey to dull brown. The structure is strong angular blocky and the
porosity is high. The texture is very fine.

Yield data
The banana grown on the plantation is the clone "Valéry". Throughout the year fruit
bunches are produced at a rather constant rate. All possible stages of development can be
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Dos Novillos Soil
Santa Maria Soil
La LuchaSoil

^ ^

Milano Soil

^ ^ g Bosque Soil

Fig. 2.1 Soil map of the study area. Below right, sectionmap of the study area.Shaded
areaswereexcluded.
found within the same plantation. Fruit are produced about 10months after thepseudostem
starts to grow (Soto, 1985). The total fruit production depends on: (1) the number of fruit
bunches per ha; (2) the weight per bunch; (3) the time lapse between subsequent bunches
from the same plant (stool).
The plantation is divided into 47 sections (Fig. 2.1), varying from 6to 12ha. Yield data
were collected per section. The following yield data were used in the study:
(I) The number of bunches produced per ha per week for each section during the period
of May 1987-May 1988.
(II) The average bunch weight per section. This was collected in May 1988 by counting
the "hands" per bunch (one hand consists of a number of bananas attached to the bunch at
the sameplace) and using the relation between bunch weight and number of hands as found
by Jaramillo (1979): W=5.107HB-18.043, Where HB=the number of "hands'Vbunch and
W=mean bunch weight (kg).
(III) The gross production, calculated from the previous two data.
In the study only 42 sections havebeen used (Fig 2.1). For two sections yields data were
incomplete and the area of three sections has been enlarged since the TM image had been
recorded.
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TheTMimage
TheTMimageused wasrecorded inFebruary 1986.Band4,hereafter referred toasTM4
and a number of TM band combinations which are commonly used to estimatebiomassand
LAI were included in this study. The "raw" data, available in bytes (0-255), were transformed into reflection percentages using the method as described by Markham and Baker
(1987). In order to rearrange the available spectral information, a principal component
analysis wasperformed. Thefirstprincipal component wasalso included inthestudy. Table
2.1 provides an overview of ratios and band combinations being used.

Combining data withageographicinformation system
The interpretation of TM images and geographic information was done with the ERDAS
system (ERDAS Inc., 1987). To compare TM information, soil and yield data maps were
digitized and transformed geometrically to fit the TM image. For theclassification usewas
made of supervised pattern recognition. Four training samples were selected, covering the
entire range of banana crop reflectance characteristics. Mean, covariance and standard
deviation were calculated to test homogeneity of the training samples. The classification of
thepicture elements (pixels) was done by meansof a minimum distance classifier. Only the
pixels classified as banana pixels were further considered. The classified TM image was
overlain by the digitized soil and section maps. A routine was developed to calculate the
mean and standard deviation of the pixels of each digitized polygon (sections or units).
Pixels, situated on the boundary of the two polygons were discarded.
Thefollowing datawereextracted: (a)thearea ofeach section; (b)thefraction of thearea
of each soil unit per section; (c) the average value of TM4, band combination or principal
component per section; and (d) the average value of TM4, band combination or principal
component per soil unit per section.

Interactionof spectral radianceandbanana leaves
Gardner etal. (1985)have summarized theinteraction of thewavelengthsof the Thematic
Mapper with a vegetation canopy. The TM1, TM2 and TM3 can be considered to contain
information concerning thechlorophyll andpigment concentration in the first layer of leaves
near the topof thecanopy. TheTM4 responds to multipleleaf layers. Reflectance continues
toincrease non-linearly,with increasing numberoflayers, uptoavaluewhich is 85%higher
than the reflectance from a single leaf (Myers, 1970). The TM5 and TM7 both respond to
changes in leaf area or water content. The TM5 interacts with more than one leaf layer,
though not with as many layers as the TM4, and the TM7 responds to the first layer of
leaves only.
Since the TM4 is the most important TM waveband which responds to multiple leaf
layers, Gardner etal. (1985) considered thisband tobe the principal vegetative response or
leaf area indicator. Since the canopy of a banana crop is nor closed, a considerable amount
of theTM4 reflectance originates directly from the soil. In order tominimize the soil effect,
various combinations of TM4 with other bands were tested.
Onlybiomassand LAI can bedirectly estimated on thebasis of spectral information (e.g.
Tucker, 1979;Williamson, 1988; Plummer, 1988).Yieldsmustbeestimatedindirectly,using
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correlations with biomass, LAI (leaf area index) or other crop characteristics. For banana it
is assumed that the LAI and biomass were also correlated with yield.

Statisticalprocedures
The central question in this study is how to explain variations in yield data by readily
availableinformation like soil mapdelineations and TM images. Asthe number of available
yield data was too limited to apply geostatistical methods, use was made of statistical
methods on the assumption that observation were independent. Several regression analyses
were carried out, depending upon the sets of explanatory variables.
(1) To explain variations in yield on the basis if TM data, a simple linear regression
model was used. This approach seemedjustified, given therather small rangeof reflectance
values in spite of the non-linear relationship between radiance
andbiomass (Tucker, 1979;Plummer, 1988).Theregression model wasapplied totheTM4
band and several band combinations and is formulated as:
K=a 0 +«iSPEC,

(1)

where SPEC, is the mean pixel value of a spectral band or band combination for section
i(i=1,... ,42),Y,;istheactual yield for section ianda 0and a, areparameters, tobeestimated
by the model.
(2)Toexplain yield variationson thebasis of soil unitsamultiplelinear regression model
was used:
^.=/t+/31B01.+ftDN,.+ftLL1+/34MI1.+^SM,.

(2)

where BO„ DN„ LL„ MI„ SM,(i=1 42)denote the fraction of thearea of the soil units
"Bosque", "Dos Novillos", "La Lucha", "Milano" and "Santa Maria", respectively, in the
ith section. Yt represents the actual yield for section i, n is the mean value, and the 0's are
parameters. Because the fractions for every section sum upto 1, contrasts of the parameters
(e.g., n+ßj) provide an estimate for the average yield production in they'th soil unit.
(3) To explain yield by soil map units and TM data, two different multiple linear
regression models were used. The first model is a combination of eqs. 1and 2, where the
reflectance, in the band combination as obtained from eq. 1, for section i is included as an
extra explanatory variable:
Yi=a0+alSVECi+ßlBOi+ß2DN!+ß}LLi+ß4Ml+ß5SMi

(3)

where the names of the variables correspond with the names mentioned above. However,
different coefficients will be obtained. In fact, this model was applied only with the TM4
band, being the most promising variable of the first model. The extra variable was included
to detect additional information from TM4. This model can be interpreted tobe an analysis
of how much variation in the residuals from eq. 2 can be explained by the TM4 band.
In the second model the explanatory variables are obtained by multiplying the average
TM4 value per soil fraction with the fraction of the soil units per section:
y(=70+7,TMBO<+72TMDN,+73TMLL/+74TMMI/+75TMSM/

(4)
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WhereTMBO„ TMDN,, TMLL,.,TMML,TMSM,.(i=l,...,42) correspond with the fraction
of the soil types Bosque, Dos Novillos, La Lucha, Milano and Santa Maria, respectively, in
the z'th section, multiplied by the TM4 value within this fraction. Again, 7, represent the
actual yield for section i and the y' sare parameters to be estimated by the model.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bananayields andthematicmapperdata
Theregression results (Table2.1) indicate that there are substantial difference among the
R2 for grossproduction, bunch weight and bunch number on thebasis of spectral reflectance
values. The best explanatory variables for the actual yield appear to be the TM4 and
'Greenness'. In Fig. 2 TM4 is plotted against gross production.
Table2.1 Testedratios andcombinations ofTM bandsandresults ofspectralestimation on
actualyield
Name
TM4
NIR/red'
ANIR/red)1
NIR-red'
VI1
l/VI'
TVT
NIR/MIR2

Greenness3
Brightness3
Wetness3
PCI

Formula

R2
gr. prod.

#bunch

weight

.30*
.28*

.24*
.22*

.28*
.30*

.22*
.24*

7(VI+0.5)
TM4/TM5
(TM4-TM5)/TM4+TM5)
(TM4-TM3)/(TM5+TM7)

.46*
.42*
.42*
.45*
.41*
.40*
.40*
.27*
.25*
.32*

.27*
.26*
.26*
.20*
.19*

.22*
.22*
.22*
.13
.12

.23*

-.27TM1-.22TM2-.55TM3+.72TM4+.07TM5- .17TM7
.29TM1+.25TM2+.48TM3+.56TM4+.44TM5+.17TM7

.46*
.04

.30*
.02

.15
.24*

.15TM1+.18TM2+.33TM3+.34TM4

.21*
.34*

.16*
.24*

TM4/TM3
v/(TM4/TM3)
TM4-TM3
(TM4-TM3)/(TM4+TM3)
(TM4+TM3)/(TM4-TM3)

-.62TM5 -.42TM7
-.12TM1-.08TM2-.19TM3+.73TM4-. 56TM5-.31TM7

.03
.10
.25*

NIR=Near Infrared; MIR=Middle Infrared; VI=Vgetation Index; TVI=Transformed Veg. Index; PC=Principal
Component
1
See Tucker, 1979; 2See Williamson, 1988; 3See Crist and Cicone, 1984;
* Significant at a = 0 . 1 .

In all cases the regression model explaining variation in gross production has the highest
R2, followed bynumber ofbunchesandaveragebunch weight. Itcanbeconcluded thatgross
production is the best estimable yield characteristic.
A considerable part of the observed variation could not be accounted for, because
interpretation of the TM image was restricted to a particular day and the yields were whole
year averages. Also, soil reflectance may have a disturbing contribution in the total
reflectance. However, band rations, normally used to minimize soil influence, did not lead
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to an increase in the R2 when compared with the sole useof TM4. an explanation might be
that the variation in reflectance values within someTM bands is very small. Even the TM4
band has a coefficient of variation of only 0.06, with values ranging from 33.5 to 42.6.
Gross Production (kg/ha/week)
Thousands

1.1

33

34

35

36

37 38 39 40
Reflection % TM4

41

42

43

Fig. 2.2. Gross productionplotted against %reflectionofTM4. Results of the bestmodel
obtainedwith eq. 1 (seetext).
Bananayields andsoil surveydata
Results (Tables 2.2 and 2.3) indicate that the sol survey data explain as much as 67% of
thevariation inbananayields.Moreover, therearelargedifferences inproduction amongthe
fivesoil units. Grossproduction, bunch numberandbunch weight arethehighestontheDos
Novillos Soil. Thelargest difference in gross production (392kg ha'week1) and weight (5.7
kg/bunch)areencountered whencomparing thissoilwith theBosquesoil,whereasthelargest
difference in the number of bunches (11.5 ha'week1) is encountered when comparing this
soil with the Milano soil. Production on the other sol units is intermediate and differences
are not significant.

Table 2.2 Estimatesandstandarderrorof estimate(SEE) of theyields basedon eq. 2
Soil unit

Gross prod. (kg ha'week')
estimate
SEE

Bunches (nr.ha''week

')

Weight (kg/bunch)

estimate

SEE

estimate

SEE

Milano
Santa Maria
La Lucha
Bosque

621
783
710
504

137
58

28.3
37.9

5.0
2.1

22.4
20.6

1.5
1.5

59
58

35.4
30.1

2.1
2.1

20.1
17.0

1.5
1.5

Dos Novillos

896

68

39.8

2.5

22.7

1.7

Variation of measuredbananayields in Costa Rica
Theregression modelexplainsvariation ingrossproduction best, followed bybunch number
and bunch weight. A model based on soil units provides better estimates for yield than a
model based on theTM image (Table 2.3). Considering theinternal variability of soil maps
(up to 40%, Marsman and De Gruijter, 1986) the soil survey data are rather successful in
explaining the differences in production. This stresses the relevance of soil survey information when explaining banana yields.
Table 2.3 R2 ofyield estimationbydifferent equations
Eq. 1
Eq. 2
Eq. 3
Eq. 4

Gross production

Bunches

0.46

0.30
0.516
0.516

0.668
0.672
0.409

0.246

Weight
0.24
0.368
0.372
0.355

Bananayields and both thematicmapperandsoilsurveydata
The results of the regression analysis (Table 2.3) emphasize that no variation in the
residuals of eq. 2 is explained by TM4 values with eq. 3. Of interest is the high degree of
collinearity between TM4 and the soil unit values. This implies that the TM4 data are
strongly linked with the soil survey data, when explaining yield variation.
Although eq. 4 is promising as such, the R2 did not increase (e.g. R2=QAQ9)for gross
production. This could be due to the often small number of 30m x 30m pixels per fraction
of a soil unit in a section. Images with a higher resolution are potentially attractive to be
applied in this type of study.
The above results lead to the conclusion the eq. 2 is the best linear model to explain
variation in actual yield.
In the present study was compared at the level of sections because yield data were not
available for smaller areas. However, both soil and TM data had a much smaller resolution.
Theaverage reflectance within asection, orwithin thefraction ofasoilunitwithinasection,
has tobe used tocompare TM data with yield data. Thus, variation of theTM image within
a section could be accounted for. This may partly explain why only a small part of the
variation in yield could be explained by the TM image.

Implicationsfor future research
In this study a simple relation was assumed between LAI and yield or between biomass
and yield. Until now, information on this relation is not available for a banana crop.
Research to define this relation is necessary to allow use of remote sensing techniques for
theestimation of banana yields. However, this explanatory study showed that yield differences can be related to reflectance data using published relations derived for other crops.
The TM image showed very clear spectral differences within the banana plantation.
However, due to the scale at which yield data were available, average reflectances per
section or per soil unit within sections, had to be used. In future, more site specific yield
data should be obtained. Observations within thedifferent soil units should be madeand this
does not present a problem since yields from individual plants can easily be recorded. The
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necessary number of measurements within each soil unit is a function of the internal
variation, which can be characterized by geostatistical techniques, and of the complexity of
the TM image.
Furthermore, crop characteristics like biomass, LAI and plant density need to be considered separately to explain the variation of the spectral response within sections.
Finally, eqs. 1-4 relate, of course, only to the study area. Independent tests will be made
in other plantations were the same soil units occur to establish the predictive quality of the
regression equations obtained in this study.
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LAND USE ZONES TO DESCRIBE LANDUSE AT SUB-REGIONALLEVEL.
The LEFSA sequence (Fresco et ah, 1990) defines the sub-regional level as one of the
hierarchies in agricultural systems. LEFSA is a conceptual model; It does not give an operational definition of land useat the sub-regional level. In theintroduction we mentioned the
lack of appropriate tools for the inventory and description of land use at this level. We also
pointed out the possible application of land use and vegetation maps. These aim at the
identification ofvegetation typesand crops,butlackinformation on farms (see, for example,
the USGS land cover-land use classification system for use with remote sensor data
[Anderson, 1976] or the CORINE land use classification [CORINE, 1989]). Farm information from statistical sources or limited field work has to be added. The LUZ approach,
presented in this thesis, adopts such a strategy. The intention toexplicitly describe land use
at the sub-regional scale has been expressed earlier by Van Wijngaarden and Kooiman
(1988). However they did not further elaborate the idea.
The land use zone (LUZ) and its associated land use pattern (LUP) give an operational
definition of land useat sub-regional scale. TheLUZ provides thegeographical basis for the
inventory of land use. TheLUZs prove torepresent stationary spatial features in thearea of
study, when theybelong totheagricultural land. Thestabilityof theLUZboundaries intime
do indicate that the LUZs are spatial objects representing meaningful entities in reality, in
stead of LUZs being more or less arbitrarily defined units, having relevance only for the
purposeofmapping.ThepermanentgeometriccharacteristicsalsoindicatethattheLUZmay
serve as a geographic reference units for monitoring land use change.
Land use is described in terms of the LUP. In case LUZ refers to one farm or part of a
farm, the LUP may denote a single land utilization type (LUT) (e.g. cultivation of banana
as a plantation crop) or a combination of LUTs. In case LUZ refers to an area comprising
many farms, the LUP may denote a single farming system (e.g. large cattle farms) or a
combination of farming systems. The LUZ approach has been applied to the Guacimo-Rio
Jiménez-Siquirres (GRS) region, a representative part of the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica.
LUZs provided relevant insight in the sub-regional land use structure in this region. Atotal
of 43 distinct LUPs were defined, distributed among the major land use categories (area of
natural vegetation, area of agricultural penetration, agricultural area, plantation area,
residential area, and other).
For LUZs that comprise many farms, the farming systems were investigated. Clear
differences infarming system composition wereobserved. Theinvestigationalso showed that
there is always a clear dominance of one farming system. The dominant farming system,
sometimes in combination with the sub-dominant system, is generally sufficient to describe
the LUP. In doing so, the description would comply with 80 to 90 percent of the farms in
a LUZ (see Chapter 3, Part I).
Also land use change could be described adequately on the basis of LUZs. The LUZs
satisfactorily indicated the place and type of land use change. Changes in land use were
consistent for LUZs that showed comparable land usepatterns (Chapter 4, Part I). It means
that certain trends inland usechangecould beobserved. Thesetrends could beexplained by
change in market prices or were confirmed by production figures.
We conclude that the LUZ represents a relevant entity for the inventory and description
of land use and land use change at the sub-regional scale. However, some aspects of the
application of the concepts LUZ and LUP require further investigation:
1. The farming systems were described in somewhat general terms, since the
objective was to prove that differences in farming system composition existed
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between sub-regions.Thedefinition offarming systems,especially withreference
totheappropriate level of detail, deserves further attention. The farming system
should express the correspondence between the farms within one sub-region,
while the specific farm characteristics should be treated at farm level.
LUZ has been described mainly as a compilation of elementary objects. However, an LUZ also represents a single entity. The independent role of the LUZ
(with its associated LUP) in the analysis of land use should be further investigated. Also, attention should be devoted to thejustification of the LUZ as an
agricultural system. Theinvestigation should givean explanation as to why specific LUPs occur and why LUZs exhibit a particular dynamic behavior.
The LUZ approach is expected to be of general interest for applications that
require information on sub-regional land use(e.g. for agricultural statistics). The
LUZ represents a unit of observation for land use inventory. Its application as
a functional unit for sub-regional land use analyses and planning has been
addressed in Part III, though only with respect to bio-physical land potentials.
The functional aspects of the LUZ require further attention (e.g. the relevance
of the LUZ in view of developing alternative land use scenarios).

OBJECT-ORIENTED DATA MODELING
In recent years much attention has been devoted to object-structured data bases. The
application hereof in a GIS environment has been investigated (Gahegan, 1988; Roberts et
al., 1991).Theobject-oriented approach hasbeen developed for applications whosedata are
naturally viewedasacollection ofobjects. Thisislessevident for applicationsliketheinventory of land cover, land useor soils. The inventory traditionally focuses on the demarcation
of areas of land to describe specific land characteristics, rather than on the recognition of
objects in theterrain. Thebasic model underlying thetraditional approach tomapping isthat
of the attribute value linked to a specific location. The observations are grouped (or clustered) to form mapping units with associated thematic classes. The clustering (referring to
spatial grouping of observations as well as the definition of thematic classes) makes useof
intuitiveandassociativeknowledge(e.g.bymeansofinterpretation ofaerialphotos).Criteria
for clustering are often not madeexplicit. The 'land unit' concept (Van Gilsetal., 1987)is
illustrative in this respect. The 'land unit'representsa "holistically defined tract of land that
is ecologically homogeneous". With holistic is meant that the land unit integrates the
description of the terrain, soil, land cover and land use. An example of the application of
land units for the mapping of agrotopoclimates is given by Zuviria (1992). The 'holistic'
view is also expressed by Meijerink (1985) and van Wijngaarden and Kooiman (1988).
The object-oriented approach starts from a different concept, namely from objects that
exist in reality of which the geometric and thematic characteristics can be determined
independently. Therelations between objects are defined through classification, aggregation
and association, and the objects have a dynamic behavior.
We successfully modeled land use in the GRS area, by applying an object-oriented
approach: the LUZ represents the basic spatial object of which the geometric (the LUZ
boundaries) and thematic characteristics (land use pattern) were determined independently;
relationsbetween LUZsaredefined byclassesofcorresponding land usepatterns;LUZsand
agricultural fields are related byaggregation and it isassumed that LUZs can be aggregated
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to land use regions (tobe investigated still); LUZs and farms define an association; and we
could identify the LUZs at the different points in time, which enabled us to investigate the
dynamic behaviour of the LUZs.
The application of an object-structured data model implies that the data are stored per
object. This provides opportunities to integrate data from different sources, dates, scale or
resolution in a structured manner. In the conventional approach no structure for the integration of data isprovided. Weusedataof different periods todetermine theobject characteristics of these periods. This means that we can compare or integrate the data from these
different periods at object level. In the same way we can integrate data related to different
scales by using thisdata for description of objects and relating theobjects through aggregation. Alsoat theobject level that wecanintegrate different data types or data from different
datasources,becausethedifferent sourcesareusedtodescribethecharacteristics of thesame
object. Thecombined useofaerialphotosofdifferent type, scaleanddate,ofremote sensing
dataofdifferent datesand of tabulardata (likefarm survey data)todescribe theLUZs might
illustrate the opportunities for data integration. The opportunities for data integration,
especially with respect to scale levels in land use inventory, should be further investigated
and verified through implementation of the model.
Theobject-oriented approachalsoprovidesopportunitiesfor methodological improvement,
by making use of the mutual character of the relations between objects. For example, the
compositeobjects inherits theattribute valuesof itselementary objects. Viceversa, doesthe
composite object define a context of the elementary object. The context information can be
used tobetter (morereliable) interpret phenomena related totheelementary object level. For
example, the LUZ serves as a context for the interpretation of the land cover classes with
respect toland utilization types.In thesameway maythegeneral LUZ classdefine acontext
for theclassification of the LUZs at thelower level in theclassification hierarchy. Thinkof
the differentiated classification of LUZs that belong to the agricultural area and to the area
of natural vegetation. The useof context information in this manner and theopportunities it
offers for structuring the land use inventory process deserves additional attention.
With respect to describing land usechange by means of object dynamic behaviour some
difficulties were encountered. These pertain especially to the interdependent nature of the
object characteristics and the intricate relation between the classification, aggregation and
association structure of objects. The following observations were made:
1. In the FDS the object class defines a relation between objects on the basis of a
common attribute structure. These can often be related to classes defined on the basis
of corresponding attribute values. For example, the LUZ can be seen as an object
class, such as thephysiographic mapping unit, thefarm, road and river. Each of these
objects classes has its own attribute structure. All LUZs are described by the land
cover composition. However, wecandistinguish characteristically different land cover
patterns and on that basis we can classify the LUZs. The classes refer to LUZs with
corresponding values for land cover composition. However, the classes also denote
specific LUPs (e.g. agricultural land, area of natural vegetation). The description of
land use for each of these categories will require distinct attribute structures. They
might therefore be considered to represent object classes. More so, because the aggregation structure (e.g. agricultural fieldsbeingpresent ornot)and dynamicbehavior
ofobjectsbelonging tothesedifferent classes isalsobecharacteristically different. The
inclination to treat all LUZs as belonging to the same object class will hamper the
adequate description (or modeling) of land use.
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The distinction, in this case, must be sought in the different contexts the object
characteristics refer to. The land cover data has relevance within the context of the
system tothedescription ofobject characteristics, whiletheland usedatahasrelevance
within the users' context.
2. Change in object geometry has implications for the object thematic characteristics.
This hastobetaken into accountinevaluating object dynamicbehavior. For example,
changeintheLUZ boundary willaffect theland cover composition. Therefore, change
in the land cover composition can only be evaluated effectively if nochange occurs in
the object boundaries or if the effect of the change in LUZ boundary on the cover
composition can be accounted for.
Stationary characteristics are required toevaluate change. Theobject class determines
which particular characteristics might be assumed to be stationary. The LUZs pertaining to the agricultural areas tend to exhibit stationary boundaries. This is not the
case in areasof agricultural penetration, for instance. In theagricultural areas land use
changecanconsequently beinventoried through changeintheLUZ land covercomposition. For monitoring change in thearea of agricultural penetration, other procedures
should be adopted. These examples demonstrates that the object dynamic behavior is
related to the object class.
3. Object dynamic behavior, referring to existing objects, does not adequately provide
for thedescription ofchangesasaconsequenceofnewobjectsappearing orold objects
disappearing. Split and merge (also called change in association structure) has been
added to the types of change already defined (see Chapters 1and 2, Part 1).
4. Different types of aggregation can be defined at the samelevel of aggregation. When
these different types refer to the sameclass of elementary objects, than an association
between composite objects of these different types can be defined through common
elementary objects. Anassociation of twoor moreelementary object classesisdenoted
by the composite objects class that contains these elementary object classes. The
composite object in such case represents an association.
For example, the relation between LUZs and farms is modeled through association.
Both entities refer tothe samelevel of aggregation; both arean aggregation of agricultural fields. Many farms may belong to one LUZ and vice versa many LUZs may
belong toone farm. ALUZ may then beassociated toa farm by theagricultural fields
they have in common.
LUZs that belong to the "area of agricultural penetration" are an exampleof objects that
represent an association. The areas of agricultural penetration consist, on the one hand,
of grasslands with the elementary objects referring to fields and, on the other hand, of
forest and other areas of natural vegetation in which case the elementary objects refer to
areas with homogeneous land cover.
The relations that exist between the object classes (of both composite and elementary
objects), types of aggregation, types of association and object dynamic behavior, and the
opportunities this offers for modeling of land use should be further investigated.
ADATA DRIVEN, KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO THE RECOGNITION
OF LAND USE PATTERNS
Athird theme in thisthesis is theuseof satellite imagery (SI)and aerial photos (APs) for
theinventory of land useand land usechange. Becauseweadopted anobject-based strategy,
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these materials are used to identify and classify objects: LUZs in this event. The identification and classification of the LUZs on the basis of these materials involves pattern
recognition. With respect totheidentification and classification of LUZse.g. spatialpatterns
(or field patterns) and the land cover patterns were investigated.
TheLUZs, however, werenotdefined atthebeginningoftheinvestigation. Onlyageneric
object model was defined. Because the object definition is context-dependent, insight in the
context is required. As regards to the object definition for land use inventory, insight is
required in sub-regional land use and in the role of the objects in land use analysis and
planning. These insight were lacking at the beginning.
Theuseof SIor APsseemsconflicting. Theconflict isduetothefact that these materials
serves toprovide theinsights in theregional context, while theseinsight are required for its
proper interpretation. This leads to an iterative procedure with feedback loops. This is
illustrated by the procedure for land use inventory in the GRS area. First, the aerial photos
were used toinvestigate spatialpatterns. On thebasis hereof theLUZs were identified. The
LUZ characteristics are subsequently determined, which provides some insight in the subregional land use structure. This information is than again used to improve the aerial photo
interpretation. Another example of an iterative procedure with feed back loops is given by
the land cover classification.1
Our results demonstrate that remote sensing and aerial photography can be employed
successfully as tools in land use inventory at the sub-regional level. However, equally
important is the structuring and description of the land use inventory process. The process
structure or logic is defined by the sequence of steps in the inventory process. We identified
the following steps (see Part II):
1. Identification of the LUZ, i.e. delineation of the land use zones on the basis of
the spatial (field) pattern. Theland usepattern isassumed tobeexpressed in the
field pattern. The APinterpretation serves tomakean inventory of theoccurring
fieldpatterns. On this basis the LUZ are delineated.
2. Land cover classification. The land cover classification serves to enable the
quantitative description of the land cover characteristics of the LUZs.
3. Determination of theLUZ imagecharacteristics (data extraction). This stepconcerns the land cover composition and field size distribution, both assumed to
express the LUPs. The specific land use characteristics associated with the land
cover composition and the field distribution are still to be determined.
4. Quality check. Statistical evaluation of thediscrimination between land usezones
as regards thecharacteristics mentioned under step 3(analysis of variance, cluster analysis). Acceptance or rejection of theland usezone interpretation; in case
of rejection, adaptation of the land use zone delineation if indeed interpretation
error is concluded.
5. Definition of thedata classes (e.g. composite land cover classes, mean field size
classes) on thebasis of theresults of thecluster analysis conducted in step4. To
define the clusters, homogeneity criteria and criteria for separability (minimum
distance) are specified.

1

Information on land cover is inferred from spectral data: general information on land cover is
obtainedby using the SI; this information is aggregated to LUZ level; the landcover composition of the LUZ
tellssomethingabouttheoccurring landcover types(or landutilizationtypes);andthisinformation is fedback
to the original land cover classification to obtain information on the specific land cover.
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6. Field and farm survey; definition of the farming systems and classification of
farms.
7. Evaluation of therelationbetween measured imagecharacteristics and field data.
Specification oftheinformation categories(landusepatterns);specification ofthe
mapping rules; land use zone classification.
8. Evaluation of results.
Much attention is devoted to class definition, being a very important element in theprocedure. A"data-driven" approach isadopted toobject classification. Also, aclear distinction
is made between data classes and information categories in order to structure the classification process. The data-driven approach provides a solution to theclassification of objects
when classes are not a-priori defined. It isa strategicanswer totheproblem of the useof SI
and AP stated earlier, namely that these materials are used to obtain insight in the context
whilethisinsightisalsorequired for itsproper interpretation. Theclassesareinductive:they
result from the inventory process.
First, the LUZs are categorized in terms of data classes. The data classes refer to the
image characteristics of the LUZ. The definition of the data classes is based on statistical
analysis of differences between the objects (LUZs). As such, the classes reflect the degree
to which objects can be distinguished on the basis of their characteristics (the classes
represent theappropriate levelofgeneralization).Thequalityof theinputdatahasbeentaken
into account, especially in determining minimum required distances between groups.2 The
set of data classes fulfils the two requirements: it must be exhaustive and the classes must
be separable (see Chapters 4 and 5, Part II).
Secondly, the land use characteristics of the LUZs with corresponding data class values
areinvestigated, and theLUPs(theinformation categories) aredefined accordingly (Chapter
3, PartI). Finally, allLUZsareassigned anLUPonthebasisof theirdataclassvalues. The
approach yielded LUPsthatprovided specific and accurateinformation onland useonasubregional scale. Theassumption thatfieldpattern and land cover composition are anexpression of the land usepattern is confirmed.
In the literature little attention is devoted to the problem of defining appropriate classes,
while this is necessary to obtain reliable and accurate classification results. The subject of
class definition is generally not elaborated in reports. A data-driven (or unsupervised)
approach to classification is applied in thefieldof remote sensing, where it concerns a per
pixel classification. Such an approach has not yet been used to classify complex spatial
objects.
Bymakingaclear distinction between dataclassesand information categories, thecontextdependent decisions could be made explicit. These decisions refer to the rules for mapping
of the data classes to the information categories. The definition of these mapping rules is
based onobservations of whetherobjectsbelongingtothesamedataclassrepresent meaningful information categories (Chapter 3, Part I).Therules in fact denotehowthedata (classes)
are to be interpreted in thegiven regional and application context (e.g. interpretation of the
spectral classes in terms of land cover; interpretation of the composite land cover in terms
of land use pattern). Because we are not able, as yet, to describe this context formally and

For example, the reliabilityof the landcover classification isexpressed inthewidthofthe composite
land cover classes; The quality of the AP interpretation will influence the difference in field sizecharacteristics
between LUZ and herewith the definition of the mean field size classes.
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adequately, expert knowledge isrequired to makethese context-dependent decisions. In our
case, expert knowledge is applied to the following tasks:
The photo interpretation for the delineation of the LUZ;
The definition of the appropriate land cover classes and the interpretation of the
spectral classes with respect to land cover;
Thedefinition of land usepatterns and theinterpretation of theLUZ characteristics with respect to land use.
This expert knowledge is expressed by the mapping rules. These rules guide the conditional assignment of class labels to theobjects. Wecould define a decision tree to structure
a complex decision process in which manycriteria need tobeevaluated, such as the classification of LUZs. The decision tree imposes a hierarchical order on the application of the
decision rules. Thus, whatisprovided isa strategy tosupport theexpert in making decisions
in complex situations for which no standard solutions are available.
The use of such decision rules is typical for knowledge-based (expert) systems. In recent
years there has been increasing interest in developing knowledge-based systems to help
automate remote sensing image interpretation or to analyze geographical data in general.
Robinson and Frank (1987) provide an overview of expert systems for GIS. An examplein
the field of land evaluation is ALES (Rossiter, 1990). For the expert system approach to
imagery interpretation, see Goodenough et al. (1987), Hadipriono et al. (1991), Skidmore
et al. (1989), Srinivasan and Richards (1990), Wilkinson and Mégier (1990) and Wu et al.
1988.Theapproach generally consistsof theapplication ofcontextrules(alsocalleddecision
rules, belief functions, or otherwise) for theinterpretation of imagery, whereby information
aboutthecontextisobtained from aGIS.Mostoftheseapproaches concern aperpixelbased
classification. Again, theapplication of an object-oriented approach toland useinventory is
new. It is important to realize that different classification strategies exist and that there are
different concept of data modeling. Attention should be devoted to criteria for selection of
a particular strategy or concept, which will depend on the situation.
This thesisdemonstrates thattheprocess of inference of land useinformation from satellite
imagery and aerial photoscan be structured and effectively described. Aclearprocess structure improves reproducibility of the results and enables the transfer of the methodology
applied. Parts of the inventory process, namely the use of spectral data and aerial photoderived data for the characterization and classification of the LUZs, can be described
quantitatively (Chapters4and5, PartII). Partsthatconcern thecontext-dependent classification of LUZs require expert knowledge; these parts are more difficult to formalize or
describe quantitatively (Chapter 3, Part I). These parts involves the interpretation of data.
The decisions can be described by mapping rules (Chapter 6, Part II) This, in turn, enables
the transfer of knowledge and the verification of the decisions. The rules can be easily
adapted, which willimproves the flexibility of thesystem. In applying theLUZ approach to
other regions, the mapping rules will need adaptation and tuning. The structure provided
might also serve to evaluate existing land use inventories.
In this thesis, an onset is given to a knowledge-based system for land use inventory and
analysis on a sub-regional scale. It provides an operational definition of land use, a data
structure for the description of sub-regional land use, and an a method for the inventory of
land use and land use change employing satellite imagery and aerial photos. The viability,
flexibility and efficiency of the LUZ approach is tobeproven by the implementation of the
data model and land use inventory procedure.

APPENDIX A.
APPLICATION OF INDICES TO SPECTRALLY CHARACTERIZE
GENERAL PURPOSE LAND COVER CLASSES: A CASE STUDY IN
THE ATLANTIC ZONE OF COSTA RICA
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1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 3 of Part 2 discussed the spectral and spatial complexity of second generation
satellite imagery. It isthe source of thedifficulty and tediousness of the task of locating and
delineating training statistics with statistical properties suitable to the maximum likelihood
classification. Reduction of the number of spectral features and parameters to describe the
land cover would facilitate the definition of training classes. The question is, of course,
whether the reduced set of spectral features allows discrimination between thecover classes
and whether the features are related to relevant cover characteristics. The selection of the
spectral features as well as the relevant parameters todescribe land cover requires insight in
cause-effect relationships concerning spectral response.
For theinvestigation of thespectral characteristics ofremotely sensed imageryoneshould
review the work done in the field of feature extraction. Various studies indicate that the
spectral reflectance pattern of land cover in Landsat-TM isbasically three dimensional. The
application of indices representing these three spectral dimensions is tested for generalpurpose land cover mapping in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica.
As regards the factors explaining spectral response, much work has been done on
modeling canopy reflectance. This work pertains to the development of vegetation indices,
e.g. for crop monitoring, as well as to the strides made in modelling vegetation canopies to
predict spectral response. Themodelsdeveloped sofar requiretoomuchspecific information
tobeof usefor general purpose mapping. Furthermore, thedescription of agricultural crops
in optical and microwave remote sensing studies, proposed by Cihlar et al. (1987), is too
detailed for general-purpose mapping. However, the insights developed in these disciplines
could be used to improve existing procedures for land cover classification.
The aim of the present study is to investigate ways to use indices (or spectral features)
for general-purpose land cover mapping. Study siteis the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica. The
spectral dataare from theLandsat Thematic Mapper (TM) satellitedata. The scene recoding
date was February 6, 1986.

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SPECTRAL CORRELATION
Foranexplanation ofthespectral variation, oneshould refer toworkonfeature extraction
and spectral correlation. Featureextraction isdonetotransform thespectraldataintospectral
features in order to obtain a better descriptive basis for the spectral signatures (Mulder,
1988). Mulder shows that the spectral variation can be decomposed into intensity variation
and two mixing factors: the spectral mixing of bare soil and vegetation, and the equivalence
of mixing water and bare soil spectral reflectance (equivalent to the three principal components, orPCs).Theintensity relates tostructural information, mainly through shadowand
shades (Mulder mentions geomorphology for example). The color picture (defined by hue
and saturation) contains 'spectral reflectance' information.
Kauth and Thomas (1976) and Crist and Cicone (1984) define three spectral features
which can be directly associated with physical scene characteristics. They are defined as
brightness, greenness and wetness. Brightness is responsive to changes in total reflectance
and to the physical processes which influence the total reflectance. Soil brightness is
measured by the brightness index. Particle size and soil surface roughness are mentioned as
factors affecting the soil brightness.
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Greenness (determined by the reflection in the MR in contrast to the sum of the visible
bands) isreported tobecorrelated tocanopy closure, green leaf area index (GLAI)and fresh
biomass. GLAI can also be estimated from the spectral mixture of the vegetation and the
underlying soil (Mulder, 1988).
Crist and Cicone (1984) mention that soil moisture status was found to be the primary
characteristic expressed in wetness, which seems to be in agreement with Mulder (1988),
who mentions the spectral mixingof water andbare soil as the second mixing factor. Given
thehigh weightsof the middleinfrared bandsand thesensitivity of thesebands for leaf water
content (Tucker, 1980), the wetness index will also be responsive to leaf water content and
plant water stress, aside from being responsive to soil moisture alone.
The spectral reflectance patterns of land cover are thusbasically three dimensional. This
is also indicated by the first three principal components. These often explain more than 95
%of the spectral variance and show clear correspondance with the three indices mentioned.
However, theprincipal components arehighly dependentonthescenecharacteristics andthe
proportion of different cover types in the scene.
The above suggests a correlation between indicés and specific cover characteristics.
Brightness, intensity, or the first principal component all reflect intensity phenomena. The
intensity is determined by structural properties, like relief for terrain and surface roughness
for soils. Structural properties can also be defined for vegetation canopies, e.g. canopy
surface roughness as determined by the size and spacing of the vegetation elements.
Greenness, thebare soil vegetation mixing factor, and often the second principal component (depending on the scene characteristics) reflect the amount of green vegetation. Aside
from greenness, many indices havebeen developed expressing the sametype of phenomena.
Linear combinations of red and photographic infrared have been denoted to correspond to
green leaf area index (GLAI) or biomass, generally referring toa specific cropor vegetation
type (Tucker, 1979; Curran, 1983; Clevers, 1986; Plummer, 1988). Other authors report
bettercorrespondence with theGLAIwhen themiddleinfrared (MIR)isincluded intheband
combination (Curran andWilliamson, 1978;Williamson, 1988).However, theMIRdoesnot
contribute to greenness or to the second PC in general, but it has a strong weight in the
wetness index and generally in the PC3. This means that greenness or vegetation indices
based on only the red and NIR bands are not exclusive indicators of green biomass. The
significance of both indices as such is still undetermined.
There are not many examples of indices being used for classification purposes. Haas
(1985)usedbrightness andgreennessvaluesinsteadoftheoriginal spectral bandstorepresent
cover types. The vegetation types were not defined in terms of properties explicitly related
to the brightness and greenness values. The use of indices is then more for the purpose of
data reduction.

3. MODELLING VEGETATION CANOPIES
Models of vegetation canopies have been made for predicting spectral response. The
objective is to estimate biophysical parameters from reflectance data through model inversion. Initially optical models for homogeneous vegetative canopies were developed (Suits,
1972). The parameters of the model can be related to solar zenith angle and canopy parameters such as leaf area index (LAI), leaf angle distribution (LAD), and hemispherical leaf
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reflectance and leaf transmittance. Variation in directional reflectance of vegetative canopies
is also a function of azimuthal viewing angle.
For forest canopies, similar properties are considered to determine the interception and
reflection of solar radiation. Peterson (1987) lists the following six structural properties:
- Leaf area index;
- Vertical distribution of foliage;
- Distribution of leaf inclination angles;
- Leaf transmittance, reflectance and scattering properties;
- Grouping or dumpiness of the foliage;
- Distribution of the leaf azimuthal angles.
These parameters are far too specific todescribed land cover classes for general-purpose
mapping. Distribution of leaf angleswill bespecific toplant species or vegetation types. The
vegetation type might, therefore, serve as a general indicator of LAD as well as thevertical
distribution of foliage. Leaf transmittance and reflectance properties have proven to be
dependent on internal leaf structure. In this respect discrimination between monocotyledons
(grasses andcereals) anddicotyledon plantsand vegetation types isrelevant (Clevers, 1992).
Franklin (1986) names basal area and leaf biomass as the structural parameters for forest
canopies. She concludes that these characteristics are expressed primarily in the visible
LANDSAT-TM bands 2 and 3, rather than in the TM band 4. She also states that the midinfrared channels do not show a relationship with varying stand densities, whereas Butera
(1986) concludes that the Thematic Mapper bands 1, 5 and 7 (the blue and mid-infrared
bands) are most significant in relating canopy closure to spectral response.
Three-dimensional models for heterogeneous canopies describe vegetation elements as
discrete objects. A geometrical optical model of a conifer forest canopy with snow as
background was presented by Li and Strahler (1985). The canopy is modeled as an assemblageof large solid three-dimensional objects. Sizeand spacingof theobjects and reflectance
of sunlit and shadowed parts of the object and the background determine total reflectance.
The spectral characteristics are expressed in brightness and greenness values. Brightness
valuesdecrease astreesareadded, until acertain density isreached. Thereafter, overlapping
occursand theproportion of shadowedpartsincreases nofurther. Greenness valuesrisewith
increasing tree density. A similar approach is followed by Jupp et al. (1986) in modelling
the vegetation structure of semi-arid eucalypt woodlands.
Goel and Grier developed a model for heterogeneous three-dimensional canopies, which
isinfact based on Suits' canopy reflectance model. Themodel ismostapplicable tocanopies
whosearchitecture canbedescribed byarepetitivepattern and tohomogeneous fully covered
canopies. Parameters are related to vegetation canopy spacing and size of the elliptical
subcanopy, in addition to earlier-mentioned parameters of the Suits' model.
In general terms, these properties related to size and spacing might be described by the
height (and variation therein) of the vegetation and by density of vegetation elements. The
following general characteristics are proposed for the description of vegetation types:
- Cover type: This denotes whether the cover class belongs to vegetated area, nonvegetated area (bare soil, rock, built-uparea) or water bodies, with reference tothe
associated characteristic shapes of the spectral curve.
Concerning vegetative cover, further subdivisions are made according to
vegetation type as defined by the characteristic geometry and with reference to the
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internal leaf structure. Thus, general vegetation types such as woody (or tree-like)
vegetation, grass, herband shrub vegetationaredifferentiated. Forexample, banana
and banana-like vegetation (plants belonging to the family of the Musaceae,which
is abundant in Costa Rica) is to be considered a separate cover, type due to the
specific geometric characteristics (leaves of more than 2 meters in relation to plant
height of 4 to 5 meters). Also palm trees, because of their specific geometry and
internal leaf structure (a monocotyledon), constitute a separate cover type.
- Surface roughness: This relates to the variation in height of the surface (surface
relief). It is relevant both to the non-vegetated surfaces and to the vegetative surfaces. It is intended as a measure for the amount of shadowing present. The variation inheight should beevaluated inrelation tothedistanceover which thechange
present itself.
- Density aspects: For homogeneous canopies, density can beinterpreted as GLAIor
biomass. For heterogeneous landcover types(e.g. woodlands), itcanbe interpreted
as canopy closure. Density determines the influence of the background reflectance
(e.g. bare soil or grass vegetation) on the spectral response. Itisrelated tothe spatial distribution of the elements within a composite land cover class.
Thewayinwhich theaboveproperties, i.e. roughnessanddensity, aremeasured depends
on the cover type. For forest cover types, a measure of the surface roughness can be
measured in terms of the distribution in stem diameter, rather than through the difficult
estimation of crown heights. For grass vegetations, an indication of surface roughness can
beobtained through direct measurement of maximumand minimum heightofthevegetation.
Ameasure of vegetation density can beobtained by simply counting the number of trees
or shrubs per unit of area. Measuring crown diameters and calculating the relative area
(projection of the crown area) of thevegetative layers is less relevant togeneral inventories.
For grass vegetation, biomass could be measured as an indication of the vegetation density;
alternatively simple measurement of the height of the vegetation might suffice.
In thepresent study, the spectral values of thecover types are obtained through sampling
of the image for known location and averaging for the corresponding pixel. The interpixel
spectral variance, as an expression of spatial phenomena, is not considered. The average
values are assumed to denote the reflectance of the cover type, representing the sum of
reflectance of the individual cover components weighted according to their respective
proportion in the area.

4. METHODS: BAND COMBINATIONS TESTED
The band combination listed in Table A.l are evaluated for their discriminative power
concerning theland cover classes, aswellas for theircorrespondance withcover characteristics. The different band combinations were taken from the literature.
They constitute a brightness index, being the simple sum of bands and the first principal
component, which will bediscussed later. Furthermore, they form combinations expressing
either the contrast between the NIR with the visible (like the second principal component,
the ratio of TM3 and TM4 or the normalized difference of these two TM bands [the normalized vegetation index, NVI])or the contrast between the MIRand the sum of the visible
and the NIR (like the third principal component, the ratio of TM4 and TM5, or the nor-
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malized difference of TM band 4 and TM band 5 [NORMDIF4-5]).

Table A.l. Band combinationstestedfor informativevalue as regards to the mappingof
vegetativecover classes
Name

TM Band or Band Combination

Sum Bands
Red
MR
Red/NIR
NVI
MIR
NIR/MIR
ND NIR-MIR

TM1+TM2+TM3+TM4+TM5+TM7
TM3
TM4
TM3/TM4
(TM4-TM3)/(TM4+TM3)!
TM5
TM4/TM5
(TM4-TM5)/(TM4+TM5)2
(TM4-TM3)/(TM5+TM7)3

PCI
PC2
PC3
For 66 locations corresponding to various cover types, the spectral values were determined through sampling of the Landsat-TM scene. The values for the linear combinations
are derived from these. In general, multiple samples were taken for the same cover type,
representing small differences in canopy structure or density of the vegetation.
Testing was subsequently done by:
Listing thecover samples in order of increasing index values for each of
the band combinations to see whether a logical order was induced;
Visual interpretation of the scatter plots; and
Cluster analysis.
The index or set of indices should permit discrimination between the cover types as
defined above. It should also provide for discriminative power within the cover type for
differences in surface roughness and vegetation density. For example, the grasslands should
be recognizable by their index values as a separate cover type, but the indices should also
portray the differences between the grassland vegetation types. Whether indices reflect
differences between grasslands is evaluated by listing the index values for all the samples
belonging to the same general cover type and investigating the corelation with general
vegetation parameters.

1

Tucker, 1979

2

Williamson, 1988
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Principal component transform
The first three principal components (PCs) corresponding to the Landsat TM scene of
the AtlanticZoneof Costa Ricaare shown in tableA.2. Theprincipal components transform
is calculated on basis of the covariance matrix.
For calculation of theprincipal components, part of the scene wasselected, excluding the
Atlantic Ocean. Thearea ispredominantly flat, with forest covering about 40 %of thearea.
Wooded area and grassland each covered about 15 %. The remaining part was divided
among bare soil or sparsely vegetated area (and built-up area to a limited degree), banana
plantations and land cover categories. Water bodiesrepresent only a small percentage of the
area.
The first principal component explained 68.8 % of the total spectral variation of the
scene. That is most of the spectral variation corresponds to brightness phenomena, being a
weighted summation of the spectral bands. The second principal component explained 22.8
%. Itisacontrast between thenear infrared band and thevisibleand middle infrared bands.
Itdeviates from the greenness of thetasseled capby thenegative load of the middle infrared
bands. The third principal component explains 6.1 %and is a contrast between the middle
infrared bands and the NIR and visible bands. This is more or less in agreement with the
wetness index of the tasseled cap transformation.

Table A.2. Eigenvectors corresponding to thefirst, second and thirdprincipalcomponent
(PC).
TM band no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Eigenvalues
Variance%

PCI

PC2

PC3

0.176
0.150
0.193
0.598
0.686
0.094
0.269

-0.327
-0.159
-0.315
0.749
-0.307
-0.098
-0.321

0.671
0.322
0.338
0.248
-0.507
-0.072
-0.150

780.8
68.8

258.8
22.8

69.1
6.1

5.2 Significance of indices for the discrimination of land cover classes
Brightness showscharacteristicvaluesfor thedifferent vegetativecovers (seeFigureA.1),
which seems to be related mainly to the form or structure of the vegetative surface:
- The forest training samples show low brightness values;
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- Secondary forest, treeplantations and densely wooded areas show increased brightness values;
- Banana plantations and dense scrubland have intermediate brightness levels;
- Shrub/grasslands and secondary vegetation with littlevariation in the height of the
vegetative surface have medium to high brightness values;
- Pasture with very smooth vegetative surfaces show the highest values.
Brightness does not differentiate vegetation types with more or less the same characteristicsforthevegetativesurface roughness, suchascertaingrasslands, secondary vegetation
and semi-perennial crops like yucca (Manihotesculenta). Other band combinations should
permit discrimination of these classes.
The combinations which contained only the NIR and/or the red reflectance band did not
give satisfactory results. Vegetated and non-vegetated areas could clearly be distinguished,
but within the vegetated areas discrimination was poor. The index values for vegetation
classeslikebamboo,banana, ornamentalcrops, grassland and secondary vegetation could be
found within the same range.
This is explained by the indices responsive to the mixing of bare soil and vegetation.
Vegetation indiceslikeTMband 4or thenormalized vegetation index (NVI)provide thebest
discrimination in the low range of the LAI or at low biomass levels. This can be concluded
from thereflection curves of thered and NIR reflectance in relation to LAI (Curran, 1983).
Investigation of the spectral variance for the cover classes showed that the variation of NIR
reflectance within the classes is too high in comparison to the overall variation in NIR
reflectance (or to the between-group variance) to allow discrimination of the cover types.
In the Atlantic Zone, areas are either bare or completely covered with vegetation. Mixed
forms are of minor importance. For complete vegetative covers, factors other than LAI or
biomass obviously play an important role in determining the reflectance in the NIR. LAI or
biomass have not been measured, but clear differences are expected between the cover
classes defined.
With respect toa specific croporvegetation type(i.e. with invariablegeometriccharacteristics), the NIR mightdenote clear difference in vegetation characteristics. This was shown
in a study concerning the yield prediction of banana, where the NIR proved to be the best
predictor of yield (Veldkamp et al., 1990).
This suggests that a hierarchical approach should be followed, in which the cover type
should first be identified before LAI or biomass can be estimated. It leaves the problem of
the identification of the cover types unresolved.
Better results were obtained when the MIR spectral bands were included in the band
combination. TM band 5 differentiates between the vegetated and non-vegetated areas, as
well as between grasslands and other vegetation types (e.g. secondary vegetation and (semi)perennial crops). The TM band 5 is less sensitive to internal leaf structure and possibly to
differences inplantgeometry, given thehighabsorbance of energy associated with leaf water
content. The differences between grassland and the other vegetation types as regards their
reflectance in theMIR mightbeexplained by several factors: thegrasslands are moresusceptible to drier climatic circumstances due to the influence of the direct incident radiation, the
more direct influence of winds, and the limited rooting depth; all these characteristics
influence leaf water content. But another possible explanation might be the inclusion of dry
grass in the grassland vegetation types.
The MIR in combination (or in contrast) with the NIR might then reflect the geometric
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characteristics of the vegetation and density aspects of the vegetation. Combinations ofNIR
and MIR differentiate between the following (see the scatterplot in Figure A.I.):
- Vegetated and non-vegetated areas (as do the TM band 1,2and 3or the vegetation
indices, though not so the brightness index);
- Grassland vegetation and woody and shrub vegetation, (which also reflects the
gradual changes in proportion between the two);
- Different typesof woody and shrub vegetation (based onthegeometric aspectof the
vegetation).
With respect to the woody and shrub vegetation, clear distinction is found between:
- Vegetation types with a closed and smooth canopy and relatively large leaves (like
bananaand theornamental cropDraceana massangeana) which show ahigh reflectance in the NIR and low reflectance in the MIR;
- Forest vegetation types showing low values in both the NIR and MIR reflectance;
- Woody and shrub vegetation like secondary vegetation and bamboo, which show a
large variation from medium to high response in the NIR but have medium values
for MIR reflectance.
- Grassland vegetation also reveals marked differences in the NIR (varying from
medium to high values) but shows high reflectance in the MIR.
The scatterplot in Figure A.l shows thebrightness valuesand the values for the NORMDIF4-5 of the land cover samples. The correlation between the brightness values and
NORMDIF4-5 is very low: an R-square equal to 0.09, which confirms the independenceof
both dimensions.
The importance of incorporating TM band 5 in the band combination is obvious. This is
in agreement with Williamson (1988), who stresses the importance of TM band 5 for
vegetation monitoring. However, the data does not suggest a correspondence of green leaf
area index (GLAI) or biomass to spectral features incorporating TM band 5, irrespective of
the cover type. The data seems toconfirm findings of the Butera (1986), who found that the
MIR bands were most significant in relating canopy closure to spectral response.
Therelevanceofdifferent combinationstothemappingof land cover wastestedbymeans
of a hierarchical cluster analysis, based on the normalized Z-values for Brightness and the
different band combinations. The results were considered satisfactory when the analysis
resulted in the grouping of related land cover types according to type and structure of the
vegetation. For the following band combinations, satisfactory and comparable results were
obtained:
- The NIR divided by the MIR (TM4/TM5);
- The NORMDIF of the NIR and the MIR [(B4-B5)/(B4+B5)];
- The NIR minus the Red divided by MIR [(B4-B3)/(B5+B7)].
5.3 Differentiation within the major cover types
Forestcover
Clearly deviant vegetation characteristics also exist within the major cover types. For
forest vegetation types, a difference is found with respect to the canopy structure. It is
reflected in thedeviating values for the estimated height of thevegetation and in thevalues
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Fig. B.l Scatterplotshowing the brightnessvalues (summation of thesix spectral TM
bands) and the values for the band combination (TM4-TM5)/(TM4+TM5) of the
vegetativeland coverclasses.
Explanation of the symbols:
0
Forest area
Forest with dominance of palm vegetation
Secondary forest
Pejivalle plantation (Bactris gasipaës)
Densely wooded area
Banana
Plantain (Musa AAB)
Ornamental crop (cana india, Dracaena massangeana)
Palm heart plantation
Coconut plantation (dwarf variety)
Secondary regrowth (herbs and shrubs)
Secondary woody vegetation
Pasture ('estrella','ratana','natural', etc.)
X
Neglected pasture
X'
Grass vegetation in and near lagoons
X"
Pasture (guinea) both well kept and neglected
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for stem diameter (see Table A.3.a). TheTOR329 sample represents aprimary forest type,
periodically inundated. Itischaracterized by thepresence of high emergent trees. Given the
stem diameter of 120cm, the maximum height of the vegetation mightbe somewhat underestimated. TOR429represents aforest typewithamoreevancanopy structure. Theemergent
trees have been cut in the past. For3 represents a secondary forest with a rather smooth
canopy surface.

Table A.3.a. Listingof thevaluesfor brightness,PCI, normalizeddifference ofband4 and
band5, and PCSfor theforest areas.
Training
samples
FOREST AREAS
TOR 329
FOR 1
TOR 428
TOR 429
FOR 3
TOR 228
TOR 328

Height of
canopy(m)
15 -35
15 -35
10-35
15 -25
12-20
9 - 10
8 - 10

Species

Diameter
stem (cm)

10 - 120
1910128yolillo

80
35
20
15

Sum
bands

232
250
259
273
281
268
265

PCI

107.7
119.7
121.9
130.7
137.2
122.8
123.3

TM4-TM5/
TM4+TM5

PC3

0.23
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.20
0.30

40.6
37.0
40.0
39.1
36.5
44.4
47.6

The different vegetation characteristics seem to be reflected in the brightness values
presented in Table A.3.a. Thebest correspondence is found between PCI and the maximum
height of the canopy (R-square equals 0.77). A similar correlation is obtained using the
brightness values (R-square equals 0.75). Taking the difference between minimum and
maximum height of the vegetative surface as a measure for surface roughness, a lower
correlation was found (R-square equals 0.53). The minimum height varies little and is a
rather arbitrary measure. It is therefore better to leave this out. Given the small sample
population, thefigures should beconsidered asamereindication ofpossiblecorrespondence.
The lower brightness values in this case are thought tobe related to increased shadowing
as a consequence of uneven canopy surface. The optical depth of the canopy of these forest
cover types is assumed not to vary signifanctly.
Two samples (TOR328and TOR228)deviate from thepattern, showing lower brightness
values than expected on the basis of the small difference between maximum and minimum
vegetation height. Both samples represent cover types, deviating in density and type of
vegetation and may therefore not be compared to the other forest samples. Both vegetation
types are found in peat areas. TOR328 is a rather open vegetation of palm trees (yolillo,
Raphia taedigera). TOR228 corresponds to a stand of poorly developed trees (Anacardium
excelsum)with a very open canopy structure. The open structure will increase the amount
of shadowing and therefore reduce total reflectance. Both forest types havea grass cover as
understory. Strong absorbance of theinfrared radiation byawater-logged soil in comparison
to the other forest types, which might explain the lower brightness values, is not observed.
The relevance of the NORMDIF of TM4 and TM5 or the PC3 to denote differences in
typeof vegetation isillustrated by thedeviant valuesobtained for TOR228and especially for
TOR328 in comparison to the other forest types. The far more open and thin vegetation of
TOR228 is reflected in lower values for the NORMDIF4-5.
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The yolillovegetation of TOR328ischaracterized by relatively high values for thePC3and
theNORMDIF4-5. In thisrespect, the high valueof theNORMDIF4-5 for the mature stand
of pejivalle trees (0.24, denoted as A" in Figure A.l) is remarkable in comparison to the
other wooded areas with comparable density of trees (index values of 0.08, 0.14 and 0.15,
samples denoted as A in the figure). Pejivalle (Bactris gasipaës)is also a palm tree (monocotyledon).
In general the transition of forest area to the less dense wooded area isreflected in lower
values for the NORMDIF4-5 and lower values for thePC3.

Grasslandvegetation
For grassvegetation agoodcorrespondence wasalsofound between brightnessand height
of the vegetation. The following sequence shows increasing brightness values:
- Wooded grasslands;
- Grasslands invaded by shrubs and herbs with height of vegetation upto3.50 meter;
- Clumped grasslands (grasses growing in tussocks) reaching up to 2 meters as a
result of poor maintenance and under grazing;
- Grasslands of medium height with somewhat irregular vegetation surfaces;
- Grasslands of short grasses and well-grazed pastures.
Thegrassland cover samplesand theircorresponding valuesarelisted inTableA.3.b.The
brightness showsaslightlybetter correlation with themaximum height of thevegetation than
withthePCI (R-squareof0.79versus0.74). Alsoherethedifference between maximumand
minimum vegetation height shows a lower correlation (R-square of 0.68). The fact that
brightness decreases with increasing heightof thevegetation mightbeexplained asapossible
effect of shading. The lower brightness values might also be explained as an effect of
increasing optical depth of the canopy being associated with the height of the vegetation.
For grasslands, the NORMDIF4-5 provides more information than the PC3 with regard
to the differentiation based on the dominant grass species. Guinea (Panicum maximum)
clearly shows lower values than the other species. Taller grass species like 'king grass' and
'cola devenado' {PennisetumpurpureumandAndropogonbicornis-Pas 20, Pas 21, Pas 12
and Pas 06) show higher values than pastures characterized by the presence of 'estrella'
(Cynodonnlemfluensis) or 'ratana' (Ischaemumciliare)and 'natural' (Axonopuscompressus).
There is no explanation for the high value of Pas04. It might be due to the influence of soil
background reflectance.

6. FINAL REMARKS
This investigation took the initiative to use indices for general land cover classification
purposes, with the aim to make theprocess of training statistics more profitable. As regards
the application of indices in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, the following conclusions or
remarks can be made:
1. Spectral differences between land cover classes are best expressed by thebrightness
index and the band combinations based on the contrast between the near infrared
(and visible TM bands) and the middle infrared bands.
2. Vegetation indices discriminate between vegetated and non-vegetated cover types.
They serve less to discriminate between the general vegetation land cover classes.
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Table A.3.b.Listingofthe valuesfor brightness,PCI, normalizeddifference ofband4and
band5, and PC3for theforest andgrasslandtraining samples.
Training
samples

Height
(cm)

5S VEGETATION
Pas 23
25 - 150
Pas 19
230 -300
Pas20
50-200
Pas21
100 - 250
Pas 12
50-200
Pas 06
25 - 150
100 - 150
Pas 18
Pas 02
...
Pas 22
- - 100
Pas 11
4 0 - 70
Pas 08
4 0 - 80
Pas01
2 0 - 60
Pas 15
17- 40
Pas 10
65 - 80
Pas 03
10- 15
Pas 14
3 - 25
Pas 07
5 0 - 90
Pas 24
. -.
Pas 05
4 - 25
Pas 04
- - 10

Species

Sum of
bands

guinea (neglected)
jamalote
king grass
cola de venado
king grass
king grass
jamalote
guinea
guinea
natural/ratana
estrella
natural/ratana
natural/ratana
estrella
natural/ratana

309
309
327
329
318
336
339
340
342
359
361
362
362
364
365
366
367
374
380
384

estrella
estrella
natural/ratana

PCI TM4-TM5/
rM4+TM5

PC3

141.9
143.8
157.0
157.0
151.6
160.0
155.4
157.8
161.9
168.0
166.6
173.2
174.3
170.5
178.3
170.8
172.1
178.2
184.2
188.2

32.0
36.4
37.7
34.5
35.3
37.8
34.4
32.0
32.2
38.0
38.2
35.9
33.8
39.2
37.6
38.0
39.3
37.2
34.0
39.5

-0.03
0.06
0.16
0.10
0.11
0.13
-0.03
-0.02
0.03
0.08
0.03
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.16
0.05
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.18

Differences in index values cannot be correlated with the general cover class.
3. Of the total spectral variation 68 % corresponds to brightness phenomena. The
intensity of thetotal reflectance isgoverned by structural properties of the canopies
or of theland surface. Thedifference inbrightness values between thecover classes
suggests a correlation with the structure of the vegetation. One can think of the
shadowing induced by difference in size and height of the vegetation elements
(vegetative surface roughness) as well as of the optical depth of the vegetation
canopies. Brightness values were shown tobe related toheight of thevegetation for
grasslands. Theexistence of such a relationship was also suggested for forest cover
types.
4. The explanation for the response concerning the band combinations of TM band 4
and TM band 5 (or related feature combinations) proves to be complex. The data
give some indication of dependence on vegetation or plant type (i.e. difference
between palm trees and other trees, between grasses and other herbs, as well as
between different grass species). One would also expect a relation with biomass or
LAI, given theresultsof earlier studies. Thegeneral description of land cover types
in relation to their spectral expression, in the context of the general-purpose land
cover classification, should be investigated further. In this respect, attention should
also be devoted to a hierarchical approache to the classification of land cover (i.e.
the use of different spectral features at different levels of detail, corresponding to
classes of different generalization level).

APPENDIXB
THE VARIANCE OF DIFFERENCE AS A MEASURE FOR A PRIORI
FEATURE SELECTION
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1. INTRODUCTION
In theinitialphase of aclassification process, spectral bands are selected for theproduction of color composites for visual interpretation and selection of training fields. The bands
should be selected apriori. The feature selection aims at minimizing the loss of information
whilereducing thenumber of features. In thecaseof imageclassification, theaim of feature
selection is to find a subset of bands which will provide an optimal trade-off between
probability of error and cost of classification (Swain and Davis, 1978). When the spectral
classes are known, the effectiveness of the separate sets of spectral bands can be evaluated
by measuring the statistical distance between the spectral classes. However measures, such
as theaverage pairwise transformed divergence (Swain et al, 1971) might not be permitted
by the available image processing software or statistical packages.
Measures for the estimation of the information content of band combinations are then
derived from the spectral characteristics of the scene, i.e. from the variance-covariance
matrix (hereafter simply called covariance matrix), corresponding to the total scene or a
representative part of it.

2. THEINFORMATION CONTENT OF INDIVIDUAL SPECTRAL BANDS
Sadowski (1985) used the variance of a spectral band as a measure of information
content. Heassumed that a wide range of data values will occur in bands which are particularly responsive to variation in land cover. More recently, Mulders (1992) used standard
deviation as a measure for single band information content.
Theband variance mightbeapoorestimator when based ondigital numbers (DN), since
the digital values are obtained by calibrating and scaling spectral radiance measured at the
satellitefor eachwavebands. Whenusingthestandard deviation asameasureof information
content, the ranking of the individual wave bands with respect to information value would
depend on whether the reflectance phenomena are expressed in DN, spectral radiance (SR),
or planetary reflectance (PR) (seeTable B.l). TM band 5 would have the highest information content when determined on the basis of digital numbers, but it would rank fifth when
the values are expressed as spectral radiance, while ranking second when using planetary
reflectance. The thermal band (TM band 6) was excluded from the analyses.
Irrespective of the type of image data, the question remains whether standard deviation
(or variance) serves as an appropriate measure of information value. The information value
of a spectral band for classification purposes is determined by the ability of the band to
discriminate between land cover classes (discriminative power or single band class
separability). It can be expressed by the 'within group sum of squares (WGSS) divided by
the between group sum of squares (BGSS)', whereby the group stands for a spectral class.
Lower ratio values indicate better separability. The values are listed in Tabel B.1for the50
spectral classes corresponding tovegetated and non-vegetated cover types,and for areduced
set of 44 classes corresponding only to vegetated cover types.
Forthecorrelation between standarddeviationandWGSS/BGSSratio,aR-squareof 0.81
was obtainedusing DN. An R-square of 0.90 was found when thereflectance was expressed
in PR. The rather high correlation between the standard deviation (SD), expressed in both
DN and PR, on hte one hand, and the discriminative power (DP), on the other, seems to
confirm the assumption that variance is an appropriate measure of information content.
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Table B.l. Statisticaldata on spectralbandsandspectralclasses
Bandl

Band2

Band3

Band4

Band5

Band7

Image data
Digital Numbers (DN)
Mean
St. Dev.

67.97
6.17

26.73
4.51

24.44
6.93

89.33
18.79

70.27
18.88

21.84
9.06

Spectral Radiance
Mean
St. Dev.

3.928
0.370

2.847
0.486

1.860
0.561

7.086
1.522

0.736
0.208

0.116
0.054

8.7E-2
0.82E-2

6.7E-2
1.25E-2

5.1E-2
1.55E-2

29.4E-2
6.32E-2

14.2E-2
4.02E-2

6.3E-2
2.99E-2

0.09

0.17

0.28

0.21

0.27

0.41

2.00

1.36

1.73

5.44

4.21

1.92

0.123
0.268

0.127
0.107

0.098
0.134

0.055
0.083

0.081
0.072

0.098
0.085

Planetary Reflectance
Mean
St. Dev.
Coeff. of Variance

Spectral classes
Mean St.Dev.(DN)
WGSS/BGSS (N=50)
WGSS/BGSS (N=44)

However, the WGSS/BGSS ratio is not a very accurate measure for single band
discriminative power. First of all, because the ratio is an average value. Secondly, the
WGSS/BGSS value will decline with increasing distance between groups, also beyond the
point where complete separation of the spectral classes is obtained. At that point it contributes no further to the improvement of discriminative power. The outcome of the
WGSS/BGSSratioisstronglyinfluenced bythespectraldifference betweenthevegetatedand
non-vegetated areas. The latter is represented by classes like 'built-up areas' and 'bare soil'
and 'water bodies'. The classes represent widely deviating spectral patterns (large distances
between groups). Moreover, thelatter cover classes represent only a minorpart of thearea.
They are the less relevant categories of the land cover in the Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica.
Therefore, attention is devoted to thediscrimination of the land cover classes within the
vegetated areas. When classes like 'built-uparea','bare soil' and 'water bodies' were discarded, a considerably different outcome was obtained for the WGSS/BGSS (see the outcome
for the reduced set of 44 observations). For the vegetated areas, TM band 5 proves to
contain the most information instead of TM band 4; the relative importance of TM band 7
andTMband 2isalsogreater. Thecorrelation between SDand theWGSS/BGSS ratiodrops
considerably (R-square = 0.29). Thisisexplained by thefact that ahigher spectral variance
for thetotalpixelpopulation coincideswithahigher spectralvariance for thespectral classes
corresponding to thecover classes. The standard deviation (oroverall variance) is therefore
not considered a reliable indicator of single band discriminative power.
Theabovesuggestsadoptingthecoefficient ofvariation asa measure toevaluate spectral
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band information value. Considering the reflectance measurement in the separate bands as
independent, the coefficient of variation would be the appropriate measure for comparison
of the spectral features. The coefficient of variance is also shown in table B.1.
The coefficient of variance does yield a higher correlation with the WGSS/BGSS than
was obtained with the variance. But the variation in the WGSS/BGSS values explained by
the coefficient is rather low (R-square = 0.45, N=44). Thelow correlation is the result of
a rather deviant coefficient of variance obtained for TM band 7. Thecoefficient of variance
does not provide an appropriate measure for single band discriminative power. This is
because the WGSS and the BGSS are both correlated with the value level of the spectral
band.

3. POTENTIAL INFORMATION CONTENT OF BAND COMBINATIONS
Measures and methods
The difficulty of selecting the optimum band combination lies in evaluating the information contentoftheindividual spectral features incombination withthecorrelation between
the features. Sheffield (1985) demonstrates that the total variance contained in the band
combination is not an adequate measure of information content.
Ranking methods, based on the variance present in each feature and the degree of
correlation between features, havebeen applied to select feature combinations (Lillesandand
Kiefer, 1987,whomention using suchanapproach for the selection ofband ratios). Mulders
etal. (1992)usesonlya 'correlation index' toselect thefeature combinationwith thehighest
discriminating potential. This 'correlation index' consists of the average correlation of the
band pairs constituting a feature combination.
The discriminative power of feature combinations can be evaluated in terms of the
averagepairwisedivergence (APD)ortheaveragepairwisetransformed divergence (APTD).
Thepairwise divergence between class pairs "i" and "j" isdetermined as follows (Swain et
al. 1971):
Dij=0.5tr[(CrCj)(Cj-'-Ci-,)]+0.5trt(Ci1+Cj-1)(MrMj)(Mi-Mj)T]
where Cis theclass covariance matrix, C 1 is theinverse of the covariance matrix, M isthe
mean vector, T refers to the transpose of matrices, and tr is the trace of the matrices.
The transformed divergence is defined as:
TDij=2000[l-exp(-Dij/8)]
The measure reaches 2000 when the probability of correct classification saturates at 1.
SeeSingh (1984) for a discussion on thepairwise divergence measure. The APD and APTD
are obtained by calculating the mean over all possible class pairs for each feature combination.The APD and APTD valuesdenote therelativeimportanceof the feature combinations with respect to their information content. Therefore, these will be used as reference
values. The following band combinations provide the best discrimination, in order of
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descending importance: 2-4-5,3-4-5,2-4-7and3-4-7 (seeTableB.2).Notethedropinvalue
for the reduced sample set, which corresponds to vegetative cover classes. Only values for
the most relevant band combinations are presented.
For the sake of convenience and because color composites generally consist of three
bands, the discussion ispresented in terms of selection of sets of three bands. The method,
however, isnot specific for thenumberof bandstobeselected. Ingeneral, theAPTDvalues
are high, indicating high probabilities of correct classification as far as the training samples
are concerned. This is not surprising, because the sample set used in this study had been
tested previously to see whether the classes jointly covered the total spectral range and
whether the set of classes incorporated redundant spectral information (see Chapter 3, Part
2).
Table B.2. Theaveragepairwise divergenceand averagepairwise transformed divergence
for the nine band combinations
Submatrix

1-4-7
2-4-7
3-4-7
1-4-5
2-4-5
3-4-5
2-3-4
3-5-7
4-5-7

(N=50)

APTD
(N=50)

(N=44)

APTD
(N=44)

186
205
230
234
250
282
206
222
224

1922
1948
1939
1936
1955
1949
1922
1885
1920

97
117
112
145
161
160
98
117
150

1900
1933
1922
1919
1943
1935
1900
1853
1898

APD

APD

Several measures can bederived from thecovariance matrix for theinformation content of
band combination. The band combinations are depicted as sub-matrices of the covariance
matrix for the total number of bands.
The sum of the eigenvalues of the sub-matrices represents the total variance within the
corresponding feature combination. When divided by the total variance of the entire scene,
it gives the percentage of the variance explained by the band combination. However,the aim
ofeigenvalues doesnotaccount for thecorrelation between thebands.Thedeterminant, used
by Sheffield (1985) as a measure of information content, does account for the correlation
between the spectral bands. Yet it is influenced by the proportion of the variance in the
independent dimensions (i.e. proportion of the length of theprincipal axes defining thesubspace spanned by any particular band combination). It is therefore considered a biased
measure.
What isneeded isa measure taking account of both thetotalvariance of acombinationand
the proportionality in the variance explained by the eigenvectors. Measures like X^-X^,
Xnux/EX and (Xmax-XmJ/(Xm,x+\mill), where X denotes the eigenvalue, do not fulfil this
requirement. Therefore, we adopted another measure of information content of band
combinationsthat isbased onthevarianceofdifference (VOD)between twopopulations (i.e.
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two bands). A measure for combinations of more than two bands can be obtained by first
summing the VOD of the band pairs that are part of the multi-band combination, and then
dividing the result by the number band pairs.
N

£

N

£

[VAR{i) +VAR(j)

-2COV(i,j)

Q.5N(N-1)

whereby i=l...N andj = i+l...N andj > i , N is the number of features

The determinant, the sum of eigenvalues and VOD for the sub- matrices is shown in Table
B.3.
Table B.3. Determinant, eigenvalues and variance of difference of the sub-matrices
correspondingto three-bandcombinations,basedon the covariancematrix.
Sub-matrix

Determinant

^eigenvalues

1-4-5
3-4-5
4-5-7
2-4-5
1-4-7
3-4-7
2-4-7
3-5-7
2-3-4

1368249 (1)
1108682(2)
613025 (3)
534346 (4)
312892 (5)
216141 (6)
127451 (7)
37215 (8)
30404 (9)

745.012(83%)
754.959 (84%)
789.047 (88%)
727.638(81%)
473.579 (53%)
483.527 (54%)
456.207(51%)
482.249 (54%)
422.119(47%)

Total image

894.423

Var. of Diff.
485.458 (89%)
493.671(91%)
475.481 (88%)
476.551 (88%)
389.869 (72%)
402.962 (74%)
375.069 (69%)
163.048 (30%)
351.906 (65%)
542.692

Results and discussion
The 3-4-5 band combination shows the highest score for the VOD measure, followed by
the 1-4-5,2-4-5 and 4-5-7combinations. The sumof eigenvalues lists the4-5-7 combination
asmost important. Thedeterminant would indicatethe 1-4-5 combinationas most important.
This is in agreement with Sheffield, who mentions that the 1-4-5 band combination usually
ranks first using the determinant measure.
The VOD partially corresponds to the order generated by the APD (N=50, see table B.2).
The combination 3-4-5 has the highest APD, followed in decreasing order by 2-4-5, 1-4-5
and 3-4-7 combinations, with the combination 4-5-7 ranking fifth. The other measures give
lowerperformance, especiallybecauseof thelowranking of the2-4-5band combination. All
measures rank the 1-4-5 band combination too high.
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Thereduced setof44 spectral classesyields thefollowing order for APTvalues:2-4-5and
3-4-5 show the highest scores for APD, followed by 4-5-7 and 1-4-5, and subsequently by
combinations with markedly lower APDs. This corresponds to the four-band combinations
indicated by the VOD measure, with some difference in ranking order. The VOD measure
indicates the feature combinations which provide the highest average divergence between
class pairs. The determinant and sum of eigenvalues are considered less accurate estimators
because of the clear difference in ranking order.
Thecorrespondence of theVOD measurewith theAPTD, reflecting probability of correct
classification, is less than with the APD. Based on the APTD, the 2-4-5 combination is
designated the best feature combination, followed with a slightly lower score by the
combinations 3-4-5 and 2-4-7, and, in fourth position, by 3-4-7. The order of the combinations is the same, whether based on the set of 50 spectral classes and based on the
reduced set of 44 classes.
Neither of the band combinations 3-4-7 or 2-4-7 are indicated by the VOD measure, nor
by the other measures, as belonging to the four most relevant feature combinations. The
VOD measure does not serve as a reliable estimator of the information content of band
combinations as regards classification performance.
This is explained by the fact that the spectral variance, and as such the variance of
difference, doesnotprovideareliableestimateof thesingleband discriminativepower. This
was discussed in the second section of this appendix. The contribution of TM band 7 is
underestimated.
We investigated the use of the coefficient of variation as an alternative to the variance as
a measure for the information content of single spectral bands. That required recalculation
(scaling) of thecovariance matrix and thedetermination determinant, eigenvalues, and VOD
for the individual band combinations on the basis of the adjusted covariance matrix.
Using the scaled VOD values, higher priority is given to thecombinations 2-4-7 and 3-4-7.
In fact, this would give priority to these two combinations over the combinations 3-4-5 and
2-4-5. Thispriority reflects theoverestimation of the informational valueof TM band 7and
an underestimation of TM band 5, as consequence of the application of the coefficient of
variation as single band information content. The highest ranking combination based on the
scaled VOD measureproves tobe 1-4-7, while ranking only sixth on thebasis of theAPTD
score. Therefore, wemayconcludethat measuresbased on thecoefficient ofvariation donot
perform better in indicating band combinations with a high probability for correct
classification.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. With respect to the single bands, the variance serves as a measure for the average
distance between land cover spectral classes. This does not apply to single band
discriminative power.
Useof thevariance as a measure of information content over-estimates the importance
ofTM band 4. Thecontribution ofTM band 5andTMband 7isunderestimated, while
in fact TM band 5 is most powerful in discriminating between the cover types. TM
band 4 and TM band 7 are equally important. The importance we ascribe toTM band
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5 is in agreement with the conclusions of Sheffield (1985).
Thecoefficient of variance doesnotprovide an alternative tothevariance measure, due
to the overestimation of information content of TM band 7.
2. More or less the sameapplies with respect to theband combinations. The variance
of difference measure serves toindicateband combinations showing high scores for the
average pairwise divergence. The VOD performs better than the determinant or the
eigenvalues in this case.
TheVOD, determinant, and eigenvalues areless suitableasindicators for classification
performance of band combinations (given by the average pairwise transformed divergence). They failed toindicatethecombinationsincludingTMband 7, whileof the four
spectral band combination with highest APTD values two inlcuded TM band 7. The
four combinationswiththehighest APTDscorewere2-4-5,3-4-5,2-4-7and3-4-7.The
limited suitability of the VOD and other measures is explained by the low accuracy of
the variance as estimator of single band information value. Two of the four relevant
spectral band are indicated by the VOD measure.
TheVOD measure, based onthe scaled covariance matrix (i.e. adjusted for theaverage
value level), overestimates the information value of band combinations which include
TM band 7. On the other hand, band combinations including TM band 5 are underestimated. Also the adjusted VOD did not correctly indicate the most relevant band
combinations.
3. The fact that the sameranking appliestoband combinations for thecomplete setand
the reduced setof 44cover classes, on thebasis of their APTDvalue, suggests that the
same band combinations serve to discriminate between general cover classes (like
vegetated area, built-upareaandbare soil, andwaterbodies) asbetween vegetated cover
classes.
It is concluded that exact measures of information content for specific applications cannot
be inferred from general image variance characteristics.

APPENDIX C.
FARMING SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION.
For the classification of the farms two labels are attributed; One for thecomposition of the
farm with respect to crops and land uses (the farm land use types), one for the scale of
production and management level.
The following farm land use types are defined:
1. Mixed farms. As well crops as grassland is encountered on the farms.
1A.Besides toanimal husbandry, arethefarms dedicated totheproduction of crops
like maize, rice, yucca or other root and tuber crops.
IB. The farm activity is directed to the cultivation of tree crops (Cacao, Citrus,
Guanabana) and/or other perennial crops like plantain, papaya and to animal
husbandry.
1C. As well annual crops as perennial crops are cultivated and livestock is kept on
the farm.
2. Farms dedicated to livestock production. More than 90 percent of the farm area is used
for grassland.
2A. Farms dedicated to animal husbandry, with less than 10 percent of the farm
area is dedicated to the production of predominantly annual crops with some
times a limited area with perennial crops.
2AP. Cattle farms with less than 10 percent of the farm area used for perennial
crops, predominantly tree crops.
2B. Farms dedicated to animal husbandry only.
3. Farms dedicated to crop production. Mostly annual crops like maize, rice or root and
tuber crops like yucca and chamol. Often perennial crops are found, sometimes for he
larger part of the farm area (plantain, cacao, etc.).
4. Plantations and orchards.
4A. Macadamia
4B. Citrus and/or other fruit trees (Guanabana), sometimes parts of the farm are
used for pastures.
4C. Coffee or Cacao, in cases both. Sometimes annual crops are grown in smaller
amounts.
4D. Ornamental plants.
4E. Combination of the different (semi-)perennial plantation crops like plantain,
banana and yucca. Also sometimes annual crops are grown mostly for home
consumption.
4F. Banana.
4G. Reforestation (plantings of f.e. Laurel and Eucalyptus) or forest reserves.
4H. Palm heart plantations.
5. Non farm area.
5A. Homestead gardens
5B. Non cultivated pastures, neglected areas.
6. Farms with a considerable part under forest cover and with pastures. Income is obtained
for a -sometimes important- part derived from the exploitation of the forest.
7. Farms with considerable parts under forest cover and a parts of the farm area dedicated
to a variety of crops and pasture. Crop production is meant for home consumption.
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8. With part of the area under forest cover and a part dedicated to plantation crops like
macadamia, cardamon, vanilla and other.
9. Areas with parts dedicated to reforestation and parts for livestock production.
Codes referring to scale of production and management levels:
1. Commercial enterprises with a high level of capital investment (machinery and buildings)
and high level of inputs (materials and labour). Scaleof production is large. Production
of commercial crops generally export oriented.
(Banana plantation, larger ornamental crop plantation, larger macadamia plantations,
etc.)
2. Intermediate level
Large scale, extensive stock breeding. Larger farms dedicated to livestock
production. Generally a few persons are employed for the current activities.
Level of mechanization is very low; theuseof horses is common. Acoral is
present and often improved pastures are found.
Production on intermediatelevel with intensive useof the land. Intermediate level
of capital investment and useof hired labour. Machinery is used forfieldpreparation, irrigation and/or other farm activities. The production goods are generally
owned. Thistypeof management isapplicabletoenterprises, intermediateinsize,
which produce ornamental crops, the smaller macadamia plantations and also the
farms with larger areas for thecommercial production of maizeother arable crops
are attributed this management class.
3. Farms which largely depend on the family for the labour inputs, sometimes temporal
workersarehired. Atractor isincaseshired for theploughingof maizeplots. Generally
only traditional tools are used. The scale of production and level of capital investment
is low.
3B. Only part of the income is generated at the farm. The owner is employed off
farm.
3D. Owner does not live at the farm. The management of the farm is in hands of
a hired person.
4. Areas without agricultural use or on marginal levels only.
4A. With agricultural production onvery limited scaleand predominantly intended
for home consumption; not to be considered as an economic activity. The
areas concern homestead gardens or other plots of very limited dimensions.
4B. Abandoned or severely neglected area. Generally pastures.

APPENDIX D.
LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION OF THE GRS AREA
For the land cover classification of the Guacimo-Rio Jiménez-Siquirres
area see the attached poster.
KEY TO LAND COVER CLASSES.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

FOREST AREA
SWAMP AND PEAT VEGETATION. (Consisting mainly of
Yolillo (Raphia Taedigera))
SECONDARY FOREST
SECONDARY VEGETATION. (Comprising dense woody
regrowth as well as scrubby vegetation. Young tree planting
and e.g. cassave might also be classified as secondary vegetation.)
PASTURE.
(SEMI-) NATURAL GRASSLANDS AND DEGRADED
GRASSLANDS. (Also comprising Guinea pastures (Panicwn
maximum), not to be considered a degraded grassland).
WOODED AREA. (Comprising cacao lots, orchards, macadamia plantations, wooded pastures, reforested area, wooded
river banks and other densily wooded areas).

8. PLANTAIN
9. BANANA
10.BAMBOO
11. ORNAMENTAL CROPS. (Especially referring to Yuca (Dracaene massangeana)).
12. PEJIVALLE (Bactrisgasipaës), PALMITO (Bactrisgasipaës,
harvested as young plants) or COCONUT PLANTATION.
13. BARE SOIL AND BUILT-UP AREA.
14. RIVERBEDDING, SAND &BOULDERS.
15. RIVER.

16.LAGOONS,SHADOWOFCLOUDS.
17.CLOUDS.

APPENDIX E
LAND USE PATTERNS IN THE GRS AREA

KEY TOLAND USE PATTERNS
1. FOREST LAND
01/Fl Lowland andpromontory humid tropical forest.
02/F2 Forested areaswithin cultivated lands.
03/f3 Disturbed forest. Small forested parts within
cultivated lands

2.AREAOFAGRICULTURALPENETRATION
11/APl Forest covers > 30 %of the area. Land
use: timber wood extraction and cattle
farming.
12/AP2 Forest cover > 50% ofthearea. Use: Timber wood extraction andcattle farming.

3. AGRICULTURAL LANDS, FARM
LAND
SMALL FARMS
Area with mixed land cover
31/M1 Area with residential andagricultural function. Very small properties, homestead gardens, annual cropping and grazing. Production forhome consumption.
32/M2 Very small mostly mixed farms. Most important: annual crop production, perennial crops
and livestock less important.
33/M3 Very smalltosmall farms. Dominantuse: annualcropping,perennialcroppingandgrazing
are less important
34/M4 Very smalltosmall farms, dedicated toannual crop (maize,cassava)livestock production.
Fruit trees are generally found within the
pastures.
35/M5 Very small tosmall farms. Use:annualand
perennial crops.
Mixed land cover and forest
36/F1 Arepartly covered with forest. Very small to
small farms. Annual, perennial and tree
crops.
37/F1 Small farms. Land isused forgrazingsometimesincombination with perennial crops

Area with predominant grassland cover
38/P1 Very small farms. Cattle farming andperennial crop production (e.g. palmito)
39/P2 Very small to small farms. Land used for
grazingandtreecrops(e.g.fruit, macadamia)
Area with Wooded Area asdominant cover
40/W1 Very smalltosmall farms. Cacao plantations
and pastures (mostly with trees).
Area with Bare Soil asdominant cover
45/B1 Very small farms. Landuse:annual cropping
(e.g. maize, cassava)
46/M1 Land cover ofbare soil andforest. Recently
cleared area

MEDIUM SIZED FARMS
Are with mixed land cover
51/M1 Land useforGrazing or grazing incombination with crop production
52/M2 Farmsdedicatedtoannualcroppingorcombination ofannual andperennial croppingand
grazing.
53/M3 Small to medium sized farms, land use
directed to perennial andannual crop production.
Area with grassland cover
56/P1 Cattle farming
57/P2 Parts of the area is classified as degraded
grassland. Land usefor grazing, to lesser
extend forannual andperennial cropping.

LARGEANDVERYLARGEFARMS
Area with grassland cover
61/P1 Livestock production. Often improved grass
species isused. Notrees scattered overthe
fields.
62/P2 Parts classified asdegraded pastures. Cattle
farming.
63/P3 Land cover for a large part composed of
degraded grasslands. Cattle farming
64/P4 Land cover consists ofWooded Area, cultivated pasture, degradedgrasslands and forest
or secondary vegetation. Large farms dedicated tolivestock breeding and reforestation.
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Area with Bare Soil as dominant cover
66/B1 Land cover classified as bare soil, wooded
area and secondary vegetation. Large commercial farms dedicated to (arable) crop
production for export.
67/B2 Part of the area is classified as ornamental
crop.Commercialenterprisededicatedtoproduction of ornamental crops.
68/B3 Land cover consists of bare soil and pasture.
Land use inprocess of change.
69/64 Bare soil as result of clearing.
Area with forest cover
70/F1 Part of large farm with forest cover.

4. PLANTATIONS
Banana plantations
81/B1 Banana plantation
82/B2 40 to 60 % of the area is classified as
banana. Parts oftheplantation area notcovered with banana (low plant densities, open
spots due to unsuitable soils and roads traversing the plantation.
Dominant land cover :Wooded Area
85/W1 Macadamia plantation
Land cover partly consisting of bamboo
87/BM1 Land cover consists of bamboo, forest,
secondary vegetation. Area used for production of bamboo.
Area with mixed land cover
86/M1 Land cover: Wooded Area, Secondary vegetation, grassland and/or forest. Different
kinds of crops: E.g. coffee, cardamon. In
cases parts forested.

5. TOWNS AND VILLAGES.
91/Bl Area classified as non vegetated: Residential
area.

6. WETLAND
04/F4 Dominant land cover: Forest. Parts classified
as swamp vegetation (Yol'Ho)18/W4 Land cover consists of Wooded Area, non cultivated grassland and baresoil. Areaswith
semi-natural grassand woody vegetation, for
part of the year inundated.

7. OTHER, WASTE LANDS
With forest as dominant cover.
13/F3 Land cover consists of Forest and Wooded
Area. Reforested area, parts used for extensive grazing.
Area with mixed land cover.
16/P1 Land cover: Wooded Area, degraded grasslands and pastures. Medium to large farms,
land use for very extensive grazing.
17/W2 Land cover: Wooded Area, Forest and (to
lesser extend) bare soil and secondary vegetation. Large farms. Land not used or very
extensively.
19/W5 Landcover:Wooded AreaanForest and(sub
dominant)cultivatedandnon-cultivatedgrasslands. Small farms, land partly used, partly
waste land.
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Samenvatting
Deze dissertatie beschrijft de landgebruiksinventarisatie op sub-regionale nivo in de
Atlantische Zone van Costa Rica. Hiertoe wordt het concept van de "landgebruikszone"
(LGZ) geïntroduceerd. De LGZ speelt een centrale rol in de definitie van een methodologie ter waarneming van landgebruik en landgebruiksverandering. Het landgebruik wordt
beschreven a.d.h.v. landgebruikspatronen (LGP). Het LGP geeft aan welke bedrijfssystemen en landgebruikstypen voorkomen in een LGZ.
Een "object-georiënteerde" en "gegevens-gedreven" benadering wordt gehanteerd voor
de landgebruiksinventarisatie. "Object-georiënteerd" betekent in dit geval dat het landgebruik wordt beschreven als een verzameling objecten (de LGZ) met hun specifieke
geometrische en thematische karakteristieken. Een klassificatiesysteem wordt ontwikkeld,
zodat elke klasse LGZ's bevat met een kenmerkende thematische inhoud, geometrie,
aggregatie structuur en dynamiek. De verwerking van dergelijke complexe object
informatie vereist aandacht voor de definitie van een gegevens model.
Satelliet beelden en luchtfoto's worden aangewend om informatie over het landgebruik
te verkrijgen. Dit gebeurt d.m.v. patroon herkenning. De "gegevens-gedreven" benadering houdt in dit geval in dat de patronen (of klassen) niet a priori geven zijn, maar
inductief bepaald worden. D.w.z. ze vloeien voort uit het inventarisatieproces. De
gegevens-gedreven benadering is een strategie om inzicht te krijgen in het landgebruik op
sub-regionaal nivo. Het inventarisatieproces is opgedeeld in een aantal sequentieel geordende stappen, die in afzonderlijke hoofdstukken beschreven worden.
Het eerste gedeelte van deze dissertatie gaat in op de LGZ als middel voor de
inventarisatie van landgebruik en landgebruiksverandering. De vergelijking van luchtfoto's
van de periode 1948-1952 met die van 1984, voor het Guacimo-Rio Jiménez-Siquirres
(GRS) studiegebied, toont dat de LGZ stabiele grenzen hebben, mits deze tot de landbouwgebieden behoren. Dit impliceert dat we dezelfde LGZ's op de verschillende
tijdsmomenten kunnen herkennen aan hun geometrie en waarmee registratie van landgebruiksverandering d.m.v. de thematische kenmerken mogelijk wordt gemaakt.
Informatie omtrent bedrijfsgrootte en bedrijfssystemen is verkregen d.m.v. een enquête
onder boeren. De gegevens laten significante verschillen in samenstelling van de LGZ's.
Op grond van deze verschillen zijn de landgebruikspatronen gedefinieerd. Dat de LGZ's
geassocieerd zijn met een verscheidenheid aan landgebruikspatronen geeft aan dat de
LGZs relevante ruimtelijke eenheden vertegenwoordigen voor de beschrijving van het
landgebruik op sub-regionale schaal. De verschillen in landgebruikspatroon blijken gerelateerd te zijn aan verschillen in samenstelling van de landbedekking en aan de veldgrootte
verdeling, zoals deze verkregen zijn d.m.v. classificatie en interpretatie van de satellietbeelden en luchtfoto's. Deze materialen geven dus informatie over het landgebruik, mits
mits de geëigende interpretatieregels gehanteerd worden.
Bovenstaande impliceert eveneens dat verandering in het landgebruikspatroon afgeleid
kan worden uit verandering in landbedkkingssamenstelling, onder de voorwaarde dat de
geometrie van de LGZ niet verandert, en mits ook hier de geëigende interpretatieregels
worden toegepast. Veranderingen in landbedekkingssamenstelling van de LGZ's tussen
1986 en 1990 zijn onderzocht m.b.v. satellietbeelden. Duidelijke trends in verandering
van landgebruik werden waargenomen. Deze trends waren: een afname in maïs- en
graslandareaal, een toename in het areaal voor de produktie van banaan en macadamia en
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toename van land bestemd voor herbebossing. Naast toe- of afname in areaal van een
bepaald gewas konden bijvoorbeeld ook verandering van type grasland en verbetering van
bananaplantages waargenomen worden.
Het tweede gedeelte beschrijft identificatie en Massificatie van de LGZ d.m.v.
patroonherkenning. Allereerst wordt de stratificatie van het GRS studiegebied beschreven.
Sub-regio's worden geïdentificeerd waarbij het ruimtelijk patroon, bepaald door de
grootte, vorm en ordening van de velden, het belangrijkste criterium is.
Wanneer de LGZ's eenmaal vastgesteld zijn, kunnen de veldgrootte en landbedekkingskarateristieken bepaald worden. Een procedure voor de per pixel landbedekkingsklassificatie
wordt besproken. Deze procedure begeleidt de beeldanalist in de complexe taak een
verzameling trainingsklassen voor de 'maximum likelihood' Massificatie te definiëren.
Nadruk wordt gelegd op de 'training' fase. De methode maakt gebruik van 'gecontroleerde' (supervised) en ongecontroleerde (unsupervised) Massificatie methoden.
De classificatie van de LGZ's wordt in aparte hoofdstukken behandeld. Op grond van
statistische evaluatie van verschillen in gemiddelde veldgrootte zijn 5 relevante klassen
gedefinieerd. De klassen om verschillen in landbedekkingssamenstelling te beschrijven
worden gedefinieerd a.d.h.v. een hiërarchische clusteranalyse. Hierbij wordt een kritische
afstand bepaald, die aangeeft of twee LGZ's (of groepen van LGZ's) significant van
elkaar verschillen. Deze kritische afstand weerspiegelt de betrouwbaarheid van de
gegeven landbedekkingssamenstelling, die op zijn beurt bepaald wordt door de nauwkeurigheid van de landbedekkingsklassificatie (verwijzend naar zowel thematische als
geometrische nauwkeurigheid).
De veldgrootteklassen en de klassen van landbedekkingssamenstelling worden gegevensklassen genoemd. Uit deze klassen wordt informatie over het landgebruik afgeleid
d.m.v. projectie van de gegevensklassen op informatiecategorieën. Dit gebeurt a.d.h.v
beslisregels, die een conditioneel klasselabel toe kennen aan een LGZ. De conditie
refereert aan een bepaalde context. Inzicht in de ingewikkelde beslisstructuur wordt
verkregen door ordening van de regels in een hiërarchische structuur, hetgeen resulteert
in een beslisboom. De beslisboom geeft een stapsgewijze specificatie van het landgebruikspatroon van een LGZ.
In het derde gedeelte wordt het landgebruik geëvalueerd m.b.t. het bio-fysische
potentieel van het land. Voor het studiegebied zijn hiertoe de landgebruikskaart en de
bodemkaart over elkaar gelegd. Het blijkt dat de grenzen van de landgebruikseenheden en
de fysiografische-bodemeenheden in grote mate overeenkomen. Dit betekent niet dat het
landgebruik in overeenstemming is met de bio-fysische capaciteit van de bodem. Resultaten geven aan dat in 18% van het gebied een gevaar voor degradatie van het land bestaat.
In 51%van het gebied bestaan mogelijkheden voor meer intensief gebruik van de bodem.
Gezien het samengestelde karakter van de eenheden kunnen combinaties van landgebruikstype en bodemtype niet met zekerheid vastgesteld worden. De studie heeft als zodanig een
verkennend karakter.
In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt de opbrengstvariatie van banaan in één bepaalde plantage
onderzocht. De plantage vertegenwoordigt een LGZ. Gegevens van de bodeminventarisatie verklaarden 67% van de variatie in opbrengst. Het gebruik van Landsat-TM gegevens
als een additionele verklarende factor resulteerde niet een beter resultaat.
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